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Summary 

Major Features 
• Airline waitlist 

• Total trip cost 

• Specify airline in air search  

Minor Features 
• User supplied hotels – Add to existing reservation 

• Change in status email notification - make configurable 

• Company location search - allow configuration 

• Three tiers of preference for air  

• Three tiers of preference for lanes 

• Hub airport search configuration 
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Release Notes 

Administration 

Add Diamond to Preferred Carrier on Lane 
 
GDS' Supported: All GDSs 
Configuration Setting: Travel System Administration > Manage Lanes 
Solution ID: SID2590, SID989, SID257 

With the November 2009 release, we announced a three-tier preference system for 
hotel properties. This feature applies the same logic to airline vendors associated to 
lanes (route between two airports/cities). The three tiers are:  

• Preferred carriers on a lane marked with Most Preferred display with three 
diamonds 

• Preferred carriers on a lane marked with Preferred display with two diamonds 

• Preferred carriers on a lane marked with Less Preferred display with one 
diamond 

NOTE:  The preference rank assigned to an airline vendor in a given lane will 
override the company level preference rank. In addition, lanes are bi-
directional.  

System administrators can assign preferred carriers on a given lane manually or via 
the import tool. When importing lanes, preferred carriers can only be added and not 
deleted. All preferred carriers added via the import tool have a default ranking of not 
preferred, as the ability to import the preference does not exist today. Once the 
preferred carriers are loaded, the administrator must then update to note the specific 
preference level. 

How to Enable 

The Manage Lane Details page – located at Administration > Travel System Admin 
> Manage Lanes – displays the area where preferred carriers can be added, updated, 
or deleted:  
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The Preferred Carrier edit page allows an administrator to select the preferred 
carrier and assign the preference ranking:  

 

What the End User Sees 

In the case below, the lane is Baltimore (BWI) to Charlotte (CLT) with the preferred 
carrier American (AA) having a ranking of Most Preferred. In this travel 
configuration, AA is also discounted carrier with a ranking of Preferred. The BWI-CLT 
on AA options will display with three diamonds in the Concur Cliqbook Travel booking 
wizard, but all other AA flights will show as two diamonds:  
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Change in Status Email Notification - Make Configurable  

GDS' Supported: All GDSs 
Configuration Setting: Travel System Administration > Profile Options 
Solution ID: SID2207, SID2233 

Concur announced a feature in September 2009 to alert users when a change in their 
assistant status occurred. Many of you have asked for this feature to be configurable. 
If the new Suppress emails sent when travel assistant changes are made 
check box is selected in Company Travel Administration, Concur Cliqbook Travel will 
not send emails when a user's travel assistant has been changed.   

This option is defaulted to cleared (unchecked): 

 

The following items will automatically be exempt from receiving an email, regardless 
of the setting above: 

• The user's login ID starts with "admin@" or "neverbooking"  

• The user's first name is exactly "William" or "william"  and the last name is 
"Never" or "never". 

Company Location Search - Allow Configuration 

GDS' Supported: All GDSs 
Configuration Setting: Travel System Administration > Wizard Options 
Solution ID: SID2604 

With the November 2009 release, we changed the way company locations work when 
there are more than 25 locations. We announced an auto-complete search field to 
avoid long drop down menus and scrolling.  

Since November, many of you have requested this update to be configurable.  If the 
new Disable auto-lookup for Company Location selection check box is selected, 
within Company Travel Administration, Concur Cliqbook Travel will revert to the old 
way of displaying company locations and remove the auto-complete search field.  

This option is defaulted to cleared (unchecked): 
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Travel Policy - Update All Flights within Region Datapoint 

GDS' Supported: All GDSs 
Configuration Setting: Company Administration > Travel Rule Builder 
Solution ID: SID2497 

Cliqbook was missing datapoints for some regions within the All Flights are within 
the region option. Rather than add two new rules, Cliqbook added a single new rule 
that encompasses all regions with a drop down menu as shown below: 

 

Datapoints in the Travel Rule Builder:  

While there are currently no plans to 
sunset the current "all flights in region 
X" datapoints, as a best practice, 
Concur encourages you to update your 
existing policies to use the new rule.  

 

 

Sabre Web Services Update 

GDS' Supported: Sabre Only 
Configuration Setting: Travel System Administration > System Options 
Solution ID: N/A 

Once an administrator enables Sabre Web Services for a travel configuration, only 
Concur can disable. 
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Amadeus Profile Move *COMING SOON* 

GDS' Supported: Amadeus Only 
Configuration Setting: Travel System Administration 
Solution ID: N/A 

The * character in the company profile name, means "merge company and user level 
profiles".  The ^ character is supposed to move the agency, company, and traveler 
profiles.  In Amadeus – right now – they both do the same thing.   

In the February build Concur will correct 
the ^ per the above definition, which will 
cause Cliqbook to issue a PBY command 
to move the agency level profile first. 
Customers who do not want this to 
happen need to make sure they are using 
* instead of ^ before the February build 
in mid-February. 
 
 
 

Air 

Airline Preference - Three Tiers of Diamonds 
 
GDS' Supported: All GDSs 
Configuration Setting: Travel System Admin > Manage Corporate Discounts  
Solution ID: SID1176, SID461 

Concur announced a three tier preference system for individual hotel properties with 
the November 2009 release. With this release, we announce the same for airline 
contracts. Airlines discounts loaded with: 

• Most Preferred will display with three diamonds 

• Preferred will display with two diamonds 

• Less Preferred will display with one diamond 

NOTE: Prior to the January 2010 release, all airlines loaded with a discount displayed 
to the user as a "company preferred" airline, regardless of their preference 
setting. They will now appear with the three-diamond display, based on what 
is loaded in the company discounts area.  
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How to Enable 

The location to manage Airline Discounts, is located at Administration > Travel 
System Admin > Manage Corporate Discounts. This section displays the three tiers 
available to select when adding or modifying a vendor. 

NOTE:  When selecting Not Preferred, the airline vendor will not display on the 
scrolling search window within Concur Cliqbook Travel. 

 

 

What the End User Sees 

• Most preferred airlines display with three diamonds 

 

• Preferred airlines display with two diamonds 
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• Less preferred airlines display with one diamond 

 

In addition to applying the three diamond preference levels, we added an "Air Most 
Preferred Warning" custom text field to Company Administration. There is no default 
setting for this text so no messaging will appear without administration. If added, 
the text entered here will appear on the Price and Schedule pages for your Most 
Preferred Airlines.  

The "air most preferred warning" text does not display in Compressed Display mode 
but will appear on the schedule, price and flex faring pages: 

Custom Warning Text  

 

Price Page  

 

Schedule Page  
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Flex Faring  

 

Compress view (warning text will not show) 

 

Waitlist Support 

GDS' Supported: Amadeus, Apollo, Galileo, and Sabre Only 
Configuration Setting: Travel Company Administration > Travel Rule Builder 
Solution ID: SID2632 

Most airlines offer the ability to waitlist for a sold-out flight. This is crucial for certain 
regions of the world and a known travel practice. Concur Cliqbook Travel now 
supports this ability. A waitlist will display on the Cliqbook itinerary as unconfirmed. 
If a waitlist clears, the airline notifies the agency via a GDS queue and the agency 
will need to contact the user to advise the new fare. Concur will not manage clearing 
and confirming waitlists as it requires a reissue of the ticket; Concur will manage the 
request only.  

Concur Cliqbook Travel will waitlist in the highest class of service in the cabin for the 
best chance of clearance and a confirmed seat on the plane. If the waitlist clears, it 
could result in a significant fare increase. Customers should discuss the waitlist 
process with their TMC before turning it on in Cliqbook as it could result in higher 
agencies fees because of the required manual intervention.  

NOTE:  Travel policy will continue to dictate the classes of service that are displayed 
to the traveler. 

There are some requirements in order to waitlist:  

• Itinerary must be refundable. 

• Confirmed space is required – we do not support a waitlist-only reservation. 
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• Waitlist flight is sold out. 

Cliqbook does not allow the following scenarios:  

• Waitlist-only reservations 

• Multi-passenger waitlists 

• Waitlist in a lower class of service 

• Flex Faring waitlists 

• Post ticket change waitlists 

• Concur Mobile waitlists 

How to Enable the Feature 

To enable waitlist for a given travel class, administrators navigate to Company Admin 
> Travel Rule Builder and add Allow waitlist to a Flight – Class of Service rule. 
Combine this datapoint with others in this category to allow for the following possible 
scenarios: 

• Only allow waitlist on defined airlines 

• Only allow waitlist for travel to certain countries 

• Only allow waitlist for defined cabins (economy/coach, business, premium 
economy and first) 

• Only allow waitlist for international travel 

• Only allow waitlist for defined travel class  
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What the End User Sees 

Sold-out flights are noted with the grayed out radio button. Once a user has 
confirmed space, the check box to allow waitlist will appear on sold out options: 
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When the user selects both booking flights and waitlist flights, the finger fare will 
look like this: 

 

The Concur Cliqbook Travel itinerary will show both confirmed and waitlisted flights. 
The user will see a Cancel link next to all waitlisted flights and can cancel the 
waitlist at any time.  

In the example below, the status shows both "Waitlisted" and "Contact Agent." This 
is because one of the segments already cleared the waitlist. If a waitlist clears before 
the booking is completed, the traveler can choose to change to the cleared flight or 
keep their existing flights. The example below did not confirm because only one 
portion cleared:  
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Closed Waitlists 

There are times when a waitlist is closed for a flight. If this is the case, Concur 
Cliqbook Travel alerts the traveler on the itinerary review page and dismisses the 
request from the PNR: 
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Calendar Attachment 

Calendar appointments attached to the Cliqbook itinerary sent via email will also 
note the waitlisted flights:  

 

PNR Format 

The waitlisted segments will appear as follows in the GDS PNR:  
  
 1.1BEAR/VERNON V                                                
 1 BA 138F 16JAN J BOMLHR HK1   245A  655A HRS /DCBA*28UHZH /E   
 2 BA 138Y 16JAN J BOMLHR HL1   245A  655A /DCBA*28UHZH /E       
 3 AA7836Y 16JAN J BOMBRU KL1   300A  750A /E                    
 4 AA 155Y 16JAN J BRULHR HL1   115P  130P /DCAA*BOXIUF /E    

General remarks are written to PNR with format like below: 

WAITLIST <segment index>/<status code>/<flight info>/<timestamp>* 
segment index: e.g. 1 – outbound and 2 - inbound for a roundtrip flight 
status code: 

SS – seat available 
LL – waitlist 
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UC – waitlist closed 

 Examples: 
WAITLIST 1/UC/CO-9705-LHR-JFK-Y/2010-01-07T16-54-00* 
WAITLIST 1/LL/CO-5272-LHR-FRA-Y/CO-51-FRA-EWR-Y/2010-01-07T16-54-
00* 
WAITLIST 2/LL/CO-7542-EWR-IAD-Y/CO-6050-IAD-LHR-Y/2010-01-07T16-
54-00* 

"WaitListSegments" Datapoint 

Agencies can program the PNR Finisher to write waitlist 
data to the PNR via new Waitlist Segment datapoints. 
These datapoints are also available in conjunction with the 
Conditional Queue feature to send itineraries with a waitlist 
request to a separate queue for the agency to monitor.  
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
<WaitListSegments> 

 <SegmentOption> 
  <SegmentIndex>2</SegmentIndex> 
  <StatusCode>LL</StatusCode> 
  <Flight> 
   <Carrier>UA</Carrier> 
   <FlightNum>8870</FlightNum> 
   <DepAirp>JFK</DepAirp> 
   <ArrAirp>MUC</ArrAirp> 
   <Cabin>Y</Cabin> 
  </Flight> 
  <TimeStamp>2010-01-07T20-52-00</TimeStamp> 
 </SegmentOption> 
 <SegmentOption> 
  <SegmentIndex>2</SegmentIndex> 
  <StatusCode>UC</StatusCode> 
  <Flight> 
   <Carrier>UA</Carrier> 
   <FlightNum>7311</FlightNum> 
   <DepAirp>JFK</DepAirp> 
   <ArrAirp>IAD</ArrAirp> 
   <Cabin>Y</Cabin> 
  </Flight> 
  <Flight> 
   <Carrier>UA</Carrier> 
   <FlightNum>902</FlightNum> 
   <DepAirp>IAD</DepAirp> 
   <ArrAirp>MUC</ArrAirp> 
   <Cabin>Y</Cabin> 
  </Flight> 
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  <TimeStamp>2010-01-07T20-52-00</TimeStamp> 
 </SegmentOption> 
</WaitListSegments> 

</PNRFinishData> 

Coming Soon 

Two additional features in relation to waitlist flights are coming soon: 

• Configurable custom text 

• LH Senator Status support 

Specify Airline in Air Search 

GDS' Supported: All GDSs 
Configuration Setting: Travel System Administration > Air Search Options 
Solution ID: SID78, SID182, SID290 

The user can elect to specify an airline that he/she would like searched. Cliqbook will 
add this airline to the search as a "User Preferred" and the airline will get a dedicated 
GDS request. This should, in many cases, result in more results for that airline – 
although, in reality, the difference may be negligible. 

To reinforce the concept that the user has received weighted results, the matrix at 
the top of the search results will default to the selected airline, if it has any results. 

How to Enable the Feature 

To enable, select the Allow user to specify airline for deeper search check box 
within the Air Search Options section.  This is located on the Administration > Travel 
System Admin, Company Travel Configuration screen.  

 

NOTE: The option is defaulted to cleared (unchecked). 
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What the End User Sees 

When enabled, the Specify airline 
check box appears on the travel 
wizard: 

 

When the user selects the check box, a list of carriers appears:  

• The first (in yellow) will be their frequent 
flyer carriers. 

• The second (in a gray/khaki color) are 
the most requested airlines. 

• The remaining airlines are in 
alphabetical order. 

NOTE: Only one vendor can be searched at a time, and this will override the 
preferred airline searches normally done for all of the frequent flyer number 
carriers. 

The user also has the ability to modify the initial search through the Change Flight 
Search on the right side of the search results page. In the example below, the user 
specified United to be searched and on the results page, United flights are defaulted: 
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Amadeus Frequent Flyer (FF) Number Format Change 

GDS' Supported: Amadeus Only 
Configuration Setting: None 
Solution ID: N/A 

Concur Cliqbook Travel has always supported writing passenger Frequent Flyer (FF) 
numbers to Amadeus bookings via SSR elements. This method works reliably but 
lacks the ability to take advantage of the FF databases that many airlines grant 
Amadeus access. A command known as "FFN" in Amadeus is used to add a number 
and have it verified against these databases (if present) for the given airline. The 
advantage to this method is that the airline recognizes the traveler's membership 
status, allowing access to such benefits as pre-boarding. 

However, the FFN command only works for users who have preferred status with a 
given airline. The format may also fail to work for some travelers due to name 
mismatches or newly created cards. In these cases, the only way to get the number 
onto the itinerary is to send it as an SSR. 

Cliqbook, therefore, uses the following method to assign the user's FF number to a 
PNR: Try the FFN command – if it fails, send the FF number as an SSR. 

Churning Detection  

GDS' Supported: All GDSs 
Configuration Setting: Travel System Administration > Wizard Options 
Solution ID: N/A 

With the December 2009 release, we announced a new feature in Cliqbook to combat 
churning. With this release, Cliqbook has enhanced its method for tracking potential 
churning and now applies this to all airlines. 

How to Enable the Feature 

To enable churn detection, navigate to Administration > Travel System Admin > 
Company Travel Configuration, and: 

• Select the Enable Churn Detection check box. 

• In the Airlines on which to track and prevent churning field, enter 
either: 

♦ A comma-separated list of airlines (up to 10; example: AA,BB,CC)  
– or – 

♦ "ALL" to enable it for all airlines 
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We updated the help text to the right of the 
churn setting:  

What the End User Sees 

When a traveler reserves any of the airlines specified, Cliqbook will keep a log of 
those flights. This log exists even if the user cancels the flights by any means 
(expired hold, user request, etc.). When the user has met the airlines-determined 
threshold for booking (described below), the user is presented with a choice to either 
continue with the booking or cancel:  

 

If the user chooses to book the flights, cancel them, and attempt to rebook a final 
time, the following message will display and the user cannot proceed: 
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Customize the Warning/Error Text 

Customers and agencies may choose to modify the text that displays to the user in 
these scenarios. To do so, navigate to Administration > Company Admin > Travel 
Admin - Custom Text tab and search for Air Churn Error Text at Booking or Air 
Churn Alert Text at Shop: 

 

Thresholds 

Concur Cliqbook Travel evaluates all flights booked for the same user for the past 31 
days when making the "churning" determination. Then: 

• The third time the user tries to book the same flight in the same class of 
service; Cliqbook warns the user that this is the last opportunity to book it.   

• The fourth time the user tries to book the same flight in the same class of 
service; Cliqbook prevents the user from doing so. 

• The fourth time the user tries to book the same flight regardless of class of 
service; Cliqbook warns the user that this is the last opportunity to book it.     

• The fifth time the user tries to book the same flight regardless of class of 
service; Cliqbook prevents the user from doing so. 

NOTE:  The churning functionality is not applicable to Instant Purchase Carriers. 

Hotel 

Sorting Capabilities for Hotel Discounts 

GDS' Supported: All GDSs 
Configuration Setting: Travel System Administration > Manage Corporate Discounts 
Solution ID: SID1336, SID1993 

Two issues have been resolved on the Hotel Properties page: 

• Certain companies had so many property-level discounts that the page could 
not render them (using Internet Explorer) 

• Discounts were not easily sorted  
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Sorting is now available on the Vendor and Hotel Reference Name columns, 
located on the Manage Corporate Discounts section. The default order is ascending. 
The user clicks the column heading to toggle between ascending to descending: 

 

In addition, there is a paging function, where the number of records per page is 
1000. The user clicks the links on the right side of the page to move back and forth.  

The city, state, or country values are not captured through the load/import process, 
so it is impossible to sort based on those items.  

User Supplied Hotel - Change Text 

GDS' Supported: All GDSs 
Configuration Setting: User Supplied Hotel; auto-on 
Solution ID: N/A 

Cliqbook announced the ability to write a passive segment for user supplied hotels 
with the December 2009 release.  

With the January release, we have modified the text that appears below the passive 
hotel segment to alert travelers to contact the original booking source, rather than 
the agency:  

 

• Original text: You must call your travel agent to cancel this hotel. 

• New text: You must contact the hotel directly or the original booking source 
(hotel website, meeting administrator, etc) to cancel this hotel. 
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User Supplied Hotels - Add to an Existing Reservation 

GDS' Supported: All GDSs 
Configuration Setting: User Supplied Hotel; auto-on 
Solution ID: SID1267, SID1886 

Cliqbook announced the ability to write a passive segment for user supplied hotels 
with the December 2009 release. A new link is available to add user supplied hotel 
data to an existing reservation. Prior to this, you could only add a user supplied hotel 
during the booking process. This new link is available to users regardless of whether 
a passive segment writes to the GDS.  

The link appears with the following conditions: 

• User-supplied hotel feature is enabled 

• The displayed trip is an existing "live" reservation 

 

When the user clicks Add User Supplied Hotel, the popup (same hotel-
search/manual-input popup dialog used by current user-supplied hotels during new 
trip creation) appears. Then, the user can select hotel information in the Concur 
system or manually enter the hotel details, and then submit them to add a user 
supplied hotel to the displayed trip. 

To add a user supplied hotel to an existing trip, the user 
would select the Change Trip option under Trip Actions:  
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The itinerary would 
appear and they would 
click on the Add User 
Supplied Hotel link: 

 

 

 

 

User then sees the popup to 
add the hotel manually or via 
our database:  

 

The itinerary below now lists the 
user supplied hotel data. This 
example is for a site that is not 
adding a passive segment, 
which is apparent by the "Not 
purchased through…" wording. 
Please reference this month's 
release note item titled, User 
Supplied Hotel – Change Text 
for additional information.  
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The user must then click Finish to complete the reservation.  

 

If you are writing a passive segment for user supplied hotels, this will send the PNR 
to the invoice queue. The agency can then invoice the reservation and ensure the 
new hotel data is part of the back-office and security reporting. 

The user supplied hotel data added to existing reservations will appear on the User 
Supplied Hotels report available to administrators.  

Known Issues to be Resolved in a Future Release 

• Not currently supported for one-way reservations 

• Multiple user supplied hotels are not allowed within the same city/segment 
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Non-GDS Hotel Rates in Local Currency 

GDS' Supported: All GDSs 
Configuration Setting: Travel System Administration > Manage Non-GDS Hotels 
Solution ID: SID2674 

Concur Cliqbook Travel now allows the selection of currency for all rates for a non-
GDS hotel. The default is the agency's currency for all new non-GDS hotels: 

 

Changing the 
currency will notify 
the admin that all 
rate currencies for 
that hotel are 
affected: 

 

The hotel results will display the rate in the agency's currency like other rates, with 
the alternate currency shown as well:  

 

This change 
also applies 
to Concur 
Meeting hotel 
room blocks: 
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Web Fares 

Card Verification Value (CVV) for Guest Booking Temporary Card 

GDS' Supported: All GDSs 
Configuration Setting: Auto-on 
Solution ID: N/A 

In the November 2009 release, Cliqbook announced the ability to book a web fare 
via TravelFusion for guest travel. At the time, we noted there was an issue around 
the card verification value (CVV). 

This issue has been resolved and the user performing the guest travel booking is 
now able to add a CVV when required: 

 

TravelFusion Carrier Updates  

GDS' Supported: TravelFusion Direct Connect 
Configuration Setting: Company Administration > Travel Policy Administrator >  
WebDirect Providers 
Solution ID: N/A 

Five new carriers are available as web fare providers via TravelFusion:  

• AirAsia 

• AirAsiaB2B 

• flymaslandb2b 

• ostersundsflygb2b 

• wingsofbornholmb2b 
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User Interface 

Total Itinerary Costs  

GDS' Supported: All GDSs 
Configuration Setting: Auto-on for total trip cost display; Company Admin >  Travel 
Rule Builder for policy setup 
Solution ID: SID459 

The total estimated cost of an itinerary is now available on the traveler's itinerary. 
The estimated total includes the costs of all flight, rail, hotel, car, limo, parking, and 
taxi segments combined. Dining is not included in this list because we do not know 
an estimated total to provide. The estimated cost for car, hotel, limo and taxi is the 
rate booked and does not include taxes or gratuity.  

In addition, we added a travel 
policy datapoint for total 
estimated itinerary cost – 
allowing the Travel Policy 
Administrator to enforce 
policies related to total trip 
costs. 

If a traveler adds/removes a car or hotel from their itinerary, then the estimated cost 
will be modified. 

How to Enable the Rule 

Navigate to Administration > Company Admin > Travel Rule Builder > Travel 
Itinerary category. Please note that when enabled in a travel policy, this rule will 
use the "Itinerary" policy violation reason codes. 

 

Enable and define the rule in Travel Policy Administration (log for reports, notify 
manager, require passive approval, require approval, and display message are all 
available): 
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When the approver receives notification to approve a trip, he/she sees the following:  

 

Hub Airport Search Configuration 

GDS' Supported: All GDSs 
Configuration Setting: Travel System Administration > Air Search Options 
Solution ID: N/A 

When enabled, Cliqbook will run one additional general search if a user-selected 
airport is part of a GDS. This will generate additional results the company can use for 
LLF comparisons. Because this is not a specific search at every airport in the hub, the 
results will likely be less than a manually created hub. This update allows us to 
balance functionality without incurring extra scans for many searches, as compared 
to manual hubs.  
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How to Enable 

Navigate to Administration > Travel System Admin > Company Travel Configuration 
> Air Search Options and select Run extra search on hub when an associated 
airport is selected: 

 

What the End User Sees  

User request for Chicago O'Hare 
(ORD) to Baltimore (BWI): 

 

 

 

 

Results returned in search by price 
when the new feature is disabled – 
48 results returned and the lowest 
fare departing from the airports 
selected by the traveler is $211.10:  
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Results returned in search by price with the new feature enabled – 67 results 
returned and the lowest fare arriving at IAD or DCA is $187.40:  

 

Change Text That Notes the Agency Will Issue Your Ticket  

GDS' Supported: All GDSs 
Configuration Setting: Travel Company Admin > Travel Admin > Custom Text tab 
Solution ID: N/A 

When trip approval is required for an itinerary, the traveler sees standard text 
advising that the trip will not be ticketed until approved. The standard text included 
"by our travel agents" and this portion was removed. Concur updated this text so 
that when the ability to create GDS-less PNRs becomes available, there is no 
confusion where the ticket is issued.   

This text update applies to all new sites created. Existing sites may need to go into 
the Custom Text area to remove this line.  
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• Original text: The itinerary will not be ticketed by our travel agents until 
your travel manager has approved the trip. 

• New text: The itinerary will not be ticketed by until your travel manager has 
approved the trip. 

Profile/PNR Administration  

New XML Datapoints for the Cliqbook Profile  

GDS' Supported: All GDS' 
Configuration Setting: XML Synchronization 
Solution ID: SID1033, SID1979 

We have added new optional fields to our XML Profile Sync schema. The schema 
itself is available at: http://www.concursolutions.com/ns/TravelProfile.xsd  

NOTE:  The profile type imports are also available for download at: 
http://www.concursolutions.com/ns/TravelProfileType.xsd.   

The specific changes made were: 

In <General>: 
<MedicalAlerts> 

A new <RatePreferences> section, with the following nodes: 
<AAARate> 
<AARPRate> 
<GovtRate> 
<MilitaryRate> 

In <Car>: 
<CarSkiRack> 

In <Hotel>: 
<PreferFoamPillows> 
< PreferCrib> 
< PreferRollawayBed> 
< PreferGym> 
< PreferPool> 
< PreferRestaurant> 
< PreferWheelchairAccess> 
< PreferAccessForBlind> 
< PreferRoomService> 
<PreferEarlyCheckIn> 

http://www.concursolutions.com/ns/TravelProfile.xsd
http://www.concursolutions.com/ns/TravelProfileType.xsd
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Concur Mobile 

Icon Added to Note Concur Mobile Enabled  

GDS' Supported: All GDS' 
Configuration Setting: Concur Mobile 
Solution ID: N/A 

The new Concur Mobile reminder icon   appears on the Upcoming Trips tab and 
on the Travel Itinerary as a reminder that upcoming trips are viewable using 
Concur Mobile. 

On the Upcoming Trips tab, 
users can click the icon to 
register for Concur Mobile or 
update their existing 
registration.  On the 
itinerary, if the Print this 

page and Close window links appear, then the Concur Mobile icon appears with 
hover over text explaining how to register for Concur Mobile. The icon is not a link – 
it simply provides a message. 

 

 

 

NOTE: The icons do not validate that the user may already be registered with 
mobile. 

 

Itinerary Services Update  

Many customers have inquired about whether or not Cliqbook could make passive 
segments optional. There are various reasons that a customer may choose to do 
this. In this release, Concur has made options available to the TMCs that would allow 
them to configure a site to not write passive segments for certain content and not to 
create a GDS PNR unless GDS content is reserved.  
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There are some issues that a TMC must work through in order to take advantage of 
these features: 

• Determining how travel counselors will service PNRs when not all segments 
are represented in the PNR  

• How MIS and other reports will be delivered  

• How to invoice for this content  

Concur is committed to assisting TMCs by providing alternate means for them to 
access this data.   
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Resolved Cases 

Enhancements 
Key Summary Issue Links 

CLQ-4978 Need Waitlist Support Solutions Suggestions SID2632 

CLQ-5027 Total air, car hotel costs on trip to be approved Parature Ticket 705-4747935, 
Solutions Suggestions SID459 

CLQ-5534 Non-GDS Hotel rates in local currency CRMC-8895, Parature Tickets: 
705-5558100, 705-6293980 

CLQ-5022 Add diamond to preferred carrier on lane Parature Tickets 705-6401097, 
705-4731586, Solutions 
Suggestions SID989, SID257 

CLQ-5076 Sabre Webservices native XML Migration - Itinerary   

CLQ-5133 Replace "CONFIG_OPTIONS" with the "System 
Configuration Options" actually being changed on Travel 
Configuration History page 

  

CLQ-5537 Specify Airline in Air search Solutions Suggestions SID78, 
SID182, SID290 

CLQ-6072 User Supplied Hotels - Ability to add to an existing 
reservation 

CRMC-12303, Solutions 
Suggestions SID828, SID1267, 
SID1886 

CLQ-6574 Change in Status Email Notification - Make Configurable Solutions Suggestions SID2207, 
SID2233 

CLQ-6654 Airline Preference - Respect Three Tiers Solutions Suggestions SID1176, 
SID461 

CLQ-6761 Travel Policy - Update All Flights Within Region Data 
Point 

100106-000497, Solutions 
Suggestions SID2497 

CLQ-6803 Upgrade to Apollo/Galileo XML Select 3.1   

CLQ-6923 Do not let TMC's disable Sabre Web Services for a site   

CLQ-7040 SWS Car Shop: Need to convert CP message from 
Databahn to SWS (Info page on twCarChoose.asp page 
) 

  

CLQ-7066 User Supplied Hotel - Change Text   

CLQ-7111 Churning Help Text Update   

CLQ-7118 Disable JetBlue Direct Connect   

CLQ-7138 Sabre Webservices native XML Migration - Hotel Rate 
Description 

  

CLQ-7162 Amadeus FF Number Format Change   

CLQ-7167 Online Order Form   
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Key Summary Issue Links 

CLQ-7168 Churning detection needs to look at all flights in 
itinerary not just outbound flight 

  

CLQ-7169 Churning Detection should warn people flight before the 
error would occur 

  

CLQ-7170 Churn Detection Should be enablable for all airlines not 
just DL/NW 

  

CLQ-7181 Company Locations - Add configuration drop down Solutions Suggestions: SID2604 

CLQ-7183 Changes to 'GDS PNR' and 'Passive Segment' Options' 
section of Travel Config admin page need to be reflected 
on history page 

  

CLQ-7187 upcoming trips - add icon showing that viewing trips is 
also available in Concur Mobile for companies that have 
mobile enabled 

  

CLQ-7188 itinerary - add Concur Mobile enabled icon for 
companies with mobile enabled 

  

CLQ-7204  Create new XML data points to sync existing Cliqbook 
profile fields 

091001-000570, Solutions 
Suggestions SID1033 

CLQ-7205  Passport Citizenship element missing in XML 090721-000418 

CLQ-7219 Itin Services integration -- new report to show segments 
without passives 

  

CLQ-7223 Support HTTPS on all Concur QA systems by switching 
to using .concurtech.net 

  

CLQ-7245 Add Cliqbook Trip Locator to itinerary display   

CLQ-7279 UI - Change text that notes the agency will issue your 
ticket for Itineraries 

  

CLQ-7282  Code share info not displaying for SWS finger fare 090519-000629 

CLQ-7287  Sabre: Cliqbook not writing Redress Number into PNR 091130-000405 

 

Support Cases 
Key Summary Issue Links 

CLQ-4370 "Cancel Trip" is being displayed 2 times under trip 
actions for the "Hold" trips. 

090826-000166, 090911-000234, 
090804-000256, 090909-000242 

CLQ-5772 Implementation: Direct connect with agency invoice 
does not work 

090720-000031 

CLQ-6075  Travel Details page displays "Hotel at South Bend, IN" 
when staying at: shows the correct city as Goshen, IN 

090817-000350, 090723-000571, 
090721-000083, 090814-000683 
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Key Summary Issue Links 

CLQ-6393 Worldspan/Sabre One Way Hertz car rental incorrectly 
displaying free miles per day on the Travel Details 
page, and Conf Email. 

090922-000818, 090917-000601 

CLQ-6696 Apollo Phone Field needs to be customizable in File 
Finishing 

091102-000843 

CLQ-6726 Worldspan - Companion bookings only booking profiled 
user 

091027-000853, 091118-000792, 
091223-000449, 091208-000398, 
090917-000103 

CLQ-6992 When selecting a Work Address in the user's profile, 
the address changes immediately after saving the 
profile to another location. 

091113-000714, 090922-000735, 
091119-000144 

CLQ-7028 Travelfusion: New Supplier - flysmalandb2b , 
ostersundsflygb2b, wingsofbornholmb2b- please 
SWITCH ON 

091125-000038 

CLQ-7057  Daiichi Sankyo - when using meeting match the 
correct approver is not being used 

091001-000569 

CLQ-7077 Coldspring Clone Trip: Trip Fields missing 090831-000098 

CLQ-7079 Aer Lingus - Flight Options box does not appear for 
route ORK-BCN 

091201-000039 

CLQ-7089 Meeting - Third-Party Registration Meetings default to 
meeting match on even though Module Property states 
False 

091116-000537 

CLQ-7131 True Trip Cancel Error- Cliqbook did not cancel air 
space - Guest traveler PNR's show AOT received line 
with cancel remarks, but segments stayed live 

091204-000703 

CLQ-7152 Flight summary report date range problem 091020-000541, 100106-000541, 
100104-000515, 091110-000691, 
091104-000320 

CLQ-7161 Third party meeting not showing the ghost added to 
the meeting 

091217-000456 

CLQ-7164 Implementation - enhancement request, can the 
sample e-receipt for car be in German for German 
sites? 

090818-000001 

CLQ-7165 Remove show checklist option on Cliqbook profile 090904-000463 

CLQ-7174 Profile Move Errors - Corporate Executive Board 091215-000590 

CLQ-7184 Loyalty program vendors are missing from the XML File 
being sent to CWT Portrait 

091204-000672 

CLQ-7189 CB Meetings - Meeting Companion booking Failing after 
Reserve 

091125-000672 

CLQ-7194 Trips canceled in Cliqbook are not being canceled in the 
GDS 

091216-000732 

CLQ-7196  VCE Airport is geocoded incorrectly 091030-000669 
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Key Summary Issue Links 

CLQ-7200 Look And Book Report Not Running 091218-000291091217-000410, 
100106-000213 

CLQ-7206 CRMC-11715 - Problem with rail station LeMans 091209-000169 

CLQ-7233 When booking a car only, the pop up regarding no 
hotel or car booked is popping up. 

091210-000697 091218-000261 

CLQ-7236 Unable to print rail PDF ticket for Deutsche Bank 091214-000035 

CLQ-7239 Non-GDS hotel sell error in Apollo; When the hotel 
description is over 100 characters the hotel sell fails 

090810-000772 

CLQ-7249 Please remove duplicate Guinea-Bissau (ISO code PU) 
from the country drop down list from the traveler 
profile 

091201-000090 

CLQ-7253 Add Limo link from the itinerary takes you to TAXI once 
you have selected from the popup to view the ground 
transportation options 

091215-000423 

CLQ-7274 Cannot access manage company discounts page in IE6 
using plus sign next to configuration discounts. Page 
hangs 

091105-000108, Solutions 
Suggestions SID1336 

CLQ-7275 Hotels are sorting by price only on first page of hotel 
results, pages two and three are not sorting by price 

090930-000682 

CLQ-7281 Please add Varig Airlines in the carrier drop down list 
when adding a frequent flyer number 

091116-000778 

CLQ-7283 Unable to view seat map on AC DC flights 091123-000199, 091203-000256 

CLQ-7285 Mantra Group MP needs to be added to list of hotel 
chains and updated in hotel database 

091001-000003 

CLQ-7289 custom messaging doesn't pop up if we search by 
schedule 

091208-000760 

CLQ-7292 Conversus unable to change hotel 090930-000198 

CLQ-7299  Dupe Bookings being created - see CRMC-11166 091129-000026 

CLQ-7308  Error when making Manifest Virgin Blue API Bookings 091213-000024 

CLQ-7310 Trip change made via Cliqbook; Cliqbook is defaulting 
"Trip booked via agent" to the "Comments to Agent" 
field; This is causing agent touch fees 

090813-000228 

CLQ-7311 When you cancel a reservation in Cliqbook it is sent to 
the void queue but it does not void the ticket 

091030-000326 

CLQ-7313 WS Rapid Reprice CB Remark line showing new fare 
base as zero 

091008-000635 

CLQ-7314 When changing a trip that is on hold, when trying to 
change a leg error response pricing itinerary 

090716-000382 

CLQ-7315 Fare Rules discrepancy for AF between Fare rules and 
displayed Air Fare in CB. 

090911-000015 
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Key Summary Issue Links 

CLQ-7316 Cliqbook is returning China Air flights in "W" class as 
business class when Apollo states "W" is economy class 

091105-000659 

CLQ-7317 Approval Queue [ApprovalDaemon@outtask.com] is 
sending distorted approval confirmation emails when 
French is used 

091016-000029 

CLQ-7318 Please add SN Brussels Airlines to the Star Alliance 
group when adding Frequent-traveller programs. 

091215-000022 

CLQ-7319 AMTRAK Regional train ticketing time limit warning 
appears even thought config is set not to display 

090915-000192 

CLQ-7320 Agency cannot access Profile template for Pilgrims Pride 091118-000300 

CLQ-7321 Galileo :Unable to save Korean Airways Frequent Flyer 
program number to GDS if done in Profile or via XA. 

090818-000029 

CLQ-7339 debug_write errors in functions.js preventing logins to 
branded sites 

100111-000147 

CLQ-7355 PS884185-Cardinal Health-HR Employee Import 
erroring out 

100111-000324 

CLQ-7374 Need Update to French Translation 100105-000832 

CLQ-7407 Update baggage policy for DL/NW on tickets purchased 
after Jan 5, 2010 

100107-000167 
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Summary 

Major Features 
• Southwest direct connect 

• Voids in Amadeus 

• XML sync changes to relax primary fields 

Minor Features 
• Clone travel class 

• Confirmed space on sold-out flights for Lufthansa senators 

• Specify booking class in View More Fares 

• Allow mixed restrictions in TravelFusion 

• Remark to prevent auto-cancel when agency wants to claim PNR mid-booking 
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Release Notes 

Administration 

Custom Text for Each Section in Profile 

GDS Supported: All GDS 
Configuration Setting: Company Admin > Travel Admin > Custom Text tab 
Solution ID: SID824 

Cliqbook's Custom Text feature now supports adding custom text for each section of 
the user profile. Custom text can be added to:  

• Work Address   

• Home Address   

• Contact Information   

• Emergency Contact   

• Travel Preferences   

• Air Travel Preferences   

• Rail Travel Preferences   

• Car Rental Preferences  

• Hotel Preferences   

• Frequent-Traveler Programs   

• Favorite Hotels   

• TSA Secure Flight   

• International Travel   

• Assistants and Arrangers   

• Credit Cards  

• Company Information   

What the user sees  

Sample of the Frequent-Traveler Programs section of profile: 

 

How to use 

Navigate to Administration > Company Admin and click Travel Admin on the left-
side menu. Select the Custom Text tab. Enter the desired text and save. 

Sample:  
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Clone Travel Class 

GDS Supported: All GDS 
Configuration Setting: Company Admin > Travel Admin > Travel Policy tab 
Solution ID: SID982 and SID822 

With this release, we have provided administrators the ability to clone a travel class 
to save setup time. Administrators can now clone an existing travel rule class along 
with all of its rules and lowest logical fare (llf) options - even to a different travel 
configuration. 

How to use 

Navigate to Administration > Company Admin and click 
Travel Admin on the left-side menu. On the Travel 
Policy tab, click Edit Classes. 

On the following page, a new clone  icon 
appears in the Options column for each 
class. 

Click the clone icon to create a new row at 
the top of the table. The new class has the 
same options chosen as the class you copied. The name of the new class is the same 
as the original with a "Copy of" prefix. 

 

In the Travel Class Name field, change the name if you want. You can also change 
any of the options, including choosing a different travel configuration, property 
configuration, or the additional check boxes.  

At this point, the new class has not been created - you must click Save. When 
you click Save, the new class appears and the rule values (and rule templates if you 
chose a different travel configuration) will be copied. 

 

NOTE: Keep in mind, when the page reloads, the new class may have moved down 
since the list sorts alphabetically. 
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Regional Hotels Import  

GDS Supported: All GDS 
Configuration Setting: Company Admin > Import Data 
Solution ID: 705-6368357, SID719 

Cliqbook's Import Data feature now allows you to import an Excel XML spreadsheet 
of regional hotel rates and includes a sample spreadsheet (with instructions) for 
downloading. This feature allows you to import or batch load data that you would 
normally enter via the Regional Hotel Rates tab of the Travel Admin page. You can 
import rates for specific travel configurations or rates that apply to all configurations. 

Once imported, you can edit and update rates via the Travel Admin page or you can 
make changes to your spreadsheet and re-import it. 

NOTE: Customers should use the Regional Hotel Rates tab to establish maximum 
hotel rates for cities that are above your standard limit. For example, assume 
that your company's standard rate for hotels is $200 but you want to allow 
travelers a higher rate for high-rate cities such as New York. You can set the 
maximum rate for New York at $300. Once set up, anyone booking a hotel 
rate over X amount in a city where you don’t have a rate set up will be out of 
policy.  

How to use 

Navigate to Administration > Travel System Admin > Import Data.    
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Click Import format samples. The following page appears. 

 

Download the template and complete the import process following the normal steps. 

Improve the Rate Loading for Non-GDS Hotels 

GDS Supported: All GDS 
Configuration Setting: Travel System Admin > Manage Non-GDS Hotels 
Solution ID: SID3135, SID2674 

The non-GDS hotel loader will now accept a specific rate (as well as a rate range), 
the rate currency, and a rate description for each hotel. The sample Excel 
spreadsheet includes these new fields. 

NOTE: Customers should use the Manage Non-GDS Hotels section to create or 
import hotels that are not in the GDS system. It does require action on the 
part of the agency to contact the hotel to confirm a room is available. This 
feature imports data in an Excel spreadsheet or a comma separate-value 
(CSV) text file. 

How to use 

To access the spreadsheet, navigate to Administration > Travel System Admin and 
click Manage Non-GDS Hotels on the left-side menu.  
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Click Import Non-GDS Hotels. The following page appears. 

 

Download the template and complete the import process following the normal steps. 

Note the following: 

• These fields are optional.  

• The rate must be a three-letter rate code, listed here: 
http://www.xe.com/iso4217.php. 

Allow Configuration of Rules for Layover Time 

GDS Supported: All GDS  
Configuration Setting: Company Admin > Travel Rule Builder 
Solution ID: SID252 

We added two new datapoints involving flight times in support of class of service 
rules. The first one (flight leg duration excluding layovers) complements an existing 
datapoint (flight leg duration including layovers). 

 

The second one is new and allows you to set rules based on flight duration for a leg 
(including or excluding layovers) of the shortest option available. For example, you 
could create a rule that notes whether the flight duration is 120 minutes over that of 
the shortest available option. 

http://www.xe.com/iso4217.php
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Add "Cancel Comment" as Datapoint to Finisher 

GDS Supported: All GDS 
Configuration Setting: Travel System Admin > PNR Finisher 
Solution ID: N/A 

The ability to cancel trips on hold is available for all users on all sites. The ability to 
cancel after ticketing is dependent on Trip Cancel settings in the Agency 
Configuration. If a user is able to cancel a trip, he/she can enter a reason why via a 
text box. Until this release, we logged this information in the trip history but did not 
allow writing it to the PNR. We now have a datapoint to do so. 

What the user sees when cancelling a trip 

 

How to use 

To add this comment to the PNR, an 
administrator must look up their PNR 
template under Travel System Admin > 
PNR Finishing. Once the template is in edit 
mode, select the Trip cancel option.  

The Cancel Comments datapoint is 
available under the Trip folder. 
Administrators can define how the comment should write and add a time/date stamp 
if needed.  
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Include Corporate Ghost Cards Assigned by Cost Center, Org Unit, 
or User Custom Fields in Profile Synch  

GDS Supported: All GDS 
Configuration Setting: Module Management > Corporate Ghost Cards > Profile 
Template Editor 
Solution ID: N/A 

Ghost cards assigned by cost 
center, org unit, or user custom 
fields will now sync to the GDS 
through GDS profile sync. There 
are already profile sync datapoints 
for ghost cards (including 
datapoints that limit to only air, 
car, hotel, ghost cards, and one 
that will take any ghost card). 
These ghost cards will now also be 
available through these datapoints.   

Just like the current ghost card 
sync, if more than one ghost card 
is available to the user, Cliqbook 
chooses one from the user's cards 
that fit the criteria. You can add 
multiple lines for ghost cards in the 
profile sync template if you wish to 
sync more than one card. 

Waitlist Custom Text 

GDS Supported: Amadeus, Apollo, Galileo, and Sabre  
Configuration Setting: Company Admin > Travel Admin > Custom Text tab 
Solution ID: N/A 

Concur announced the ability to waitlist flights with the January 2010 release. While 
this primarily targets Europe and Asia, it is available for anyone to use. To better 
explain the waitlist process and allow agencies to communicate their internal 
process, we added two waitlist custom text options.  

What the user sees 

The first is a help message on the schedule page (click the  button to display the 
help text): 
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The second is a reminder message on the itinerary page (noted in red text in the 
sample below): 
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How to use 

Navigate to Administration > Company Admin and click Travel Admin in the left-
side menu. Select the Custom Text tab. 

 

Both have default text (as shown below) but can be edited. 

 

Move Agency-Level Profiles for Amadeus 

GDS Supported: Amadeus Only 
Configuration Setting: Travel System Administrator 
Solution ID: N/A 

The flyover help for the company-level profile name (BAR Accounting Name field) 
on the travel configuration page has always implied that prefixing the profile name 
with * will cause it to not merge the agency level profile and that prefixing the name 
with ^ will cause us to do so.  

This has not been the case with Amadeus, where both 
indicators caused the same behavior (as Cliqbook also 
does in Worldspan). The ^ will now cause Cliqbook to send 
the PBY command before moving in the company profile. 
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Concur communicated this change to agencies a month before it went live, so they 
had the opportunity to adjust their company profile name prefixes before this change 
in behavior took place. 

Manage Discounts - Always Show ID Field for Cars 

GDS Supported: All GDS 
Configuration Setting: Travel System Admin > Manage Corporate Discounts 
Solution ID: SID2513 

Prior to this release, when enabling the module "Travel Discounts By Org Unit", the 
ID field for car discounts was missing. Site administrators need the ID field to be 
present as there may be Direct Bill information that varies by org unit. The Direct 
Billing number now appears for both org-unit-level and company-level discounts.  

NOTE: The feature itself is unchanged; we send this number in the GDS command in 
place of a normal customer frequent traveler number and it will appear on the 
itinerary. 

American and US Airways Baggage Fees Updated 

GDS Supported: All GDS 
Configuration Setting: N/A; Auto-on 
Solution ID: N/A 

Concur announced the baggage fee link with the July 2008 release. American Airlines 
and US Airways raised domestic checked baggage fees to $25 for the first item and 
$35 for the second, effective February 1. This matches updates made by Delta, 
Continental, and United. Baggage fees in Cliqbook now note these changes. 
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Void for Amadeus 

GDS Supported: Amadeus Only 
Configuration Setting: Travel System Admin > Wizard Options 
Solution ID: SID1076 

We previously supported void capability for Sabre, Apollo, and Worldspan. We are 
happy to announce this is now available for Amadeus.  

What the user sees 

If within the void window, the user will see the following message and options:  

 

When the void is successful, Cliqbook documents the PNR and sends the record to 
the Void queue: 

CB/VOID/TICKET <ticketnumber> VOIDED BY CLIQBOOK 

NOTE: Tickets issued outside the original booking Office ID are not eligible for voids.  
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How to enable 

Navigate to Administration > Travel System Admin. Select the desired company and 
scroll to Wizard Options. Select Allow ticket voids. 

 

In addition, a void and refund request queue must be designated on the Agency 
Configuration associated with the Company Travel Configuration. Please reference 
the Travel System Admin User Guide located in the Document Library of Concur 
Client Central for more information about how to update the Agency Configuration. 

GDS Profile Created/Updated When Saving a Login from User 
Administration 

GDS Supported: All GDS 
Configuration Setting: Company Admin > User Administration > User Details & 
Cliqbook XA 
Solution ID: N/A 

Prior to this release, a traveler’s profile information could only write to the GDS, if 
the following occurred: 

• The Company Travel Configuration contained both a profile mapping template 
and the Sync to GDS option was enabled. 

• The traveler or arranger saved their profile via the Profile option found along 
the menu bar when in Concur Cliqbook Travel. 

• The site administrator selected the pencil and paper icon from the User 
Administration section for a specific traveler, and then saved their profile. 

• The travel agency accessed the traveler’s profile from Cliqbook XA. 

This release allows information added on the User Administration > User Details 
screen, when saved, to update the GDS. 
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NOTE:  If there is no GDS profile in place for the traveler, one is now created.  
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Air 

Support Senator Status in Lufthansa 

GDS Supported: Amadeus Only 
Configuration Setting: User = Cliqbook User Profile; waitlist = Company Admin > 
Travel Rule Builder 
Solution ID: N/A 

Senator status is the highest status with Lufthansa and this premier status allows a 
traveler to confirm a seat on the plane, even if the flight is sold out. Cliqbook will 
allow the user to waitlist for the flight (if waitlist is set up). Lufthansa notifies the 
agency when the space clears (via agency queue) and the agency contacts the 
traveler to reissue their ticket.  

In Profile 

A new check box appears in the Cliqbook profile in the Frequent Traveler section 
when adding a Lufthansa FF number, assuming the site has enabled waitlist:  

 

What the user sees - Waitlist 

When you allow waitlist, the schedule page for the traveler with Senator status looks 
like this: 
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Instead of showing the waitlist check box, it allows the traveler to choose any cabin 
of the Lufthansa flights.  

What the user sees - Booking 

It will then follow the normal booking flow to reserve flights: 
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Warning Text That Seats Are Not Confirmed 

GDS Supported: All GDS 
Configuration Setting: N/A; Auto-on 
Solution ID: SID573, SID291 

Cliqbook automatically requests a seat assignment for each trip based on the default 
settings in the user's profile. Current issues: 

• Some airlines do not support advance seat assignments.  

• There are certain routings that do not support seat assignments, like the 
shuttle between DC, NY, and Boston.  

• Cliqbook may not be able to confirm a seat because the flight is near to 
selling out or the user does not have premier status.  

In these cases, Cliqbook now displays a customizable warning text if you have a seat 
preference in your profile but a seat was not available for you when doing an Air 
shop. The default text is:  

 

Note the following: 

• The seat message appears only if a seat is not available and the Select Seat 
button is available and if the company administrator has not set the 
configurable text to be blank.  

• This message displays during the booking process but will not appear in the 
email. 

How to modify the default text 

Navigate to Administration > Company Admin and click Travel Admin in the left-
side menu.   

 

Click the Seat Not Confirmed link. Clear the Use Default check box to edit the text 
in the language displayed. 
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NOTE: If you modify the text in one language, make sure to update the other 
available languages as well, so all information is consistent on the site. 

FUTURE CHANGE NOTICE: Continental Proposed Cabin Changes 
Effective with March Release 

The Concur Development team has researched a number of Continental issues 
thoroughly and has determined that the problem lies in the method used by 
Continental to file their domestic first class fares in the GDS. Continental claims that 
there are only two cabin classes offered - first class and economy class. However, 
when filing these fares, they are actually splitting the classes into three cabins.  

• One cabin contains only F class fares 

• The second contains C, D, and Z class fares 

• The third contains all remaining economy class fares  

In light of this filing method, Cliqbook is unable to search and/or offer C, D, and Z 
class fares as Cliqbook is designed to start with F class and price down when 
searching for first-class fares. Since F class is in a cabin by itself, Cliqbook is unable 
to pull the lower C, D, and Z class fares. 

Cliqbook can work around the filing method by using C class as the starting point for 
first-class searches. This will allow users to book the lower first class fares by 
starting with C class and pricing down to D and Z class if available.  

While this work-around will provide customers/TMCs with desired results, we 
strongly recommend you contact your Continental representative and encourage 
them to correct their domestic first-class filing method. 

FUTURE CHANGE NOTICE: Northwest Airlines Removal from 
Database March Release 

Northwest Airlines and Delta merged companies last year. Travelers with status on 
either airline were notified well in advance of the merger. Northwest's WorldPerks 
program is no longer in effect and Concur will be removing Northwest as an option in 
the dropdown for frequent-flyer numbers with the March release.   

Please notify your users to remove their Northwest numbers within the next month. 
Administrators can run the Frequent Traveler Programs report to find any lingering 
numbers.  
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Specify Booking Class with View More Fares  

GDS Supported: All GDS 
Configuration Setting: Travel System Admin > Manage Corporate Discounts 
Solution ID: N/A 

Concur announced the View More Air Fares feature in May 2009. This feature shows 
multiple cabins at once, as well as refundable and non-refundable fares. By seeing 
this view, a user can make an educated decision about the best value for their trip.  

There is a View More Airfare rule category under Travel Policy Administrator to help 
define what can be booked; for example, the first class “bucket” will only show if you 
allow first class through the rules.  

With this release, we allow administrators to specify class of service codes.  

NOTE: Be aware that adding additional booking classes to View More Air Fares will 
add an additional fare quote scan for each class added.   

How to enable 

1. Navigate to Administration > 
Travel System Admin and click 
Manage Corporate Discounts 
in the left-side menu. Specify 
the fare code. 

   

 

 

 

 

 

2. Navigate to Administration > Travel System Admin. Select the desired 
company and scroll to Air Search Options. Select Enable "View More Air 
Fares" Option. 
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What the user seer 

During the search: 

 

You can see finger fares with the fare code specified. 
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It will show fares of specified fare codes as well when clicking on View more air 
fares: 

 

Frequent Flier Default for Multi-Carrier Bookings 

GDS Supported: All GDS 
Configuration Setting: N/A; Auto-on 
Solution ID: N/A 

In a multi-carrier booking, previously no frequent flier number defaulted in the UI so 
that the traveler could choose the frequent flier number to use. The challenge was 
that users would then forget to select one for the trip.  

In this release, the frequent flier number will default to the number for the first 
carrier on the itinerary. The only caveat to this is when the first carrier is in an 
alliance and the default for that alliance is another frequent flier number. In this 
case, the alliance default is used. 
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Direct Connect 

Southwest Direct Connect  

GDS Supported: Southwest Direct Connect 
Configuration Setting: Travel System Admin > Southwest Airlines 
Solution ID: SID1226, SID997 

We are pleased to announce the launch of our Southwest Direct Connect! Concur 
Cliqbook Travel is the first online booking tool with direct access to Southwest 
Airlines content. This new Southwest direct connect will improve upon our existing 
suite of Southwest Airlines booking options (SWABIZ via Booking Builder, GDS) to 
meet the needs of all corporate clients. Booking Southwest via SWABIZ and the GDS 
will remain an option of content through Cliqbook and it will be up to each individual 
company/agency to choose the booking source that best suits their needs. 

Benefits 

The Southwest direct connect will support a wide variety of features and 
functionality, previously only available through the Southwest booking site. Some 
features include: 

• Integrated display with enhanced functionality - such as live availability and 
last-seat inventory  

• Pricing functionality that will support all pricing rules, fare rules, and return of 
ticket number  

• Support for low-fare searches that return the lowest fares available  

• Booking and ticketing that supports the Rapid Rewards member number  

• A wide range of additional functional benefits, including deferred ticketing, 
cancel reservation, and retrieve reservation  

• Ability to place trips on hold 

• Multi-segment and open-jaw trips 

• The ability to apply policy and trip approval 

• Display Southwest side by side with other airlines 

• Application of existing credits toward new trip 

• Passage of SWABIZ corporate identifier 

How to enable 

Due to the large amount of detail associated with this feature, we have created a 
Travel Service Guide. Concur made this available to travel agencies in advance of the 
release so they could test and program to support the feature. The TSG is available 
to all on Concur Client Central (CCC). 
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Southwest Direct Connect True Trip Cancel Settings  

GDS Supported: Southwest Direct Connect 
Configuration Setting: Travel System Admin > Agency Settings 
Solution ID: N/A 

We have adjusted the text on true trip cancel to reflect that Southwest direct 
connect is considered live content. As Southwest allows a cancellation of any ticket 
within 24 hours for a full refund, we have implemented the following policy for 
Southwest direct connect:  

• Within 24 hours of ticketing, we always allow Southwest direct connect 
content to be canceled 

• 24 hours after ticketing: 

♦ If live trip cancel settings are set to Do not allow traveler to cancel, then 
the cancellation will not be allowed 

♦ If live trip cancel settings are set to Cancel all segments and queue, then 
we will cancel with Southwest direct connect and cancel the passive 
segments in the PNR 

Set Trip Cancel Settings 

Navigate to Administration > Travel System Admin and click View Travel Agencies 
on the left-side menu. Select the desired agency and scroll down to the Trip Cancel 
Settings section of the page. 

 

Note the following: 

• All "on hold" trips are eligible for cancellation in Cliqbook. These PNRs queue 
to the CANCEL QUEUE. Trips with non-GDS hotels booked by Cliqbook are 
eligible for cancellation during the initial booking if Cliqbook has not queued 
to the agency for fulfillment.  

• "Passive Content" means air, car, or hotel content that is represented by a 
passive segment in the PNR and Cliqbook does not know how to go to the 
original source to cancel the reservation. For example, Air Canada, AirTran, 
and Southwest direct connects are treated as *LIVE* space in Cliqbook and 
would have similar handling to *LIVE* GDS booked air. This is because we 
can cancel directly with the source.  

• In order to use any options other than Do not allow traveler to cancel, 
administrators must define a REFUND REQUEST queue in the Agency 
Configuration. If you cannot select the other options, it means that the 
agency has not defined a REFUND REQUEST queue.  
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Southwest Direct Connect – Cancel and Rebook 

GDS Supported: Southwest Direct Connect  
Configuration Setting: Travel System Admin > Southwest Airlines 
Solution ID: N/A 

The Southwest direct connect does not offer a true post-ticket change. Southwest 
does offer a cancel-and-rebook feature that will appear to the user like post-ticket 
change. This is configurable for all GDSs.  

What the user sees  

User selects the option to change trip:  

 

The Change Trip link is missing when this feature is disabled. If enabled, the user 
will see the Change this Leg link:  
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If the user clicks Change This Leg, the sure sees the trip change wizard and can 
change outbound, return, any, or all legs:  

 

The user sees the new fare options:  
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The user selects the new flights and clicks Next:  

 

The new itinerary appears:  
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! IMPORTANT: This feature will provide cost savings to customers by preventing a 
phone call for changes to existing trips. However, please review the pros and 
cons before enabling. There are some instances where this might not be 
beneficial.  
 
For example, if a user booked a trip at the web fare rate of $129.00 and only 
needs to change their return leg, the user could call Southwest and simply pay 
the difference on the return. If he/she uses the cancel-and-rebook feature 
through the direct connect, the entire itinerary is cancelled and a new PNR is 
created.  
 
At this point, the web fare may not be available on the outbound so the user may 
end up paying for both legs instead of just the return.  

We will continue to work with Southwest and encourage the implementation of a true 
post-ticket change.  

How to enable 

Navigate to Administration > Travel System Admin. Select the desired agency and 
scroll down to the Air Connectors section of the page. 

If the Allow Cancel and Rebook check box is selected, it 
enables the cancel and rebook feature for Southwest 
direct connect.  

Note the following: 

• This will be defaulted to OFF for all sites.  

• This will also work independent of the Post Ticket Change feature for GDS 
airlines.  

• If enabled, the user is able to “change” their trip. Behind the scenes, Cliqbook 
will cancel their existing Southwest itinerary and use the credit towards a new 
Southwest reservation.  
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Southwest Direct Connect - Show Applied Ticket Credits in Itinerary 

GDS Supported: Southwest Direct Connect 
Configuration Setting: N/A; Auto-on 
Solution ID: N/A 

This feature adds additional information about payment details to a Southwest direct 
connect itinerary. 

If the user selected a ticket 
credit on the credit card page, 
Cliqbook will display this 
selection at the bottom of the 
itinerary. Cliqbook cannot 
guarantee the fare breakdown 
until Southwest processes the 
exchange. 

 

 

 

Once the exchange is 
processed, the ticket 
number and the ticket 
credits used as "form of 
payment" appear. 

 

 

 

Southwest Direct 
Connect - Cost Configuration with Mixed Mode 

GDS Supported: Southwest Direct Connect 
Configuration Setting: Travel System Admin > Southwest Airlines 
Solution ID: N/A 

We added a new option to the Southwest direct connect in the travel configuration. It 
allows a customer to define a price threshold for choosing between fares from 
Southwest direct connect and Sabre or Apollo. 
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How to enable 

Navigate to Administration > Travel System Admin. Select the desired agency and 
scroll down to the Air Connectors section of the page. 

 

When the Search both the primary GDS and the Southwest Direct Connect 
option is enabled, flights from Southwest direct connect will be shown instead of 
flights from Sabre or Apollo only if they are less expensive by at least the amount 
entered into this field. If the field is blank, we assume a value of $0.00. 

This field will accept both 10 and 10.00 formats. 

Southwest Direct Connect - Hardcoded Company Short Name  

GDS Supported: Southwest Direct Connect 
Configuration Setting: Travel System Administration 
Solution ID: N/A 

We added a new option to the Southwest Direct Connect in the travel configuration. 
It allows a customer to define the name by which Southwest identifies the customer 
(Company Short Name).    

How to enable 

Navigate to Administration > Travel System Admin. Select the desired agency and 
scroll down to the Air Connectors section of the page. 

 

When an administrator creates or views a new travel configuration page, the 
Company Short Name field pre-populates with the company name as shown in the 
Cliqbook database. 

This field is required if Southwest direct connect is enabled. The Company Short 
Name field is restricted to numbers, letters, and the space character and cannot be 
blank.   
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NOTE:  We do not validate this field if Southwest direct connect is disabled. 

Meetings 

Third-Party Meetings, Companions, and Ghost Cards  

GDS Supported: All GDS 
Configuration Setting: Meeting Administration > Companion Travel 
Solution ID: N/A 

If you have meeting ghost card assigned and you travel with companions, we will 
show only that credit card in the dropdown on the twTripCredit.asp page. Prior to 
this, the meeting ghost card was missing for the companion.  

 

WebFares 

Show Per-Segment Buckets for TravelFusion  

GDS Supported: TravelFusion Direct Connect 
Configuration Setting: N/A; Auto-on 
Solution ID: N/A 

When a TravelFusion provider (also known as Internet Fares or WebFares) provides 
pricing information per-leg (rather than a single price per trip), the user can now 
choose a flight class for each leg of the trip independently. This is helpful to users as 
they can book a restrictive outbound flight but refundable/changeable on the return 
if they think that may change.  
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Note: Some providers (for example, BMI) seem to allow any combination of flight 
classes but do not provide Cliqbook with per-leg pricing. In this case, the fare 
buckets shown will apply to the entire trip and not per leg:  
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TravelFusion: New Providers Added 

GDS Supported: TravelFusion Direct Connect 
Configuration Setting: Company Administration > Travel Admin > WebDirect 
Providers tab 
Solution ID: N/A  

The following new carriers are available as a web fare providers via TravelFusion:  

• Air Italy (B2B) 

• Aer Arann (B2B) 

• Tiger Airways 

• Viva Aerobus 

Car 

Add 15-Minute Increments to Car Search 

GDS Supported: All GDS 
Configuration Setting: N/A; Auto-on 
Solution ID: SID3023, SID597, SID62 

All car time dropdowns will now show 
times in 15-minute intervals, and the cars 
will be booked at the selected time. This 
should help ensure that the travelers' cars 
will be available at the time closest to 
their estimated arrival. Prior to this, we 
offered half-hour increments.   

When searching for cars based on flight 
times (like adding a car to an air trip or a 
trip template with air and car) the car 
time dropdown will show the exact time 
of the flight, but the traveler can modify if 
needed. 
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Hotel 

Galileo Room Type Codes for Passive Segments 

GDS Supported: Galileo Only 
Configuration Setting: N/A; Auto-on 
Solution ID: N/A 

Galileo only allows specific room types when writing a passive segment. For all hotel 
passive segments (including non-GDS, direct connect, Meetings, and user supplied 
hotels), we will make sure the room type matches one of the allowed codes. If it 
does not match, we will default to A1KCOR.  

Reports 

Southwest Direct Connect Reporting 

GDS Supported: Southwest Direct Connect 
Configuration Setting: Reporting > Flight Detail Report  
Solution ID: N/A 

We now support both SWABIZ via Booking Builder and the Southwest direct connect 
in Cliqbook. Because of this, we needed to update the Flight Details report and 
create a new column, called Alternative Source.  

• The Booking Source column will continue to identify whether the trip was 
booked through Cliqbook or the GDS.  

• The Alternative Source column will identify whether the trip was booked 
through Southwest or SWABIZ in Cliqbook.  

XML Sync 

XML Sync Changes to Relax Primary Fields  

GDS Supported: N/A 
Configuration Setting: XML Synchronization  
Solution ID: N/A 

The following changes apply to XML Synchronization for this release: 

• We will now save the manager_id for everyone who sends it. It is no longer 
"locked down" for Expense users. 
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• We will now let users save first, middle, and last name in Cliqbook: 

♦ If the company Expense setting EMP_IMPORT_UPDATE_NAME_FIELDS set 
to N 
– or –  

♦ If the company does not use Expense 

If this setting is set to Y, the sync will ignore these fields if they are included 
in the XML. 

• We will save the primary email address from XML for all users. If the user 
maps to an Expense user and his/her company has the entity setting 
SYNC_TRVLEXP_PRIMARY_EXPENSE_PROFILE set to Y, we will also update 
the email address for the user in Expense. 

Miscellaneous 

Remark to Prevent Auto-Cancel 

GDS Supported: All GDS 
Configuration Setting: N/A 
Solution ID: N/A 

Concur has previously noted that using auto-cancel is a best practice. Auto-cancel 
will prevent no-show fees for hotel and soon for car. Another best practice 
communicated previously is to have a trip that originated in Cliqbook completed in 
Cliqbook. Prior to this release, if an agent took over a Cliqbook-originated trip, the 
auto-cancel had no way of knowing this and would cancel the trip, even if ticketed.  

We have updated the auto-cancel process to look for a standard remark in the PNR. 
If this remark is present, the auto-cancel robot will ignore the record and will not 
cancel any segments.  

The remark must look like this:  

Apollo:  @:5CB/AGENT CLAIMED (@=pillow) 

Sabre:  5H-CB/AGENT CLAIMED 

Worldspan:  RM-CB/AGENT CLAIMED 

Amadeus:  RMCB/AGENT CLAIMED 

Galileo:  RI.CB/AGENT CLAIMED  

Please note the following:  

• Agents must queue these records to the reporting queue once they add the 
remark; Apollo/Galileo does not apply as Concur utilizes the GIDS feed. 

• Once CB has read this remark, auto-cancel ignores it, even if the remark is 
subsequently removed. 
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• Time is of the essence on certain types of trips dependant on the ticketing 
deadline of the reservation. 

Remark Added to PNR when Void Fails 

GDS Supported: Worldspan Only 
Configuration Setting: N/A; Auto-on  
Solution ID: N/A 
 
Cliqbook will write a "CB/AGT/NEED MANUAL VOID" remark when voiding ticket fails 
on Worldspan. The record will be queued to the refund request queue for the agency 
to handle. 

Mobile Icon for Upcoming Trips 

GDS Supported: All GDS 
Configuration Setting: N/A; Auto-on 
Solution ID: N/A 

We announced the new mobile icon with the January 2010 release. We have moved 
the Mobile Enabled icon for the Trip List on the Concur Travel & Expense (My 
Concur page) to the blue header.  

Travel Home: 

 

Concur Travel & Expense (My Concur page): 
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Resolved Cases 

Enhancements 
 

Key Summary Issue Links 

CLQ-4979 Support Senator Status in Lufthansa   

CLQ-5222 Add Regional Hotels to Import Data   

CLQ-4900 Sabre Webservices native XML Migration - Airport Distance   

CLQ-7142 Sabre Webservices native XML Migration - Air Validate 
Fares 

  

CLQ-5271 Map Room Type Codes of a Hotel Direct Connect to Galileo 
Room Type Codes when writing passive segment 

  

CLQ-5990 Configurable Message-boards - Add Data Points   

CLQ-6244 Custom Text - Options for each section within the profile   

CLQ-6245 Clone Travel Class/Travel Rules/Configurable Message 
Boards 

  

CLQ-6448 Improve the rate loading for non-gds hotels CRMC-11311, CRMC-10948, 
CRMC-11312 

CLQ-6891 Add warning text to advise that seats were unable to be 
confirmed 

  

CLQ-6968 XML Sync changes to relax primary fields and permit 
agencies to edit more data. 

  

CLQ-6988 Need Remark that, if entered, will cause Autocanceler to 
ignore PNR and remove from queue to autocancel 

  

CLQ-6991 "view more fares" feature extension: pass in classes and 
airlines you want to see extra classes, when doing view 
more fares 

  

CLQ-7020 Show per-segment buckets for Travel Fusion where pricing 
structure allows. 

  

CLQ-7043 Need Class of Service Datapoint for flight time duration 
*excluding* layovers 

  

CLQ-7083 upgrade Apollo farequote superbb message   

CLQ-7137 Sabre Webservices native XML Migration - Hotel Sell   

CLQ-7153 Add "Cancel Comment" as datapoint to finisher   

CLQ-7193 We need to upgrade our GIDS adapters to version 2.06   

CLQ-7230 Add support for BTA/Ghost Cards in 3rd Party Meetings 
with Companion bookings 

CRMC-13392, CRMC-13516, 
CRMC-12932 

CLQ-7266 Add :15 minute increments to car search CRMC-11138 
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Key Summary Issue Links 

CLQ-7273 TravelFusion: Add AirItalyB2b to list of Web Direct 
providers 

  

CLQ-7278 Southwest Direct Connect - Reporting   

CLQ-7293 Implement C# method for performance improvement, on 
Apollo response XML decoration that is currently done in 
XSL 

  

CLQ-7294 implement a C# <Merge> OPL command that merges 
several documents in one pass 

  

CLQ-7305 CLONE -Allow Assignment of Corporate Ghost Cards by 
Cost Centre, Org Unit or User Custom Fields - Profile Synch 
Issue 

CRMC-13502, CRMC-13541 

CLQ-7389 Support "CliqbookItineraryDisplay" segment return from 
AirSell/AirModify for AirTran 

  

CLQ-7390 Support "CliqbookItineraryDisplay" segment return from 
AirSell/AirModify for Aer Lingus 

  

CLQ-7398 force upgrade to new api for booking builder   

CLQ-7400 Waitlist - Add Custom Text   

CLQ-7403 Amadeus: move agency-level profiles when using merge 
parameter ^ 

CRMC-13284 

CLQ-7440 Update graphics on new concur adoption dashboard for 
fusion 

  

CLQ-7467 Remove references to OuttaskGdsLog from .NET codebase   

CLQ-7493 Reports - Cliqbook Segments Not Stored in GDS - Add Trip 
Locator Column 

  

CLQ-7513 Update American and USAirways baggage fees   

CLQ-7518 Add log time to XML Select log file export   

CLQ-7525 Manage Discounts - Always show ID Field for Cars   

CLQ-7541 True Trip Cancel - Need Additional Setting for When there 
is no GDS PNR 

  

CLQ-7542 Southwest Direct Connect - Follow True Trip Cancel 
Settings (outside the 24 hour ticketing window) 

  

CLQ-7548 Add mobile icon to portal in trip list   

CLQ-7565 Southwest Direct Connect - Post Ticket Change   

CLQ-7577 TravelFusion: Add new supplier aerarannb2b CRMC-14304 

CLQ-7601 Itinerary services should generate unique identifiers for 
itineraries and segments across all shards 

  

CLQ-7649 Log map views in travel portal   
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Key Summary Issue Links 

CLQ-7654 Southwest Direct Connect: Show applied ticket credits in 
itinerary 

  

CLQ-7673 Southwest Direct Connect - Allow Cost Configuration with 
mixed mode 

  

CLQ-7675 Change hardcoded company short name for WN direct 
connect bookings 

  

CLQ-7743 CLONE -Support "CliqbookItineraryDisplay" segment return 
from AirSell/AirModify for Aer Lingus 

  

Customer Cases 
 

Key Summary Issue Links 

CLQ-6954 CLONE -Company locations drop down list duplicating 
locations 

CRMC-14318, CRMC-12695, 
CRMC-13287, CRMC-13547, 
CRMC-12603, CRMC-13888, 
CRMC-13635 

CLQ-6993 If multi-carrier booking, no frequent flyer number defaults 
in the UI 

CRMC-13362, CRMC-13811, 
CRMC-12823, CRMC-12635 

CLQ-7026 CLONE -Case ID: 837694 Cloning KLM Z class returns 
Economy Class versus Business Class 

CRMC-12858, CRMC-11541 

CLQ-7160 CLONE -Error message received after selecting AS flights 
from results returned on search by schedule 

CRMC-13068, CRMC-13189 

CLQ-7202 Marc Jacobs International, LLC (5406) custom approval 
process issue 

CRMC-13451 

CLQ-7211 Manage Corporate Discounts "Less Preferred" status 
reflecting as "Not Preferred" on the discount page (Link to 
CRMC-13195) 

CRMC-13283, CRMC-13195 

CLQ-7302 CLONE -ET car rate reserved is different from that in 
Availability 

CRMC-13900, CRMC-11797, 
CRMC-13561 

CLQ-7306 CLONE -When adding a hotel to a LHR- EDI trip, company 
location for GLA does not show up as an option to search 
for 

CRMC-13535 

CLQ-7307 When Custom Trip filed is set to required and the text 
drop down is over 200 lines long, it no longer recognizes it 
as being required (Link to CRMC-13460 and look at 
release date) 

CRMC-13564, CRMC-13460, 
CRMC-13350, CRMC-13894, 
CRMC-13902, CRMC-14048 

CLQ-7335 CLONE -For Worldspan, when entering the user supplied 
passive segment it's entering the hotel amount as cents 
vs. dollars. 

CRMC-13539 

CLQ-7346 CLONE -Meeting Block pulling the incorrect hotel property 
code in Cliqbook 

CRMC-13187 
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Key Summary Issue Links 

CLQ-7348 Air Template - SW DC Round trip first leg has same depart 
-arrive airport displayed 

CRMC-13892 

CLQ-7353 CLONE -Ticketless Carrier P5H remarks in Sabre CRMC-13702, CRMC-13577 

CLQ-7357 CLONE -Error received when trying to Add Limo from an 
existing air reservation - missing flight data error 

CRMC-13637, CRMC-12196, 
CRMC-13885 

CLQ-7375 Message returned to client says "Sorry, we were unable to 
add your to your itinerary because the reservation system 
was unable to confirm the stored price for your air travel. 
Missing the word "hotel" 

CRMC-11920 

CLQ-7391 CLONE -Meeting - allowed attendees to book for 
themselves and one companion results in tkt price 
showing double the actual price ending in 4 x the price 

CRMC-12356 

CLQ-7396 RideCharge - When the client adds a taxi to an arriving 
airline line booking. The time default is two hours before 
the flight arrives 

CRMC-13772 

CLQ-7397 Changes to custom fields in XA and user admin view of 
profile not saving. Once they hit save and log out and 
back in and view the user profile(pencil view) they just 
saved, the number has reverted back to the original 
number that it was 

CRMC-13742, CRMC-13679, 
CRMC-13968, CRMC-11917 

CLQ-7401 CLONE -CEN-733 - Incorrect pricing on conjunctive tickets. CRMC-13697 

CLQ-7414 CLONE -Fare pricing discrepancy on discounts when client 
shares the PCC 

CRMC-13797, CRMC-14420, 
CRMC-13893, CRMC-13812 

CLQ-7432 CLONE -GLT airport is geo-coded incorrectly, appears to 
be in the water on maps affecting hotel searches 

CRMC-12696 

CLQ-7439 P2: User Cliqbook History report won't run CRMC-13877 

CLQ-7449 Error when trying to add hotel to Cliqbook hotel database CRMC-13881 

CLQ-7465 CLONE -IMPL- Unable to create/build Agency Config CRMC-13932 

CLQ-7468 CLONE -Server error when trying to enter a temporary 
credit card for a SWABIZ guest booking 

CRMC-13296 

CLQ-7471 CLONE -Link to the US Air Online Check In Not Working CRMC-13889, CRMC-12464, 
CRMC-13890, CRMC-13961 

CLQ-7473 CLONE -When sending a xml file that includes an empty 
<PassportIssuingCountry> node in passport information, it 
causes an error and the profile not to sync 

CRMC-13897 

CLQ-7474 CLONE -Finishing Template tidy up of data points. CRMC-8513 

CLQ-7476 Unable to book car/hotel in remote locations without 
changing search radius to 50 miles - Location is 1.16 miles 
from reference point 

CRMC-10600, CRMC-13538 

CLQ-7477 CLONE -Sabre GDS Post Tkt Chng error received CRMC-13798 
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Key Summary Issue Links 

CLQ-7479 CLONE -Wrong Map on itineraries - static map itinerary 
email suffering from dropped characters in an email 

CRMC-8709 

CLQ-7483 CLONE -Cliqbook is writing a retention line with Service 
Fee $0, when the template has a blank retention line 
defined 

CRMC-12754 

CLQ-7486 (A) Unable to book Government fares via Apollo CRMC-13805 

CLQ-7491 When a Concur admin goes to edit custom text for a 
company, Concur's text is visible and saving saves 
Concur's text to the company 

CRMC-13578, CRMC-13619 

CLQ-7495 CLONE -When passive approval is not enabled and trips 
require approval, Cliqbook is displaying conflicting 
approval messages. 

CRMC-14594, CRMC-13461, 
CRMC-14251, CRMC-13884, 
CRMC-13073, CRMC-14010 

CLQ-7497 CLONE -Implementation: Incorrect label for corporate jet 
vendor (0A) 

CRMC-13551 

CLQ-7499 CLONE -LLF Rule is not triggering when it should CRMC-14415, CRMC-12587 

CLQ-7500 Per Diem state defaults to Virginia when searching for 
hotel in West Virginia 

CRMC-11428 

CLQ-7501 IMPL - Encana Sabre Business Aviator CRMC-13911 

CLQ-7509 CLONE -Error when cloning multiple lines to multiple 
finishing templates 

CRMC-10901 

CLQ-7511 CLONE -SSO meeting booking not moving the par level 
profile in the GDS - Similar to CRMC-11113 

CRMC-14029 

CLQ-7512 CLONE -(JD) Airtran DC ATL to GPT not showing by price 
and only shows from WSpan in a search by schedule 

CRMC-14009 

CLQ-7514 CLONE -Second Tier Custom Approval Not Working 
correctly 

CRMC-13451 

CLQ-7515 Increase timeout on ITT custom PTA job CRMC-14116 

CLQ-7516 CLONE -PDK airport needs to be added to Cliqbook CRMC-13771 

CLQ-7519 Added air to an already booked hotel and received an 
error message, was able to recover from error; however, 
the booking didn't get sent to any queues 

CRMC-12987 

CLQ-7521 Ghost Card for Instant Purchase carriers requiring 'air' to 
be checked resulting in FOP drop down list when booking 
ARC Carriers. 

CRMC-13732 

CLQ-7522 CLONE -(JD) When booking Hotel Block Space for meeting 
it is duplicating the hotel name field in the passive 
segment 

CRMC-14008 

CLQ-7529 CLONE -XML sync error results in inaccessible CC area in 
user profile 

CRMC-13365 
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Key Summary Issue Links 

CLQ-7537 When using "Look up a previous guest by name" function, 
Admin is receiving error of "Your birth date doesn't appear 
to be valid" 

CRMC-14423, CRMC-14247, 
CRMC-14597, CRMC-14136, 
CRMC-14162, CRMC-14285, 
CRMC-14135, CRMC-14264, 
CRMC-14279, CRMC-14249, 
CRMC-14134, CRMC-14209, 
CRMC-14133, CRMC-14357 

CLQ-7539 CLONE -Profile not synching to GDS due to error HTTP 
timeout on request 

CRMC-7608 

CLQ-7545 Non-GDS Hotel (booked outside of Cliqbook) country blank 
and does not allow users to continue 

CRMC-14001, CRMC-14325, 
CRMC-14164 

CLQ-7547 Credit Suisse ability to put in a carrier override for Virgin 
American and Avianca 

CRMC-11417 

CLQ-7552 CLONE -Cliqbook is sending hold reminder emails even 
when segment status shows "HX" canceled and showing it 
in the email as "Upgraded" 

CRMC-14013 

CLQ-7557 No rates display for hotel AmericInn in Cliqbook, message 
displays "hotel is not available for these dates" but rates 
are available in native Apollo. 

CRMC-12497, CRMC-12180 

CLQ-7568 CLONE -Error selecting US/CO combination flights - Air 
Sell fails 

CRMC-13891 

CLQ-7574 State Department URLs need to be updated on Travel 
Tools page 

CRMC-14172, CRMC-14000, 
CRMC-14402, CRMC-14171, 
CRMC-14166 

CLQ-7575 CLONE -Trips cancelled by agency - status not updated in 
Cliqbook 

CRMC-8815 

CLQ-7576 DeutscheBahn: When BahnCard100 in effect and seats are 
required (preselected and greyed out) by default, the user 
cannot proceed to next page after clicking OK. 

CRMC-14303 

CLQ-7578 CLONE -Designated approver for "Guest Class" is not 
receiving approval emails for guest travelers 

CRMC-11041 

CLQ-7586 CLONE -Premium Economy not available in template CRMC-11546 

CLQ-7587 Columbia Labs - premium economy issue CRMC-9974 

CLQ-7588 Sabre - Preferred Seating not Displayed on Delta 737-800 
Equipment 

CRMC-11207 

CLQ-7593 Hertz DC - support Hertz Gold number CRMC-14308 

CLQ-7595 LaQinta Logo has changed CRMC-12988 

CLQ-7597 '-Failed Finger fare INTL reservation; UA NH Combo CRMC-6503 

CLQ-7598 Agent-booked Trips get auto-cancelled one day prior to 
ticket deadline 

CRMC-14250, CRMC-14785, 
CRMC-14202, CRMC-14203, 
CRMC-14660, CRMC-14200, 
CRMC-14354 
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Key Summary Issue Links 

CLQ-7599 For Apollo, need to add Southwest Airlines Frequent Flyer 
number as a data point in the Apollo profile as a normal 
air carrier *MP format vs. a non-arc carrier. 

CRMC-13563 

CLQ-7600 Car - Amadeus NAV Requests not being sent CRMC-11615 

CLQ-7605 CLONE -(JD) Custom Text Not Updating on alternate travel 
page for meeting 

CRMC-14131 

CLQ-7606 CLONE -CLONE -TF: Unable to book Easyjet on LGW-SAW 
route-http://support.travelfusion.com/browse/CONCUR-72 

CRMC-14412 

CLQ-7613 CLONE -When SWS is enabled, the system doesn't allow 
the special carriage return character and reads the line as 
one and throws an error 

CRMC-12020 

CLQ-7614 WN: "Fare Rules" are always for the YL fare in Y class 
(which is the Anytime Fare). 

CRMC-14764 

CLQ-7616 Southwest DC: Change PAX type to NRF and add SWABIZ 
number as NFC 

CRMC-14344, CRMC-14361 

CLQ-7617 CLONE -Profiled user email address is not writing to the 
GDS PNR with a companion booking. 

CRMC-11814 

CLQ-7622 CLONE -CLONE -Invalid PIC code used when storing 
government fare 

CRMC-14276 

CLQ-7631 CLONE -One way car reservations does not reflect extra 
milage charge. 

CRMC-9060 

CLQ-7632 CLONE -(JD) Not able to complete NZ booking, receive 
error after confirming fare - flex faring 

CRMC-14291 

CLQ-7633 CLONE -PTR opened with Amadeus- 03710412 API - 1A: 
Incorrect fare rule display response for LH - 

CRMC-14178, CRMC-13095 

CLQ-7637 CLONE -When attempting to view GDS logs I am getting 
Error on Page response 

CRMC-14665, CRMC-14014 

CLQ-7641 CLONE -(A) US Air flights are being offered and sold in 
Alternate GDS (Sabre) when they should not be (they are 
Apollo). 

CRMC-14189, CRMC-11914, 
CRMC-14502 

CLQ-7647 CLONE -German Translation change for word "Meeting" CRMC-12410 

CLQ-7651 CLONE -When Hilton Direct Connect enabled Cliqbook is 
excluding Hilton hotels and displays error message "We 
found several hotels in our system, but your company has 
excluded them. Please contact your travel administrator." 

CRMC-14127 

CLQ-7652 CLONE -(JD) Hilton Direct Connect enabled is not 
returning the Hilton Times Square 

CRMC-14140 

CLQ-7659 CLONE -Need Post-ticket change rules data points 
available to Map in finishing 

CRMC-11165 

CLQ-7661 Server error trying to access company ghost cards CRMC-14343 
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Key Summary Issue Links 

CLQ-7662 Unfinished Reservation options - Trip options has 2 cancel 
trip links when should only have one 

CRMC-10368 

CLQ-7663 If Allow Travel to rate Hotel Properties is on, and there is 
more than one hotel is present as a previously stayed at 
hotel, when you add comments to the first hotel, the 
submit button does not work for the first hotel 

CRMC-10495 

CLQ-7664 CLONE -When booking WS as the outbound first segment 
combined with AC on the return Cliqbook is returning an 
error 

CRMC-12927 

CLQ-7665 CLONE -(JD) Southwest Direct Flight Sched Dupes CRMC-14496 

CLQ-7667 Please remove European Union from the country/ passport 
list drop down in the user s profile 

CRMC-12639 

CLQ-7669 CLONE -Need to change name of airline for 3E from Aisa 
Air to Air Choice 

CRMC-14332 

CLQ-7670 CLONE -Corporate rate of $85 is not appearing in hotel 
search for Courtyard Cumberland even though it does in 
Sabre 

CRMC-14371 

CLQ-7672 Update cell phone company Telcel to Telcel portugal to not 
confuse mexico users. 

CRMC-14501 

CLQ-7676 Apollo Profile Sync error caused by PerosonalTitle length 
however the length doesn't exceed the maximum of 21 
characters 

CRMC-11638 

CLQ-7682 Galileo Webdirect itinerary missing pricing information CRMC-11799 

CLQ-7691 CLONE -Marc Jacobs Second Tier Custom Approval email 
approval not Working 

CRMC-13807 

CLQ-7692 Pre Ticketing Changes Function CRMC-11989 

CLQ-7693 CLONE -Ride Charge is not returning results - No error 
message received 

CRMC-13482 

CLQ-7694 Southwest D.C. - canceling deferred ticket doesn't work CRMC-14798, CRMC-14689 

CLQ-7712 IMPL setup corporate jet/business aviator for Cenovus - 
similar to CLQ-6896 

CRMC-13875 

CLQ-7766 CLONE -Failed business class finger fare sell when C class 
is not in inventory for Lan Airlines (Similar to CLQ-2627) 

CRMC-14796 
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Summary 

Major Features 
• Best Practices Dashboard 

• SNCF Dematerialization 

• Regional, national, global, and city hotel rate caps 

Minor Features 
• “Show but do not allow” for Air rules 

• Multiple configurable message board datapoints 

• Hotel chain-level preference tiers 
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Release Notes 

Concur Best Practices Dashboard 

With this release, Concur is pleased to announce the new Best Practices Dashboard. 
This feature allows a client to run a check on their company that will generate a 
series of reports that rate, in graphical format, how a client has configured selected 
features and functions in the Expense, Travel, or combined Travel & Expense 
platform. The intent is to visually represent the current configuration in order to help 
clients more effectively implement, use, and configure the Concur Travel & Expense 
platform. 

Configuration 

There are two steps to allowing a user to see the dashboard: 

1. The User Admin must assign him/her the role of Report User (unless the user 
already has that role). 

2. The Report Admin must assign him/her the report named General - Concur 
Best Practices Dashboard. 

The Report User can see the dashboard - like any other report - using the Reporting 
menu. 

Note the following: 

• If this is the only report that the Report User is assigned, then the dashboard 
opens immediately when the user clicks Reporting.  

• If the Report User has other reports, the dashboard will be listed under 
General.  

• The Report User may have to log out and then back in - in order to see the 
dashboard. 

The Best Practices Dashboard 

The Best Practice Dashboard appears with separate sections that detail the following 
(see the samples on the following pages): 

• Overall Snapshot: A synopsis of the system settings represented as a total 
overall score, shown graphically on the right uppermost section. 

• Control and Compliance: Separated into two sections for those using both 
Travel and Expense; otherwise, a section for each product divided into 
adoption, features, and rules. Each of these sections displays the score 
graphically while an overall score is shown on the right uppermost section. 

• Details: Clicking Show Details opens the section to a set of bulleted points, 
each explaining what actions can be taken to improve the overall score. 
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What the User Sees 

The user first views the Overall Snapshot section: 

 

By scrolling down, the user can view specific optimizations for their product areas. 
The figure below represents a company with both the Travel and Expense products: 
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The Mobile product is also represented: 

 

Viewing Details 

Clicking View Details opens the section to reveal a set of bullet points, each 
explaining how the product area can be configured for optimal performance: 

 

 More information is available in the new Best Practices Dashboard User Guide 
available on Concur Client Central.  
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Administration 

Configurable Message Board Datapoints Added 

GDS Supported: All GDS 
Configuration Setting: Company Admin > Travel Rule Builder 
Solution ID: N/A 

Concur announced the Configurable Message Boards feature in August 2009. Since 
then, we have added several new categories and datapoints to allow maximum 
customization. Several existing datapoints that are available in the Travel Rule 
Builder (in Company Admin) for Flight Search Criteria are now available for use in 
configurable message boards under the Air Fare Shop Results category.  

Existing datapoints made available include: 

• Flight Departure City is  

• Flight Departure City is not 

• Air Arrival City is 

• Air Arrival City is not 

• Flight is between airports 1 and 2 

• Flight departs on [day of week] 

• Flight does not depart on [day of 
week] 

• Flight arrival country is 

• Flight arrival country is not 

In addition, there are three new datapoints: 

• Search results contain options from the GDS 

• Air search results contain options [greater than/less than] dollar amount 

• Least overall cost search result is [greater than/less than] dollar amount 
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Configurable Message Board Datapoint Added 

GDS Supported: All GDS 
Configuration Setting: Company Admin > Travel Rule Builder 
Solution ID: SID2334 

Concur added a new rule part that can be used for configurable message boards in 
the Travel Rule Builder (in Company Admin) to create a Flight Search Criteria rule. 

 

 

 

 

When creating a new rule template, select the rule part shown here and then enter 
the date range to trigger the rule.   

NOTE: You can also use the inverse - NOT searching between dates - rule part. 

Configurable Message Board Datapoint Added 

GDS Supported: All GDS 
Configuration Setting: Company Admin > Travel Rule Builder 
Solution ID: SID2183 

Concur added a new rule part that can be used for configurable message boards in 
the Travel Rule Builder (in Company Admin) to create a Flight Search Criteria rule. 

 

When creating a new rule template, select the rule part shown here and then enter 
the default departure states to trigger the rule.   

NOTE: You can also use the rule part below it to create a search rule for arrival 
states. 
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"Show but Do Not Allow" for Air Rules and for Guaranteed Ticketing 
Carriers 

GDS Supported: All GDS 
Configuration Settings: Company Admin > Travel Policy tab, Flight rules 
also Travel System Admin > Wizard Options  
Solution ID: SID1056 and SID752 

Guaranteed ticketing carriers are considered instant purchase carriers in Cliqbook. 
This means that the reservation/ticket is automatically confirmed and purchased 
during the booking process. Because of this, these carriers have been hidden when 
rules are violated and trip approval is turned on. The reason is that trip approval no 
longer is effective because the trip was already purchased. Customers have asked 
that - instead of hiding these results - we show them but disable the radio button to 
select them.  

To fulfill this request, we added a new Show but Do Not Allow option that allows 
Cliqbook to show flights to a user but not let the user select them. These options 
appear in: 

• Travel Policy under the Flight category  

• Access to Guaranteed Ticketing carriers field in Travel System Admin 

This will allow the user to see the carrier and flights returned (so they know the 
system is returning the proper results) and will allow administrators to add 
messaging to note why the results cannot be booked.  

What the User Sees 

The new options allow fares to be returned and shown to users but prevent users 
from reserving flights that break those rules or have guaranteed ticketing: 

• On the Search by Price page, the Reserve button will be grey and disabled. 

• On the Search by Schedule page (flex faring only), the radio buttons will 
either be disabled or replaced with a "disabled" icon.   

In both cases, a message will be displayed explaining why the user cannot reserve 
that flight (except when in compressed view). 
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FLIGHT RULES IN COMPANY ADMIN 

In the Flight rules, companies can now set 
the enforcement level to Show, but Do Not 
Allow: 

 

 

GUARANTEED TICKETING IN TRAVEL 
SYSTEM ADMIN 

This option has also been added to the Access to Guaranteed Ticketing carriers 
dropdown: 

 

NOTE: We will offer the show but do not allow for the other travel policy categories 
with a future release (car, hotel, etc). 

Travel Policy User Selected Airport Datapoint 

GDS Supported: All GDS 
Configuration Setting: Company Admin > Travel Rule Builder 
Solution ID: SID3222 

This new rule datapoint is designed to allow companies to permit the traveler's 
airport preference to influence the travel policy. This specifically applies to cities 
considered hubs in the GDS, such as New York, Washington DC, and Los Angeles, 
where there are multiple airports servicing a particular city.  

In the example below, if the user chooses a flight out of Newark on the Search by 
Schedule page, flights out of JFK would not be considered when determining the 
lowest logical fare (LLF). This evaluation is done leg by leg, so if the user chose to fly 
back into La Guardia, a flight back into Newark would not be considered for LLF. 
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This rule should be used by customers that allow the user's preferred or selected 
airport drive the policy. This would need to be done for all hub cities. If your travel 
policy states that the user must take the lowest fare, regardless of the preferred 
airport, then this is not needed.  

Move Waitlisted Segments to the Top 

GDS Supported: Amadeus, Apollo, Galileo, and Sabre Only  
Configuration Setting: Travel Company Admin > Travel Rule Builder 
Solution ID: N/A 

Concur announced waitlist support with the January 2010 release. As an update, the 
segments selected for waitlist on the Search by Schedule page will move to the top 
like a live segment. The traveler now clearly sees when he/she has requested a 
waitlist in comparison with the other flights. 

When the waitlist feature is enabled and waitlist flights are available: 
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When waitlist flights are selected: 
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Total Trip Cost - Make Configurable 

GDS Supported: All GDS 
Configuration Setting: Company Module Setting 
Solution ID: SID2982 

Concur announced the total trip cost feature with the January 2010 release. We have 
moved this from an auto-on feature to a module feature to allow customers to turn it 
off, if desired. The new module property is Enable Total Trip Cost. The default is 
set to true; Total Trip Cost will display unless the setting is changed to false. 

Total Trip Cost example:  

 

NOTE: Module properties are managed by Concur. To enable or disable a module 
property, please contact Concur Client Support via Concur Client Central. 

Apollo/Galileo Carrier Validation 

GDS Supported: Apollo/Galileo Only 
Configuration Setting: Travel System Admin > View Travel Agencies  
Solution ID: N/A 

With this service update, we added support for Apollo auto carrier validation for 
travel agency setup, if the agency has elected to enable this feature in their Apollo 
pseudo-city. Use of this feature may increase the success of multi-carrier bookings 
on Apollo. 

To locate this new option, navigate to Travel System Admin > View Travel Agencies. 
Locate the desired agency and click edit. 

 

When the option is selected, Concur will use Apollo's validating carrier logic to ensure 
that a ticketing agreement exists between the carriers selected (Cliqbook will NOT 
send validating carrier information to Apollo – Cliqbook will let Apollo determine the 
validating carrier).  

NOTE: Please do not enable this setting if your agency has not enabled the feature 
within the Apollo/Galileo host. 
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When the setting is not enabled, Cliqbook will 
either validate on the carrier of the first 
segment or split the fares when flights are not 
able to be combined (split ticketing by 
carriers). Cliqbook will only split the fares if 
Split Ticketing has been set up under Manage 
Corporate Discounts.  

Please refer to the Split Ticketing Travel Service 
Guide (available on Concur Client Central) for 
information about this functionality. 

 

 

 

 

Duplicate Trip Warning for All Travel Types 

GDS Supported: All GDS 
Configuration Setting: N/A; Auto-on 
Solution ID: SID1760, SID2274, SID1174, and SID2489 

Concur announced the duplicate trip warning message with the May 2009 release. 
The purpose of this feature is to prevent duplicate bookings and to remind the 
traveler that he/she already has a portion of the trip booked and, therefore, can 
maintain one itinerary instead of multiple.  

Previously, the Trip Date Conflict 
check took place only when 
booking a new air trip. With the 
service update, it applies to all trip 
types: car, limo, hotel, and dining. 

This message also appears to 
arrangers but notes the traveler's 
name:  
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Notes: 

• The check is only made from the initial search widget - not from specific trip 
type re-searches within the Travel Wizard. 

• This does not apply to guest booking reservations. 

Remove Northwest from FF Number Database 

GDS Supported: All GDS 
Configuration Setting: Cliqbook Profile 
Solution ID: N/A 

Because of the merger between Northwest and Delta Airlines, support for Northwest 
frequent flier numbers will be limited. Existing Northwest numbers will be unchanged 
and will be presented as an option when booking Delta flights; however, users will be 
unable to add new Northwest frequent flier numbers. 

February release notes: 

Northwest Airlines and Delta merged companies last year. Travelers with status on 
either airline were notified well in advance of the merger. Northwest's WorldPerks 
program is no longer in effect and Concur will be removing Northwest as an option in 
the dropdown for frequent flyer numbers with the March release.   

Please notify your users to remove their Northwest numbers within the next month. 
Administrators can run the Frequent Traveler Programs report to find any lingering 
numbers.  

Continental First/Business Change for Apollo 

GDS Supported: Apollo/Galileo Only 
Configuration Setting: N/A; Auto-on 
Solution ID: N/A 

When doing first class cabin (F) fare search on Apollo, we will change F cabin to C 
cabin for domestic Continental (CO) flights. This change is necessary because of the 
way Continental files their fares in Apollo.  

February release notes:  

The Concur Development team has researched a number of Continental issues 
thoroughly and has determined that the problem lies in the method used by 
Continental to file their domestic first class fares in the GDS. Continental claims that 
there are only two cabin classes offered - first class and economy class. However, 
when filing these fares, they are actually splitting the classes into three cabins.  

• One cabin contains only F class fares 

• The second contains C, D, and Z class fares 

• The third contains all remaining economy class fares  
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In light of this filing method, Cliqbook is unable to search and/or offer C, D, and Z 
class fares as Cliqbook is designed to start with F class and price down when 
searching for first class fares. Since F class is in a cabin by itself, Cliqbook is unable 
to pull the lower C, D, and Z class fares. 

Cliqbook can work around the filing method by using C class as the starting point for 
first class searches. This will allow users to book the lower first class fares by starting 
with C class and pricing down to D and Z class if available.  

While this work-around will provide customers/TMCs with desired results, we 
strongly recommend you contact your Continental representative and encourage 
him/her to correct their domestic first class filing method. 

TSA Redress Number - Add Help Text 

GDS Supported: All GDS 
Configuration Setting: N/A; Auto-on for sites passing TSA Information 
Solution ID: SID1955, SID1641, and SID1363 

The TSA Redress Number field found on the Personal Profile page and on the TSA 
Information page now includes a Help button that displays a description of the field.  

 

 
 
 

 

 

We also improved the spacing between the date of birth and Redress number to 
prevent confusion on what is required.  

Add Airline Names to the Flight Matrix 

GDS Supported: All GDS 
Configuration Setting: N/A; Auto-on 
Solution ID: N/A 

To improve the user experience in Cliqbook, we have added the airline name to the 
flight matrix on both the Search by Price and the Search by Schedule pages. Prior to 
this release, the user had to hover the mouse over the airline logo to see the name.  
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Direct Connect 

Direct Connect Attribute Datapoints 

GDS Supported: All direct connect air providers except TravelFusion and Virgin Blue 
Configuration Setting: Travel System Admin > PNR Finisher 
Solution ID: N/A 

Customers using the Air Canada Direct Connect have the ability to confirm per trip 
attributes, such as paying for seat assignments when booking a Tango fare. Air 
Canada notes the cost detail in the confirmation email sent to the user, but agencies 
have asked to have this detail in the PNR so that they can invoice for the full 
amount.  

To do this, we now append live direct connect information into finishing data. While 
this was done to assist with Air Canada specifically, these new datapoints apply to all 
air direct connects that support Cliqbook fetching the live itinerary, which means all 
except Virgin Blue. 
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In Finishing Template Tester shown below: 

• #1 is from live itinerary retrieval 
- and -  

• #2 is the response captured while booking 

 

Some web providers (via TravelFusion) that offer attributes, such as EasyJet. 
Cliqbook automatically writes this detail to the PNR in standard CB remarks. Here is 
a Sabre example:  

REMARKS 
2.-BOOKING CREATED BY CLIQBOOK 
3.H-CLIQBOOK STARTING SELL 
4.H-***** WEBDIRECT /TRAVELFUSION/ FLIGHT INFO **** 
5.H-TRAVELFUSION EASYJET CONFIRMATION NUMBER ABCDEF 
6.H-TRAVELFUSION PROVIDER EZY 
7.H-TRAVELFUSION DEPART DATE 2010-04-21T09-30-00 
8.H-TRAVELFUSION RETURN DATE 2010-04-21T09-35-00 
9.H-TRAVELFUSION TRAVELER WILIAM NEVER 
10.H-TRAVELFUSION BASEPRICE 58.58/69.13 
11.H-TRAVELFUSION TAXDESC1 CREDIT CARD SURCHARGE 
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12.H-TRAVELFUSION TAXFEE1 8.00/9.44 
13.H-TRAVELFUSION TAXDESC2 LUGGAGE SURCHARGE 
14.H-TRAVELFUSION TAXFEE2 54.00/63.73 
15.H-TRAVELFUSION TAXDESC3 SPEEDY BOARDING CHARGE 
16.H-TRAVELFUSION TAXFEE3 10.00/11.80 
17.H-TRAVELFUSION TOTALPRICE 130.58/154.10 
18.H-TRAVELFUSION CURRENCY GBP/EUR 

Southwest CID (SWABIZ ID) Message 

GDS Supported: Southwest Direct Connect 
Configuration Setting: Travel System Admin > Air Connectors  
Solution ID: N/A 

When enabling the Southwest Direct Connect, Concur will now warn administrators if 
they are entering a SWABIZ number that is already in use in another configuration. 
Cliqbook displays this message for legal reasons and is explained below in the 
message to the administrator.  

In the Air Connectors section of the company configuration, an administrator 
cannot enter text directly into the Discount Code field; the administrator must click 
Edit. The following window appears:  

 

If the administrator enters a number that exists in another configuration, the 
following message appears. 
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If the SWABIZ number is unique, there will be no warning. When the administrator 
enters the number and clicks Submit, the window closes and sets the value in the 
Discount Code field. 

Prevent SWABIZ and Southwest Direct Connect From Both Being 
Enabled 

GDS Supported: Southwest Direct Connect 
Configuration Setting: Travel System Admin > Air Connectors 
Solution ID: N/A 

To avoid duplicating results for Southwest, we now prevent turning on Southwest 
Direct Connect and SWABIZ via Booking Builder at the same time. If the 
administrator attempts to do so, he/she will receive the following message. If the 
administrator clicks OK, SWABIZ via Booking Builder will be disabled:  

 

Fare Basis Datapoint for the PNR Editor 

GDS Supported: Southwest Direct Connect Only 
Configuration Setting: Travel System Admin > Finishing Template Editor 
Solution ID: N/A 

Concur added new finishing datapoints for the 
Southwest direct connect. In particular, we are 
now able to write the fare basis code if needed.  
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Example Data: 
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 Southwest Direct Connect Email Address  

GDS Supported: Southwest Direct Connect 
Configuration Setting: Travel System Admin > Air Connectors 
Solution ID: SID3291 

The Southwest Direct Connect has been enhanced so that traveler email addresses 
provided to Southwest can be overridden with a general email address from the 
travel configuration. This is limited to one email address only. When this option is 
used, all email communications from Southwest go to this centralized email address 
- for example, the administrator - and not the actual user/traveler. 

 

Car 

Sixt Delivery/Collection – Preview Release 

GDS Supported: Sixt Direct Connect 
Configuration Setting: Travel System Admin > Car Connectors 
Solution ID: SID3226 

! IMPORTANT: This feature is in Preview Release. It should only be enabled 
in test configurations. General Availability is scheduled for the April 2010 release. 

The Sixt Direct Connect has been enhanced to allow delivery and collection of cars at 
company locations. To enable, a customer must have a Sixt discount and already 
negotiated car delivery and collection directly with Sixt.  

Among the limitations in this preview release, which will be addressed in the general 
release, is that Cliqbook does not update the passive segment with the details.  

What the User Sees 

When booking a car from a Sixt off-airport location, the user is presented with 
options to request delivery and/or collection. One-way rentals are supported. If, 
during the search for an off-airport rental location, the user chooses a company 
location as the search reference point, then that company location will be defaulted 
in the location dropdown. 
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If the chosen rental location provides 
delivery and collection services, then the 
car search result displays the requested 
delivery and/or collection addresses.   

 

 

 

 

If the service is not provided, a red warning 
(as shown below) appears that 
delivery/collection will not be possible. (In 
practice, this rarely occurs.) 

 

Once the trip is booked, the itinerary display shows the requested delivery and/or 
collection addresses, the rental location responsible for delivering and/or collecting 
the car, and their telephone number(s). 
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TRAVEL SYSTEM ADMIN  

To turn on the ability for delivery and collection, the administrator selects the new 
Allow delivery 
and collection 
check box in Travel 
System Admin. 

COMPANY ADMIN 

Customers can choose the company locations that are available for this feature on 
the Company Location Administration page. Locate the desired company location 
and click edit. The following page appears. 

 

This check box will not be visible unless car delivery and collection for Sixt has been 
enabled and a valid discount number is present.  

The default for new or existing company locations is selected (ON). If a customer 
decides to turn this on, they should review their existing list of company locations to 
determine which should be allowed for car delivery and collection. New company 
locations may be added specifically for this functionality.  
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Hotel 

Hotel Chain Preferred Categories 

GDS Supported: All GDS 
Configuration Setting: Travel System Admin > Manage Corporate Discounts 
Solution ID: N/A 

Currently, when customers add a hotel chain discount, they can only designate if it is 
preferred or not. With this service update, preferred categories (most preferred, 
preferred, least preferred, not preferred) have been added. The sorting hierarchy is 
now: 

• Most preferred properties 

• Preferred properties  

• Least preferred properties 

• Most preferred hotel chains 

• Preferred hotel chains 

• Least preferred hotel chains 

• Not preferred (either) 

What the User Sees 

Hotel chain discount with a Preferred rank will have silver diamonds by them instead 
of gold (unless the 
company has custom 
images). 

Also, the new rankings will appear on the hotel map with new color coding: 

 

  

 

The preference symbol will be a silver diamond on the 
map listing as well: 

Configuration 

To indicate the preferred rank of the chain, navigate to Travel System Admin > 
Manage Corporate Discounts. Add or edit a hotel chain discount. The new 
Preference field is shown here. 

Hotel chain preferences 
begin with Company. 
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! IMPORTANT: Existing hotel chain discounts will - by default - have a rank of 
Less Preferred. The administrator can change this if desired. 

Regional, National, Global and City Rate Caps  

GDS Supported: All GDS 
Configuration Setting: Company Admin > Travel Admin > Regional Hotel Rates tab 
Solution ID: N/A 

Cliqbook's Regional Hotel Rates page now supports saving and/or importing 
global, country, and state/regional hotel rates in addition to rates based on a radius 
around a geo-coded city or address. This will allow customers to define policies at 
different levels.  
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Regional Hotel Rates tab (Company Admin) 

The new Rate Type field appears in Company Admin on the Regional Hotel Rates 
tab. 

 

 

Regional Hotel Rate Travel Rule Update 

GDS Supported: All GDS  
Configuration Setting: Company Admin > Travel Admin > Regional Hotel Rates tab 
Solution ID: N/A 

In this enhancement, the rule that is used to enforce regional hotel rates has been 
updated to support the new Rate Type field (can be added manually or via import). 
When a user performs a search for a hotel, we take their requested search location 
and try to find the most granular rate from those specified on the Regional Hotel 
Rates tab.  

The order of priority for multiple matches is as follows: 

• If the address falls within more than one radius, it will choose the nearest 
one. 

• State/Province 
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• Country 

• Global rate 

To reflect that the rate may come from any of those levels, the text of the rule has 
been updated to reflect this: 

 

NOTE: The term city in the rule setup will be updated on March 26 to say local. The 
user sees the term local but administrators still see the rule showing city.  

An example of how this would work is as follows: 

• Add a rate for Atlanta, GA, geo-code, set to radius of 20 miles, $100 

• Add a state rate for GA, $50 

• Add a national rate for US of $150 

• Add a global rate of $200 

Results are:  

• Search in Atlanta uses the Atlanta rate cap 

• Search in Athens, GA uses the Georgia rate cap 

• Search in Alexandria, VA uses the regional/US rate cap 

• Search in Toronto, CA uses the global rate cap 
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Regional, National, Global and City Rate Cap Import 

GDS Supported: All GDS 
Configuration Setting: Travel System Admin > Import Data 
Solution ID: N/A 

Concur added a regional hotel import with the February 2010 release. The import 
document now includes the ability to define global, national and city details. Navigate 
to Travel System Admin > Import Data. Select the company and click Import 
Format Samples. 

 

 

The instructions have been updated to advise that the Rate Type can be one of four 
possible values:  

 

• 1 to indicate a global rate 

• 2 to indicate a country rate 

• 3 to indicate a state, province or regional rate 

• Leave blank to geo-code a specific address 
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Hotel Preference Diamonds Update 

GDS Supported: All GDS 
Configuration Setting: N/A; Auto-on 
Solution ID: N/A 

Hotel preferred diamonds for Most Preferred, Preferred, and Least Preferred now 
appear the same in both the title bar and the message bar of the Hotel fare display. 

 

Hotel Maps/Driving Instructions Configuration 

GDS Supported: All GDS 
Configuration Setting: Travel System Admin > Email Options 
Solution ID: SID2840, SID2779, and SID3026 

Currently, when booking air and hotel trips, we ask the user if he/she would like 
directions and maps to the hotel included on their itinerary. Customers have asked to 
control the default on this setting and that is now possible.  

The new setting is E-mail Hotel Map/Directions Default in Travel System Admin. 

 

Note the following: 

• This field is set it to Do not include directions to hotels with email for all new 
configurations. 

• Existing configurations are set to Include directions and maps to hotels. 
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Rail 

SNCF Dematerialization (DEMAT) 

GDS Supported: SNCF Direct Connect 
Configuration Setting: Travel System Admin > Wizard Options, Rail 
Solution ID: N/A 

! IMPORTANT: SNCF has postponed their Dematerialization Program to at least 
the end of March 2010, but Cliqbook customers are welcome to test it out by 
setting up a travel configuration with SNCF set to Test Mode. 

Overview 

This enhancement implements the SNCF Dematerialization (or DEMAT) program, 
which provides the option of ticketless travel and self-print tickets. DEMAT eligibility 
depends on the route and train equipment for the selected trip. In addition, ticketless 
travel requires that the traveler possess an eligible SNCF Grand Voyageur S'Miles 
card. The eligibility for DEMAT and ticketless is managed by the RIVA system. At this 
time, only SNCF domestic routes in France will benefit from the DEMAT program. 

For ticketless and self-print tickets, the traveler is required to provide his/her date of 
birth during the booking process. In addition, the traveler is encouraged to also 
provide his/her mobile phone number. If RIVA determines that the traveler is eligible 
for an SMS reminder, the traveler will receive an SMS message on his/her mobile 
phone shortly before the departure date. The travel agency, upon having processed 
and ticketed the booking, will send out an email to the traveler with a PDF 
attachment of the E-Ticket Memo or E-Ticket Confirmation. 

Once the ticketless booking has been fulfilled by the travel agency, the traveler can 
log in to Cliqbook to retrieve the booking and locate the link to print out a copy of 
the E-Ticket Memo in PDF format. This document is for informational purposes only. 
The traveler does not need a ticket for his/her trip. The traveler only needs to 
present his/her SNCF Grand Voyageur S'Miles card to the conductor on board the 
train. 

Likewise, a traveler who has made a booking that has been ticketed and is eligible 
for self-printing (but not ticketless) will be presented with a link to print a copy of 
his/her E-Ticket Confirmation in PDF format. The traveler is required to bring this 
document on the day of travel to present to the conductor on board the train. 
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Screens in Cliqbook Impacted by DEMAT 

PROFILE PAGE 

To qualify for ticketless travel, the traveler needs to have an eligible SNCF Grand 
Voyageur S'Miles fidelity card set up in his Cliqbook profile: 

 

If the Cliqbook travel configuration has Test Mode turned on for SNCF, the following 
fidelity card numbers may be used for testing purposes only: 
 

Test GV Number for Ticketless (non-expired) 29090109250015434 

Test GV Number for Ticketless (expired) 29090109250009072 

Test GV Number for Self-print (non-expired) 29090109000009315 

Test GV Number for Self-print (expired) 29090109000008317 

Test GV Number that is checksum-correct but is not a valid 
GV number (doesn’t exist) 

30840601008995579 

PRICE PAGE 

On the Search by Price page, the traveler can click Fare Rules to see if the route-
equipment for the trip is eligible for ticketless or self-print ticket: 
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RAIL FARE SUMMARY PAGE 

On the Rail Fare Summary page, if the selected trip is eligible for DEMAT, the 
Fidelity Program dropdown will be defaulted with the traveler's Grand Voyageur 
S'Miles card number and the Ticket Delivery dropdown will be defaulted with the 
Ticketless or Self-Print option: 

 

Note that if a Grand Voyageur S'Miles card has not been set up in the traveler's 
Cliqbook profile, the traveler will not have the option to select Ticketless or Self-Print 
in the Ticket Delivery dropdown even if the route-equipment for the trip is eligible 
for DEMAT. 

In addition, if Ticketless or Self-Print is the selected option for Ticket Delivery, the 
traveler may not pick any fidelity program from the dropdown except the S'Miles 
option. If the user attempts to pick a different fidelity card from the dropdown, such 
as his/her Eurostar fidelity card, they will see the following:  
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When Ticketless or Self-Print is the selected option for Ticket Delivery, the traveler is 
required to provide his/her date of birth. The user will not be allowed to continue in 
the booking process until the birth date has been provided: 

 

The Date of Birth field will be populated with the traveler's birth date in the 
passport information section of his/her Cliqbook profile if available: 
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If the Mobile Phone field is left empty, a popup will be displayed. The traveler can 
then click Cancel to enter his mobile phone number, or click OK to proceed without 
specifying a mobile phone number: 

 

If the user hovers their mouse over the question mark help icon will display some 
information about the purpose of providing the mobile phone number: 
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ITINERARY PAGE 

On completion of the booking, the Cliqbook itinerary will look like the following with 
the Ticketing field marked as Ticketless if the booking is, in fact, eligible for 
ticketless:   
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After the ticketless booking has been processed, the Cliqbook itinerary will display a 
different message with a link for the traveler to print out a copy of his/her e-ticket 
memo: 

 

In the case of a Self-Print booking, the Cliqbook itinerary appears as follows with the 
Ticketing field marked as Self-Print Online Ticket: 
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Once the self-print booking has been ticketed by the travel agency, the Cliqbook 
itinerary appears as follows, with a link for the traveler to print a copy of his/her e-
ticket confirmation: 

 

Fulfilling a Booking in Test Mode 

For the purpose of testing the DEMAT functionality, the Test Mode check box for 
SNCF must be selected in the Cliqbook travel configuration page. Navigate to Travel 
System Admin > Wizard Options, Rail. Select Test Mode. 

  

After completing a test booking, please send email to sncf-test-ticketing-
request@concur.com with the SNCF record locator if you wish to have the booking be 
"ticketed" in order for you to access the link for printing the e-ticket memo or e-
ticket confirmation.  

The SNCF record locator is the 
6-letter code at the end of the 
Status field on the Cliqbook 
itinerary: 

 

 

mailto:sncf-test-ticketing-request@concur.com
mailto:sncf-test-ticketing-request@concur.com
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Sample Travel Documents 
 
E-Ticket Memo E-Ticket Confirmation 

Double-click the image below to open the sample PDF file. 

 

 

Make "Arrive By" Option for SNCF Configurable 

GDS Supported: SNCF Direct Connect 
Configuration Setting: Travel System Admin > Rail 
Solution ID: SID2391 

The option to search for SNCF routes using the "arrive" option is now configurable on 
the travel configuration page.  

 

By default, the new Allow searching for trains using arrive by check box is 
selected. To disable it, clear the check box and Save. 

If disabled, users will not be able to choose between arrive or depart when searching 
for SNCF trains; the dropdown will be hidden and all searches will be based on 
departure. 
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View with the check box enabled to allow searching for trains by arrival time:  

 

SNCF Seat Request Based on Companion 

GDS Supported: SNCF Direct Connect 
Configuration Setting: N/A; Auto-on 
Solution ID: N/A 

This enhancement provides a traveler (Traveler A) the opportunity to specify the 
coach number and seat number of his/her travelling companion (Traveler B) so that 
they can travel together. This means that Traveler A must first find out these 
itinerary details for Traveler B before making the booking: 

• Date and times 

• Train numbers 

• Coach and seat numbers 

This feature may be used by a travel arranger to make SNCF bookings for a group of 
colleagues going on the same trip so that they can sit close to each other. 

Example 

First traveler with a French Military 2nd Class advantage card makes a one-way 
booking from Paris to Nice and is assigned the following seat placement by SNCF: 
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Second traveler (without any advantage cards) makes a booking based on the trip 
details of the first traveler, selects the I want to sit close to another traveler’s 
booked seat check box and enters the coach and seat numbers of the first traveler: 
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Second traveler is assigned the following seat placement by SNCF: 

 

Note that second traveler’s seat assignments are close to the first traveler's seat 
assignments. 

NOTE: The price difference between the two bookings is due to the first traveler 
having a French Military 2nd Class advantage card in his profile.) 

Amtrak Detroit to Chicago Route 

GDS Supported: Apollo/Galileo, Sabre, and Worldspan 
Configuration Setting: N/A, Auto-on 
Solution ID: SID3127 

Cliqbook users now have the ability to book Amtrak on the Chicago to Detroit route, 
including travel to/from Ann Arbor. These locations are automatically on for all sites 
that are accessing Amtrak today.  
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What the User Sees  

Select Amtrak on the Rail tab on the Travel Center. You can pick a round trip, one 
way, or multi-segment route:  

  

Amtrak results are returned and will include sold out trains so that the user sees all 
options.  
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Rail Travel Preferences  

GDS Supported: DeutscheBahn and SNCF Direct Connect Only  
Configuration Setting: N/A; Auto-on 
Solution ID: N/A 

The Rail Travel Preferences link now appears on the Travel Preferences page in 
Profile but only if Deutsche Bahn and/or SNCF are enabled in the travel configuration 
page. Prior to this release, air car and hotel had links but not rail.  

 

Likewise, the Rail Travel Preferences section in the Personal Information page 
appears only if Deutsche Bahn and/or SNCF are enabled: 
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Removal of Unnecessary Popups for Amtrak Bookings 

GDS Supported: Sabre, Worldspan and Apollo/Galileo Only 
Configuration Setting: N/A; Auto-on 
Solution ID: N/A 

Concur has removed two unnecessary popup messages for Amtrak bookings to 
improve the user experience. After the itinerary page, if there are no cars or hotels, 
Cliqbook displays a message asking the user if he/she wants to add them. Worldspan 
and Apollo do not allow car or hotel to be added in the same reservation so the 
message does not apply.  

Likewise, we warn Amtrak travelers that they need to check their Visa requirements, 
which is not necessary for domestic Amtrak bookings. This, too, has been 
discontinued. 

Car/hotel popup removed:  

 

Visa popup removed:  
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Meeting 

Credit Card Validation for Meeting Ghost Cards 

GDS Supported: All GDS 
Configuration Setting: Meeting Administration 
Solution ID: N/A 

Credit card numbers entered as form of payment on the Meeting Administration 
pages will now be checked to ensure that the number entered is valid for the type of 
card selected. If a card number does pass the validation check, the user will be 
unable to save it.  

This applies to both Concur Meetings and Third-Party Meetings.  

Concur Meeting Self Registration Message  

GDS Supported: All GDS 
Configuration Setting: Meeting Admin > Self Registration 
Solution ID:  

For Concur Meetings with the self-registration option enabled, a message is shown 
for profiled attendees to log in to Cliqbook:  

 

This message can now be hidden by a configuration option in Concur Meeting Admin, 
when setting up the self-registration step.  

Select the Hide Self Registration login link for profiled attendees check box 
and Save. The text shown in the sample above and Login link will not be displayed. 

 

This is useful for customers who use SSO for Cliqbook (which means the profiled 
attendees may not know their Concur credentials) or for customers who want to use 
the HTML editor in Meetings to add their own link to their custom login screens. 
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Profile/PNR Administration  

Default Value for Allow Self-Assigning Assistants 

GDS Supported: All GDS 
Configuration Setting: Module Properties 
Solution ID: NA 

A new module property named Refuse self-assigning assistants by default 
allows companies to specify the default setting for the Refuse Self-Assigning 
Assistants check box in the Assistants and Travel Arrangers section of the 
Profile page.  

What the User Sees 

 

Configuration 

If the Refuse self-assigning assistants by default module property is set to true, 
the Refuse Self-Assigning Assistants check box will be enabled (checked) when a 
user first accesses his/her profile. The user must disable (uncheck) the check box for 
assistants to assign themselves as an assistant for that user.  

Assistants - self-assigned or otherwise - who are currently tied to users are 
unaffected by this setting. 

NOTE: Module properties are managed by Concur. To enable or disable a module 
property, please contact Concur Client Support via Concur Client Central. 

Module to Hide Meal Preferences 

GDS Supported: All GDS 
Configuration Setting: Module Properties 
Solution ID: NA 

In order to support hiding meal preferences on the Personal Profile page, we have 
added the module property - Profile Displays Meal Preferences.  
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What the User Sees 

 

Configuration 

The Profile Displays Meal Preferences property defaults to true so existing 
configurations are unaffected.  

If set to false, the meal options normally found under Air and Rail Travel preferences 
are only visible in Cliqbook XA and therefore not to the traveler. 

NOTE: Module properties are managed by Concur. To enable or disable a module 
property, please contact Concur Client Support via Concur Client Central. 

New Profile Template Option 

GDS Supported: Apollo/Galileo only 
Configuration Setting: Travel System Admin > Profile Template Editor 
Solution ID: 

Prior to this release, profile templates for Apollo and Galileo offered only three Move 
Indicator options for a line or group of lines:  

• Y (Yes) 

• N (No)  

• O (Optional) 

With this release, we now have a fourth option (None).  

As you would expect, we will not supply the GDS with a Move Indicator for the lines 
if you select None.   

The only limitation is the Qualifiers used with the Move Indicator. For technical 
reasons, we cannot support Qualifiers of Y, O, or N if you specify None as the Move 
Indicator.  

No existing templates are affected by this because the None option was not available 
as an option until now.  

If you try to specify a Move Indicator of None and a Qualifier of Y, O, or N, you will 
receive an error when you try to save it. 
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XML Sync 

Require Company Employee ID When XML Sync Creates Users 
(Integrated Travel & Expense) 

GDS Supported: All GDS 
Configuration Setting: XML Synchronization 
Solution ID: 

Prior to this release, creation of users via the XML Sync tool was disabled for 
integrated Travel and Expense customers. In this release, we officially support using 
the XML Sync to create users for integrated customers.  

This means that the CompanyEmployeeID is required as this is how the user created 
by the travel agency will be matched to incoming users on the customer's HR feed. 
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Use XML Sync ID as Cliquser ID 

GDS Supported: All GDS 
Configuration Setting: XML Synchronization 
Solution ID: 

Prior to this release, Concur populated the LoginId attribute of the Profile if the 
request's ExtendedOutput node was true. With this release, we populate the LoginId 
attribute of the Profile node regardless of the ExtendedOutput value.  

The attribute as populated is included in this screen shot: 
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Resolved Cases 

Enhancements 

 

Key Summary Issue Links 

CLQ-4966 Convert old nongds hotel gds interface to cliqservices - 
Worldspan 

  

CLQ-7689 SNCF: Close to - "request seat next to colleague's seat" 
functionality 

  

CLQ-7151 Sabre Webservices native XML Migration - Trip Cancel   

CLQ-6247 Hotel Chains - Add Preferred Categories   

CLQ-6465 Apollo/Galileo - Carrier Validation CRMC-12342 

CLQ-6713 Duplicate Trip Warning - Extend to all travel types Solutions Suggestions 
SID1760, SID2274, 
SID1174, SID2489 

CLQ-6762 Guaranteed Ticketing - Add new option for show but do not 
allow 

Solutions Suggestions: 
SID1056, SID752 

CLQ-7059 Configurable Message Board - Add Data Point for travel 
between date1 and date2 

Solutions Suggestions: 
SID2334 

CLQ-7060 Configurable Message Board - Add Data Point for Flight 
Arrival / Departure State 

Solutions Suggestions: 
SID2183 

CLQ-7065 Remove Northwest from FF Number Data base   

CLQ-7159 Sixt Direct Connect - Allow drop off locations Solutions Suggestions: 
SID3226 

CLQ-7364 need regional, national, and global rate caps in addition to 
city rate caps 

  

CLQ-7365 new (or update existing) rule part: hotel rate [condition] 
regional rate 

  

CLQ-7367 data import needs to support city/regional hotel rates   

CLQ-7368 Morgan Stanley - 2-4 new rule parts: user selected airport in 
list, airport is selected airport 

Solutions Suggestions: 
SID3222 

CLQ-7427 Add Credit Card Validation to Meeting Ghost Cards   

CLQ-7454 CLONE -AC tango seat purchase not captured as data point 
in finishing template 

CRMC-12339 

CLQ-7462 Hotel Preference Diamonds - Show same number of 
diamonds in both spots 

CRMC-13960 

CLQ-7463 Waitlist - Search by Schedule - Move Waitlisted Segments to 
the top 
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Key Summary Issue Links 

CLQ-7517 Citi: Need a module property to control default value for 
allow self-assigning assistants checkbox on profile page 

  

CLQ-7551 Hotel Maps/Instructions - Allow these to be turned off at 
configuration level 

Solutions Suggestions 
SID2840, SID2779, 
SID3026 

CLQ-7582 meetings option to hide "If you already have a Cliqbook 
account, please log into it here: Login" message on self 
registration screen 

  

CLQ-7640 Travel report on ticket changes attempted   

CLQ-7642 Total Trip Cost - Make configurable Solutions Suggestions: 
SID2982 

CLQ-7643 TSA Redress Number - Add Help Text Solutions Suggestions 
SID1955, SID1641, 
SID1363 

CLQ-7649 Log map views in travel portal   

CLQ-7655 Make "arrive by" option for SNCF configurable Solutions Suggestions: 
SID2391 

CLQ-7674 Get TicketingInfo into GDS-less direct connect bookings in 
CommonItin, so that itin display will show price, and trip 
cancel will allow the trip to be cancelled 

  

CLQ-7680 Require company employee id when XML Sync creating 
users at integrated Travel & Expense customers 

  

CLQ-7698 A report to show company and SWABIZ ID in the Travel 
Feature Dashboard for the southwest D/C 

  

CLQ-7727 Add channel parameter to requests to Google   

CLQ-7744 CLONE -Support "CliqbookItineraryDisplay" segment return 
from AirSell/AirModify for Aer Lingus 

  

CLQ-7787 Southwest DIRECT CONNECT: Soft Stop Messaging when 
entering Southwest CID (SWABIZ ID) 

  

CLQ-7793 GDS Amtrak: Add Ann Arbor Amtrak Station (ARB) to the 
"Midwest" station list 

Solutions Suggestions: 
SID3127 

CLQ-7795 Southwest Direct Connect - Prevent SWABIZ and WN DC 
both being enabled 

  

CLQ-7803 CLONE -Need to use XML Sync ID as Cliquser ID CRMC-14587 

CLQ-7823 Travel Policy - Default Rules   

CLQ-7828 Add Airline names to the Flight Matrix   

CLQ-7843 Change settings on the mobility measure in the Concur Best 
Practices Dashboard for Cliqbook customers 

  

CLQ-7847 CLONE -Southwest direct connect - Agency is requesting 
Fare Basis by leg information since they are using Sabre 
Fare by Leg and need each segs fare basis 

CRMC-14837 
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Key Summary Issue Links 

CLQ-7851 Make soap action configurable in web.config   

CLQ-7856 Provide Flexible Menu Option for Travel Meal Preferences CRMC-14985 

CLQ-7872 Make Sabre TWS message-level namespace (xmlns) 
configurable in web.config 

  

CLQ-7882 CLONE -(JD) Dupe bookings being created AGAIN - see past 
CRMCs 13483, 11166 and CLQ-5490 

CRMC-15298, CRMC-
14596 

CLQ-7908 Southwest D.C. - Need to finalize (ticket) trips when they 
are approved by email 

CRMC-15254 

CLQ-7964 CLONE -HRG / AGILENT - PROFILE TEMPLATE NEEDS NEW 
OPTION FOR TSA 

CRMC-10817 

CLQ-7981 Allow all companies to access the best practices dashboard 
report 

  

CLQ-7994 Change Ridecharge verbiage in best practices dashboard to 
say that support can enable it instead of account 
management. 

  

 

Customer Cases 
Key Summary Issue Links 

CLQ-5953 Multi-seg trip where first two segs are on same day, add 
hotel = adds in wrong city 

CRMC-12797 

CLQ-6921 CLONE -Trip Template not returning specific flights when 
"Search for these specific flights" is enabled 

CRMC-12625, CRMC-12387, 
CRMC-14979 

CLQ-7023 Hotel in Madisonville KY shows on travel details page as 
Stowe VT next to hotel Icon 

CRMC-12452, CRMC-12751 

CLQ-7076 Concur Meeting - Users unable to book reservation using a 
BTA for a meeting 

CRMC-12398, CRMC-13015 

CLQ-7156 Direct connects not getting full TSA information if profile is 
not saved first 

CRMC-14989 

CLQ-7185 CLONE -Meeting - travel admin name in PNR when the 
finish a trip for a traveler 

CRMC-14128, CRMC-14252, 
CRMC-13097, CRMC-12384 

CLQ-7210 CLONE -BA seat map for JFK-LHR on Boeing 747/400 is not 
displaying correctly. 

CRMC-13278, CRMC-12583 

CLQ-7535 Domestic Continental we should shop C for first class not F CRMC-12612, CRMC-12284, 
CRMC-13721, CRMC-13165, 
CRMC-14138, CRMC-14601, 
CRMC-14317, CRMC-14899 

CLQ-7588 Sabre - Preferred Seating not Displayed on Delta 737-800 
Equipment 

CRMC-11207 
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Key Summary Issue Links 

CLQ-7618 CLONE -Eurostar: When booking Eurostar trains that go via 
Ebbsfleet to Paris, the itinerary shows only the London - 
Ebbsfleet portion and not the rest of the journey for the 
outbound. 

CRMC-13985, CRMC-14225 

CLQ-7619 CLONE -(JD) When using the Assist Traveler link from the 
meeting attendee list, name field for ticket is going in as 
the admin (William Never), not the traveler 

CRMC-14128, CRMC-14252, 
CRMC-15511, CRMC-15478 

CLQ-7641 CLONE -(A) US Air flights are being offered and sold in 
Alternate GDS (Sabre) when they should not be (they are 
Apollo). 

CRMC-14189, CRMC-15151, 
CRMC-15153, CRMC-11914, 
CRMC-14502 

CLQ-7653 CLONE -(JD) Incorrect rate returned for Hilton direct 
connect on Travel Details screen 

CRMC-14142 

CLQ-7684 Preferred Carrier on lane indicators not working correctly 
nor is lane explanation 

CRMC-14506, CRMC-14525 

CLQ-7685 CLONE -When searching NYC to TUS availability CB is 
showing DEN to TUS in matrix 

CRMC-13108, CRMC-14669, 
CRMC-14599, CRMC-14593 

CLQ-7686 CLONE -SWABIZ/Booking Builder reservations are failing 
for Quad Graphics and Acuity due to no address being 
generated over to Booking Builder for the form of payment 

CRMC-15158, CRMC-14618 

CLQ-7709 Implementations - Fare rules not displaying correctly for 
Chevron Warrington UK. 

CRMC-11619 

CLQ-7713 EY Airlines needs to go in as ticketless airlines.. not in 
MP*xxxxxxx for Apollo 

CRMC-14583 

CLQ-7714 NH Finger Fare Flights are not following through, even 
though available in the GDS 

CRMC-12656 

CLQ-7715 Error message booking ET location - INVALID - ARRIVAL 
TIME. 

CRMC-12986 

CLQ-7738 IMPLEMENTATIONS - new on hold trip reminder email - see 
ticket 090928-000044 

CRMC-11998, CRMC-11614 

CLQ-7741 On a trip with connecting Aer lingus flights through 
TravelFusion, the total trip duration displays for each flight 
instead of the actual flight duration. 

CRMC-14670 

CLQ-7760 CLONE -(JD) Booked Southwest via Direct Connect and 
Cliqbook is passively selling the flights at the incorrect time 

CRMC-14787 

CLQ-7763 Apollo GIDS missing data (multiple customers) CRMC-14713, CRMC-14874, 
CRMC-15043, CRMC-14806, 
CRMC-14807, CRMC-14740, 
CRMC-15007, CRMC-14903, 
CRMC-14886, CRMC-15011, 
CRMC-14799, CRMC-15009, 
CRMC-14765, CRMC-15045, 
CRMC-14805, CRMC-14810, 
CRMC-14808, CRMC-15042, 
CRMC-14791, CRMC-15046, 
CRMC-14804, CRMC-15006 
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Key Summary Issue Links 

CLQ-7771 CLONE -Cliqbook not returning the GBP rate for Rydges 
hotels on UK site, only the local hotel currency AUD 

CRMC-12694 

CLQ-7778 Bad data error [Persits.CryptoManager.1 error] on qa7 for 
making bookings with Meeting Ghost CArds 

CRMC-14864, CRMC-14865 

CLQ-7802 CLONE -Cliqbook isn't writing JetBlue record locator to the 
Travel Itinerary Page 

CRMC-14782 

CLQ-7804 CLONE -AirTran (GDS) results for ATL-DSM not appearing 
and flights are available in the GDS 

CRMC-14373 

CLQ-7806 Southwest Direct Connect - Fare validation error when trip 
approved or put from hold 

CRMC-14901 

CLQ-7815 Sabre/Apollo/Worldspan: If Cliqbook unable to store fare 
for flights when combined on one reservation - error 
message returns " no validating airline found" instead of 
trying to split 

CRMC-12278, CRMC-14768 

CLQ-7816 CLONE -BIC code P is not returning on Interjet for TLC-CUN 
(See closed CLQ-6969) 

CRMC-14687 

CLQ-7817 CLONE -5-MTT line added to Worldspan Air bookings - 
generating My Trip and More emails to client 

CRMC-14919 

CLQ-7818 CLONE -Airport code of MNZ (Manassas, VA) is not 
recognized when booking rental car 

CRMC-14356 

CLQ-7819 Update logo for limo vendor: My Limo CRMC-12509 

CLQ-7825 CLONE -Only ICAR and SCAR are being offered on the site 
when any car class is allowed 

CRMC-14494 

CLQ-7822 Unable to create new client site in Cliqbook CRMC-14931 

CLQ-7826 FCM Issue Booking LCC flights CRMC-14955 

CLQ-7836 Non GDS Hotel - incorrect city name after "Hotel at .." in 
Itinerary 

CRMC-13187 

CLQ-7838 (JD) 3rd Party Meeting participant and companion bookings 
- trip details page displays - only one person is booked on 
the PNR 

CRMC-14943 

CLQ-7840 For Guest Hotel Bookings, smoking preference is defaulting 
to the clients preference vs. the Guest preference 

CRMC-12306 

CLQ-7844 Hotels not showing on map for ORD - map of hotels is 
blank with error on page icon 

CRMC-14027 

CLQ-7846 Some sites get -NEED CUSTOMER NUMBER - USE DK - 
error when trying to do Sabre booking 

CRMC-14918 

CLQ-7848 CLONE -Post ticket changes are not processing through 
finishing or queuing to ticketing 

CRMC-15073, CRMC-14504, 
CRMC-14838, CRMC-15297, 
CRMC-15579 
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Key Summary Issue Links 

CLQ-7853 CLONE -LG is a code for a hotel chain of Lindner Hotels. 
That code needs to be added to the chain code list for 
available vendors 

CRMC-14498, CRMC-15002 

CLQ-7854 Results for WN not returned using alternate GDS Sabre for 
any cities 

CRMC-14988 

CLQ-7878 Online Order form not sending an email to creator CRMC-15033 

CLQ-7881 Apollo - Removal of NonARC status on carriers 9F, VX, and 
KE 

CRMC-14967 

CLQ-7884 CLONE -Per Diem Locations default to airports instead of 
the location provided by the user 

CRMC-13338, CRMC-15182 

CLQ-7885 Southwest DC discount not displaying CRMC-15087 

CLQ-7886 CLONE -SNCF: Update the database with the correct train 
station called Saint Omer iso Omer 

CRMC-13983 

CLQ-7887 CLONE -Please add Deutsche Bahn rail station Hof in 
Bayern 

CRMC-13938 

CLQ-7888 CLONE -SNCF - popup message notifying different 
departure/arrival states Airport versus Train Station. 

CRMC-12578 

CLQ-7890 CLONE -Car rental issue - Cliqbook selling CCAR, should be 
selling CDAR 

CRMC-12531 

CLQ-7891 CLONE -Approval Notifications Not Sent For Travel (similar 
to CLQ - 7598) 

CRMC-14976, CRMC-15584 

CLQ-7893 CLONE -When a client searches availability on CO airlines 
and gets fares CB displays the same sets of flights twice 

CRMC-15072 

CLQ-7894 CLONE -Client is looking for a specific flight that is not 
being returned in Cliqbook 

CRMC-14353 

CLQ-7895 CLONE -The hotel policy that hides hotels that require 
deposit, along with the rule that travelers must select the 
lowest hotel rate, is causing unnecessary approvals when 
the hotel has a pre-paid/deposit rate that is lowest 

CRMC-12277 

CLQ-7896 CLONE -HVS Car location not appearing CRMC-14118 

CLQ-7897 CLONE -Incomplete flight availability options being returned 
in Worldspan based on search window. 

CRMC-14488 

CLQ-7902 Implementation- Credit Suisse UK - Refundable fares on 
changes 

CRMC-12329 

CLQ-7909 CLONE -(JD) Meetings US - non-profiled users can not go 
past form of payment page 

CRMC-15119, CRMC-15129, 
CRMC-15125 

CLQ-7915 CLONE -Sabre not offering Government Airfare CRMC-14411 

CLQ-7917 CLONE -cannot change less pref cars to not pref CRMC-15588, CRMC-15585, 
CRMC-15587, CRMC-15524, 
CRMC-15275, CRMC-15084, 
CRMC-15589, CRMC-15311 
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Key Summary Issue Links 

CLQ-7919 When searching EWR, we are not completing an additional 
JR.SHOP for NYC when you have the "Run Extra Search on 
Hub When an Associated Airport is selected" enabled in the 
configuration. 

CRMC-15061 

CLQ-7921 Unable to search for car picking up at off a/p location and 
dropping off at terminal location 

CRMC-14954 

CLQ-7923 User Administrator enable to change login ID CRMC-14914 

CLQ-7924 Southwest D.C.: Autocancel Job defaults to WN test system 
in prod 

CRMC-14689 

CLQ-7934 Trip for UK-based traveler approved via email but shows as 
'rejected.' 

CRMC-14905 

CLQ-7938 Rate code RC-BEST is not being added to car bookings CRMC-12983 

CLQ-7940 Southwest Direct Connect - Make Configurable the Email 
Address 

Solutions Suggestions 
SID3291 

CLQ-7941 Initial Save Email not being sent for profile/new user CRMC-12450 

CLQ-7942 Southwest DC temp credit card option shows billing address 
information at bottom trip payment page can it be moved 
up? users are not scrolling down to find it. 

CRMC-15150 

CLQ-7946 CLONE -Travel Details page in Cliqbook is doubling the 
price per person when companions are booked (Link to 
CRMC-12952) 

CRMC-14376 

CLQ-7949 CLONE -Apollo - Enterprise car rates are not displaying for 
any city except SEA 

CRMC-15324, CRMC-15196 

CLQ-7950 CLONE -Guest Traveler Car Only bookings not requiring the 
user to select FOP - changed config to select "Send user-
selected Form of Payment (FOP) for bookings that do not 
have any live air segments " did not work 

CRMC-12129 

CLQ-7962 Cliqbook not able to store airfare when private fare code 
used on search by price. Search by schedule works as 
normal 

CRMC-14416 

CLQ-7965 CLONE -GIDS - Flight Detail report not accurate CRMC-15008 

CLQ-7970 Client receiving an error after clicking 'reserve' on Flybe 
flights 

CRMC-12383 

CLQ-7973 CLONE -When deactivating a user, CB is still creating a new 
GDS profile. 

CRMC-15370, CRMC-15299, 
CRMC-15372 

CLQ-7979 CLONE -Profile Template Help - profile template line not 
parsing 

CRMC-12286 

CLQ-7984 Hotel Passive Segment does not have a rate included in the 
segment in Apollo 

CRMC-14330 

CLQ-7985 CLONE -Apollo configuration set up with Sabre connector - 
shops for UA but receiving error 

CRMC-12799 
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Key Summary Issue Links 

CLQ-7992 When adding a new user to Cliqbook via Company 
admin>>user admin>>add new user, the existing 
Worldspan profile is over-written, removing any 
preferences and frequent traveler information 

CRMC-15316 

CLQ-7997 CLONE -When passive approval is enabled and fare requires 
same day ticketing, the passive approval deadline is 
incorrect by one day. 

CRMC-13752 

CLQ-8014 The All about accounts are encountering synchronization 
issues from Worldspan into the Cliqbook profile. This seems 
to have only been an issue since 2/19 

CRMC-15290 
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Summary 

Major Features 
• Assign custom trip fields at the travel class level 

• Allow multiple lowest logical fares (LLFs) per travel class 

• New enhanced shops: Sabre Bargain Finder Max and Amadeus Master Pricer 
Expert and Master Pricer Travel Board 

Minor Features 
• Deutsche Bahn BonusCard support 

• Sixt car delivery and collection (via direct connect) 

• Ability to include rail in the LLF in mixed air/rail display 

• Improve Rail Results: Rules to hide rail and the ability for the traveler to 
choose "Direct Trains Only." 
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Administration 

FUTURE CHANGE NOTICE Move All Emails to ConcurSolutions.com 
Domain 

All emails generated from Cliqbook today originate from the outtask.com domain. We 
will be converting our emails to originate from concursolutions.com with the July 
2010 release. This is the domain currently used today for Concur Expense/CTE email 
notifications.  

Please alert your and/or your customers' IT departments of this change now so they 
can prepare for the transition in July. They may need to program on their side to 
accept all emails from this domain and not treat them as spam.  

Custom Trip Fields - Assign at Travel Class  

GDS Supported: All GDS 
Configuration Setting: Company Admin > Manage Custom Fields 
Solution ID: SID178, SID2784 

Prior to the April release, administrators could assign custom trip fields at the site 
level or the travel configuration level. Custom trip fields are for questions asked 
during the booking process – at either the beginning or end of the booking. With this 
release, administrators can assign custom trip fields by travel/rule class.  

This feature allows an administrator to ask unique questions for each travel class. An 
example of this is to ask travelers associated to the VIP travel class whether they 
need an upgrade. This update also allows more flexibility to those sites using the 
user-selected rule class option. When turned on, this feature asks the user a 
question at the beginning of the booking and the answer drives the travel policy used 
for that reservation. For example, if the user selects client travel, then the client 
travel policy would apply and the user would have to provide a client name. If the 
user selects firm travel, then the firm travel policy would apply and the user would 
have to provide a department number.  

Travel configuration setup for the user-selected rule class option: 
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Configuration 

In Company Admin > Manage Custom Fields, there will be one check box for each of 
the company's rule classes. 

 

Rule-class-connections to custom fields are independent of travel configuration 
connections; a custom attribute does not have to link to a travel configuration in 
order to be tied to rule classes within that configuration. Either configuration or class 
can associate trip fields now.  

! IMPORTANT: This feature is not available for companies that use customized 
stored procedures for custom fields (custom work had to be done to pull specific 
data). In these instances, the Use with these Rule Classes list will not appear 
on the Edit Trip Field page. 

What the User Sees 

Now that the custom trip fields that a user sees may be affected by the user's rule 
class, the dropdown for selecting a user's rule class (for those users who are allowed 
to select their class) now appears on the Travel home page and Arranger home page 
rather than on the page with the attributes themselves. We changed to this view for 
travel arrangers with the November 2009 release and for users who could select rule 
classes from multiple configurations with the July 2009 release.  
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IMPORTANT - April 26 Update 

Due to confusion around the change, we reinstated the old page. Users will see the 
new dropdown on the home page (Cliqbook and integrated expense home page), but 
they will also see the second page that they were used to prior to the April release. 
The second page will be removed with a future release but the date has not yet been 
determined. We will give you ample notice before the second page is removed and 
allow you to decide whether a travel class should be defaulted or not. 

Allow Multiple Lowest Logical Fares (LLFs) Per Rule Class 

GDS Supported: All GDS 
Configuration Setting: Company Admin > Travel Policy Administrator 
Solution ID: SID3102 

The parameters that help you define your Least-cost (or Lowest) Logical Fare (LLF) 
can now vary by the distance covered by the longest segment in your itinerary. This 
will allow customers to define an LLF policy for flights under a defined number of 
miles and a separate LLF policy for flights over a defined number of miles. The other 
options available when defining the LLF are also available, such as whether results 
should be included that are refundable, number of stops, and time window.   

Cliqbook uses the end-to-end distance for each leg of the trip, so if the flight from 
Miami to LaGuardia connects through Atlanta, we consider the distance from Miami 
to LaGuardia (both legs combined). When evaluating which LLF definition to use, if 
no conditions match, Cliqbook will use the first one in the list. 

Configuration 

In Travel System Admin > Wizard Options, select the desired number of definitions 
per rule. In this example, there are two. We allow up to three definitions with this 
release.  
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In Company Admin > Travel Admin, on the Travel Policy tab, click Flight (Edit). 
On the following page, the two definitions appear. 

 

Update Cliqbook Travel Regions  

GDS Supported: N/A  
Configuration Setting: N/A; Auto-on 
Solution ID: N/A 

Cliqbook allows travel administrators to set up policy based on regions, such as class 
of service policy. Cliqbook has a list of all the countries considered for a particular 
region on Concur Client Central.  

We have identified six countries that were under the incorrect region. With this 
release, the following countries moved:  

• Mexico was under the Caribbean Region; it is now under North America. 

• Bolivia, Colombia, Ecuador, Peru, and Venezuela were under the Central 
American Region; they are now under South America. 
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Admin Logins with Self-Assigning Assistant Permission  

GDS Supported: All GDS 
Configuration Setting: Company Admin > User Permissions 
Solution ID: N/A 

With the September 2009 release, Cliqbook sends emails to a traveler when a travel 
assistant change occurs (added or removed from their profile). With the January 
2010 release, Concur announced the ability to suppress these emails (configuration 
item defaulted to OFF). Along with this, we advised that if the user's login ID starts 
with "admin@" or "neverbooking" or if the user's name is "william never" then 
Cliqbook will never send emails – whether or not the setting is enabled. 

This feature in this release modifies the previous enhancements. We now also test 
that the assistant's/arranger's login name is "William Never". This should resolve the 
issues where we did not consider self-assigned assistants. (The name William Never 
is not case sensitive so both capitalized and un-capitalized names are considered.) 

 

Regional Hotel Rate Rule to Change "City" to "Location" 

GDS Supported: All GDS  
Configuration Setting: Company Admin > Travel Policy Administrator 
Solution ID: N/A 

Concur added the ability to configure regional hotel rates at a global level with the 
March 2010 release. We have updated the text in the travel rule to reflect this. The 
term city rate is now location rate.  

Old view:  

 

New view:  
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User System Settings Import Template  

GDS Supported: N/A  
Configuration Setting: Travel System Admin > Import Data 
Solution ID: N/A 

We have updated the User Level System Settings import file to include a new tab to 
list all the country codes used to populate the default language column. The value 
must be a two-letter country code.  

Users with the Travel System Administration permission will see the updated import 
file under Travel System Admin > Import Data. Then, click Import format samples 
and Download for the user level system settings spreadsheet. 
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Air 

Add Air to Car/Hotel-Only Reservation for Amadeus 

GDS Supported: Amadeus (Already available for all other GDS)  
Configuration Setting: Travel System Admin > Wizard Options 
Solution ID: N/A 

Prior to this release, Cliqbook supported the "add air" to car or hotel-only option for 
all GDS’ except Amadeus. With this release, this feature includes Amadeus. This 
feature was previously unavailable due to segment order issues.  

What the User Sees 

The Add Air link appears on existing itineraries, allowing travelers to add air to 
existing car or hotel reservations. 
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Configuration 

Select the Show "Add Air" on Existing Itineraries check box in the Wizard 
Options section of the travel configuration page of Travel System Admin. 

 

Air France Premium Economy Support 

GDS Supported: All GDS  
Configuration Setting: Auto-on 
Solution ID: N/A 

With the November 2009 release, Concur announced support of Air France's new 
premium economy options on their long-haul flights for classes W, S, A, and E (in 
order from highest to lowest). With this release, we now support premium economy 
on their short-haul flights.  

Cliqbook now supports premium economy for Air France on all the routes offered. 
These four inventory class codes appear as Economy/premium Voyageur. 

Search by Price page:  
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Search by Schedule page:  

 

All travel policy rules set up for premium economy will now include Air France.   

For more information on Air France's new premium economy offering, go to 
http://www.airfrance.com/IE/en/common/guidevoyageur/classeetconfort/classes_pr
emium_voyageur.htm. 

Spirit Airlines Baggage Fees 

GDS Supported: All GDS 
Configuration Setting: Auto-on 
Solution ID: N/A 

Concur announced the Checked Baggage Policies link with the July 2008 release. 
Spirit Airlines has updated their baggage fees for reservations purchased after April 
6, for travel commencing after August 1.   

NOTE: Note that while the new Spirit fee is for carry-on baggage, the link is still 
labeled Checked Baggage Policies. The link label will be changed in a 
future release. 

http://www.airfrance.com/IE/en/common/guidevoyageur/classeetconfort/classes_premium_voyageur.htm
http://www.airfrance.com/IE/en/common/guidevoyageur/classeetconfort/classes_premium_voyageur.htm
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Flight Matrix Updates 

GDS Supported: All GDS 
Configuration Setting: Auto-on; Search by Price and Search by Schedule pages 
Solution ID: N/A 

Users will now see two minor changes on the Search by Price and Search by 
Schedule pages: 

• First, a link to hide the matrix appears below the Print/E-mail link. Clicking 
that link will hide the matrix, giving the traveler more room to see flights on 
screen. When hidden, the link will change to read Show Matrix.   

• Second, a title for the trip has been added above the matrix as an additional 
visual cue for the traveler. 
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Master Pricer Travel Board and Master Pricer Expert 

GDS Supported: Amadeus Only 
Configuration Setting: Travel System Admin > Air Search Options 
Solution ID: N/A 

! IMPORTANT: This feature will be released on or about April 20, 2010. 

Concur is happy to announce we now have access to Amadeus's improved search 
engine – Master Pricer. Master Pricer Travel Board pulls cached data; Master Pricer 
Expert is the replacement offering to use when not accessing cached data.  

Both of these features are now available for testing and use but they are not 
required. Eventually, sites must use the new Master Pricer options since Value Pricer 
will be discontinued by Amadeus. We strongly encourage our partners using 
Amadeus to begin testing now in preparation for this change.  

Master Pricer Expert 

Amadeus's premium search tool – Master Pricer Expert – is now available in 
Cliqbook.  

! IMPORTANT: A contract with Amadeus that allows access to Master Pricer 
Expert must be in place before enabling in Cliqbook. 

Master Pricer Expert offers a high performance, flexible, and interactive low-fare 
search tool with high bookability. The search function provides the lowest fares with 
their corresponding available journeys. It returns up to 20 recommendations and 
booking success rates are very high. 

Master Pricer Expert has the ability to process both Public fares and Non-Corporate 
and Corporate UNIFARES (Amadeus Negotiated Fares, Dynamic Discounted Fares, 
ATPCO Private Fares, and ATPCO CAT35 Negotiated Fares). This feature ensures that 
Cliqbook reflects all possible fares in the recommendations returned to the user. 

Configuration - Master Pricer Expert  

Select the Use Master Pricer Expert Search check box in the Air Search Options 
section of the travel configuration page of Travel System Admin. 
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Master Pricer Travel Board 

Concur announces support of Master Pricer Standard. Master Pricer Travel Board now 
replaces Master Pricer Standard in Cliqbook. Master Pricer Travel Board uses a 
cached search, retrieving recommendations from a high-speed cache for efficiency. 
Cached searches are less reliable in the short term. Therefore, we have provided the 
ability for the travel administrator to select the number of days ahead before 
invoking Master Pricer Travel Board. The default setting is set to Never.   

Configuration - Master Pricer Travel Board  

Select the desired setting from the Use Master Pricer Travel Board list in Travel 
System Admin > Rules Class Options. 

 

Bargain Finder Max for Sabre 

GDS Supported: Sabre Only 
Configuration Setting: Travel System Admin > Air Search Options 
Solution ID: N/A 

Concur is happy to announce support of Sabre's Bargain Finder Max premium fare 
search. This is defaulted to OFF but can be enabled with this release. When enabling, 
the administrator must also select the maximum number of results to return, based 
on their Sabre PCC settings.  

Sabre's Bargain Finder Max provides up to 200 itinerary options for each low-fare 
search, carefully mixing the lowest prices with a diverse set of carriers, non-stop and 
connecting flight options, short flight durations, and the ability to specify arrival and 
departure times. 

! IMPORTANT: This feature must be active in the customer's Sabre pseudo city 
before turning it on in Cliqbook. To activate the feature, please contact your 
Sabre account representative. 
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Configuration 

In Travel System Admin > Air Search Options, select the Use Bargain Finder Max 
Search check box and select the desired number from the Max Search Results List.  

 

Direct Connect 

Sixt Car Delivery and Collection 

GDS Supported: Sixt Direct Connect 
Configuration Setting: Travel System Admin > Car Connectors 
Solution ID: SID3226 

The Sixt direct connect has been enhanced to allow delivery and collection of cars at 
company locations.  

NOTE: To enable, a customer must have a Sixt discount and already negotiated car 
delivery and collection directly with Sixt.  

What the User Sees 

When booking a car from a Sixt off-airport location, the user sees options to request 
delivery and/or collection. This will also support one-way rentals. If the user has a 
company location entered on his/her 
profile, it will be the default location for 
collection or delivery. In addition, when 
choosing an off-airport car location, the 
search reference point will automatically 
default to the user's company location.   

If the chosen rental location provides 
delivery and collection services, then the 
car search result displays the requested 
delivery and/or collection addresses.   
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If the service is not available, a red warning (as shown below) appears that 
delivery/collection will not be possible. (In practice, this rarely occurs.) 

 

Once the trip is booked, the itinerary display shows the requested delivery and/or 
collection addresses, the rental location responsible for delivering and/or collecting 
the car, and their telephone number(s). 

 

The "Previous Searches" function on the car rates page remembers delivery and 
collection choices. Trip Templates also support collection and delivery locations. 

Amadeus Passive Segment Example:  

  2 CCR SX HK1 DUS 17JUN 18JUN ECMR/BS-00898800/ARR-12PM 
    /BA-DIRECT/COL-TIERGARTENSTRASSE 40 BERLIN 10875 DE 
    /DEL-B40 202 FRANKFURT 60323 DE/DO-FKBC01* 
    /G-CCVIXXXXXXXXXXXX1111EXP1217/LC-DUSX02/PUP-DUSX02* 
    /RC-DEDLI0/RT-12PM/SI-NONSMOKING  SI DY51.21EUR\ 
    TOTAL75.93EUR TAX12.12EUR FEE12.60EUR/CF-6043292609 

TRAVEL SYSTEM ADMIN  

To turn on the ability for delivery and collection, the administrator selects the new 
Allow delivery and collection check box in Travel System Admin. 
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COMPANY ADMIN 

Customers can choose the company locations that are available for this feature on 
the Company Location Administration page. Locate the desired company location 
and click edit. The following page appears. 

 

This check box will not be visible unless car delivery and collection for Sixt has been 
enabled for at least one travel configuration and a valid discount number is present.  

The default for new or existing company locations is unchecked (not selected).  

NOTE: If a customer decides to turn this on, they should review their existing list of 
company locations to determine which should be allowed for car delivery and 
collection. New company locations may be added specifically for this feature.  

Southwest Direct Connect Passive/Require Approval via Mobile 

GDS Supported: Southwest Direct Connect 
Configuration Setting: Auto-on 
Solution ID: N/A 

The Southwest Direct Connect now supports passive and require approval via Concur 
Mobile. These apply to sites with passive/require approval turned on.  

Note the following: 

• In order for trip approval to work in Concur Mobile, the configuration must be 
set up to write passive segments for Southwest bookings.   

• The Southwest trip locator format does not appear in Mobile - only the 
passive short 6-letter format appears. 
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Southwest Direct Connect "Apply Credit" Datapoints 

GDS' Supported: Southwest Direct Connect  
Configuration Setting: PNR Finishing Editor 
Solution ID: N/A 

The finishing datapoints for Southwest direct connect credit application (credit on file 
applied to a new itinerary) have moved to the Ticket Exchange Array Folder.  

Old Location:  
AlternateSourceBookingDataArray/AlternateSourceBookingData/SourceSpecificBooki
ngData/FareInfo 
 
New Location: 
AlternateSourceBookingDataArray/AlternateSourceBookingData/SourceSpecificBooki
ngData/FareInfo/TicketExchangeArray/TicketExchange 

! IMPORTANT: Customers/Agencies writing this data to the PNR will need to 
adjust their finishing templates to account for this. 
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Cancel and Rebook for Southwest Direct Connect 

GDS Supported: Southwest Direct Connect Only 
Configuration Setting:  
Solution ID: N/A 

Concur announced the Southwest Direct Connect with the February 2010 release. 
This initial offering included the Cancel and Rebook feature. With this release, 
Cliqbook will allow the cancel and rebook feature only if passive segments are 
disabled. The reason for this is that Cliqbook is not able to modify the passive 
segments, and having passive segments inconsistent with the actual availability 
booked can cause significant problems. Rather than disable the Cancel and Rebook 
feature, Concur is making it available when the passive segments are disabled. 

NOTE: We are working closely with Southwest to offer a true post-ticket change 
feature. At that time, Concur will also release the ability to adjust passive 
segments. We do not have a target delivery date at this time, but we hope to 
release this within the next twelve months. More detail around the Southwest 
Direct Connect is available on Concur Client Central.  

Customers already using the cancel and rebook feature are not affected by the new 
restrictions but will have the issue where passive segments are not updated. 
However, with this release, when an administrator attempts to turn on the cancel 
and rebook feature, he/she will see the following message:  

 

Travel configuration setting showing the box to turn on cancel and rebook:  
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! IMPORTANT: If you or your customer is interested in disabling passive 
segments for the Southwest Direct Connect, please contact your TMC or Concur 
directly for more details. While the removal of the passive segment would 
eliminate any GDS convenience fees, it could also make it difficult for the TMC to 
service, invoice, or report on the PNR. Concur has an itinerary web service 
available and will work with TMCs who would like to push forward with removal of 
the passive segments and retrieve the itinerary information from Concur.    

Hotel 

Hotel Date Change and Rate Warning 

GDS Supported: Worldspan Only (All previous GDS previously supported) 
Configuration Setting: Auto-on  
Solution ID: N/A 

In the October 2009 release, Concur announced a new feature that would advise the 
traveler when a rate change will occur when changing their dates for an existing 
hotel reservation. If the new rate is higher or if the currency has changed, Cliqbook 
will display a message indicating the old and new rates and ask the user if he/she 
wants to continue: 

 

We did not deliver this for Worldspan due to an issue with TravelPort. In March, 
TravelPort updated their hotel modify response to include rate information. We are 
now able to deliver this feature for Worldspan. 
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NOTE:  Sometimes this rate information is not available. In this case, we will now 
alert the traveler to this and ask that he/she check the completed itinerary 
after the date change if he/she decides to continue.  
 

 

User Supplied Hotel Chain Code 

GDS Supported: All GDS 
Configuration Setting: Travel System Admin > GDS PNR Options 
Solution ID: SID2732 

Cliqbook announced the ability to write a passive segment for user supplied hotels 
with the December 2009 release. Passive segment user-supplied hotels now include 
the hotel chain code. Cliqbook will write the hotel chain selected from the Chain 
Name dropdown on the Submit your hotel information popup to the passive hotel 
segment.  

We will use the default chain code of ZZ if the user does not select a hotel chain (ZZ 
used for all user supplied hotel passive segments prior to April release).  

Sabre Passive Segment Example:  
 
HHT HH 17AUG T GK1  ORD/OUT18AUG/HH AMBASSADOR EAST HOTE/DB  
LB/RG-200.00AUD/G/SI-¤1301 N STATE PKWY‡CHICAGO ILLINOIS 60610‡  
FONE312-787-7200¤NONSMOKING  CONFIRMED/SI-USER SUP/CF-ABCDEF-   
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Cliqbook Itinerary:  
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User Supplied Hotel Out of Policy Reason Code Datapoint  

GDS Supported: All GDS 
Configuration Setting: Travel System Admin > Finishing Template Editor 
Solution ID: SID3219 

Cliqbook announced the ability to write a passive segment for user supplied hotels 
with the December 2009 release. If a site is configured to write the passive segment, 
then the only way to capture lost hotel night reason codes is through the user 
Supplied Hotel Reason Code list. The challenge was that we did not have a datapoint 
to write this code to the PNR for back-office reporting.  

Cliqbook now offers the ability to capture the User Supplied Hotel Reason Code in file 
finishing like the ability to capture air, car, and hotel violation reason codes. Cliqbook 
allows a user to select a reason code for not booking a hotel in Cliqbook with the 
user-supplied hotel feature. This reason code is now available in the finisher. 

 

More detail around the user supplied hotel feature is available on Concur Client 
Central in the User Supplied Hotel TSG.  

Hotel Cancellation Policy Popup Now Configurable 

GDS Supported: All GDS 
Configuration Setting: Travel System Admin > Wizard Options 
Solution ID: SID2257, SID3025 

With the December 2008 release, Concur delivered the hotel cancellation policy via a 
popup requiring a user to agree to the policy before being able to book the hotel. 
This was an auto-on feature for all sites until this release.  

With this release, we have added a new travel configuration option to control 
displaying the Hotel Rate Rules/Cancellation Policy popup and confirmation. The 
default will be set to require, matching what exists today.  
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Configuration 

In Travel System Admin > Wizard Options, the options for the user confirmation of 
hotel rate policy list are Require, Skip unless deposit needed, and Always skip. 

 

If the administrator selects Always skip, the following message appears. It is 
important for a customer/TMC to review this as it absolves Concur of any liability for 
hotel policy issues.  

 

What the User Sees 

For data-collection purposes, Cliqbook still needs to check the policy data, so if the 
confirmation is not required, we will display a short "checking hotel information" 
popup before automatically continuing.  

 

Non-GDS Hotel Import to Include Rate 

GDS Supported: All GDS 
Configuration Setting: Travel System Admin > Manage Non-GDS Hotels 
Solution ID: N/A 

The non-GDS hotel importer previously allowed you to provide only one rate for each 
hotel. The export option actually created one row for each rate you had created, but 
you could not re-import the same file because of the duplication. 
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NOTE: The intended use of the import tool has always been to export the hotels for 
the travel configuration, edit them and/or add additional hotels, then delete 
the existing non-GDS hotels and upload your changes. 

Configuration 

To use: 

1. In Travel System Admin > Manage Non-GDS Hotels, click Import Non-GDS 
Hotels. Then, click the Export Hotels for this company button. 

It will open up a CSV file (normally edited with Excel, but you can edit it in 
any text editor like Notepad): 

 

2. The spreadsheet contains a line for each rate. This means that if a hotel has 
multiple rates, they will appear multiple times in a spreadsheet. If you wish to 
create multiple rates for a particular hotel, you can do this by "copying and 
pasting" the line for the hotel and then editing the rate information.  

NOTE: If you have two consecutive lines in the spreadsheet with the same 
PropertyName, the importer will assume that they are additional rates 
for the same hotel.  

 

3. Once you have edited and added hotels, click the Delete all Hotels for this 
company button on the same page. The page will update and display the 
number of hotels deleted: 
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4. Upload the exported spreadsheet you have just saved. To do so, click 
Browse, locate the file, and click Upload Hotels for this configuration.   

The page will upload the hotels and create multiple rates for hotels if you 
provided them. 

NOTE: The steps to upload hotels for a new travel configuration (one that does not 
have any existing non-GDS hotels) are the same, but instead of exporting 
existing hotels, you can download the .xls or .csv files from the Import Non-
GDS Hotels page and upload your file. 

Regional Hotel Import Instructions 

GDS Supported: All GDS 
Configuration Setting: Travel System Admin > Import Data 
Solution ID: N/A 

Concur announced numerous changes to the Regional Hotel Rates feature with the 
February and March 2010 release. With this release, we have updated the sample 
spreadsheet provided as a template for importing Regional Hotel Rates. The changes 
are: 

• The address instructions have been updated to indicate that US locations 
should use a 2-character state code 

• A list of US States/codes have been added to the reference tab of the 
spreadsheet 

• The comment on the State column haves been updated to indicate 
"varchar(30), char(2) for US" 

Users with the Travel System Administration permission will see the updated import 
sample file under Travel System Admin > Import Data. Then, click Import format 
samples and Download for the regional hotel dates spreadsheet. 
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Rail 

Lowest Logical Fare (LLF) to Include Rail  

GDS Supported: All GDS 
Configuration Setting: Company Admin > Travel Policy Administrator 
Solution ID: SID179 

Traditionally on mixed air/rail displays, Cliqbook has not considered the rail fares 
when determining which fare is the Least-cost (or Lowest) Logical Fare (LLF); it has 
included only airfares. You can now control whether or not Cliqbook considers rail for 
LLF eligibility when doing a mixed air and rail display.  

Configuration 

In Company Admin > Travel Admin, on the Travel Policy tab, click Flight (Edit). 
On the following page, select Yes from the Include Rail list. 
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What the User Sees 

Paris to Nice example where SNCF is the lowest refundable fare:  
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Deutsche Bahn: Support for BonusCard  

GDS Supported: Deutsche Bahn Direct Connect 
Configuration Setting: Auto-on 
Solution ID: N/A 

This enhancement provides support for the BonusCard as a form of identification 
when booking online tickets on Deutsche Bahn. This is now an option in addition to 
the BahnCard or a credit card. Cliqbook will submit the BonusCard number as the 
Frequent Traveler number for the booking. The BonusCard may associate to a 
corporate discount, but the discount would come from the BMIS number specified in 
the travel configuration page, which represents the contract between the company 
and Deutsche Bahn.   

In the event that a traveler possesses both a BahnCard and a BonusCard at the 
same time, they would likely use their BahnCard to make his booking since 
BahnCards provide at least a 25% discount whereas BonusCards typically have a 
much lower discount, even zero. For that reason, Cliqbook supports the entry of 
either the BahnCard or the BonusCard in the user's profile, but not both. 

Setting Up the BonusCard in Cliqbook 

Since the BonusCard acts as a Frequent Traveler card, the user stores it in much the 
same way as any Frequent Traveler card in Cliqbook. The user will: 

1. Navigate to Profile > Personal Information.  

2. In the Frequent Traveler Programs section, click Add a Program. 

 

3. Select Deutsche Bahn from the Carrier dropdown. The page then provides 
additional fields. 

4. Enter the BonusCard number in the Frequent Traveler/Driver/Guest 
Number text box. 

5. Enter the card's expiration date in the Expiration Date field. 

6. Select the BonusCard radio button.   

NOTE: This is also how the user stores BahnCard information. Again, the user can 
enter one or the other - not both. 
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If the travel configuration has Deutsche Bahn turned on in Test Mode, you may use 
the following test BonusCard numbers for testing purposes only: 

7081418985500686 
7081418985500694 

What the User Sees 

After entering the BonusCard number, the profile page displays similar to this: 

 

When a BonusCard is defined in the user's profile, it appears like this on the Search 
by Price page: 

 

When an online ticket is the desired ticket delivery option, the user may now choose 
the BonusCard (or one of his/her credit cards) as a form of identification: 
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Here is an example of an online ticket where the BonusCard used as form of 
identification: 

 

Allow Searches for Direct Trains Only 

GDS Supported: Deutsche Bahn and SNCF Direct Connects Only 
Configuration Setting: Auto-on 
Solution ID: SID2665, SID805 

This enhancement allows the traveler to make a rail search for direct trains only 
(routes that involve no change of trains).   

NOTE: The term non-stop is sometimes used synonymously, if inaccurately, with no 
change of trains.  

This option is available: 

• On the Rail tab for SNCF and Deutsche Bahn on the Travel Center page 
- or -  

• On the Flight tab provided that SNCF and/or Deutsche Bahn has been 
enabled in the travel configuration, the search is for either one-way or 
roundtrip, and the airports being searched meet the minimum requirements 
for an SNCF and/or Deutsche Bahn search 
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The Deutsche Bahn direct-connect API will return no results if Direct Trains Only is 
selected, and there are truly no results with direct-only trains. For SNCF, on the 
other hand, even if Direct Trains Only is selected and there are no results with 
direct-only trains, results having one or more train changes display to the traveler if 
available. 

What the User Sees 

USING THE RAIL TAB 

The Direct Trains Only check box defaults to on 
for initial searches and the traveler's selection 
remembered for future searches. 
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When Direct Trains Only check box is selected and there are, in fact, routes with 
direct trains, the results are displayed: 

 

The user can also select or clear the Direct Trains Only check box in the Change 
Rail Search section on the right side of the results page: 

 

If the user selects Direct Trains Only in a search for routes where direct trains do 
not exist, such as between small stations that are very far apart (e.g. Bordeaux to 
Annecy), a popup message appears. 
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Search by Price page: 

 

Search by Schedule page: 
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USING THE FLIGHT TAB 

When doing a one-way or roundtrip flight search with airports in Europe, and SNCF 
(or Deutsche Bahn) is enabled in the travel configuration, the Direct Trains Only 
check box appears on the Flight tab: 
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In this particular example, SNCF results with direct-only trains display among the 
flight results: 

 

Rail Datapoint for Train Changes 

GDS Supported: Deutsche Bahn Direct Connect and SNCF Only  
Configuration Setting: Company Admin > Travel Rule Builder 
Solution ID: N/A 

This enhancement introduces a new Rail section for travel rules. For the purpose of 
this enhancement, only one rule is available, which is the number of train changes 
associated with a specified list of rail vendors.   

Configuration 

To use: 

1. Navigate to Company Admin > Travel Rule Builder.  

2. From the Rule Template Category list, select Rail. 
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3. Click Load. 

4. Click Add. 

 

5. Select the check box for the rule and complete the necessary fields. 
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6. Click Save. 

The rail template view now displays the new rule part: 

 

To turn on the rule for a particular travel class: 

1. Navigate to Company Admin > Travel Policy Administrator. 

2. On the Travel Policy tab, click Edit next to the Rail category. 

 

3. Select the check box to enable the rule, select the desired action (such as 
Hide Results) and ensure that the other values are correct: 

 

In the above example, we are turning on the Rail rule for hiding all Deutsche Bahn 
(carrier code 2A) results where the number of train changes is greater than 1. 

Example to Demonstrate "The Number of Train Changes" Rule 

Consider a trip from Berlin Hbf to Heidelberg Hbf searched from the Rail tab. When 
the "Number of Train Changes" rule is disabled the results contain trips with 2 or 
more train changes: 
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However, with the rail rule enabled to hide results where the number of train 
changes is greater than 1, we get: 
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Profile/PNR Administration  

Write Middle Name for Guest Travel  

GDS Supported: All GDS 
Configuration Setting: Travel System Admin > Wizard Options 
Solution ID: SID1514, SID1980, SID2133, SID2232, SID 2509 and SID2535 

Cliqbook now provides an option to allow adding a user's middle name to an itinerary 
for Guest Travel. Cliqbook appends the middle name to the first name on the 
itinerary when this option is ON.  

NOTE: Guest travel is a feature that allows a profiled user to make a booking on 
behalf of a non-profiled traveler. Guest Travel is available to user's who have 
the guest travel permission assigned.  

Configuration 

Navigate to Travel System Admin > Wizard Options. In the Travel Wizard section, 
select the Write middle name to Itinerary check box. 

 

What the User Sees 

A user with the guest travel permission will see this page at the start of the booking:  
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! IMPORTANT: Sabre, Apollo, and Amadeus accept Firstname Middlename all in 
the first name field. Galileo accepts the same but removes the space and 
truncates to one name. Worldspan ignores everything after a space in the first 
name so we will automatically add the first name and middle name together.  

Professional Titles in the CB Profile (German language) 

GDS Supported: All GDS 
Configuration Setting: Cliqbook Profile 
Solution ID: N/A 

We added the German titles PROF DR and PROF DR MR to the Title dropdown list 
on the Personal Information page in Profile.  

These titles will appear as options only when the user has set their language 
preference to German (DE). However, once saved, they will appear for that user's 
record regardless of the language setting. 
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Form of Payment 

Change Name of "UATP Card" to "UATP"  

GDS Supported: N/A  
Configuration Setting: Cliqbook Profile; Corporate Ghost Cards; Meeting Admin, 
Travel Configuration 
Solution ID: N/A 

Per UATP, UATP Card should be UATP throughout Cliqbook. We have updated in the 
following areas: 

User profile:  

 

Corporate Ghost Card (in Company Admin): 
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Ghost Card (in Travel System Admin):  

 

Third-Party Meeting setup:  

 

Concur Meeting setup:  
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Reporting / Dashboard 

Best Practices Dashboard 

GDS Supported: N/A  
Configuration Setting: Reporting; General - Concur Best Practices Dashboard 
Solution ID: N/A 

Concur announced our new Best Practices Dashboard report with the March 2010 
release. At the time, once a user ran this report, there was no easy way to return to 
the report view to see and run other Cliqbook reports.  

With this release, we have added a link to take the user back to the standard report 
view.  
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Resolved Cases 

Customer Cases 
 

Key Summary Issue Links 

CLQ-6473 *WORLDSPAN* - When changing dates of reserved hotel using the 
change dates link, if new dates have a higher rate, no warning is given 

  

CLQ-7229 SWABIZ even exchange on new API causes "unable to set the form of 
payment you selected" error in Cliqbook (Relates to CRMC-13443) 

CRMC-13342, 
CRMC-13443, 
CRMC-13447 

CLQ-7623 RULS in guest bookings appears to be removing rules rather than 
suspending them 

CRMC-14123, 
CRMC-14355, 
CRMC-15643, 
CRMC-14158 

CLQ-7923 User Administrator enable to change login ID CRMC-14914 

CLQ-7932 CLONE -Error when booking hotel in CB, but booking is created in Sabre CRMC-13602, 
CRMC-15244 

CLQ-7947 CLONE -(JD) WN Direct Connect Wspan CF number UNK in TVL segment CRMC-15590, 
CRMC-15592, 
CRMC-15256, 
CRMC-15593, 
CRMC-15305 

CLQ-7976 CLONE -Travelfusion: 3rd party vendor issue 
http://support.travelfusion.com/browse/CONCUR-76- Unable to get 
results for Air Southwest: MAN- BRS / MAN-PLH 

CRMC-15664, 
CRMC-15624, 
CRMC-15341, 
CRMC-15345, 
CRMC-15693, 
CRMC-15279 

CLQ-8017 Update airport code for Panama City CRMC-15450, 
CRMC-15850, 
CRMC-15325 

CLQ-8027 Users being allowed to choose a payment option when Ghost Card 
Options for GDS Air and Instant Purchase Air are checked and 
configuration is set to not allow users to choose or force user to choose 
credit card 

CRMC-15157 

CLQ-8037 CLONE -(JD) Warren - template search window not working for 
Swabiz/bookingbuilder 

CRMC-13733 

CLQ-8039 Southwest Direct Connect fares vs. Sabre fares CRMC-15445 

CLQ-8070 CLONE -(JD) Cephalon Meeting - Cannot display SWABIZ page CRMC-13453 

CLQ-8077 Selected Air Canada direct connect flights do not return finger fare by 
(AirCanda) only by Sabre GDS. AirCanada fare returns on 2nd page of 
results without finger fare 

CRMC-15330, 
CRMC-15366, 
CRMC-16173 

CLQ-8080 Southwest DC: Finger Fare Not Appearing (Again) CRMC-16065, 
CRMC-16231 
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Key Summary Issue Links 

CLQ-8098 CLONE -Add feature to unassociate a trip from an attendee CRMC-15156 

CLQ-8101 Southwest DC: Duplicate Fares from DC and Sabre CRMC-16000 

CLQ-8103 Southwest DC: Duplicate Availability CRMC-15849, 
CRMC-15268 

CLQ-8111 XML Profile Sync is allowing blanking out names if firstname, lastname 
fields are left out of XML 

CRMC-15958 

CLQ-8114 CLONE -Problems with editing Finishing templates - cannot edit nodes, 
nothing happens when you try to change them 

CRMC-15630 

CLQ-8118 Remove B6 from "not special air program" filter CRMC-15444 

CLQ-8129 CLONE -Sabre: Hotel sell errors out in the UI, but the booking goes 
through to the hotel (create PNR) resulting in duplicated bookings 

CRMC-15669, 
CRMC-15738, 
CRMC-14410 

CLQ-8137 CLONE -Implementations: Amendment to Cliqbook &gt; TSPM mapping CRMC-15236 

CLQ-8142 CLONE -Choice Hotels Star Rating Displays incorrectly CRMC-13256 

CLQ-8148 CLONE -(JD) Finishing data points are available to map the tax 
breakdown for SWABIZ bookings however the input data folders are 
empty and the individual taxes are not writing to the PNR 

CRMC-14470 

CLQ-8150 CLONE -Unable to end Preferred Fare booking FRA/VIE/FRA comb OS/LH 
carriers 

CRMC-13264 

CLQ-8152 CLONE -Search by price not returning flight results for routing PBI-HPN 
for Worldspan sites 

CRMC-15916, 
CRMC-13716, 
CRMC-14973, 
CRMC-13100, 
CRMC-16132 

CLQ-8155 CLONE -(JD) Incorrect Taw date being added to WN DC bookings when 
put on hold 

CRMC-15547 

CLQ-8159 EnCana - Sabre Aviator - Corporate Jet Code Changing from 0E to H0 CRMC-15603 

CLQ-8160 CLONE -[JD] Unable to click the "view more air fare" link when a WN 
contract is added and box is checked to pull from DC and GDS 

CRMC-15552 

CLQ-8167 CLONE -PS856795-MMC/Cliqbook offering Business class seat/fare in 
market that doesn't qualify per rules 

CRMC-12549 

CLQ-8168 CLONE -H&M Non-preferred Hotels showing CRMC-15765 

CLQ-8172 Several sites // Travel Rules either removed completely or very few rules 
left 

CRMC-15810 

CLQ-8175 (JD) MeetingBookingUser is displaying as the travelers name on the Trips 
Needing Approval Report and Trip Approvals Report 

CRMC-13739 

CLQ-8184 Delete users not showing up in Cliqbook CRMC-15075 
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Key Summary Issue Links 

CLQ-8186 Sabre: Hotel search for specific properties not giving back results CRMC-15926, 
CRMC-15889, 
CRMC-15887, 
CRMC-15892, 
CRMC-15888, 
CRMC-15893, 
CRMC-15882 

CLQ-8193 CLONE -(JD) WN DC returning zip code error CRMC-15537 

CLQ-8187 Templates Causing Server Errors - Air segment 5 not found in template 
error 

CRMC-13634 

CLQ-8191 Request Apollo profile data point for Air_Account_2R (Via Rail) - CLQ-
5928 

CRMC-12460 

CLQ-8195 REF: P2 (CRMC-15887) 100329-000031 Sabre: Hotel search for specific 
properties not giving back results 

CRMC-15926 

CLQ-8200 When passive approval is enabled and trip is for future travel and the 
fare requires same day ticketing, the trip is not approving. 

CRMC-15874 

CLQ-8202 When adding hotel chain discount with CD # it creates the discount but 
doesn't include the CD#, it leaves it blank. 

CRMC-15862 

CLQ-8211 New Void Trip pop-out message wording misleading - SID3334 CRMC-15734 

CLQ-8214 When booking a car with a CD number in Worldspan, the RC-Best rate is 
not displaying 

CRMC-15531 

CLQ-8215 Unable to Delete Autotrader Pub Travel Class - response is users are 
associated but there is no users shown (validated from Travel Rule class 
report as well) 

CRMC-12788 

CLQ-8216 Allow business class when flights NOT in region North America allows 
business US to Mexico, which it shouldn't 

CRMC-13107 

CLQ-8218 Amadeus: Incorrect cancellation policy shown for the Moevenpick Hotel 
Bielefeld, <Propertyid>MKBFE259</Propertyid>-need Certification 

CRMC-13913 

CLQ-8219 Unable to Sell Avis or Budget cars. CRMC-15881 

CLQ-8221 Messages - Flight Search Criteria: Flight departure city is not [...]-Display 
in Popup - not working properly 

CRMC-14990 

CLQ-8231 Hotel modifcation - can you modify a hotel to arrive today? WAD or bug? CRMC-14600 

CLQ-8235 Pepsi//The terminal information is displaying incorrectly in CB as opposed 
to the correct information displayed in Sabre 

CRMC-8941 

CLQ-8239 Unable to get UA/AA flight combination to display from MHT to TUS CRMC-15284 

CLQ-8247 Reservations for Amtrak and Price Fetcher CRMC-15613 

CLQ-8249 Config set to Exclude WN from GDS; however, we're still returning 
options from Sabre for WN 

CRMC-13693 

CLQ-8250 User Supplied Hotel feature is adding the hotel as a passive segment but 
the price is not added the same as a GDS booked hotel and causing 
issues with mid-office systems 

CRMC-14789 
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Key Summary Issue Links 

CLQ-8252 [LINKED] Error with PNR FINISHER applying SW Credit Nodes CRMC-15712 

CLQ-8254 [LINKED] AirTran thru Apollo does not show up on Flight Details report CRMC-15392, 
CRMC-13580 

CLQ-8257 [LINKED] Incorrect spelling (CCU) Kolkata airport name. CRMC-15947 

CLQ-8261 [LINKED] Implementations: Profile purge feature does not deactivate the 
profiles in TSPM 

CRMC-14524 

CLQ-8270 [LINKED] (JD) Southwest DC S class not showing in Fare Rule link for 
flights selected. (Please see CRMC-14764) 

CRMC-15571 

CLQ-8271 [LINKED] (JD) Southwest direct connect is creating multiple bookings in 
Apollo 

CRMC-15474, 
CRMC-16136, 
CRMC-15999 

CLQ-8273 [LINKED] Unable to display seat map for Virgin Atlantic, for both 
economy and business when SWS is switched on. 

CRMC-13226 

CLQ-8278 Sabre: BIC issue: BMI carrier- Z appears as discounted business but it s 
in fact premium economy restricted 

CRMC-15194 

CLQ-8279 [LINKED] Sabre fare rule display not displaying private fare rules 
correctly wrong RD format used 

CRMC-15852 

CLQ-8285 [LINKED] Custom PTA file for ITT stating when a trip is 'Removed' from 
upcoming trips, we are not getting the change record 

CRMC-15667 

CLQ-8282 Notify Manager email shows a car violation when there is none (See old 
CRMC-9137) 

CRMC-14788 

CLQ-8286 Add BIC code C as Economy for Interjet CRMC-15942 

CLQ-8289 [LINKED] (JD) Hilton Direct Connect Not Returning Neg Rate via 
Consortium Rates 

CRMC-14015 

CLQ-8290 [LINKED] Please add Vueling Airline logo CRMC-14839 

CLQ-8291 [LINKED] Asiana Airline Logo update request CRMC-14898 

CLQ-8294 [LINKED] Incorrect Flight Class designation for "I" class for Copa Airlines. 
Showing "C" (business) and should be "Y" (Economy) code. 

CRMC-15314 

CLQ-8297 [LINKED] When logging in with the branded URL, sites have Concur logo 
in the top left corner, not the GTM logo which used to be there 

CRMC-16072 

CLQ-8299 [LINKED] When booking flights coded as US Airways operated by Trans 
State Airlines, the Itinerary displays AA Connection instead of United 
Airlines 

CRMC-15845 

CLQ-8298 [LINKED] Please change the name of Hotel Chain CRMC-16062 

CLQ-8302 Implementations: Custom images - most preferred status not showing 
when custom images used. 

CRMC-14526 
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Enhancements 

 

Key Summary Issue Links 

CLQ-4969 "Add Air To Car/Hotel only reservation" - amadeus Parature Ticket: 705-
5739432 

CLQ-7140 Sabre Webservices native XML Migration - Flex Faring   

CLQ-7143 Sabre Webservices native XML Migration - Car Sell   

CLQ-4910 Set-Based E-Receipt Loaders with Load Report   

CLQ-5135 Create Project to Unit Test Cliqservices   

CLQ-6433 Localize Northstar Data   

CLQ-7081 Rail - Add LLF CRMC-12856; Solutions 
Suggestions SID179 

CLQ-7094 Create job to fully automate leonardo updates in production   

CLQ-7215 User Supplied Hotel - Add Chain Code Solutions Suggestions: 
SID2732 

CLQ-7296 Add travel config option to make the hotel "I reviewed the 
policy confirmation" optional 

Solutions Suggestions: 
SID2257, SID3025 

CLQ-7331 Configuration option to write full middle name, middle initial, 
or no middle name into the GDS Name on a PNR 

Solutions Suggestions: 
SID2509 

CLQ-7650 Implementation - Non GDS upload sheet doe not have option 
to add rate 

CRMC-8195 

CLQ-7656 DeutscheBahn: Provide support for BonusCard as a form of 
identification when booking online tickets 

  

CLQ-7657 Deutsche Bahn and SNCF: Allow searches for direct trains 
only 

Solutions Suggestions: 
SID2665, SID805 

CLQ-7777 Hotel neighborhood data   

CLQ-7860 Master Pricer Standard Solutions Suggestions 
SID637 

CLQ-7879 Allow multiple LLFs per rule class, based on the duration of 
the shortest trip in the flight results 

Solutions Suggestions: 
SID3102 

CLQ-7892 Guest Travel - Add Middle Name Solutions Suggestions: 
SID1514, SID1980, 
SID2133, SID2232, 
SID2509 and SID2535 

CLQ-7966 Update regions for some central American Countries CRMC-15355 

CLQ-7967 User Supplied Hotel - Create datapoint in finisher to write out 
of policy reason code 

Solutions Suggestions 
SID3219 

CLQ-7972 Change name of "UATP" to "UATP Card" in the dropdowns   
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Key Summary Issue Links 

CLQ-7999 Southwest D.C. - passive approval and approval through 
mobile. 

  

CLQ-8028 Missing professional titles from the profile title drop down: 
PROF DR and PROF DR MR (German language) 

CRMC-15053 

CLQ-8030 When using self-assigning assistant, admin@ as assistant and 
William Never as assistee shouldn't receive e-mails 

CRMC-15274, CRMC-
15447, CRMC-15641, 
CRMC-15443 

CLQ-8026 CLONE -Compass - TL flights not showing up DRW GTE with 
flex faring enabled 

CRMC-14974, CRMC-
13536 

CLQ-8042 CLONE -Cliqbook import tool- Update User System Settings 
import template 

CRMC-10365 

CLQ-8056 AF premium economy and prem economy comparison fares 
on fareshop 

CRMC-14473 

CLQ-8082 Need some way to get back to reports list from the adoption 
dashboard 

  

CLQ-8090 Update regional hotel rate rule to say "local" instead of "city"   

CLQ-8115 CLONE -Add concur.guid to outtask and billing2 - cliqbook 
side 

  

CLQ-8135 Bargain Finder Max for Sabre   

CLQ-8180 Update Regional Hotel Import Spreadsheet with US-State 
Instructions 

  

CLQ-8181 Modify QueueSucker to respect new module properties for 
Itin Services writes 

  

CLQ-8189 Matrix -UI Changes to top of availability pages   

CLQ-8203 Rules for hiding Deutsche Bahn Trips  

CLQ-8259 Need to update images for Alamo and National by April 12   

CLQ-8262 Support Debug feature in Tws Page to return full soap 
messages in TwsTestSabre page 

  

CLQ-8284 Update Spirit Airlines Baggage Fees   

CLQ-8339 Require WN DC passives to be disabled before allowing cancel 
and rebook 
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Summary 

Major Features 
• Hotel.de and HRS direct connects 

• Hybrid car support 

Minor Features 
• SNCF station name clean-up 

• Allow Air France ABT card without Air France frequent flier number 

• Show but do not allow rules for hotels 
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Release Notes 

Administration 

FUTURE CHANGE NOTICE: Move All Emails to ConcurSolutions.com 
Domain 

All emails generated from Cliqbook today originate from the outtask.com domain. We 
will be converting our emails to originate from concursolutions.com with the July 
2010 release. This is the domain currently used today for Concur Expense/Concur 
Travel & Expense email notifications.  

Please alert your customers and/or your customers' IT departments of this change 
now so they can prepare for the transition in July. They may need to program on 
their side to accept all emails from this domain and not treat them as spam.  

Show but Do Not Allow for Hotel Rules 

GDS Supported: All GDSs 
Configuration Setting: Company Admin > Travel Admin, Travel Policy tab 
Solution ID: SID1922 and SID1291 

Concur announced a new travel policy option of Show But Do Not Allow for air and 
instant purchase carriers with the March 2010 release. This option had previously 
been available for post-ticket change.  

With this release, we now support this for the hotel category. This will allow 
administrators to show a hotel property, rate, or chain but not allow the user to 
book. This also provides the administrator the opportunity to display messaging to 
the user. Prior to this, the administrator would have to hide the hotel and the user 
may not know why. This is particularly useful for a property that has received bad 
reviews from travelers.  

What the User Sees 

This enforcement type, when selected, will cause hotels that break the rule to appear 
in the user's 
results but with 
disabled 
Reserve buttons 
so they cannot 
reserve the 
room. 

Note that the 
rule description 
has the  icon 
by it – instead of 
the  icon. 
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Configuration 

The new enforcement type is now available when defining hotel rules (Company 
Admin > Travel Admin, Travel Policy tab). The new option will appear in the 
dropdown to the left of each rule, and the administrator has the ability to add a 
message for the user: 

 

Example with messaging to the user:  

 

NOTE: We will offer the Show But Do Not Allow for the other travel policy categories 
with a future release (car, class of service, etc).  
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Travel Policy - Global Rule Templates 

GDS Supported: All GDSs 
Configuration Setting: Company Admin > Travel Rule Builder 
Solution ID: N/A 

Prior to this release, an administrator used the Travel Rule Builder (in Company 
Admin) to build rule templates and then used the templates for any rule class within 
that travel configuration. If an administrator wanted the same template in another 
configuration, the administrator had to recreate it in the other configuration. 

With this release, all rules built will be available to any rule class in a company, 
regardless of travel configuration. This will serve to simplify the rule building process 
and eliminate duplication.  

As shown below, the administrator will no longer select a specific travel configuration 
in Travel Rule Builder. (We will remove the Travel Configuration list.) 

 

 

Data Migration 

Just before the service update, Cliqbook will compare the precise details of every rule 
template across all travel configurations in a company and produce a list of distinct 
templates. (We will take default values, the rule parts that are used, and their 
combination into consideration.) All active rules will then be associated with these 
unique rule templates, and we will remove the duplicate rule templates. 

Old view 

New view 
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Auto-Cancel for Non-Air Rejected Trips 

GDS Supported: All GDSs 
Configuration Setting: Travel System Admin > Wizard Options 
Solution ID: SID361 and SID769 

Concur announced the ability to auto-cancel rejected trips with the December 2009 
release. The primary goal of this feature is to prevent users from receiving no-show 
fees.  

With this release, we added a new option to allow the immediate cancellation of 
rejected non-air trips, such as car and hotel-only reservations. New messaging 
appears on the approval page and in the approver email. When an approver rejects a 
non-air trip, Cliqbook places it in queue for cancellation. 

NOTE: This feature does not apply to offline trips. 

What the Approver Sees 

What the approver sees on the Travel Request Requiring Your Approval page: 

 

What the approver sees on the Trip Required Approval email: 
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What the User Sees 

What the user sees on the Trip Cancelled email: 

 

Configuration 

To use this feature, the administrator selects Allow Immediate Cancel of non-air trips 
that are rejected in Travel System Admin > Wizard Options. The default for this 
check box is off.  

 

Vendor Codes in Vendor Exclusions 

GDS Supported: All GDSs 
Configuration Setting: Company Admin > Travel Admin > Travel Supplier 
Exclusions tab 
Solution ID: N/A 

For users with access to Travel Policy Administrator, we updated the Travel 
Supplier Exclusion tab to include the vendor code next to the vendor name. This 
will make it easier on administrators to identify a vendor to exclude.  
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Multi-User/Manifest Clone Form of Payment Options 

GDS Supported: Sabre and Apollo Only 
Configuration Setting: Travel System Admin > Manifest Clone FOP Options 
Solution ID: SID3517 and SID3518 

Concur announced the Multi-User Clone feature with the September 2009 release. 
With this release, we have added a new form of payment option and for travel 
configurations using Sabre or Apollo as the primary GDS – we added a new option 
controlling which form of payment options are available when creating manifest 
clones.  

A user must have the multi-user clone permission to perform a clone, but the new 
section in the travel configuration drives which FOP options they can see.  

What the User Sees 

On the Manifest create page, the selected FOP options are available for the trip 
arranger to choose. When allowed, a new FOP option – Reuse the original trip’s 
form of payment – appears on this page.   

 

Configuration 

The Manifest Clone FOP Options section appears in Travel System Admin. The last 
option allows the FOP from the original trip. We default all boxes to selected 
(checked). 
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Configurable Message Board Popup 

GDS Supported: All GDSs 
Configuration Setting: Company Admin > Travel Admin > Travel Policy tab 
Solution ID: N/A 

To prevent confusion, we have removed the “warning” label for configurable 
messages set up as popups. Not everything displayed via a popup should be a 
warning so we removed this label. Administrators now have total control over the 
messaging that appears in the popup.  

Old view:  

 

New View:  

 

Cliqbook Setup Form Email Sent to TMC 

GDS Supported: N/A 
Configuration Setting: Travel System Admin > Add New Company 
Solution ID: N/A 

Prior to this release, when the Cliqbook Setup Form was completed, the system sent 
an email automatically to the Concur Readiness team to process the form. TMC 
Partners have requested this notification so that they can see that the setup was 
processed.  

With this release, the setup form is copied and sent to the main contact email (in the 
Main Contact section) and to the primary contact email (in the Reseller Contacts 
section of the form). 
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Default Travel Configuration Options for Travel Configurations 
created via the Cliqbook Setup Form 

GDS Supported: N/A  
Configuration Setting: Travel System Admin > Add New Company  
Solution ID: N/A 

Prior to this release, the following options were defaulted to OFF on the Cliqbook 
Setup Form: 

• RideCharge Taxis and Airport Shuttles (but not the RideCharge reminder 
email)  

• View More Airfares  

• Open Table Dining 

With this release, they will default to ON. Existing customers will preserve their 
existing settings. 

NOTE: The first two options are recommendations in the Concur Best Practices 
Dashboard.  

Login Domain Created via the Cliqbook Setup Form 

GDS Supported: N/A 
Configuration Setting: Travel System Admin > Add New Company  
Solution ID: N/A 

With this release, every company created using the Cliqbook Setup Form will have a 
login assigned with a domain based on the Internet domain noted in the setup form. 

Default Reports Assigned to Travel Admin Group When Creating 
Company via the Cliqbook Setup Form 

GDS Supported: N/A 
Configuration Setting: Travel System Admin > Add New Company  
Solution ID: N/A 

Prior to this release, Cliqbook assigned a batch of reports to the main contact for the 
company. With this release, Cliqbook will also assign those same reports to the 
travel administrator group. 
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Default Permissions Assigned for Site Creation 

GDS Supported: N/A 
Configuration Setting: Travel System Admin > Add New Company 
Solution ID: N/A 

Prior to this release, the Travel Administrators group had the following permissions 
by default: 

• Report User 

• Travel Policy Administrator 

With this release, the Travel Administrators group will have the following additional 
permissions by default: 

• Administer Approval Queue  

• Cliqbook Meeting Accountant  

• Cliqbook Meetings Admin  

• Company Locations Administrator  

• Group and Shared Resources Administrator  

• Guest Booking  

• Organization Unit Administration  

• Import Data Administrator  

• Self-Assigning Assistant  

• Travel Meeting Center User  

• User Administration  

Concur Breeze 

We do not add these permissions for new Concur Breeze companies. Concur does not 
create a Travel Administrators group for Concur Breeze, as Concur Breeze does not 
support integration with Cliqbook. If a Breeze company later adds Cliqbook, since 
Concur plans to support Cliqbook for Breeze companies in a future release, then the 
administrator must manually create a Travel Administrator group and assign the 
needed permissions.  
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Concur Meetings Default for New Sites created via Cliqbook Setup 
Form 

GDS Supported: N/A 
Configuration Setting: Travel System Admin > Add New Company 
Solution ID: N/A 

With this release, Concur will automatically enable Concur Meeting when creating a 
new site using the Cliqbook Setup Form. TMCs who wish to disable it can merely 
clear (uncheck) the check box. 

In addition to this, we will also assign the meeting permissions to the main contact, 
therefore, saving an extra step.  

Match Trips to Meeting Module Default to ON 
 
GDS Supported: All GDSs 
Configuration Setting: Module Properties  
Solution ID: N/A 

Concur announced a new module with the February 2007 release that would attempt 
to match itineraries with meetings. When enabled, if the user requests a trip that 
matches settings for a meeting (by using dates and airports), they are presented 
with a screen where they can indicate the trip is indeed for that meeting or proceed 
without the match.  

Prior to this release, the module was defaulted to OFF. With this release, this module 
defaults to ON for all new customers. Existing customers will preserve their existing 
settings. This saves the customer and Concur an extra step as most Meeting 
customers utilize this feature.   

NOTE: Concur manages all Module properties. To enable or disable a module 
property, please contact Concur Client Support via Concur Client Central. 

Air 

Baggage Fee Policies 

GDS Supported: All GDSs 
Configuration Setting: N/A; Auto-on 
Solution ID: N/A 

In the April 2010 release, Cliqbook's link to baggage fees included details on Spirit 
Airlines new fee that applies to carry-on baggage. Since there is now a fee for carry-
on baggage, it was no longer appropriate to have the link read Checked Baggage 
Policies. Instead, we now show the link as Baggage Fee Policies. 
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Car 

Three-Tier Preference Levels for Car 

GDS Supported: All GDSs 
Configuration Setting: Travel System Admin > Manage Corporate Discounts 
Solution ID: SID905 

Concur announced a three-tier preference system for individual hotel properties with 
the November 2009 release. We made this available for air with the January 2010 
release and for hotel chains with the March 2010 release.  

With this release, we announce the same for car contracts: 

• Car discounts loaded with most preferred will display with three diamonds. 

• Car discounts loaded with preferred will display with two diamonds. 

• Car discounts loaded with less preferred will display with one diamond. 

NOTE: Prior to this release, all car discounts displayed to the user as company 
preferred regardless of their preference setting. They will now appear with the 
three-diamond display, based on what is loaded in the company discounts 
area. This means that any car discounts set to a preference of most preferred 
will now show with three diamonds.  
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What the User Sees  

The matrix display has not changed, as there is no room in the matrix to show more 
than the single diamond: 

 

Display with Most Preferred: 

 

Display with Preferred: 

 

Display with Least Preferred: 
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Old View where only one diamond was shown to the user:  

 

New view where results sort based on preference and price:  
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New view of Car Map with three tiers of preference: 

 

Old view:  
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Configuration 

The preference settings are located in Travel System Admin > Manage Car 
Discounts. As stated above, these existed prior to this release but now show to the 
user.  

 

Hybrid Car Support 

GDS Supported: Amadeus, Apollo, Galileo, Sabre 
Configuration Setting: Travel System Admin > Car Search Options;  
Company Admin > Travel Policy Administrator  
Solution ID: SID109, SID210, SID717, SID777, and SID2262 

NOTE: Worldspan will be supported in a future release. 

NOTE: This feature applies only to car results from the GDS - not car direct 
connects. Direct connects will be addressed in a future release. 

Many car rental vendors have begun renting hybrid cars. The challenge in supporting 
hybrid cars is that there are many different types and not all car vendors classify the 
same way. With this release, Cliqbook now supports requesting hybrid cards, as well 
as prohibiting them and allowing and administrator to apply policy.  

NOTE: It is important to note that not all car vendors offer hybrid cars but where 
they do, Cliqbook now supports the request.  
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What the User Sees 

On the search page – as you can see, we now support a hybrid request for many 
different car size categories: 
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On the search result page – we will note in both the matrix and the results where 
hybrids are available. The absence of a hybrid category in the matrix should alert the 
user that vendors in that location do not support rentals. 
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On the itinerary page – we will note when user has confirmed a hybrid car: 

 

On the profile page – users can select a hybrid car category as their preferred: 

 

Configuration 

In Travel System Admin > Car Search Options, administrators have the ability to 
define a default car type as well as what car types the user can reserve. We now 
show a check box for hybrid next to each car class that supports hybrid requests. If 
unchecked, users cannot request a hybrid car class.  
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We have updated the car type datapoint in travel policy under the Travel Rule Builder 
to include all hybrid categories. Administrators can use this datapoint to create a rule 
and apply policy to hybrid categories. This includes the ability to require approval.  

 

How the admin will see this in the Travel Policy car section:  
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Reporting 

Users who have access to the Car Rental Details report will be able to see rentals for 
hybrid car types:   

 

 

Hotel 

User Supplied Hotel Removal 

GDS Supported: All GDSs 
Configuration Setting: Auto-on if using User Supplied Hotels 
Solution ID: SID2731 

Cliqbook announced the ability to write a passive segment for user supplied hotels 
with the December 2009 release. We discovered a challenge in that the user could 
not cancel a User Supplied hotel once it had been booked. While the user is not 
actually cancelling the hotel in Cliqbook, there are times they need to be able to 
remove the placeholder.  

With this release, we have added a Cancel this hotel link for user supplied hotels, 
but only if you 
are writing the 
passive 
segment. The 
ability to 
remove a User 
Supplied hotel 
for sites not 
writing a 
passive 
segment will 
become 
available with 
the June 
release.   
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When a user clicks the link, a popup will appear telling the user that he/she must 
contact the original booking source to cancel the hotel. After the user confirms, 
Cliqbook cancels the user supplied hotel segment, both in Cliqbook and in the GDS.  

Add Hotel Chains to Hotel Database 

GDS Supported: All GDSs 
Configuration Setting: Auto-on 
Solution ID: N/A 

Cliqbook now supports hotel reservations at hotel chains Black Pepper Hotels (CK), 
Swiss Quality Hotels (QO), and Jin Jaing Hotels (JJ). 

These are available for all administrative functions, including hotel discounts, vendor 
exclusions, and configurable message boards.  

Direct Connect 

HRS and hotel.de Direct Connects 

GDS Supported: HRS and hotel.de Direct Connects 
Configuration Setting: Travel System Admin > Wizard Options > Hotel Search 
Options > Hotel Connectors 
Solution ID: SID38  

! IMPORTANT: hotel.de is available as of May 20th. HRS has not been officially 
released yet but is coming soon! 

Concur is happy to announce our next hotel direct connects: HRS and Hotel.de.  

HRS has joined with Concur to offer direct access to HRS inventory for travelers 
booking through Concur Travel & Expense and Concur Cliqbook Travel. HRS offers 
content predominantly used in Europe where many smaller hotel chains and 
properties are not in the GDS.   

The new HRS direct connect will help corporate customers reign in travel that is 
currently booked outside Concur Cliqbook Travel – allowing for preferred rates to be 
loaded as well as policy to be applied, such as city rate caps and per diems. 
Travelers using the HRS direct connect will have access to special corporate rates 
and save at those hotels that offer prices that are more favorable for business 
travelers.  

Concur is also happy to announce hotel.de. hotel.de, also known by the international 
brand hotel.info, has joined with Concur to offer direct access to inventory for 
travelers booking through Concur Travel & Expense and Concur Cliqbook Travel. 
hotel.de offers content worldwide allowing many smaller hotel chains and properties, 
which are not in the GDS, to benefit from the hotel.de distribution network.  
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The new hotel.de direct connect will help corporate customers reign in travel that is 
currently booked outside Concur Cliqbook Travel – allowing for preferred rates to be 
loaded as well as policy to be applied, such as city rate caps and per diems. 
Travelers using the hotel.de direct connect will have access to special corporate rates 
and save at those hotels that offer prices that are more favorable for business 
travelers.  

Configuration – hotel.de 

Enable hotel.de direct connect in Travel System Admin > Wizard Options > Hotel 
Search Options > Hotel Connectors. A discount code is required for hotel.de. 

 

Configuration - HRS 

Enable HRS in Travel System Admin > Wizard Options > Hotel Search Options > 
Hotel Connectors. Specifying of a discount code is optional. 

 

Country-Specific Configurations 

If a customer wants to use a certain direct connect for specific countries only, they 
will add a country configuration and specify the country and direct connects and/or 
GDS. There is no limit to the number of country configurations. Administrators can 
delete country configurations, but the default will remain.  

 

NOTE: If you enable Hilton for a country configuration, you must also enable the 
GDS. hotel.de and HRS work without enabling the GDS. 

In above example setup, Cliqbook would search only the primary GDS for all hotel 
searches outside of Germany and only Hotel.de for all searches within Germany. 
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What the User Sees – Searching for Hotels 

To search for HRS or hotel.de hotels: 

• The user can use the standard Cliqbook interface. 

 
 

• The user can add HRS / hotel.de hotels to an existing itinerary by clicking the 
Add Hotel link on the itinerary. 

Once the user specified the search parameters and clicks Search, Cliqbook starts 
searching for suitable hotels. We note hotel.de rates by the hotel.de logo and the 
text Hotel.de in parentheses. 

 

We note HRS hotels the same way. 
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When results return from multiple direct connects and the GDS for the same vendor, 
the results sort by price and distinguished by the content source in parentheses.  

What the User Sees – Reservation of Hotels 

After the user clicks the Reserve button, Cliqbook displays rate details and the 
cancellation policy. 

 

The user must agree to the terms and click Continue. Depending on the travel 
configuration and the credit card requirements of the selected hotel, Cliqbook will 
require the user to select a credit card. At that time, Cliqbook reserves the hotel and 
presents the itinerary. 
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What the User Sees – Itinerary 

For a hotel.de-only reservation: 

 

For a HRS-only reservation: 

 

Modification of Reservation 

There are two ways of modifying a HRS or hotel.de reservation: 

• Manually by clicking the Change Date link 

• Automatically when changing an air segment 

If Cliqbook is writing a passive segment for hotel.de / HRS reservations, we will 
cancel the original passive segment during a modification and create a new one 
based on the new data for the reservation. 
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Cliqbook alerts users when it cannot modify or cancel a hotel reservation. The user 
can decide whether to proceed with their booking and change the hotel.de / HRS 
reservation manually afterwards or to cancel the modification of the air segment. 

The main reason for a modification to fail is that a rebooking is not possible for the 
reserved hotel. Unfortunately, it is not possible to evaluate whether a modification is 
possible before actually triggering the modification. 

Cancel 

If the cancellation policy allows a cancellation of the hotel, the user can cancel the 
hotel only or the complete trip. 

 

After a successful cancellation, Cliqbook presents a cancellation number or status to 
the user. This status / number will be stored in the trip library. 

hotel.de does not provide a cancellation number, but rather a cancel_ok status.  

 

Cancellation number of a HRS reservation: 
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If Cliqbook is unable to cancel a hotel.de hotel, it will display an error message: 

“This Hotel.de reservation cannot be cancelled.  Please contact the hotel 
directly to see if a cancellation is possible.  More than likely, the hotel’s 
cancellation policy does not allow cancellation this close to the check-in time.” 

Cliqbook displays a similar message for HRS. The text is: 

“This HRS reservation cannot be cancelled.  Please contact the hotel directly 
to see if a cancellation is possible.  More than likely, the hotel’s cancellation 
policy does not allow cancellation this close to the check-in time.” 

Finishing 

For hotel.de and HRS Cliqbook provides the following finishing endpoints. 

As XML: 

<AlternateSourceBookingData> 
<BookingSource>Hotel.de</BookingSource> 
<BookingSourceUpper>HOTEL.DE</BookingSourceUpper> 
<RecordLocator>121</RecordLocator> 
<HotelSpecificBookingData> 

<Vendor>NS</Vendor> 
<CityCode>FRA</CityCode> 
<Airport>FRA</Airport> 
<PropertyName>NH Frankfurt Mörfelden</PropertyName> 
<PropertyCode>NSFRAMOE</PropertyCode> 
<Address> 

<AddressLine1></AddressLine1> 
´   <City>Mörfelden-Walldorf</City> 

<State></State> 
<Country>DE</Country> 
<Zip>64546</Zip> 

</Address> 
<RoomType>SingleRoom</RoomType> 
<RoomDescription>single room</RoomDescription> 
<RateAmt>125.00</RateAmt> 
<RateCode></RateCode> 
<Currency>EUR</Currency> 
<ConfNum>PM3561885</ConfNum> 
<Phone>+49/6105/2040</Phone> 
<CancellationPolicy>You may cancel at no charge up to 6:00 PM on 

the day of arrival. The date is determined according to the hotel's local 
timezone.</CancellationPolicy> 

<CancellationNumber>Cancel_OK</CancellationNumber> 
</HotelSpecificBookingData> 

</AlternateSourceBookingData> 
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As tree structure in the finishing template editor: 

 

NOTE: More details will be available with the Travel Service Guides next week, 
including passive segment examples per GDS.  

Rail 

SNCF Station Update 

GDS Supported: SNCF Direct Connect 
Configuration Setting: N/A; Auto-on 
Solution ID: N/A 

Concur reviewed the list of SNCF stations in Cliqbook and made several changes. 
First, we have hidden certain stations since these stations are non-searchable, not 
really stations, and/or redundant. We also reviewed the names of stations and made 
updates where needed.  
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Form of Payment 

JCB International Added  

GDS Supported: All GDS 
Configuration Setting: Company Admin > Corporate Ghost Card;  
  Travel System Admin > Ghost Cards 
Solution ID: N/A 

JCB International is now a credit card option on the personal profile page. 

 

This is also available to set up as a ghost card under Company Admin > Corporate 
Ghost Card:  

 

This is also available in Travel System Admin > Ghost Cards:  
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Profile/PNR Administration  

Travelers Opt Out of Confirmation Emails 

GDS Supported: All GDSs 
Configuration Setting: Cliqbook Profile > System Settings 
Solution ID: SID3024 

The System Settings page of the user profile now includes three options for 
controlling travel-related emails at the user level. The user is now able to turn off the 
Confirmation, Hold Trip Reminder, and Ticketed Itinerary email notifications. It is not 
possible for the user to suppress approval emails.  

If a user has a travel arranger set up in Cliqbook, the arranger will continue to 
receive all emails; only the traveler will stop receiving notifications.  The same 
applies for anyone listed in Email 2 or 3.   

Users/Arrangers can find System Settings two different ways in Cliqbook. Users can 
hold their mouse over the Profile menu and then select System Settings: 

 

Alternatively, the user can click on the Profile link and then go to System Settings 
on the left side of the page or via the link in the main body of the page:  
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We have left all three email options defaulted to ON, which ensures the user will see 
no change with this release. The user (or arranger on their behalf) must clear 
(uncheck) to turn off a particular email option.  
 

 

These three email options correspond to the following emails available in the travel 
configuration. The user will only be able to receive or not receive emails enabled in 
the travel configuration; they are not able to bypass the configuration settings.  

 

Purge Profile Update 

GDS Supported: All GDSs 
Configuration Setting: Module Properties 
Solution ID: N/A 

Concur announced the ability to purge or delete a profile in Cliqbook in July 2007. 
Concur enables this feature via a module property. When enabled, the Purge Profile 
feature deletes personal information from the GDS (GDS profile).  

In the Cliqbook database, we delete all personal data except the user’s first and last 
name and login_id. We discovered that the profile purge left National IDs, Drivers 
Licenses, and TSA Redress numbers in place (but encrypted in the database).  

With this release, we now delete those values from the user’s profile. 

NOTE: Concur manages all Module properties. To enable or disable a module 
property, please contact Concur Client Support via Concur Client Central. 
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Prevent Editing of Frequent Flier Numbers in Profile 

GDS Supported: All GDSs 
Configuration Setting: Travel System Admin > Wizard Options 
Solution ID: SID733 

Travel administrators can now prevent users from adding, editing, or deleting airline 
frequent flier programs on their personal profile. This new feature allows companies 
to ensure that users accrue mileage on behalf of the company and not the traveler. 

Configuration 

In Travel System Admin > Wizard Options: 

 

We have enabled this option by default so that previous profile page behavior 
remains unchanged for users. 

When disabled, users will not be able to edit or delete existing frequent flier 
programs, nor will they be able to add new ones. All existing frequent traveler 
numbers will remain.  
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What the User Sees 

The edit and delete icons no longer show to the user for the airline number:  
 

 

Users will still have the ability to add a rail number, but airline options are not 
available:  

 

The user still has the ability to add, modify, or delete car and hotel frequent 
traveler cards, as well as Advantage Programs.  

User Administration and Cliqbook XA 

All users with the User Administration permission can edit/add/delete on behalf of a 
traveler. Users with the Cliqbook XA permission also will have this ability.  
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Air France ABT Cards  

GDS Supported: Sabre and Amadeus Only 
Configuration Setting: Travel System Admin > Air Search Options 
Solution ID: SID2666 

Concur first announced support of Air France’s Carte d’Abonnement (ABT) program 
in June 2008. At that time, users entered the card at the same time as an Air France 
frequent flyer card.  

Old view:   

 

Because Air France does not require a traveler to have an Air France frequent flier 
number in order to have an Air France ABT, we have separated the two numbers. 
Both cards are now independent of each other.  

To do this, we moved the ABT card to the Advantage Programs section of the user 
profile.  

In this new view, users who already have an Air France ABT card in their profile will 
now see it in the Advantage Program section:  
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For those users adding for the first time, the user will click Add A Program and will 
be able to add the Air France ABT card, regardless of whether the user has an Air 
France Frequent Flier Number:  

 

Configuration – Reminder 

As a reminder, you must first have the Air France setting turned on in Travel System 
Admin > Air Search Options to allow users to add an Air France ABT card:  
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Reporting / Dashboard 

Best Practices Dashboard Print Version 

GDS Supported: N/A 
Configuration Setting: Reporting > General > Concur Best Practices Dashboard  
Solution ID: N/A 

Concur announced our new Best Practices Dashboard report with the March 2010 
release. Viewers of the Concur Best Practices Dashboard report can now see a 
printable version by clicking the new Open Printer Friendly Version link: 

 

The printable version opens in a new tab or window without any headers, links, or 
company look-up fields. All of the Show Details links are gone and hidden content 
shows. 

As well, we moved the link to get back to the report list and formatted the link to 
match the new printer link. 

Best Practices Dashboard Over 98.5% Adoption  

GDS Supported: N/A 
Configuration Setting: Reporting > General > Concur Best Practices Dashboard 
Solution ID: N/A 

Concur Cliqbook Travel Adoption is measured by taking the number of air and rail 
tickets purchased through Concur Cliqbook Travel and dividing it by the total number 
of air and rail tickets purchased. High adoption often leads to greater user 
satisfaction as well as reduced operational costs of procuring travel. However, some 
companies with very high adoption scores have those scores not because their 
adoption rates are high but because the TMC is not sending Concur information 
about offline/telephonic bookings. 

Concur Cliqbook Travel empowers travelers to view itineraries and change/cancel 
reservations made traditionally as well as online. We recommend that customers 
work with their TMCs to send us all offline and online bookings. 
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With this release, the Best Practices Dashboard has been modified to present some 
additional information to customers with over 98.5% adoption, as it is likely that 
they are actually missing the data feed for traditional bookings. 

NOTE: Please reach out to your TMC or Concur Support for assistance sending offline 
trips to Cliqbook.   

Best Practices Dashboard Hotel Recalibration 

GDS Supported: N/A 
Configuration Setting: Reporting > General > Concur Best Practices Dashboard  
Solution ID: N/A 

Prior to this release, the Concur Adoption Dashboard gave partial credit to companies 
who had hotel property discounts where some of the discounts had rates and full 
credit when all of the discounts had rates. However, some customers have hundreds 
of discounts, so if only a few are missing rates we should provide full credit.  

With this release, companies with over 100 property discounts receive full credit on if 
at least 97% of hotel discounts have rates. For companies with less than 100 
property discounts, all must have a rates entered in order to get "full credit" for this 
measure. This measure currently accounts for approximately 20% of the Control and 
Compliance Rules subcategory score. 

Concur Travel & Expense 

Choose Your Own Rule Class on Concur Travel & Expense Home 
Page 

GDS Supported: All GDSs 
Configuration Setting:  
Solution ID: N/A 

Concur announced the ability to define custom trip fields at the travel class with the 
April 2010 release. Along with this, we updated where the user selects his/her rule 
class. It now appears on the home page just above the search wizard.  

With this release, the rule class selector now appears on the Concur Travel & 
Expense home page (My Concur). This allows users to select their rule class prior to 
starting a booking and immediately see any options that might be available or 
unavailable using that rule class. 
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XML Synch 

Lufthansa Senator Status XML String  

GDS Supported: All GDSs 
Configuration Setting: XML Synchronization 
Solution ID: N/A 

Lufthansa’s Senator Status can be included with the frequent travel number for 
Lufthansa. The <AirMembershipLevel> node, which was previously unused, will now 
serve this purpose.  

If you include SENATOR as the <AirMembershipLevel> for a Lufthansa frequent 
traveler number, we will note it in the user’s profile. We will also include this line in 
profiles we return when the user has Senator Status (we will leave this node out 
when null).  

Please note that although this node has been in our XML schema for quite some 
time, this is the first use of the fields in our output. 
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Resolved Cases 

Enhancements 

 

Key Summary Issue Links 

CLQ-2365 Hotel Travel Policy Rule - Show but Do Not Allow Parature: 705-5827190; 
Solutions Suggestions: 
SID479, SID1922, 
SID1291 

CLQ-7139 Sabre Webservices native XML Migration - Air Exchange   

CLQ-5433 Support load balancing for Sabre web services on tws server   

CLQ-6336 Travel Policy - Create global rule templates   

CLQ-6427 Hotel Direct Connect - HRS and Hotels.DE Solutions Suggestions: 
SID38 

CLQ-6584 Handle un-parseable xml logs   

CLQ-6814 Car - Add Three Tier Preference Levels to Car Solutions Suggestions: 
SID905 

CLQ-7214 User Supplied Hotel - Remove Passive Segments Solutions Suggestions: 
SID2731 

CLQ-7216 Auto-cancel for Non-Air Rejected Trips CRMC-13859; Solutions 
Suggestion: SID361, 
SID769 

CLQ-7267 Add ability for individual travelers to opt-out of confirmation 
e-mails 

Solutions Suggestions: 
SID3024 

CLQ-7344 Purge Profile needs to remove National ID number, Drivers 
License number, and TSA numbers 

  

CLQ-7456 Hybrid Cars - Allow configuration and support of these 
categories 

Solutions Suggestions: 
SID109, SID210, SID717, 
SID777, SID2262 

CLQ-7603 Hotel Sell Hotel.de   

CLQ-7604 Hotel Sell HRS   

CLQ-7707 Enhance ConfigOuttask utility to be compatible with 64-bit 
Windows OS 

  

CLQ-7801 Hide FF Numbers in CB Profile Solutions Suggestions: 
SID733 

CLQ-7837 Air France ABT Card - Remove Restriction that AF FF Number 
is required to have AF ABT Card 

Solutions Suggestions: 
SID2666 

CLQ-7858 Build Live Itinerary for Hotel.de   

CLQ-7859 Build Live Itinerary for HRS   
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Key Summary Issue Links 

CLQ-7868 Cancel for Hotel.de   

CLQ-7869 Cancel for HRS   

CLQ-7916 Add Printable version of the Best Practices Dashboard report   

CLQ-7943 SNCF Station Update   

CLQ-7944 Please add company specific car location to data base. ZE 
MEMT12 

CRMC-14675 

CLQ-7995 If Company has over 98.5% adoption in Cliqbook, notify 
them about how to enable the agency data feed 

  

CLQ-8023 upgrade cliqbook to MasterPricer TravelBoard and 
MasterPricer Expert 

  

CLQ-8165 Note vendor/carrier code next to the vendor name   

CLQ-8226 Manifest Clone/Multi-User Clone - FOP Options Solutions Suggestions: 
SID3517 and SID3518 

CLQ-8237 Recalibrate the hotel discount feature on the best practices 
dashboard so that customers with large numbers of hotel 
property discounts get full credit if they have rates on 97% 
instead of 100% of discounts. 

CRMC-16125 

CLQ-8323 CLONE -Passive Segment Editor Phase I - store the format 
and be able to generate sells based on it 

Solutions Suggestions: 
SID2306, SID1288, 
SID601 

CLQ-8327 Configurable Message Board - Remove Warning Header Text 
on Pop-up 

  

CLQ-8334 Finishing for HRS   

CLQ-8335 Modify for HRS   

CLQ-8336 HRS language issues   

CLQ-8343 Suggestion - add German spelling for Teheran Solutions Suggestions: 
SID3584 

CLQ-8367 Expand SWS session capacity on TWS boxes   

CLQ-8396 Change "Checked Baggage Policies" link to say "Baggage Fee 
Policies" 

  

CLQ-8400 Segment Modify for HRS   

CLQ-8401 Segment Modify for Hotel.de   

CLQ-8412 Choose Your Own Rule Class - need to show on CTE Home 
Page 

  

CLQ-8421 Ghost Card Admin Performance Fix   

CLQ-8444 [LINKED] Please add chain codes QO and CK to database CRMC-16313 

CLQ-8454 Add hotel chains to hotel database CRMC-16054 
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Key Summary Issue Links 

CLQ-8466 Need JCB International added as a card option in the drop 
down in travelers personal profile 

CRMC-16071 

CLQ-8467 Please add airport code XNB to data base CRMC-15768 

CLQ-8472 Travel Arranger View s- when viewing the EWR airport link 
takes you to the wrong site 

CRMC-15638 

CLQ-8473 Default "Match Trips To Meeting" module property on for all 
new customers 

  

CLQ-8474 Send Cliqbook Setup Form e-mail to Main Contact Email and 
TMC's Primary Contact Email 

  

CLQ-8478 Change default travel config options for travel configs created 
in via the Cliqbook Setup Form 

  

CLQ-8479 Add log-in domain for companies created via the Cliqbook 
Setup Form 

  

CLQ-8480 Default Concur Meetings checkbox ON in Cliqbook Setup 
Form 

  

CLQ-8482 Assign default reports to Travel Administrators group when 
creating company via Cliqbook Setup Form 

  

CLQ-8483 Assign additional default roles to "Travel Administrators" 
group when creating a company 

  

CLQ-8580 [LINKED] When User selected FOP for bookings without live 
air is checked and user books both an Air Tran flight AND a 
hotel. The FOP field in the PNR is being updated to the Hotel 
FOP and not the Air FOP. 

CRMC-16403 

CLQ-8594 [LINKED] All Configs access for support concur users CRMC-16489 

CLQ-8717 Tweak language for Hotel.de and HRS when hotel cannot be 
canceled 

  

Customer Cases 

 

Key Summary Issue Links 

CLQ-5767 All of user selected flights are not displaying in the finger fare 
when a split occurs, only the connection flights. 

CRMC-9237, CRMC-8697 

CLQ-6022 Air Analysis: Cliqbook vs. Agency Summary - US Only 
showing 2 rows instead of 1 

CRMC-10268 

CLQ-7623 RULS in guest bookings appears to be removing rules rather 
than suspending them 

CRMC-14123, CRMC-
14355, CRMC-15643, 
CRMC-14158 

CLQ-8018 CLONE -Air Canada Direct Connect Fare Rule Not Displaying CRMC-16513, CRMC-
15458, CRMC-14582 
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Key Summary Issue Links 

CLQ-8087 CLONE -Total Estimated Cost is totaling more than it should 
be. 

CRMC-15607, CRMC-
15326 

CLQ-8134 CLONE -GDS fare quote dialog box not displaying properly 
causing IE session to freeze 

CRMC-15321, CRMC-
16016, CRMC-15598, 
CRMC-16085, CRMC-
16242 

CLQ-8169 CLONE -On FlyBE GDS bookings, Cliqbook is automatically 
pre-assigning seats 

CRMC-14053, CRMC-
15573 

CLQ-8213 When user clicks on "View Itinerary" for a trip in her 
Upcoming Trips she is getting an error: We could not retrieve 
your itinerary 

CRMC-15555, CRMC-
16133, CRMC-15631, 
CRMC-16402 

CLQ-8317 Skip flight option page for code share flight (except Jazz) for 
Air Canada direct connect 

CRMC-16455, CRMC-
16458, CRMC-16456 

CLQ-8325 [CLONE] WestJet FF numbers now accepted in Sabre, Apollo, 
and WS 

CRMC-16063, CRMC-
16160 

CLQ-8326 Error when using Travel Template to book travel CRMC-14190 

CLQ-8338 CLONE -CLONE -Unable to view Delta seat maps since the 
NW/DL merger last weekend on Sabre 

CRMC-14978, CRMC-
15319, CRMC-15070, 
CRMC-14780, CRMC-
16113 

CLQ-8340 Car rental companies that are not-preferred showing the 1 
diamond rating 

CRMC-15854, CRMC-
16637, CRMC-16117, 
CRMC-16632, CRMC-
16418, CRMC-16488, 
CRMC-16650, CRMC-
16012, CRMC-16075, 
CRMC-16261 

CLQ-8383 [LINKED] Implementation: Hyphen in Traveller name is 
removed when synced to the Amadeus profile 

CRMC-10880 

CLQ-8388 [LINKED] (JD) Southwest flights booked in Sabre - configured 
for only SWABIZ 

CRMC-16174 

CLQ-8410 [LINKED] Server error trying to access company ghost cards CRMC-14343 

CLQ-8417 [LINKED] "cancel" option is not being presented to user when 
trip is ticketed, true trip cancel is enabled, and pre-expense 
air fare (expense before trip) is enabled 

CRMC-15877 

CLQ-8420 [LINKED] IE Script Error when trying to reserve flights on DL CRMC-15533, CRMC-
16243, CRMC-16401 

CLQ-8422 [LINKED] GDS Fare Quote Page Hangs - User unable to 
continue booking 

CRMC-15974, CRMC-
16726, CRMC-14737, 
CRMC-16655, CRMC-
15218 

CLQ-8433 GIDS doesn't check GDS when trying to match an 
anonymous record locator with an existing trip 

CRMC-16459 
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Key Summary Issue Links 

CLQ-8435 [LINKED] When booking a hotel only for a meeting that has 
been set up, you get an error of Cliqbook encountered an 
issue that prevented us from completing your request. 

CRMC-16360 

CLQ-8438 [LINKED] Users receiving Cliqbook encountered an internal 
error message when trying to book travel from MLB 
Melbourne fl to STL St Louis. error services shows "domNode 
is nothing. TotalElapsedTime" 

CRMC-15374 

CLQ-8439 [LINKED] Amadeus: BIC issue: LX: P class incorrectly 
displayed as first class when it s economy class 

CRMC-16210 

CLQ-8446 [LINKED] When PNR is created, the company level and user 
level profiles are not moving 

CRMC-15216 

CLQ-8450 [LINKED] When Text-Only Email is set to false, travelers are 
receiving Trip on Hold and Confirmation emails in text only 
format. 

CRMC-16462, CRMC-
16867, CRMC-16639, 
CRMC-16866, CRMC-
16413, CRMC-16780, 
CRMC-16414, CRMC-
16640, CRMC-16408, 
CRMC-16781, CRMC-
16865, CRMC-16641, 
CRMC-16652, CRMC-
16415, CRMC-16658, 
CRMC-16894 

CLQ-8453 Missing email field in the Trip Booking Information page. CRMC-16427, CRMC-
16494, CRMC-16643, 
CRMC-16731, CRMC-
16492 

CLQ-8464 [LINKED] 'Refundable' data point missing from the queuing 
condition under CliqbookItineraryDisplay/TicketingInfo/Quote 

CRMC-13896 

CLQ-8465 [LINKED] Policy Violation (Flight distance = or less than 190 
miles) triggered when flight is 300 miles 

CRMC-15071 

CLQ-8508 [LINKED] Need to Increase the Number of Hotel Consortium 
Discounts codes from 3 to 4 for Worldspan 

CRMC-13566 

CLQ-8522 [LINKED] Server error trying to access Company Information  CRMC-16519 

CLQ-8527 [LINKED] Apollo: Agent booked car trips- Cliqbook is 
incorrectly displaying pick up and drop off times as 12.00 AM 

CRMC-13437 

CLQ-8528 [LINKED] Premium Economy not displaying for Virgin America 
Flights when search by schedule. 

CRMC-15446 

CLQ-8537 EnCana - Sabre Aviator - Corporate Jet Code Changing from 
0E to H0 May 6th, 2010 

CRMC-16503 

CLQ-8540 [LINKED] Selling car with out the RC-Best code when we 
quote with it 

CRMC-16496 

CLQ-8541 Mixed DJ/SkyWest via VirginBlue creates invalid bag options 
in fareshop and sell 

CRMC-13147 
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Key Summary Issue Links 

CLQ-8548 [LINKED] 2 tier approval process not working correctly when 
air is added to an existing hotel reservation that has not been 
approved by 2nd approver. Ticket should not be sent to 
ticketing queue and it is. 

CRMC-14005 

CLQ-8551 [LINKED] Property Specific hotel notes no longer accepting 
French special characters in text 

CRMC-13818 

CLQ-8554 [LINKED] Sabre: BIC issue: D class for Gulf Air is showing in 
Cliqbook as Economy ISO business- LHR- BAH 

CRMC-15767 

CLQ-8557 [LINKED] Delta business class seat maps available in Sabre 
but not in Cliqbook 

CRMC-13804 

CLQ-8558 [LINKED] Preferred Hotel rates not being displayed only GOV 
rates 

CRMC-15977 

CLQ-8561 [LINKED] (JD) User Supplied hotels are not being added to 
WN Direct Connect bookings neither in the Cliqbook itin 
display or in the passive segment in the gds. 

CRMC-15269 

CLQ-8562 Cliqbook is only showing 1 car rate option when there is 1 
rate with a mileage charge and 1 rate with unlimited miles 

CRMC-13459 

CLQ-8567 [LINKED] Rule "show but do not allow" causing anything else 
that is in Green Reserve button to error out in the UI creating 
PNR beind the scenes 

CRMC-16355, CRMC-
16526 

CLQ-8568 [LINKED] (JD) Meeting Passive hotel room Block shows rate 
as 9500 instead of 95.00 not providing Currency code USD on 
each additional room rate added to meeting. 

CRMC-15855 

CLQ-8569 [LINKED] Portrait sending Rail CC Usage, Cliqbook ignores 
and sets default to cc designated for air 

CRMC-14980 

CLQ-8571 [LINKED] WS Ticket Change itin for changed itin shows old 
fare amount 

CRMC-11508 

CLQ-8572 Missing email field in the trip booking information page (See 
CLQ-8453 for Sabre) 

CRMC-16661 

CLQ-8576 [LINKED] When Cliqbook profile contains more than one 
passport and all data is deleted in Portrait and the XML file 
sent contains empty passport fields, only the first passport is 
deleted in Cliqbook. 

CRMC-14490 

CLQ-8577 [LINKED] CLQ-4979- Support Senator Status in Lufthansa - 
string for XML synch needed 

CRMC-15659 

CLQ-8578 [LINKED] Seats can't be changed or specific seats can't be 
assigned on Midwest Airlines 

CRMC-15714 

CLQ-8579 [LINKED] Sabre bundled airsell on multisegment trip - 
Cliqbook changing the flight date and segment information 

CRMC-14505 

CLQ-8585 [LINKED] (JD) Meeting PNR not allowing xl if hotel block CRMC-15972 

CLQ-8587 [LINKED] Cape Air Multi-segment Not Displaying CRMC-13567 

CLQ-8589 Invalid fare being returned in air shop result CRMC-14322 
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Key Summary Issue Links 

CLQ-8590 HA Class Designation for "J" is showing as business 
domestically when it should be first class. J class when flying 
internationally is considered business. 

CRMC-15670 

CLQ-8591 Apollo: Unable to book more than three segments 
w/connections; error returned 

CRMC-12977 

CLQ-8592 [LINKED] Client has noticed on the Profile>System Settings 
page the last item at the bottom says:Send "Ticked" Travel 
Reminder Email 

CRMC-16651 

CLQ-8603 Add open jaw support for lane-based air direct connects CRMC-14006 

CLQ-8611 [LINKED] When selecting Air Canada direct connect flights 
with open jaw, when pricing selected option, price is showing 
as 0.00 

CRMC-16332 

CLQ-8613 [LINKED] Implementations - columns required on User 
Import for Air France Abonnement discount card and 
Advantage programs SNCF etc 

CRMC-13937 

CLQ-8623 New date for JCI Shuttle Changing 2 letter code is May 11, 
2010 

CRMC-16724 

CLQ-8639 [LINKED] When the client books a multi day trip and add's a 
user supplied hotel the dates for the hotel do not match the 
air. 

CRMC-16038 

CLQ-8670 Receive error when attempting to clone configuration CRMC-16786 
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Summary 

Major Features 
• If/Then custom trip fields 

• Assign corporate ghost cards by travel configuration 

Minor Features 
• Ticketing time limit on emails 

• Visa, passport, and health information link 
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Release Notes 

Administration 

FUTURE CHANGE NOTICE: Move All Emails to ConcurSolutions.com 
Domain 

All emails generated from Cliqbook today originate from the outtask.com domain. We 
will be converting our emails to originate from concursolutions.com with the July 
2010 release. This is the domain currently used today for Concur Expense/CTE email 
notifications.  

Please alert you and/or your customers' IT departments of this change now so they 
can prepare for the transition in July. They may need to program on their side to 
accept all emails from this domain and not treat them as spam.  

Support If/Then Scenarios for Custom Trip Field  

GDS Supported: All GDS 
Configuration Setting: Company Admin > Manage Custom Fields 
Solution ID: SID177 

Cliqbook now supports limited "If/Then" logic to control when certain custom trip 
fields display. When defining or editing a custom trip field, you can now select 
another custom trip field/value combination to control when to ask the secondary 
question.   

This means Cliqbook can ask a user a question, such as "What is the purpose of your 
trip?" and the answer to that question can drive a secondary question. If the answer 
to the question is "Meeting travel" then you can, for example, ask the user "Which 
meeting are you attending?"  

Configuration 

The new If/Then Settings section is available in Company Admin > Manage 
Custom Fields. Click the Cliqbook Trip Fields tab to view existing custom trip fields 
and to add new ones.  
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To add an if/then scenario, click New Trip Field. Follow normal steps, such as 
defining the field name and display names (if needed), identifying which 
configurations or travel classes this field will apply to, and defining whether it will be 
a text box or dropdown.  

Note that the Display Settings section has moved slightly to make room for the 
if/then settings. The values remain the same; only the location is different.  

For this example, the administrator will ask for the purpose of the trip. The 
administrator created a dropdown menu with three options and then defined when to 
ask this question with display settings:   

     

The administrator then created a second custom trip field asking for a meeting 
name. This one was set up so the user can simply type in the meeting name.  

 

The administrator then edited the second custom trip field to set up the if/then logic. 

NOTE: Both custom trip fields must exist before the if/then logic can be set up.  

The administrator set the dropdown to only display custom field 2 if custom trip field 
1 is set to Meeting.  
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NOTE: The administrator can select multiple options here if needed. Be sure to 
save before moving forward.  

 

What the User Sees 

Here is how this will look to the user:  

 

Once the user selects Meeting, he/she sees the next question:  
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NOTES: 

• This feature applies only to custom trip fields, questions asked at the 
beginning or end of the trip, and not custom profile fields.  

• Yes/No and Long Text fields cannot currently be used to control the display of 
other fields. 

Differentiate Between Non-GDS and Meeting Properties   

GDS Supported: All GDS 
Configuration Setting: Travel System Administration > Manage Non-GDS Hotels 
Solution ID: SID2229 

We updated the Manage Non-GDS Hotels area in travel system administration to 
separate meeting properties (room block hotels) from non-GDS hotel properties. 
Non-GDS hotels are manually loaded. If selected, Cliqbook will add a placeholder to 
the PNR. Someone managing these would then call the hotel to confirm if a room is 
available and update the passive segment to reflect the confirmation number.  

Separating the two will make it easier for administrators to manage – by clearly 
denoting the difference between the two. 

Configured for Meetings and Non-GDS Hotels 

If a hotel has been configured for both Meetings and non-GDS hotels outside of 
Meetings, then the hotel will appear in both tables. However, there is only one record 
for that hotel, which would be used for both the Meetings and the transient bookings. 
A reminder is in the note that is at the top of the page as shown below.  
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Assign Corporate Ghost Card by Travel Configuration 

GDS Supported: All GDS 
Configuration Setting: Company Admin > Corporate Ghost Cards 
Solution ID: SID3220 

Prior to this release, Cliqbook supported ghost card assignment by individual user, 
group, or one of three new module properties delivered in November 2009. These 
include cost center, org unit, and a custom profile field value. With this release, 
administrators can assign corporate ghost cards by travel configuration.  

Unlike ghost cards stored on the configuration itself, which take precedence over all 
other forms of payment for air, ghost cards created via the Corporate Ghost Card 
Admin page and linked to a travel configuration allow the optional selection of 
personal cards and/other ghost cards when booking air. 

This new option can be used in conjunction with the other options so one card can be 
set up to assign to users as part of a given configuration and/or a cost center.  

Configuration 

The new Allow use of this card by travelers using these Travel Configurations 
section is available in the Permissions section in Company Admin > Corporate 
Ghost Cards. 

 

This new feature is defaulted to OFF (all travel configuration check boxes cleared/ 
unchecked) for both new and existing cards. Administrators must take action to use 
this new feature. Administrators can assign multiple configurations to one card and 
there is a check/uncheck all option.  

This is an auto-on feature in that the ability to assign by travel configuration is 
available without having to turn on a module.  

If a site has divisional view turned on, then the admin will see only the travel 
configurations pointing to their agency unless they have the global permission.  
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Direct Connect Carriers Ticketing Status  

GDS Supported: Direct Connect Only 
Configuration Setting: Auto-on 
Solution ID: SID1414 

Prior to the June 2010 release, when a user completed his/her booking on a direct 
connect vendor, the ticketing status remained Confirmed. With this release, the 
ticketing status will update to show Ticketed upon completion.  

This update affects the following direct connects: DeutscheBahn, Southwest, Aer 
Lingus, Interjet, Volaris, and AirTran. 

 

Car Rule Allows Certain Car Type under Conditions   

GDS Supported: All GDS 
Configuration Setting: Company Admin > Travel Rule Builder 
Solution ID: N/A 

Concur added a new rule that allows certain car types under certain conditions. This 
will allow a customer to better define car class policy and allow a certain car type if 
within a set dollar amount or percentage. An example would be to allow a hybrid 
intermediate car if within $10 of the intermediate car class, or allow a full size car if 
it is less than $10 more than the intermediate class.  

Configuration 

The new car rule is available in Company Admin > Travel Rule Builder under the car 
category.  
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The rule reads:  

Car rate of [CarClass1] is [condition] than that of [CarClass2] [plusMinus] 
[difference] [currencyOrPercent] 

An example would be:  

Car rate of "Intermediate Car Hybrid" is "greater" than that of "Intermediate 
Car" "plus" "3" "dollars" 

Travel Policy Datapoint Vendor Source    

GDS Supported: All GDS 
Configuration Setting: Company Admin > Travel Rule Builder  
Solution ID: N/A 

Two new data points for hotel rules have been added to denote the travel source: 
hotel.de and HRS. This datapoint can be found under the Hotel category.  

These rule parts let you differentiate between 
hotels pulled from different sources.  Like all rule 
parts, it can be combined with others to help 
drive users to your preferred hotel sources, as 
well as enable messaging to them. 
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Administration User Interface 

Choose Your Rule Class Administration   

GDS Supported: All GDS 
Configuration Setting: Travel System Admin > Rule Class Options; 
  Travel System Admin > Travel Text Configuration 
Solution ID: SID3929 

In the April 2010 release, Concur moved the dropdown of rule classes to the home 
page when a configuration is set up for the user to choose his/her rule class. 
However, we kept it on the secondary screen until now because users were not 
changing the class of service on the home page and needed a reminder.  

What the User Sees 

 

With the June release, we are removing the dropdown on the second page. In 
addition to this, we added a travel configuration check box, Force selection of a 
rule class, which defaults to OFF (unchecked). If the site has been set up to allow 
users to choose their rule class, they will see the default rule class associated to their 
Cliqbook profile but they are able to change it on the home page.  

NOTE: Some customers do not want a default rule class defined. In this case, they 
should check the new box called Force selection of a rule class.  

When Force selection of a rule class is selected (checked), the Rule Class 
dropdown will include a blank option. Cliqbook will always default to the blank 
option (except immediately after the selection of a travel class) in order to prevent 
travelers from inadvertently booking with the wrong travel class. If a traveler 
attempts to book without first selecting a rule class, he/she will receive an alert 
message (see below) and the browser's focus will shift to the Rule Class list. The 
user will be unable to continue the booking process until he/she selects a rule class.  

This sample shows the client-defined field name of Choose your rule class and the 
default error message: 
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Configuration 

The new Force selection of a rule class option is available in Travel System Admin 
> Rule Class Options. 

 

The new Select Rule Class Custom Prompt is available in Travel System Admin > 
Travel Text Configuration and Company Admin > Travel Admin, Custom Text tab. 

The field defaults to blank. The following message appears if no custom text is 
defined by the administrator:  

 

To change the text, clear the Use Default check box and enter the desired text. 

 

Air 

Amadeus: Travel Restricted Flights Removed from Display 

GDS Supported: Amadeus Only 
Configuration Setting: Auto-on 
Solution ID: N/A 

Prior to the June 2010 release, Cliqbook occasionally displayed travel-restricted 
flights to users. These are flights that are on a carrier that must be sold in 
conjunction with a connecting flight, but Cliqbook offered them as a stand-alone. For 
example, there is a Qantas flight offered from Paris to London but this is only legal to 
sell in conjunction with a connecting flight from Sydney to Paris.  

With this release, travel-restricted flights have been removed from the display.  
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AirPlus DBI Information 
 
GDS Supported: N/A 
Configuration Setting: Travel System Admin > AirPlus DBI and AirPlus Field Map 
Solution ID: N/A  

Prior to the June 2010 release, AirPlus received DBI through the GDS for legacy 
carriers. With this release, Cliqbook will send DBI for all carriers. Customers who are 
using the DBI feed should notice no change in their data from AirPlus or the end-user 
experience of Cliqbook. This is strictly a back-end process between Concur and 
AirPlus. 

DBI refers to flexible supplementary data fields, for example, cost centre or 
employee ID number, captured at the time of booking and give clients better 
transparency and control. AirPlus can offer up to nine DBI fields. 

 

Customers configure the DBI fields directly with AirPlus. In Cliqbook administration, 
they configure the data that we should send for that field. There is a standard set of 
options like Cost Center, Department, etc. but we also support exporting data from 
any of the trip custom fields.   

For more information on AirPlus, you can click on the link below or view the Travel 
Service Guide in Concur Client Central: 
http://www.airplus.com/default2.aspx?ni=74354&s=1&v=1&docid=74443&a=1&knp
=0&& 

http://www.airplus.com/default2.aspx?ni=74354&s=1&v=1&docid=74443&a=1&knp=0&&
http://www.airplus.com/default2.aspx?ni=74354&s=1&v=1&docid=74443&a=1&knp=0&&
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Direct Connect 

Virgin Blue Reservation System (NewSkies) Update 

GDS Supported: Virgin Blue direct connect 
Configuration Setting: N/A; Auto-on 
Solution ID: N/A 

On June 13, Virgin Blue switched from the OpenSkies platform to the NewSkies 
platform. During this migration, Concur applied a few minor code changes to the 
Concur production site in order for Concur to remain in sync with the vendor's 
platform. 

Note the following: 

• All passwords for Virgin Blue (Travel Admin > New Agency; Travel Admin > 
View Travel Agencies) will now be lowercase. Concur will automatically 
convert existing passwords to lowercase. 

 

• Concur is now required to pass gender to Virgin Blue. Virgin Blue has not 
provided the ability to pass an unknown entity so we must send either Male or 
Female. The logic created to do this is as follows: 

♦ Title is the principle-defining element.  

Concur strongly recommends that customers using the Virgin Blue direct 
connect also have the Title field visible and set to edit in their travelers 
profiles so the correct information can be passed.  

♦ Gender is the secondary defining element but that is currently only visible 
to a user in the Cliqbook profile if a company enables the TSA feature. 
TSA data is only required if travel to or over the United States.  

♦ If either of these two elements is missing, Concur assumes Male. 
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Southwest Direct Connect Application of Credit 

GDS Supported: Southwest direct connect 
Configuration Setting: N/A; Auto-on 
Solution ID: N/A 

Southwest Direct Connect allows a maximum of two ticket credits as form of 
payment per reservation. (SWABIZ via Booking Builder allows only one credit.) 

 

If a user selects more than two ticket credits, Cliqbook notifies him/her that there is 
a maximum of two credits allowed, as shown in the message above.  

To write data to the PNR via finishing for both credits, please use the following 
Xpaths.  

For the first ticket: 

AlternateSourceBookingDataArray/AlternateSourceBookingData/SourceSpecifi
cBookingData/FareInfo/TicketExchangeArray/TicketExchange[1]/TicketExcha
ngeTicketNumber 

For the second ticket:  

AlternateSourceBookingDataArray/AlternateSourceBookingData/SourceSpecifi
cBookingData/FareInfo/TicketExchangeArray/TicketExchange[2]/TicketExcha
ngeTicketNumber 
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Southwest Fare Calculation Line  

GDS Supported: Southwest direct connect 
Configuration Setting: Travel System Administration > PNR Finishing Editor 
Solution ID: N/A 

The fare calculation of a Southwest Direct Connect reservation is now available 
through finishing. 

XML 

 

XPATH 

PNRFinishData/AlternateSourceBookingDataArray/AlternateSourceBookingData/Sourc
eSpecificBookingData/FareInfo/LinearFareConstructor 
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Finishing Template Editor 

 

Southwest Special Character Removal 

GDS Supported: Southwest direct connect 
Configuration Setting: N/A; Auto-on 
Solution ID: N/A  

With this release, Concur will prevent sending special characters to Southwest via 
the direct connect, if present. This will eliminate errors on characters that Southwest 
does not accept. Cliqbook considers special characters as anything except numbers 
0-9, letters a-z and A-Z.  

Southwest Direct Connect Billing Address 

GDS Supported: Southwest direct connect 
Configuration Setting: N/A; Auto-on 
Solution ID: N/A 

For Southwest Direct Connect bookings reserved with a credit card without a billing 
address, Concur will send the company address. The company's address pulls from 
the Company Information section in the travel configuration.  
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Southwest DC Flight Detail Report Showing Users Twice 
 
GDS Supported: Southwest direct connect 
Configuration Setting: N/A; Auto-on 
Solution ID: N/A 

In previous releases, the Flight Detail report would often show two entries for a 
Southwest Direct Connect booking: one with a $0 price, and one with the correct 
details. Occasionally, only the $0 entry would appear. We have resolved this issue 
with the June release. For all bookings made after the June release, the Flight Detail 
report will show a single entry with the correct fare; we will not correct bookings 
made prior will to this update. 

During the testing for this fix, we discovered another issue. This issue was present 
previously but obscured by the issue described above. The new issue occurs only 
when the Cancel and Rebook functionality is used. When a traveler does a Cancel 
and Rebook, the existing ticket is canceled and a credit is generated that is then 
applied to a new purchase.  

The Amount Paid should be the fare of the new ticket less the amount of the credit 
applied. If the amount of the credit is greater than the fare of the new ticket, then 
the Amount Paid should be zero. However, in the Flight Detail report, Cliqbook shows 
the Amount Paid as the same amount as the Price whenever a Cancel and Rebook 
takes place. This issue will be resolved with a future release. 

Hotel 

HRS Direct Connect 

GDS Supported: HRS Direct Connects 
Configuration Setting: Travel System Admin > Hotel Connectors 
Solution ID: SID38  

! IMPORTANT: Concur has not received certification from HRS, which is why it is 
not available yet in production. We hope to have this shortly and will announce 
when this becomes available.  

Concur is happy to announce our next hotel direct connect HRS.  

HRS has joined with Concur to offer direct access to HRS inventory for travelers 
booking through Concur Travel & Expense and Concur Cliqbook Travel. HRS offers 
content predominantly used in Europe where many smaller hotel chains and 
properties are not in the GDS.   
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Hilton Direct connect Datapoints 

GDS Supported: Hilton direct connect  
Configuration Setting: Travel System Administration > PNR Finishing Editor 
Solution ID: N/A 

Concur has supported the Hilton direct connect for years. With this release, we have 
added the following datapoints for PNR finishing. 

XML 
 

<AlternateSourceBookingDataArray> 

 <AlternateSourceBookingData> 

  <BookingSource>Hilton</BookingSource> 

  <BookingSourceUpper>HILTON</BookingSourceUpper> 

  <RecordLocator>3377742524</RecordLocator> 

  <HotelSpecificBookingData> 

   <Vendor>GI</Vendor> 

   <CityCode>JFK</CityCode> 

   <Airport>JFK</Airport> 

   <PropertyName>CHELSEA HILTON GARDEN INN</PropertyName> 

   <PropertyCode>5295</PropertyCode> 

   <Address> 

    <AddressLine1>119 W 28th St</AddressLine1> 

    <City>New York</City> 

    <State>New York</State> 

    <Country>US</Country> 

    <Zip>10001</Zip> 

   </Address> 

   <RoomType>K1RZC</RoomType> 

   <RoomDescription>1 KING ACCESS EVOLUTION RM</RoomDescription> 

   <RateAmt>266.30</RateAmt> 

   <RateCode>LV2</RateCode> 

   <Currency>USD</Currency> 

   <ConfNum>3377742524</ConfNum> 

   <Phone>212-564-2181</Phone> 

   <CancellationPolicy>CXL 2 DAYS PRIOR TO ARRIVAL</CancellationPolicy> 

   <CancellationNumber/> 
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Finishing Template Editor 

 

User Supplied Hotel - Remove Segment 

GDS Supported: All GDS 
Configuration Setting: Auto-on if using User Supplied Hotels 
Solution ID: SID2731 

Cliqbook announced the ability to remove user supplied hotels with the May 2010 
release but only if writing a passive segment to the GDS. With this release, users are 
able to remove a user-supplied hotel regardless of whether there is a passive 
segment. It is important to note that this feature allows the user to remove the hotel 
placeholder and is not actually cancelling the hotel reservation. The user must still 
cancel with the original booking source.  
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What the User Sees 

 

When a user clicks the link, a popup will appear telling the user that he/she must 
contact the original booking source to cancel the hotel. After the user confirms, 
Cliqbook cancels the user supplied hotel segment – both in Cliqbook and in the GDS.  

If the user clicks OK to continue, he/she will see the next page and must click Finish 
to complete the change. 

PNR Finisher 

In addition, we have added two new datapoints in the PNR finisher to document the 
PNR when a user cancels a user supplied hotel. These work regardless of whether 
you write the passive segment.  

 

! IMPORTANT: Concur recommends 
adding these datapoints for both the 
trip cancel and trip change modes. 
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hotel.de and HRS - Do Not Allow both be turned on 

GDS Supported: HRS and hotel.de direct connects 
Configuration Setting: N/A; Auto-on 
Solution ID: N/A 

With the June release, Concur announced the new hotel.de direct connect. We are 
anxiously awaiting certification from HRS and hope to announce this new direct 
connect as well. When HRS becomes available in production, we will prevent 
administrators from turning on both at the same time. Most customers will want to 
search one or the other but not both. We do allow searches for the direct connect in 
conjunction with the GDS and the Hilton direct connect.  

hotel.de "Cancellation Number" Datapoint  

GDS Supported: hotel.de direct connect 
Configuration Setting: Travel System Administration > PNR Finishing Editor 
Solution ID: N/A 

Concur announced the hotel.de direct connect with the May 2010 release. When 
booking in Cliqbook, we provide the user/arranger with a confirmation number for all 
new hotel.de bookings. With this release, we now offer the “cancellation code” via 
PNR finishing. This is a number that a user or anyone attempting to make travel 
changes on their behalf need, if done outside of Cliqbook. A user does not need this 
number if they make changes or cancellations within Cliqbook.  

If a user makes a hotel.de reservation in Cliqbook but then calls their TMC to make a 
change, the TMC will need the confirmation number as well as this additional 
cancellation code to go onto the hotel.de website or call in to hotel.de. 

The PNR finisher will support two different datapoints for the cancellation code: the 
first is the full number and labeled Internal Reservation Number and the second 
is only the first eight numbers and labeled cancellation code, which is all hotel.de 
requires.  

XML 
<AlternateSourceBookingDataArray> 

  <AlternateSourceBookingData> 

   <BookingSource>Hotel.de</BookingSource> 

   <BookingSourceUpper>HOTEL.DE</BookingSourceUpper> 

   <RecordLocator>PM3440998</RecordLocator> 

   <HotelSpecificBookingData> 

    <Vendor>SR</Vendor> 

    <CityCode>HAM</CityCode> 

    <Airport>HAM</Airport> 

    <PropertyName>Steigenberger Conti Hansa</PropertyName> 

    <PropertyCode>21557</PropertyCode> 

    <Address> 

     <AddressLine1>Schlossgarten 7</AddressLine1> 
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     <City>Kiel</City> 

     <State></State> 

     <Country>DE</Country> 

     <Zip>24103</Zip> 

    </Address> 

    <RoomType>SingleRoom</RoomType> 

    <RoomDescription>single room</RoomDescription> 

    <RateAmt>101.00</RateAmt> 

    <RateCode></RateCode> 

    <Currency>EUR</Currency> 

    <ConfNum>PM3440998</ConfNum> 

    <CancellationCode>75D6EF12</CancellationCode> 

    <InternalReservationNumer>75D6EF1241F14D5FBF4D0EF6A117C521 
</InternalReservationNumer> 

    <Phone>+49/431/51150</Phone> 

    <CancellationPolicy>You may cancel at no charge up to 4:00 PM on 
the day of arrival. The date is determined according to the hotel's 
local timezone. If you cancel after this time, or simply do not 
arrive, the hotel may charge up to 90% of the total booking value 
as a cancellation fee.</CancellationPolicy> 

    <CancellationNumber></CancellationNumber> 

   </HotelSpecificBookingData> 

  </AlternateSourceBookingData> 

 </AlternateSourceBookingDataArray> 

Finishing Template Editor 
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! IMPORTANT: Concur will add this cancellation code/internal reservation number 
to the Cliqbook generated email and trip library with a future release.  

Rail 

SNCF DEMAT Release 

GDS Supported: SNCF Direct Connect 
Configuration Setting: Auto-on 
Solution ID: N/A  

SNCF (French Rail) went live with their Dematerialization (DEMAT) functionality on 
June 8, 2010. This allows travelers to print out their own tickets in PDF format for 
certain domestic French routes. 

NOTE: SNCF has delayed the ability to travel ticketless. We will advise when this 
becomes available. 

What the User Sees 

Users will see the option to self-print only if the route allows it.  

 

Configuration 

TMCs have received instructions directly from SNCF on how to process DEMAT 
bookings including how to recognize a booking as being a DEMAT booking, as well as 
the formats that must be entered in Socrates/Resarail to issue the ticket and email 
the self-print PDF file to the traveler.   

Below is the current list of routes that qualify for self-print. SNCF will continue to 
update this list. Cliqbook will automatically reflect future updates.  
 

TGV Paris Est <> Champagne-Ardenne, Reims et Strasbourg, Metz, Nancy 

Paris Montparnasse <> Angoulême, Bordeaux, Poitiers, Rennes, Nantes, St 
Pierre des Corps, Vendôme Villiers sur Loire, Laval, Hendaye, Angers St Laud 

TGV between those stations (eg : Nantes – Angers) 

Paris <=> Lille Flandres / Europe, Arras, Douai, Valence TGV, Nimes, 
Montpellier, Montbard, Dijon   

Paris <=> Le Creusot, Lyon Part Dieu, Lyon Perrache 

http://www.trawelfly.com/
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Paris <=> Lyon St Exupéry 

Paris <=> Avignon, Aix, Marseille 

Paris <=> Mâcon Loche TGV 

Paris <=> Toulon et Lunéa Paris <=>Toulon 

CORAIL 
TEOZ 

Paris Austerlitz <> Châteauroux, Limoge et Clermont-Ferrand, Brive La 
Gaillarde, Toulouse Matabiau 

Bordeaux, Toulouse <=> Marseille 

LUNEA Bordeaux <=> Marseille  

Paris <=> Toulon  

Paris <=> Hendaye 

For more information about making DEMAT bookings in Cliqbook, refer to the 
Cliqbook Release Notes for March 2010, or access the SNCF Travel Service Guide 
from Concur Client Central. 

If you need to modify your PNR Finishing template to write out your own custom 
remark for your mid-office processing whenever the booking is a self-print DEMAT 
booking, you may use the following test: 

/PNRFinishData/CiqbookItineraryDisplay/GenRmkInfo/GenRmk[starts-with(., 
'SNCF TICKET STATE – SELF-PRINT')] 

Other possible values are: 
 
SNCF TICKET STATE – PAPER 
SNCF TICKET STATE – ETICKET 
SNCF TICKET STATE – TICKETLESS 

Web Fares 

TravelFusion New Suppliers  

GDS Supported: TravelFusion  
Configuration Setting: Company Administration; Travel Policy Administrator; 
WebDirect Providers 
Solution ID: N/A  

The following new carriers are available as web fare 
providers via TravelFusion:  

• TrawelFly  

• TrawelFly (B2B) 

TrawelFly is a European carrier based out of Milan, 
Italy. For more details, go to their website at: 
www.trawelfly.com. 
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Profile/PNR Administration  

VI (“The Sixth”) Name Field Suffix 

GDS Supported: All GDS 
Configuration Setting: Cliqbook Profile 
Solution ID: N/A 

We added "VI" as a name-suffix option on the Profile page.  

 

XML Sync Updates for Advantage Memberships 

GDS Supported: All GDS 
Configuration Setting: XML Synchronization 
Solution ID: N/A 

Concur announced moving the Air France ABT card from the Frequent Flyer section 
to the Advantage Membership section with the May 2010 release. With this release, 
we have updated the XML schema to include these cards. We moved the AF ABT card 
from the AirMemberships section to the AdvantageMemberships section of the XML. 
We now support SNCF memberships; they were not prior to this release.  

An example of an Air France ABT card and an SNCF Rail program is below. Deutsche 
Bahn Advantage programs are unaffected by this change, as they were previously 
supported. 
     

<AdvantageMemberships> 
      <AdvantageMembership> 
        <VendorCode>AF</VendorCode> 
        <VendorType>Air</VendorType> 
        <CardNumber>9773872221</CardNumber> 
        <DiscountPercentage /> 
        <ClassOfService /> 
        <ProgramCode>AFABT</ProgramCode> 
        <ExpirationDate>2013-05-01</ExpirationDate> 
      </AdvantageMembership> 
      <AdvantageMembership> 
        <VendorCode>2C</VendorCode> 
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        <VendorType>Rail</VendorType> 
        <CardNumber>9982221</CardNumber> 
        <DiscountPercentage /> 
        <ClassOfService /> 
        <ProgramCode>FAM40</ProgramCode> 
        <ExpirationDate>2012-08-24</ExpirationDate> 
      </AdvantageMembership> 
    </AdvantageMemberships> 

NOTE: We have updated the XML Schema to reflect this change.  

Miscellaneous 

Include Ticketing Time Limit on Confirmation Emails  

GDS Supported: All GDS 
Configuration Setting: NA 
Solution ID: SID2599, SID3450, and SID237 

Prior to the June release, Cliqbook noted the ticketing time limit on emails sent to 
the user/arranger for trips on hold and to the approver/manager when awaiting trip 
approval. With this release, we now include the ticketing deadline on the 
confirmation email. This is particularly important for customers and TMCs who do not 
ticket itineraries until close to the date of travel.  

 

NOTE: Concur will note the ticketing time limit in the Cliqbook user history with a 
future release. 
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Visa/Passport Integration 

GDS Supported: All GDS 
Configuration Setting: Travel System Admin > Wizard Options 
Solution ID: SID3574 

Prior to the June 2010 release, Concur offered a visa requirements reminder that 
would alert users to check for visa requirements if traveling to another country. With 
this release, we announce a new feature through IATA (www.iatatravelcentre.com). 
This feature will detail visa, passport, and health requirements based on the 
locations booked through Cliqbook and the user's passport nationality.  

As a no-cost feature in Cliqbook, the new IATA Travel Centre can help reduce costs 
by providing passengers with personalized passport, visa, and health advice based 
on their travel destinations. In addition to eliminating travelers arriving at the airport 
with incorrect travel documentation, this can also reduce customer service calls. 

This new feature is defaulted to OFF but quickly enabled by selecting the check box 
in Travel System Administration in the Wizard Options section.  

Existing Visa Requirements Reminder:  

 

What the user would sees with existing reminder:  

 

New Show IATA Travel Centre feature:  

 

http://www.iatatravelcentre.com/
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The user will see a link in his/her Cliqbook itinerary (View Itinerary link) and will see 
the link for each leg. Users also have this same link in the Cliqbook generated email.  

 

Clicking the link will open a new browser and populate key information based on the 
Cliqbook itinerary and passport details (if present):  
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The traveler fills out any missing information on tabs 1 and 2; then tab 3 returns the 
results:  

 

French and French-Canadian Translation for "Log Out"  

GDS Supported: N/A 
Configuration Setting: N/A; Auto-on  
Solution ID: N/A 

Based on feedback we have received and evaluating other French travel sites, 
including the SNCF and Air France websites, we changed the French translation of 
"log out" to "Se déconnecter". 
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New User Role: Password Manager 

GDS Supported: N/A 
Configuration Setting: Company Admin > User Permissions 
Solution ID: N/A 

! IMPORTANT! This new role is available to Travel-only clients as well as 
integrated Expense and Travel clients. 

Concur added a new user permission, Password Manager, which allows a person to 
update user passwords but not have other user administration access. A user 
assigned this role will see the Password Manager link on the Company 
Administrator page and has: 

• Search access on the User Administration page 

• On the User Details page: 

♦ Modify access for the Password and Verify Password fields  

♦ Read-only access for the Title, First Name, Middle Name, Nickname, 
Last Name, Suffix, and Email fields  

We hide all other fields on the User Details page. 

 

Note the following: 

• If the Travel settings are set to use Divisional Access, the Password Manager 
will be able to view and update only users in his/her divisions. 

• Users with Cliqbook Travel and either Concur Expense or Concur Invoice have 
one password for all applications. When a Password Manager changes a 
password, it changes for all applications. 
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Concur Travel & Expense Integration 

Disable HTTP/Non-Secure SAML Posts 

GDS Supported: N/A 
Configuration Setting: N/A  
Solution ID: N/A 

As of June 17 2010, SAML documents must be posted to Concur using SSL 
(HTTPS). Please note the following about this critical and important change: 

• HTTPS is available now - clients do not need to wait for the June 17 deadline 
to use secure POST with HTTPS. It is highly recommended that clients act on 
this now to allow testing time and ensure compliance by the cutover date. 

• No coordination or communication with Concur is required for the client to 
change their SAML POST to be HTTPS compliant - questions should be 
directed to the client's IT department. 

• On June 17 2010, all non-secure (HTTP) SSO request will fail and clients will 
be unable to log in using SSO. At that time, all users will be required to 
manually log in with their credentials (username and password). 

NOTE: Concur previously communicated this change in CTE release notes and posted 
on Concur Client Central.  

Supported Browser Updates for both Cliqbook and Expense (CTE) 

GDS Supported: N/A 
Configuration Setting: N/A; Auto-on 
Solution ID: N/A 

Concur is compatible with the new Vista Service Pack 2 update. 

Microsoft will end support for Windows XP using Service Pack 2 on July 13, 2010. 

With the loss of support for this operating system, Microsoft no longer supports the 
following Microsoft browser and service pack combinations: 

• Internet Explorer version 7.0 using Service Pack 2 

• Internet Explorer version 6.0 using Service Pack 2 

Mozilla will end support for the Firefox browser version 3.0 on March 30, 2010. 

Coming Soon:  

• Concur plans to support Windows 7 with Service Pack 1, Google Chrome 5.0, 
released May 25, 2010 and Safari 5.0, released June 7, 2010 with a future 
release.  

• Customers with the report access can run the Travel Logins report to see 
the browser settings used by their travelers.  
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NOTE: Concur previously communicated these changes in Concur Travel & Expense 
release notes. The Supported Configurations documents are up-to-date on 
Concur Client Central.  
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Resolved Cases 

Enhancements 
Key Summary Issue Links 

CLQ-7145 Sabre Webservices native XML Migration - Trip Modify   

CLQ-6305 Custom Trip Fields - Support If/Then Scenarios SID177 

CLQ-6500 Non-GDS Hotels - Differentiate between non-GDS and hotel room 
block properties 

SID2229 

CLQ-6930 Corporate Cards - Allow assignment by travel configuration 100222-000349, 
SID3220 

CLQ-6982 Update ProfileSync/Webservices calls to Credit Card Insert/Update 
procs to pass the company ID as a parameter 

  

CLQ-7482 Direct Connect Carriers - Change Ticketing Status from Confirmed 
to Ticketed 

SID1414 

CLQ-8020 Amadeus: Remove Travel Restricted Flights from Display   

CLQ-8067 Include Ticketing Time Limit on Confirmation Emails SID2599, SID3450, 
SID237 

CLQ-8300 Visa/Passport Requirement Integration SID3574 

CLQ-8307 Hilton D.C.: Provide Finishing endpoints   

CLQ-8457 Sabre - Return connection info for a layover without change of 
planes 

  

CLQ-8460 Apollo/Galileo - Return connection info for a layover without change 
of planes 

  

CLQ-8495 Choose Your Rule Class - Add Configuration Item, Custom Text and 
Remove Second Page 

SID3929 

CLQ-8506 Virgin Blue API - Reservation System (New Skies) Update   

CLQ-8661 Create car rule to allow certain car type under certain condition   

CLQ-8679 TravelFusion: Add new supplier - TrawelFly and TrawelFlyB2b, 
update airline codes, images 

  

CLQ-8689 Travel Policy Datapoint - Vendor Source   

CLQ-8692 Some Batch Loaded Name Suffixes are not Being Properly 
Rendered on the Profile Page 

CRMC-16905 

CLQ-8695 T Rowe Price VI (SIX) is not available as Name Field Suffix CRMC-16137 

CLQ-8701 User Supplied Hotel - Remove Segment   

CLQ-8706 OAG Query to compute all the hours where all the non-stops fly   

CLQ-8721 Support Hybrid Cars in Worldspan   

CLQ-8724 Modification to UserDataWS for Travel Request project   
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Key Summary Issue Links 

CLQ-8743 [LINKED] (JD) Direct Bill - XML Change CRMC-16550 

CLQ-8776 popup message for Austin Travel customers on login   

CLQ-8783 [LINKED] (JD) Rail Discounts - Advantage Program/Program Name 
Missing in New Cliqbook DTD 

CRMC-14971 

CLQ-8796 Add Fare Calculation Line to PNR Finishing as data point   

CLQ-8816 Update Fareshop Submit - no popup windows   

CLQ-8822 hotel.de and HRS - do not allow them to both be turned on   

CLQ-8827 CLONE -[LINKED] (JD) Direct Bill - XML Change   

CLQ-8828 Southwest Direct Connect - Send Company Address as Billing 
Address 

CRMC-16498 

CLQ-8829 Company Config WS: Add new default setting to support Amadeus 
Travel 

  

CLQ-8868 Flight Status Updates -- create the table and write the data load   

CLQ-8869 Flight status updates -- code to query the new OAG table and 
return alerts 

  

CLQ-8910 Convert reports to user ItinServices   

CLQ-8933 Adjust French and French-Canadian translation for "Log Out" to "Se 
déconnecter" 

  

CLQ-8935 AirPlus DBI: Send DBI for all carriers   

CLQ-8969 add "cancellation number" finishing data points for hotel.de 
bookings 

  

CLQ-9004 Update MSMQ queuing to allow finishing to live on a physically 
separate pool of servers 

  

CLQ-9033 Rename "Micronesia" to "Federated States of Micronesia" in 
regional hotel rates and other dropdowns 

  

Customer Cases 
Key Summary Issue Links 

CLQ-7627 Incorrect pricing display on split ticket fares CRMC-13887, CRMC-14313 

CLQ-7874 CLONE -Cost is displaying incorrectly when you open your 
Cliqbook itinerary in Outlook 

CRMC-15054, CRMC-14610 

CLQ-7935 CLONE -When importing company locations they are not 
geocoded 

CRMC-15252, CRMC-14775, 
CRMC-15857 

CLQ-8197 Air Fare Shop Message contains mysterious "n" when using 
the word "Warning" in the message text 

CRMC-16315, CRMC-15933, 
CRMC-15066 

CLQ-8363 Apollo not returning Hotel Sold Out Data to Cliqbook CRMC-16128, CRMC-15270 
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Key Summary Issue Links 

CLQ-8373 Southwest Discount Code makes Business Validation Error 
when in code has a blank space 

CRMC-15377 

CLQ-8391 User Selected FOP showing hotel credit card when making 
booking 

CRMC-16938, CRMC-15939 

CLQ-8500 When selling car rental we are not adding /RC-BEST to the 
sell entry 

CRMC-17402, CRMC-16496, 
CRMC-17029, CRMC-16928, 
CRMC-16495 

CLQ-8556 Unable to view custom text when logged into Cliqbook via 
SSO or via Pro/ADP Expense eXpert 

CRMC-15217, CRMC-15063, 
CRMC-15455, CRMC-16672 

CLQ-8577 CLQ-4979- Support Senator Status in Lufthansa - string for 
XML synch needed 

CRMC-16962, CRMC-15659 

CLQ-8668 Car vendor Budget not showing as preferred - when 
discount is added with preferred status - Avis is preferred 
and shows a 1 budget shows 0 in carshop request 

CRMC-17133, CRMC-16772, 
CRMC-16735, CRMC-16789, 
CRMC-16787 

CLQ-8667 (JD) Southwest DC Flight Detail Report is showing users 
twice 

CRMC-16722, CRMC-15941, 
CRMC-16824, CRMC-17010 

CLQ-8674 Travelport 9519208: Unable to book Malev in I class on 
LGW- BUD 

CRMC-16609 

CLQ-8678 When a user selects German as the language for Cliqbook, 
the values given in the field title are not valid ones. Hr. and 
Fr. are not used in German anymore and must be changed 
to Herr or Frau respectively. 

CRMC-14961 

CLQ-8696 (JD) Unable to add Southwest Direct Connect air to existing 
hotel booking 

CRMC-17398, CRMC-16570, 
CRMC-16081 

CLQ-8707 Question about New Regions list from 4/15 excel sheet - 
Bruces email response in Attachments 

CRMC-16817 

CLQ-8710 EQ is a code for a hotel chain of Eaton Hotels - Please add 
to the database 

CRMC-16790 

CLQ-8711 Amadeus: Unable to pass in the car sell request the NVS 
(GPS number) for Europcar car vendor- 

CRMC-16841 

CLQ-8712 Amadeus: Deutsche Bank- Unable to pass in the car sell 
request the NVS(GPS number) for SIXT car vendor 

CRMC-16145 

CLQ-8736 When adding a new AIR frequent flyer number in profile, 
only rail vendors appear in the dropdown - no air vendors... 

CRMC-16950 

CLQ-8741 increase the max number of rules per group to 300 from 
200 

CRMC-16955 

CLQ-8750 PS954929 Halliburton - car only car sell Unable to save - 
GPS request failure 

CRMC-16969, CRMC-16885 

CLQ-8752 Hotel diamond preference on non-GDS hotels are not 
working as expected - "NaN" displayed instead of diamonds 
for preferred and less preferred properties 

CRMC-16059 
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Key Summary Issue Links 

CLQ-8755 United Group AU - Issue booking connecting flights when a 
Fare class is available on one flight but not the connecting 
flight 

CRMC-15553 

CLQ-8761 (JD) CB not adding tax info to Sabre PNRs for WN bookings 
- possibly due to a quotation mark in taxes (US") coming 
from Southwest 

CRMC-16636 

CLQ-8764 Last Date to Ticket stored incorrectly in Cliqbook database 
(was "Reminder emails are not being sent with enough 
advance notice when trip put on hold. Trip reminder 
emailed arrived 3mins prior to hold deadline. does not give 
user enough time to act") 

CRMC-16971, CRMC-14736, 
CRMC-17420 

CLQ-8781 Simultaneous Changes error during post ticket change 
causing errors in Cliqbook 

CRMC-15747 

CLQ-8784 Air Greenland - Needs to be Instant Purchase - send SSR 
FOP when booking 

CRMC-16895 

CLQ-8787 (JD) Meeting Custom field not showing up for a guest/same 
as CRMC-15546 (review release date please) 

CRMC-17228, CRMC-16080, 
CRMC-15546 

CLQ-8789 (JD) When Booking fails on Southwest DC we need to 
remove the Try again button otherwise multiple GDS PNR's 
get created. 

CRMC-16501 

CLQ-8795 (JD) Only one credit can be applied to a Southwest Direct 
Connect booking even though the Travel Service Guide 
states three. 

CRMC-16635 

CLQ-8797 Java script error upon combining specific LH flights on 
LON(LCY)- FRA route 

CRMC-16970 

CLQ-8800 Incorrect Frequent Flyer number is passing to PNR CRMC-17062 

CLQ-8804 Southwest credits added by Admin do not save to users 
profile instead save in Admin entering credits profile 

CRMC-16405, CRMC-17190, 
CRMC-15978 

CLQ-8808 Car matrix showing all car vendors with diamonds when 
only ZI is preferred 

CRMC-17056, CRMC-17135, 
CRMC-17585, CRMC-17136 

CLQ-8809 IE6 bug with file uploads - Bad file name or number CRMC-17061 

CLQ-8813 Hotel data is coming back with 3 letter country codes CRMC-17101 

CLQ-8815 Sabre Hotel Shop error caused by "_HotelDE" appended in 
property ID. 

CRMC-17105 

CLQ-8821 (JD) Suffix field is not being moved into SWABIZ CRMC-16008 

CLQ-8824 Hotel Result Screen is missing hotels when they are sold 
out and does not display hotel sold out message. 

CRMC-17068, CRMC-17198 

CLQ-8839 (JD) WN Direct booking PNRs in User CB History Reports 
shows under Trip Request Status "Not Ticketed" however 
PNRs under traveler's Upcoming Trips Status shows 
"Confirmed" 

CRMC-14970 
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Key Summary Issue Links 

CLQ-8842 Flight number/time not pre-populating in Confirm Booking 
screen for Limo reservation 

CRMC-17124, CRMC-15265 

CLQ-8853 P2 Rail: Unable to get 1 way only results with Deutsche 
Bahn 

CRMC-17170, CRMC-17171 

CLQ-8854 (JD) WN flights MCO-ECP are not displaying on this new 
route for SWABIZ users. 

CRMC-17258, CRMC-17265, 
CRMC-17185, CRMC-17264, 
CRMC-17176, CRMC-16665 

CLQ-8855 Auto-cancel for Non-Air Rejected Trips- feature not working CRMC-17152, CRMC-17110, 
CRMC-17192 

CLQ-8860 Hotel Chain set up as Not Preferred display as Less 
Preferred 

CRMC-17189, CRMC-17058, 
CRMC-17186, CRMC-17565 

CLQ-8871 (JD) DOB and Middle Initial not passed to GDS - 3rd party 
meeting 

CRMC-17201, CRMC-15741, 
CRMC-17414, CRMC-16556, 
CRMC-14795, CRMC-17578 

CLQ-8874 When AC DC is enabled, availability results are showing 
only AC DC flights when searching by schedule in an AC DC 
market 

CRMC-17154 

CLQ-8888 If using choose your own rule class and rule-class custom 
trip fields, and in rule class other than user base rule class, 
custom trip fields do not show in PNR 

CRMC-17253 

CLQ-8891 When the search Air Canada Direct Connect and Sabre is 
enabled Cliqbook is not returning Air Canada Sabre results 
with search by schedule, only returning AC DC flights 

CRMC-17057, CRMC-17267, 
CRMC-17272 

CLQ-8894 Aer Lingus is erroring out in the user interface but creating 
successful booking leading to duplicate reservations 

CRMC-17242, CRMC-17243 

CLQ-8897 Users unable to choose one of the new hybrid car types in 
their profile - receive server error - All GDS 

CRMC-17240, CRMC-17269 

CLQ-8901 Multiple record locators for a single air sell CRMC-16399 

CLQ-8905 When a client books a PNR and does not finish it. It is not 
getting cxld as an orphaned trip. 

CRMC-17234, CRMC-17337, 
CRMC-17262 

CLQ-8913 Suggested parser on profile template is giving an error 
message 

CRMC-17263 

CLQ-8929 Remove special characters before sending request to 
Southwest 

CRMC-16271 

CLQ-8931 When booking using a Travel Template and click "Reserve" 
on a hotel CB flips the process back to the hotel results 
instead of the next step in the booking process 

CRMC-16170, CRMC-17334, 
CRMC-17406 

CLQ-8942 Request to add new hotel chain code - NY - Denihan 
Hospitality Group 

CRMC-16654 

CLQ-8945 Incorrect message "server error" being displayed when 
trying to access custom trip fields on a global view account 
when only divisional view is granted. 

CRMC-17374, CRMC-17127 
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Key Summary Issue Links 

CLQ-8947 Site is advising when trying to clone a Jet Blue record 
Cliqbook returns "Cliqbook has encountered an internal 
error. Support has been notified of the problem. Please 
contact your travel agent if you need immediate 
assistance... 

CRMC-14982 

CLQ-8958 Send email in manual profile move for Apollo CRMC-17365 

CLQ-8960 The suppress arranger email if login id starts with 
neverbooking is still is sending out emails. 

CRMC-17129 

CLQ-8965 CB showing cancel completed message on hotel that was 
not able to be canceled in GDS due to within Cancel policy. 

CRMC-16051 

CLQ-8967 Users are getting an error when they have already booked 
air and go back in later to add a hotel 

CRMC-15085 

CLQ-8974 MX and AM does not price correctly with SNAP code CRMC-17433, CRMC-17424, 
CRMC-17546, CRMC-17434, 
CRMC-17461 

CLQ-8979 When "any car class" is selected in the configuration, the 
option to choose "any car class" in the drop down in the 
profile is not available 

CRMC-17204 

CLQ-8987 New online site request - Create new company - Requiring 
password, when it states to leave blank- causing server 
error 

CRMC-16727 

CLQ-8988 Cannot delete custom trip field, receiving error CRMC-16880 

CLQ-8990 Unable to delete two hubs that are currently associated to a 
meeting (similar to CLQ - 2708) 

CRMC-16863 

CLQ-8993 (JD) When accessing meetings user is being asked for User 
Supplied Hotel when it is not set up in the meeting travel 
config 

CRMC-15733 

CLQ-8997 User Able to Book/Ticket a Business Class reservation that 
requires approval - Cabin classes allowed: Business class 
when Flights are inter-region and Flight distance is greater 
than 5000 M - Require Approval 

CRMC-16891 

CLQ-8998 Sabre: BIC issue: Iberia- A class is not First Class but 
Business Class 

CRMC-17018 

CLQ-9000 Room Booking Code does not populate in the User Cliqbook 
History report for Worldspan 

CRMC-15635 

CLQ-8999 Regional Hotel Import values not honored when data was 
loaded/updated 

CRMC-15452 

CLQ-9003 When booking a VLM flight one way, error occurs CRMC-15272 

CLQ-9020 Hyatt Hotels showing Hyatt Place CRMC-17576, CRMC-17575, 
CRMC-17343 

CLQ-9029 When Passive Hotel Segment is added to an existing 
itinerary, it is not sending PNR to the invoice queue. 

CRMC-14329 
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Key Summary Issue Links 

CLQ-9031 Evolvi -- FOP not being collected when users have no FOP 
in CB profile 

SID3610 and CRMC-16582 

CLQ-9036 when an agency booked PNR was sent to the approval 
queue it was canceled before the last date to ticket (similar 
- CRMC-15584 ) 

CRMC-16039 

CLQ-9044 Unable to reserve seat assignment on AC DC, Non-Flight 
Pass booking 

CRMC-16340 

CLQ-9155 Update airline name for carrier Limited Brands (O3) - 
Currently it is showing as "BellView Airlines" in CB 

CRMC-17632 
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Summary 

Major Features 
• Social networking integration with Facebook, LinkedIn, and Twitter 

• Sabre post-ticket change with QREX+ 

 

Minor Features 
• Matrix sorted by multi-tiers of preference 

• Login message that can be displayed every time a user logs in 

• Default car transmission setting so Europeans and others can have it default 
to Don't Care instead of Automatic 

• Automatically load preferences from hotel.de if company loads them there 

• New flex faring rule parts to allow rules on inbound or outbound flights only 
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Release Notes 

Administration 

Custom Text upon Login 

GDS Supported: All GDS  
Configuration Setting: Company Admin > Travel Admin (left menu) > Custom Text 
tab 
Solution ID: SID3456 

Concur has added custom text for a login message. This message will appear every 
time a user logs in – as opposed to the privacy statement, which appears the first 
time that a user logs in. The new text option gives administrators the ability to enter 
multi-language text to display when a user logs in. If a privacy statement has 
already been set up, then the custom login text will display after the privacy 
statement.  

By default, the login warning does not appear. 

What the User Sees 

The user will see this popup – with your custom text – when logging in.  

 

Configuration 

By default, the login warning does not appear. To enable: 

1. Navigate to Company Admin > Travel Admin (left menu). 

2. Click the Custom Text tab. 
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3. Click Login Warning in the Jump To section: 

 

This section is blank by default: 

 

4. Clear the Use Default check box. 

5. Select the desired language. 

6. Enter the desired text.  

7. Click Save.  

 

If you want to discontinue use of the popup: 

1. Delete the text in the box. 

2. Select Use Default. 

3. Click Save. 
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User Supplied Hotel Datapoint 

GDS Supported: All GDS  
Configuration Setting: Travel System Admin > PNR Finishing Editor (left menu) 
Solution ID: N/A  

Concur announced two additional datapoints in the PNR finisher for user supplied 
hotels with the June 2010 release. We have updated the "Deleted by" datapoint to 
use the Login ID rather than the User ID. To enable this new datapoint, 
administrators will need to update their finishing template. 

  

Air  

Inbound and Outbound Flex Faring Flight Rules 
 
GDS Supported: Sabre, Apollo/Galileo, and Amadeus  
Configuration Setting: Travel System Admin > Air Search Options (Flex Faring) on  
  the travel configuration page 
Solution ID: SID2327 and SID2636 

With this release, Cliqbook has two new rule datapoints to help define flex faring 
travel policies. The new datapoints are in Travel Rule Builder under the Flight – Flex 
Faring Buckets rule group. These new datapoints will help customers customize their 
travel policy by outbound and/or return flights.  

An example of this would be to allow the fully refundable fare buckets as in policy 
but only on the return or inbound leg, since that is the most likely to change.  

Using the New Rule Information 

To use the new datapoints: 

1. Navigate to Company Admin > Travel Rule Builder (left menu).  

2. Select the Flight - Flex Fare buckets category from the Rule Template 
Category list.  
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3. Click Add. The list of available datapoints appears:  

 

Here is a sample rule set up to require approval on buckets 4 and 5 only on the 
outbound flight:  

 

This is how the rule looks once it is built and enabled for the policy:  
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What the User Sees 

Here are the results returned prior to the rule being enabled, which shows all the 
fares within policy:  

 

Here are the results returned after the rule being enabled showing that the fully 
flexible bucket is out-of-policy on the outbound flight:   
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Configuration 

Flex Faring is turned on in the travel configuration. To do so:  

1. Navigate to Travel System Admin. 

2. Access the desired travel configuration.  

3. Select the desired option(s) in the Flex Faring section of Air Search 
Options. 

 

Note the following:  

• Flex Faring is currently available for Australia/New Zealand and Canada 
regions.  

• Flights on the outbound leg can be regulated with a different set of rules than 
the return leg. If there is only one leg, it is defined as outbound.   

• On multi-leg trips, outbound will refer to the first leg, and inbound will refer 
to the last leg. 

Last Ticket Date Added to User History 

GDS Supported: All GDS 
Configuration Setting: N/A; Auto-on 
Solution ID: SID3367 

With the June 2010 release, Concur began noting the last date to ticket on the 
confirmation emails. We already noted the last date to ticket on the approval and 
hold trip emails. With this release, the Last Ticket Date field/column is now 
available in user history and on the User History Report. The Travel Request details 
page now includes a last ticket date field, which means it is also available in the Trip 
Library for past date trips.  
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Example - Request View: 
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Example: User History Report 

 

Travel-Restricted Flights Removed from Display 

GDS Supported: Sabre, Apollo, Galileo, and Worldspan (Amadeus previously 
supported)  
Configuration Setting: N/A; Auto-on  
Solution ID: N/A 

Prior to the June 2010 release, Cliqbook occasionally displayed travel-restricted 
flights to users booking travel outside North America. These are flights that are on a 
carrier that must be sold in conjunction with a connecting flight, but Cliqbook offered 
them as a stand-alone. For example, there is a Qantas flight offered from Paris to 
London but this is only legal to sell in conjunction with a connecting flight from 
Sydney to Paris.  

We resolved this issue for Amadeus customers with the June 2010 release. We now 
resolve this for the other GDSs as well. With this release, travel-restricted flights no 
longer show in the display.  
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Flight Status Tab Updates 

GDS Supported: All GDS  
Configuration Setting: N/A; Auto-on Travel Home Page 
Solution ID: N/A  

Cliqbook provides a Flight Status tab on the Travel home page for all customers. 
This tab checks flight status and pulls the information directly from the GDS.  

 

We have updated the carrier list to include WestJet and remove Northwest Airlines.  

Direct Connect 

Southwest Cancel and Rebook When Outbound Already Flown 
 
GDS Supported: Southwest Direct Connect 
Configuration Setting: Travel System Admin > Air Connectors (on the travel 
configuration page) > Southwest Airlines 
Solution ID: N/A 

For customers who have the Southwest Direct Connect enabled as well as the Cancel 
and Rebook feature, we have updated the quick help to explain changes after the 
user has flown their outbound segment. If the first date of travel is past, the traveler 
cannot change any Southwest Direct Connect flight legs through Cliqbook. The 
traveler must contact Southwest directly.  

See below for the different scenarios. 
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Cancel and Rebook enabled – the first date of travel is already past: 

 

Cancel and Rebook enabled – the first date of travel is in future: 

 

Link reads: Why can't I change this flight? 

Link reads: Change This Leg 
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Cancel & Rebook is disabled: 

 

AirTran Migration to FareLogix Platform 

GDS Supported: AirTran Direct Connect 
Configuration Setting: N/A; Auto-on 
Solution ID: N/A 
 

We made an announcement in the July release notes that we would be converting 
over to the FareLogix platform for AirTran Direct Connect this month. The official 
cutover time is Friday, July 23 at 9:00 PM PST. With the cutover, Cliqbook will be 
providing some maintenance and updates to the configuration. This includes:  

• The Corporate Code box will be re-labeled as A2B Number. Concur will 
strip any numbers in this box that do not begin with 99. IATA numbers will no 
longer be stored here.  

• The Discount Code box will remain the same. Any detected A2B numbers 
stored here will be moved to the A2B Number box (formerly Corporate 
Code). 

In order to utilize the AirTran Direct Connect, the check box to enable the connector 
must be checked. No other data is required. The A2B number is needed if a customer 
wants to take advantage of AirTran’s A2B program. A list of benefits is below. Concur 
recommends all customers using the AirTran direct connect sign up for this program. 
As noted below, customers were reaping the benefits without having signed up prior 
to this cutover. 

No link 
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In late July 2010, AirTran will require Cliqbook to connect to its direct connect 
booking channel via the FareLogix platform. While numerous technical changes were 
necessary to accommodate this change, Concur has endeavored to make the change 
transparent to end users. We anticipate no change in functionality but clients may 
notice a few corrections: 

• The FareLogix platform corrects a previous problem where certain types of 
reserved seats appeared as if they were available. The correct seats will now 
appear but that means there will appear to be fewer available seats on all 
AirTran aircraft. 

• Some customers using the AirTran Direct Connect who were not members of 
the AirTran A2B program previously enjoyed certain benefits normally 
available only to A2B members. Those benefits will no longer be available. We 
advise these customers to contact AirTran and apply to join the A2B program 
to regain the lost benefits.  

 Additional information: We provide details on how to join in the 
AirTran Direct Connect travel service guide on Concur Client Central.  

Southwest Direct Connect Email Address 

GDS Supported: Southwest Direct Connect  
Configuration Setting: N/A; Auto-on 
Solution ID: N/A  

Due to new requirements of the Southwest Direct Connect API, Cliqbook now 
requires an email address for every Southwest Direct Connect reservation. Since 
most – if not all – Cliqbook profiles already are set up with an email address, there 
should be no visible effect to the end user. 

In the unlikely case that the email address is missing, Cliqbook will display an error 
message during the initial reservation. The error message is: "Cliqbook was not able 
to purchase your ticket because you did not provide an email address. Please update 
the information in your Profile or contact the travel administrator of your company." 

Hotel 

Trip Cancel and User Supplied Hotel - Update Message 

GDS Supported: All GDS  
Configuration Setting: N/A; Auto-on 
Solution ID: N/A 

Concur announced the ability to remove a user supplied hotel with both the May and 
June 2010 releases. However, when a user attempted to cancel an entire trip – 
rather than just the user supplied hotel segment – the user received a message that 
the trip could not be cancelled, even if the site was set up to allow cancellation of 
passive segments:  
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We have updated the trip cancel feature to allow the user to cancel the entire trip (if 
the customer has enabled trip cancel with passive segments) but we have added 
additional text to the warning message that displays to the user:  

 

HRS Direct Connect 

GDS Supported: HRS Direct Connects 
Configuration Setting: Travel System Admin > Hotel Connectors (on the travel 
configuration page) 
Solution ID: SID38  

! IMPORTANT: Concur has not received certification from HRS, which is why it is 
not available yet in production. We hope to have this shortly and will announce 
when this becomes available.  

Concur is happy to announce our next hotel direct connect HRS.  

HRS has joined with Concur to offer direct access to HRS inventory for travelers 
booking through Concur Travel & Expense and Concur Cliqbook Travel. HRS offers 
content predominantly used in Europe where many smaller hotel chains and 
properties are not in the GDS.   
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hotel.de Cancellation Code Added to Confirmation Email 

GDS Supported: hotel.de Direct Connect 
Configuration Setting: Auto-on 
Solution ID: N/A 

Concur announced the hotel.de direct connect with the May 2010 release. We 
announced the ability to write the cancellation code to the PNR through finishing with 
the June release. We will now note the cancellation code in the Cliqbook itinerary 
display for hotel.de. This should make it easier for travelers and arrangers to access 
the code, which hotel.de requires when making changes outside of Cliqbook.  

As a reminder, the cancellation code is a number provided by hotel.de in addition to 
the confirmation number. It is required for anyone attempting to make travel 
changes to a hotel.de booking outside of Cliqbook (by phone or through the hotel.de 
website): http://www.hotel.de/CancelReservationWithCode.aspx?mode=3&lng=DE 

More details on the hotel.de direct connect can be found on Concur Client Central.  

Example of the itinerary display:  

 

In August, this message will change to: 
The cancellation code is needed when you 
make changes to this hotel reservation 
through a means other than Cliqbook, for 
example by phone or by website. 
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hotel.de - Add Preference Level 
 
GDS Supported: hotel.de Direct Connect  
Configuration Setting: Travel System Admin > Manage Corporate Discounts (left 
menu) 
Solution ID: N/A  

When customers load their hotel program into the hotel.de database, they have the 
ability to denote whether a property or chain is preferred. hotel.de supports only one 
level of preferred so a hotel is either preferred or not. Cliqbook shows this preference 
as a "preferred" status, with two diamonds. 

If a hotel is already loaded as a discount on the Cliqbook side, that preference level 
will take preference. In the absence of this, we use the preference level sent to us by 
hotel.de. 

Example where hotel is preferred in hotel.de but no preference set in Cliqbook:  

 

Example where hotel is preferred in hotel.de but a higher preference is set in 
Cliqbook:  
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Car  

Default Car Transmission Setting 

GDS Supported: All GDS 
Configuration Setting: Travel System Admin > Car Search Options (on the travel 
configuration page) 
Solution ID: SID3271 and SID3794 

There is a new option in the travel configuration that allows a company to set the 
default car transmission setting in the profiles of new users. The user can change 
this option in profile; this setting simply sets the default. If a user already has a 
default set in their profile, this setting will not override it.  

Configuration 

To access the new field, navigate to Travel System Admin and access the desired 
travel configuration. The new Default Car Transmission list is in the Car Search 
Options section. 

 

Additional Change in the Traveler's Profile 

Also, because of the physical order of the options in the Car Transmission list 
(Profile > Travel Preferences > Car Rental Preferences section), the Automatic 
option was the default and was being selected by users unintentionally. With this 
release, we have reordered the options so that the lack of a preference at both the 
user level and the travel configuration level will result in Don't Care option being the 
default option. 
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What the User Sees 

Once a car request has been made, the user still has the ability to filter results based 
on transmission type: 

  

Employee ID for Enterprise and AlamoNational Direct Connects 

GDS Supported: Enterprise and Alamo/National Direct Connects 
Configuration Setting: Travel System Admin > Car Connectors (on the travel 
configuration page) - and/or - Company Admin > Manage Custom Fields (left 
menu) > User Fields tab 
Solution ID: N/A 

Customers utilizing either the Enterprise or Alamo/National direct connect now have 
the ability to send an employee number or cost center to the vendor.  

The Send Employee Number / Cost Center if populated option applies 
differently for each vendor: 

• Employee ID – Enterprise and Alamo/National Direct Connect 

• Cost center – Alamo/National Direct Connect only 

Configuration 

Administrators will first need to set up the cost center or employee ID via Company 
Administration. Customers populate this data either manually or through their HR 
feed/XML Synchronization from a third-party tool. 
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To configure the Employee ID: 

1. Navigate to Company Admin > User Administration. 

2. Locate the desired employee. 

3. Ensure that the Employee ID field is populated. 

 

To configure the cost center information: 

1. Create a new custom user field (navigate to Company Admin > Manage 
Custom Fields (left menu) > User Fields tab, and click New User Field). 

Call it GROUP NUMBER: 

 

2. Then, in Company Admin > User Administration, populate that field: 

 

Once the employee ID or cost center is set up, administrators must go to Travel 
System Admin to enable the pass to Enterprise or Alamo/National.  

To access the new field: 

1. Navigate to Travel System Admin. 

2. Access the desired travel configuration.  
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3. Select the Send Employee Number / Cost Center if populated option(s) 
in the Car Connectors section. 

 

NOTE: We send this data only if this feature is enabled and the fields are populated.  

Web Fares 

TravelFusion New Supplier  

GDS Supported: TravelFusion  
Configuration Setting: Company Admin > Travel Admin (left menu) > WebDirect 
Providers tab - and - Travel System Admin > Manage Webfare Login Credentials 
(left menu) 
Solution ID: N/A  

The following carrier is available as a web fare providers via TravelFusion:  

• Jetstar (B2B) www.jetstar.com 

We previously supported Jetstar but now also support the B2B option. Jetstar is a 
low-cost carrier that services the marketplace in Australia and Southeast Asia.  

Configuration 

Jetstar (B2B) is available at Company Admin > Travel Admin (left menu) > 
WebDirect Providers tab. 

NOTE: We allow an administrator to enable only Jetstar or Jetstar B2B but not 
both. Cliqbook will only allow you to select one or the other.  
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If you choose to enable the B2B site, you must also go to Travel System Admin > 
Manage Webfare Login Credentials (left menu) to add the login credentials.  

NOTE: Only the travel agency's Username is required even though there is a 
password associated with that Username. 

     

User Interface 

Social Network Links at the End of the Booking Process 

GDS Supported: All GDS 
Configuration Setting: Company Admin > Travel Admin (left menu) 
Solution ID: N/A 

Customers who want to allow their users to integrate Cliqbook with their social 
networking sites now have a new option in Cliqbook. If enabled, the Facebook, 
Twitter, and LinkedIn icons will appear on the Trip Booking Information page (the 
page after the itinerary page) for every booking with air. 
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The user must first grant Cliqbook access before posting a trip. This occurs when the 
user clicks the social networking icon. We then display the following dialog once the 
user has granted Cliqbook access: 

 

Note the following: 

• The process of granting Cliqbook access is a one-time operation but the user 
must grant access for each social network they plan to use.  

• Cliqbook does not store the user's credentials.  

• Each social network site could revoke the user's access, based on their 
policies.  

• The Facebook authorization will only work for users that are using the 
http:///www2.concursolutions.com and http://www.concursolutions.com 
domains. 

When the user clicks Publish, his/her comments post to the desired social network 
and Cliqbook displays the following dialog:   
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Twitter example:  

 

Facebook example:  

 

LinkedIn example:  

 

Configuration 

By default, we have disabled the new social networking integration. To enable, 
navigate to Company Admin > Travel Admin (left menu), and then click Edit 
Classes.   

 

A list of all travel classes appears. Click the edit  icon to the right of the correct 
travel class. There is a new column and option called Social Networking. Once 
checked, the links will appear for travelers using that rule class.  
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Known Issues 

• Cliqbook will allow someone to post a blank message. We will address this 
with a future release.  

• There is currently no character limit. This can lead to truncated comments on 
the social networking sites if they exceed the character limit. This will change 
to 140-character limit in a future release for Twitter and LinkedIn; and 420-
character limit for Facebook.    

Apply Preferences to Matrix in Air and Car Display 

GDS Supported: All GDS 
Configuration Setting: Auto-on 
Solution ID: N/A 

Air Matrix Sorting 

When Cliqbook displays the matrix of stops by carriers on the air results page, it 
uses an algorithm to determine the sorting order of the carriers (left to right). Prior 
to the July 2010 release, Cliqbook used the following algorithm: 

• Number of stops (fewest) 

• Then by best price for the best stop 

• Then by vendor name 

Starting with the July release, Cliqbook will sort the carriers in the matrix with using 
the following algorithm: 

• Company Preference (most preferred, preferred, etc.) 

• Then by best price / fewest stops 

• Then fewest stops 

• Then vendor name 

Car Matrix Sorting 

When Cliqbook displays the matrix of car types by vendor on the car results page, it 
uses an algorithm to determine the sorting order of the vendors (left to right). Prior 
to the July 2010 release, it used the following algorithm: 

• Company Preference (most preferred, preferred, etc.) 

• Then by user preferred 

• Then by min price 

• Then by vendor name 

Starting with the July release, Cliqbook will sort the carriers in the matrix with using 
the following algorithm: 

• Company Preference (most preferred, preferred, etc.) 

• Then by min price 
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• Then by user preferred vendors 

• Then by vendor name 

Post Ticket Change  

Sabre Post-Ticket Change via QREX Plus 

GDS Supported: Sabre Only 
Configuration Setting: Travel System Admin > View Agency Settings (left menu) 
Solution ID: SID2702 

Prior to this release, Concur supported post-ticket changes for Sabre via Rapid 
Reprice. With this release, we announce support of Sabre's new and improved ticket 
change option – QREX Plus. QREX Plus will be advantageous for Sabre customers 
because they guarantee the fare quotes and provide protection from debit memos, 
as well as eliminating the fee that customers currently pay to utilize Rapid Reprice. 
Concur will continue to support both options for Sabre customers but we think that 
most will agree that the benefits of QREX Plus will outweigh the benefits of Rapid 
Reprice.  

! IMPORTANT: Concur strongly recommends that any customer interested in 
QREX Plus first discuss with their travel agency. All ticket change features require 
coordination between the customer, Concur, and the TMC.  

More details on the new feature will be available after the release with a new QREX 
Plus travel service guide on Concur Client Central.  

Known Issue: This feature works when changing the entire trip in Cliqbook. 
However, we have an issue when changing a portion of the trip after a leg has been 
flown. We should be looking to book the change in the same class of service and if 
available, only charge the change fee. However, Cliqbook re-prices the remaining 
legs as a new ticket. This will be addressed with a future release. 

What the User Sees 

Users click Change Trip on the Travel Center page in Concur Cliqbook Travel to 
begin the process: 
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The itinerary displays. The user chooses the leg(s) to change by clicking the Change 
Outbound/Return Leg link: 

 

After choosing the leg of the trip to change, the user fills in the new itinerary options 
and searches for a new flight. Note that Cliqbook automatically modifies the car/hotel 
segments to match the new flights: 
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The user picks the desired flights and clicks Next: 

 

Cliqbook displays the fare breakdown including the additional collection due or credit 
available for future use (dependent on fare type): 
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User clicks the Purchase New Flights button and then specifies the credit card 
(unless a default credit card exists for air bookings) and clicks Next: 

 

Cliqbook displays an updated itinerary once the transaction is completed: 
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Standard Remarks 

The following are standard remarks Cliqbook adds to the PNR in P5H: 
 
 36.H-CB/EXCH/1357/QREX PLUS PROCESSED 15JUL10                   
 37.H-CB/EXCH/1357/OLD FARE/                                     
 38.H-CB/EXCH/1357/B0/TTL183.40                                  
 39.H-CB/EXCH/1357/NEW FARE/                                     
 40.H-CB/EXCH/1357/B0/TTL183.40                                  
 41.H-CB/EXCH/1357/ADD COLLECT FARE 0                            
 42.H-CB/EXCH/1357/PENALTY 150.00/TTL ADD COLLECT 150            
 43.H-CB/EXCH/1357/EXCHANGED TICKET NUMBER 0167876353832         
 44.H-CB/EXCH/1357/CPNS 12                                       
 45.H-CB/EXCH/1357/ORIG FOP AX378518408351000/ORIG ISSUE 15JUL10                            
 46.H-CB/EXCH/1357/DISC CODE /COMM 0.00                          
 47.H-CB/EXCH/1357/IT                                            
 48.H-CB/EXCH/1357/ED NONREF/CHGFEEPLUSFAREDIF/CXL BY FLT TIME   
    OR NOVALUE                                                   
 49.H-CB/EXCH/1357/VAL UA/FARE BASIS TKT DES WA7HNL LA14HNL      
 50.H-CB/EXCH/1357/ORIG ISS IATA 49640150                        
 51.H-CB/EXCH/1357/QREX PLUS COMPLETED                                                       

Configuration 

The following instructions will assist a customer/TMC to set up QREX Plus for their 
site: 

1. The TMC must enable QREX Plus for the booking/ticketing PCC.  

2. The agency must notify Concur Support (via CCC) if they have never used 
post ticket change before. Concur will need to turn on a module to grant the 
customer/TMC access in the travel configuration.  

3. Customers currently using the Rapid Reprice solution should also alert Concur 
if they switch to QREX Plus. Please send an email to cb-billing@concur.com 
and be sure to include the site ID and configuration ID.  

4. Navigate to Travel System Admin > View Travel Agencies (left menu). Click 
edit next to the agency attached to your configuration.  

5. Scroll down to the Ticketing configuration section.  

♦ Select the Refund/exchange (QREX) enabled box. 

♦ In the Invoicing Options list, select Queue PNR to agency to process. 
Cliqbook does not ticket or invoice.  

♦ In the Printer configuration section, select ATB2 ticket printer, and 
designate a fictitious printer address as five numeric characters (in our 
example 12345).  
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6. Scroll down to the Queue Sets section and add queues as necessary:  

 

7. Navigate to Travel System Admin.  

8. If the site was previously using Rapid Reprice, then remove the Air Connector 
Switch to Worldspan.  

 

9. Scroll to Wizard Options and ensure that post ticket change has been 
enabled, either for Cliqbook or Cliqbook and Mobile: 

 

10. In order to use QREX Plus, you must enable Sabre Web Services: 

 

11. Click Save to keep your changes.  
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! IMPORTANT: If the Allow post-ticketing flight changes list is 
hidden on the company travel configuration page or if you receive the 
message below, please contact cb-billing@concur.com and request the 
ticket exchange fee be added for this site. Make sure to provide the 
site name and Company ID when requesting access to this feature. 

 

 

12. Navigate to Travel System Admin > Finishing Template Editor (left menu) to 
review existing ticket change datapoints or add new ones. Please be sure you 
are viewing the Trip Change with Post Air Change ticketing mode. 
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QREX Plus Restrictions  
 

• The old and new itineraries may only consist of a single carrier (multi-carrier 
bookings not supported). 

• The process is only available for electronic tickets.  

• It is not available for PNRs with multiple passengers.  

• It is not available on free tickets. 

• Only ARC-accredited airlines are available through QREX Plus.  

• Ticket change only applies to sites pointing to a US-based PCC and only travel 
within the US. 

• QREX Plus is currently not available to exchange unused tickets or credits on 
file. The limitation is due to Cliqbook's inability to view the original electronic 
ticket shell if not issued in the same PNR. It only applies to live bookings.  

• Segment selection is not available, and changes may only be made on live 
flight segments with no support for past-date travel. Once a segment has 
been flown, all changes must be done directly with the TMC.  

• PNRs with more than 4 segments or coupons, as well as reservations with 
direct flights (flights that stop in route), may not be changed online.  

Profile/PNR Administration  

Air France Air Subscription Card Expiration Date  

GDS Supported: Sabre and Amadeus Only 
Configuration Setting: Travel System Admin > Air Search Options (on the travel 
configuration page) 
Solution ID: SID2397 

Concur first announced support of Air France's Carte d'Abonnement (ABT) program 
in June 2008. With the May 2010 release, we moved the section to add an ABT card 
in the user's Cliqbook profile to the Advantage Program section. With this release, 
we have updated the expiration date to include the actual day, in addition to month 
and year.  

How to add an Air France ABT card in the profile:  
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How it appears once added:  

 

This data is available via XML synchronization:  

<AdvantageMembership> 
<VendorCode>AF</VendorCode> 
<VendorType>Air</VendorType> 
<CardNumber>9773872221</CardNumber> 
<DiscountPercentage /> 
<ClassOfService /> 
<ExpirationDate>2013-05-01</ExpirationDate> 
</AdvantageMembership> 

PNR Finishing  

Hotel Per Diem Finisher Datapoint 

GDS Supported: All GDS 
Configuration Setting: Travel System Admin > Finishing Template Editor (left menu) 
Solution ID: SID3162 and SID2960 

Several customers using the hotel per diem feature have asked Cliqbook to note the 
location chosen by the user. This allows the customer to confirm that the correct 
location has been chosen – albeit after the trip is completed in Cliqbook. Based on 
this request, hotel per diem data for each hotel segment is now available in PNR 
finishing.  

In addition to the location chosen, we have also included country, state, rate, meal 
rate, and currency and incidental datapoints. Customers/TMCs can write this data to 
the PNR in whatever format works best. These datapoints are available for all 
ticketing modes within the finisher.  

Hotel per diem page where the data pulls from:  
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Per Diem data available under CliqbookItineraryDisplay: 

 

Sample finisher per diem remark: 

 

Miscellaneous 

Travel Arranger View – I'm Assisting Tab 

GDS Supported: All GDS  
Configuration Setting: Auto-on for Travel Arranger View 
Solution ID: SID327, SID329, and SID455 

To assist travel arrangers with management of their travelers, we have added a new 
tab to the Travel Arranger View page called I'm Assisting. Currently, a user can 
add or remove arrangers from their profile but an arranger does not have the same 
ability. This new tab will allow the arranger to remove association to a traveler when 
he/she is no longer an arranger.  

Any user set up as an arranger has the ability to turn on the Travel Arranger view. 
The tab is under Travel > Arrangers.  

 

Once an arranger clicks this tab, it sets this as a default for the next time the 
arranger logs in. Users can also change this with Profile System Settings, using the 
Home Page dropdown. 
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Current Travel Arranger view:  

 
New Travel Arranger view with the I'm Assisting tab:  

 

To remove association, the arranger clicks the  to the right of the user. A 
confirmation popup appears: 

 

Move all Emails to concursolutions.com Domain  

GDS Supported: All GDS 
Configuration Setting: N/A; Auto-on 
Solution ID: N/A 

As previously noted in the past four releases, all emails generated from Cliqbook 
originate from the outtask.com domain. With this release, they will originate from 
concursolutions.com. This is the domain currently used today for Concur Expense 
and Concur Travel & Expense email notifications.  

! IMPORTANT: All clients should alert their IT department of this change so they 
are prepare for the transition. IT may need revisions on their side to accept all 
emails from this domain and not treat them as spam.  
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Concur Travel & Expense Integration 

Supported Browser Updates for both Cliqbook and Expense (CTE) 

GDS Supported: N/A 
Configuration Setting: N/A; Auto-on 
Solution ID: N/A 

Concur is compatible with the new Vista Service Pack 2 update. 

Microsoft will end support for Windows XP using Service Pack 2 on July 13, 2010. 
With the loss of support for this operating system, Microsoft no longer supports the 
following Microsoft browser and service pack combinations: 

• Internet Explorer version 7.0 using Service Pack 2 

• Internet Explorer version 6.0 using Service Pack 2 

Mozilla ended support for the Firefox browser version 3.0 on March 30, 2010. 

Coming soon in a future release:  

• Concur plans to support Windows 7 with Service Pack 1 

• Google Chrome 5.0, released May 25, 2010 

• Safari 5.0, released June 7, 2010 
 
Concur previously communicated these changes in Concur Travel & Expense release 
notes. The Supported Configurations documents are up-to-date on Concur Client 
Central.  

"Travel User" Permission Change for Integrated Travel and 
Expense Customers 

GDS Supported: All GDS 
Configuration Setting: Company Admin > User Permissions 
Solution ID: N/A 

In a previous release, Cliqbook presented a check box labeled Travel User on the 
User Admin page for integrated travel and expense customers. This caused some 
confusion because the function of the check box is to give the selected user the 
Travel Wizard User role, which grants access to book travel in Cliqbook.  

Due to this messaging, some customers thought they needed both permissions to 
grant access to Cliqbook Travel, which is not the case. The two permissions are 
actually synonymous. 

In this release, we have renamed the check box to Travel Wizard User in order to 
be consistent with the name of the role used in Permission Administrator. No 
functionality has changed, just the label. 
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! IMPORTANT: If a company uses the Cliqbook group functionality to assign 
Cliqbook access to a group of users (or the "All" group) that include the selected 
user, clearing (un-checking) the Travel Wizard User check box will not remove 
access to Cliqbook. We will disable the check box with a future release and 
provide some other indication to note the user was granted Cliqbook access 
through a group. 
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Resolved Cases 

Enhancements 
Key Summary Issue Links 

CLQ-4919 Move all e-mails from concursolutions.com domain instead of 
outtask.com 

CRMC-5862 

CLQ-7645 Travel Arranger View - Allow arranger to remove traveler association SID327, SID329, 
SID455 

CLQ-7800 Hotel Per Diems - Add Datapoint to Finisher for Location SID3162, SID2960 

CLQ-8238 Support QREX Plus through Sabre Web Services for Sabre Post-Ticket 
Change 

  

CLQ-8344 Add a link to Facebook at the end of the booking process   

CLQ-8346 Add a link to Twitter at the end of the booking process   

CLQ-8345 Add a link to LinkedIn at the end of the booking process   

CLQ-8485 Air France Air Subscription Card Expiry Date - Add Day to Month and 
Year 

SID2397 

CLQ-8494 Add a default rule template for View more Airfares   

CLQ-8658 Default Car Transmission SID3271 and 
SID3794 

CLQ-8680 Apply preferencing to matrix in air and car display   

CLQ-8910 Convert reports to user ItinServices   

CLQ-8921 Sabre/Worldspan/Apollo/Galileo: Remove Travel Restricted Flights 
from Display 

  

CLQ-8927 Support for passing in employee ID via Enterprise and AlamoNational 
direct connects 

  

CLQ-8955 hotel.de: Decorate CliqbookHotelAvailability with corporate hotel info   

CLQ-8982 Flex Faring - Add fare rule for directional fare buckets SID2327 and 
SID2636 

CLQ-8985 Trip Cancel and User Supplied Hotel - Update Message   

CLQ-9037 HRS: use hotelAvail command to enhance search results   

CLQ-9039 [LINKED] (JD) Unable to change return flight for Southwest Direct 
Connect booking - outbound already flown 

CRMC-15918 

CLQ-9052 Allow company to display Warning Message / Privacy Statement on 
each login 

SID3450 

CLQ-9064 hotel.de - Add Cancellation Code to confirmation email   

CLQ-9098 Consistent Matrix widths for price/schedule   

CLQ-9111 hotel.de - add preference level   
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Key Summary Issue Links 

CLQ-9115 Ticketing Time Limit - Note in User History SID3367 

CLQ-9198 WN DC maintenance: add purchaser email to purchaser 
details/payment text in fulfillment. 

  

CLQ-9201 Add Jetstarb2b to Cliqbook master list   

CLQ-9234 Enable Databahn load-balancing by using direct TWS address in 
Cliqbook and CliqServices 

  

CLQ-9275 Create a new role permission for Amadeus user   

CLQ-9285 Add West Jet to Airline Drop Down list on Flight Status Tab and update 
the airlines list. 

CRMC-17592 

CLQ-9299 HRS: Add preferred hotels support   

CLQ-9306 Add another currency for HRS hotel reservation in itinerary   

CLQ-9324 User Supplied Hotel Datapoint   

CLQ-9352 Need last modified timestamps on outtask_travel_contract_hotel and 
outtask_travel_vendor_discount 

  

CLQ-9371 Create page for support to ticket WN DC trips manually   

CLQ-9395 Clarify "Travel User" checkbox in user admin by renaming to "Travel 
Wizard User" for integrated travel and expense customers 

  

CLQ-9425 Cliqbook travelhome is slow when rendering trips from ItinServices   

Customer Cases 
Key Summary Issue Links 

CLQ-6535 CLONE -Local currency not displayed when Sabre Web Services are 
ON (Air)(Sabre) 

CRMC-8805 

CLQ-9365 TSPM changes requested by BCD CRMC-18224 

CLQ-9334 undefined variable in Cliqbook XA - missing include CRMC-18165, 
CRMC-18163 

CLQ-9366 Airport YOW has incorrect lat/long in production CRMC-18112 

CLQ-9374 [LINKED] When clicking on Compress Display- all carriers appear 
with yellow diamond (preferred status) when they are all marked as 
non-preferred in the config 

CRMC-18024, 
CRMC-18072 

CLQ-9351 [LINKED] CLONE -SAML SSO is not using the user's default language 
to display localized strings such as exception messages and expense 
types. 

CRMC-18020 

CLQ-9439 CoStar Custom Fields not appearing in desired order CRMC-18012 

CLQ-9321 DW Travel Archive -- failures for Monsanto, Target, Continental Tire 
and National City Corp 

CRMC-17937 
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Key Summary Issue Links 

CLQ-9325 [LINKED] Sabre: BIC issue: Iberia- inside Spain- P class is Economy 
and not First class 

CRMC-17892 

CLQ-9282 [LINKED] Open Table not returning Dining Results CRMC-17886, 
CRMC-17875 

CLQ-9437 [LINKED] (JD) Non-Profile Meeting attendee get a hard stop if 
booking out of policy when accessing the meeting via e-mail link 

CRMC-17879 

CLQ-9287 [LINKED] Ingenia Polymers Galland cant chg ticketed air on CO 
international 

CRMC-17853 

CLQ-9249 [LINKED] EMC Italy site down CRMC-17836, 
CRMC-17835 

CLQ-9233 Enterprise travelers receiving an error message when trying to 
reserve flights. GDS logs says invalid format on the PE: 

CRMC-17819 

CLQ-9227 [LINKED] (JD) Hotel De EUR Currency rate incorrect CRMC-17790 

CLQ-9280 [LINKED] (JD) Passive Segment Apollo PNR's unsuccessful when WN 
DC same day travel due to Invalid ticket date 

CRMC-17778 

CLQ-9386 [LINKED] When booking LCY-EDI-LHR with BA- Cliqbook is splitting 
the fare, with no split ticketing enabled 

CRMC-17772 

CLQ-8265 [CLONE] When "Run extra search on hub when an associated airport 
is selected" is enabled, not all flight segments are returning for a 
multi-segment itinerary 

CRMC-17742, 
CRMC-16460, 
CRMC-16055, 
CRMC-15923 

CLQ-9183 OAG Schedule results JavaScript error CRMC-17710 

CLQ-9176 Southwest Direct Connect trips on hold being displayed as "Ticketed" 
in upcoming trips 

CRMC-17702 

CLQ-9231 [LINKED] Update BIC code for 7F (First Air) that A class is Economy CRMC-17693 

CLQ-9152 [LINKED] IMPLEMENTATION: Warning not appearing when other 
carriers selected with Southwest 

CRMC-17678, 
CRMC-17663, 
CRMC-17720 

CLQ-9323 [LINKED] Need to remove airport code "PFN" from CB city option as 
the airport has changed it's code to ECP. 

CRMC-17655 

CLQ-9061 [LINKED] SWABIZ icon appears in market not serviced by WN CRMC-17650, 
CRMC-17572, 
CRMC-17695, 
CRMC-17542, 
CRMC-17696, 
CRMC-17473, 
CRMC-17472 

CLQ-9297 [LINKED] Immediate cancel of non-air rejected trips are not auto 
canceling 

CRMC-17648, 
CRMC-17982, 
CRMC-17922 

CLQ-9171 [LINKED] (JD) hotel.de - No hotel.de rates requested when booking 
with air 

CRMC-17639 
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Key Summary Issue Links 

CLQ-9140 [LINKED] Encana - Sabre Aviator Corporate Jet Logo Missing CRMC-17629 

CLQ-9307 accented characters in names going into the GDS as spaces CRMC-17599, 
CRMC-17437, 
CRMC-17203 

CLQ-9313 [LINKED] Server Error when trying to Edit in Travel Policy 
Administrator 

CRMC-17577 

CLQ-9132 [LINKED] Custom field mapping doesn't work for 
/GeneralInformation/OrgUnit at Health Care Service Corp (1197) 

CRMC-17562 

CLQ-9145 [LINKED] May CRMC-14053: On FlyBE GDS bookings, Cliqbook is 
automatically pre-assigning seats 

CRMC-17500 

CLQ-9353 Virgin Blue fare rules link needs updating in Cliqbook CRMC-17483 

CLQ-9186 [LINKED] When searching for International hotels by reference point 
the hotel per diem location displays 'no records found' 

CRMC-17474 

CLQ-9369 [LINKED] ZI CAR Issue with pricing due to RC-BEST being added at 
the sell when is should not be 

CRMC-17470, 
CRMC-18222 

CLQ-9225 Non-preferred car vendors not showing out of policy in results 
(Restore Is Preferred) 

CRMC-17455, 
CRMC-17585, 
CRMC-17801, 
CRMC-17800, 
CRMC-17919 

CLQ-9219 [LINKED] When hotel de is enabled- 'Please read the following terms 
and conditions' from the cancellation policy still shows up in English 
no matter what other language you use 

CRMC-17432 

CLQ-9137 [LINKED] When canceling a trip, we are trying to cancel duplicate 
segment numbers. 

CRMC-17310, 
CRMC-18174, 
CRMC-17526, 
CRMC-17527 

CLQ-9131 [LINKED] E-receipt does not match credit card charge CRMC-17274 

CLQ-9161 [LINKED] Hybrid car offered but is not enabled in configuration CRMC-17271, 
CRMC-17687 

CLQ-8859 [LINKED] Message board Air Shop results - not saving CRMC-17182, 
CRMC-16341 

CLQ-9190 [LINKED] GDC Per Diem for Las Cruces, NM in Dona Ana County 
should be 79.00 -not 70.00 per US General Services Administration 

CRMC-16890 

CLQ-8922 [LINKED] Error message when attempting to book Government air 
fares 

CRMC-16886 

CLQ-9364 [LINKED] (JD) When booking an Air Canada direct connect booking 
and choosing the United frequent flyer, the number does not go in 
until you choose it a second time. 

CRMC-16515 

CLQ-9222 [LINKED] Pricing Multi-segment trip from White Plains, NY doesn't 
return priced itineraries (See CLQ-7494) 

CRMC-16487, 
CRMC-17551, 
CRMC-16220, 
CRMC-16132 
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Key Summary Issue Links 

CLQ-9430 [LINKED] Messages - Flight Search Criteria:: LON HUB not being 
recognized as LON, you need to type it with our code 10008 to make 
the rule work 

CRMC-16354 

CLQ-9315 [LINKED] Flight Search message pop up rule that involves travel 
taking place between specific dates is coming up even on dates that 
don't apply 

CRMC-16333 

CLQ-9345 [LINKED] Cliqbook not returning flights in market MID-TGZ for search 
by schedule - Error caught in pipe "availSeg1" near 
Concur.Tws.GdsMergeCommand "Append More Avail1". See inner 
exception and error_data for current GDS settings 

CRMC-16327 

CLQ-8944 [LINKED] Company Wide Preferred Hotel displayed as non-preferred CRMC-16301, 
CRMC-17373 

CLQ-8361 [LINKED] (JD) Error on Page when clicking on the search button for 
Via Rail when using French Canadian language 

CRMC-16286, 
CRMC-16235, 
CRMC-17187, 
CRMC-15921 

CLQ-9241 [LINKED] Multi segment trip LHR - ZRH- LCY does not display ZRH - 
LCY unless filter is checked for LCY 

CRMC-16171 

CLQ-9043 [LINKED] Limo confirmed for 12APR/start date shows 13APR CRMC-16084, 
CRMC-17920, 
CRMC-17529 

CLQ-9394 When searching preferred hotel Vendor results show preferred 
vendors in policy on first page of results and preferred vendors as out 
of policy on 2nd page of results 

CRMC-16057 

CLQ-9209 [LINKED] After midnight hotel checkin prompt not displayed when AC 
DC Tango Fares selected but works correctly with other airlines 

CRMC-16017 

CLQ-9204 [LINKED] HA Business class being sold in "C" class vs. "J" class 
resulting in a failed finger fare 

CRMC-15647 

CLQ-9237 [LINKED] Configurable message board pop up not working for flights 
between MSP and ORD 

CRMC-15605 

CLQ-9205 [LINKED] Finger fare fails when "J" is not in the inventory for Lan 
Airlines. (Only C is available and we are requesting "J"). See CRMC-
14796. 

CRMC-15601 

CLQ-9359 Finger fare is correct, but then converting to split ticket, and not 
converting the fare. The fares on the top and bottom of the travel 
details and confirmation pages are different 

CRMC-15545 

CLQ-9232 [LINKED] Configurable message board pop up is not working using 
area airport code WAS 

CRMC-15477 

CLQ-9329 [LINKED] Cliqbook to TSPM XML Mapping Changes CRMC-15359 

CLQ-9273 Managers Field CRMC-15260, 
CRMC-17947 

CLQ-9333 [LINKED] Flight Rule Bypassed, user able to see flights that should be 
hidden 

CRMC-14904 
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Key Summary Issue Links 

CLQ-9229 In Cliqbook NYC to "Houston Area Airports" returns no Jet Blue in 
search by schedule but are returned in the GDS logs: Remove old 
corpID from lane search 

CRMC-14793 

CLQ-9358 All of users selected flights are not displaying in the finger fare, only 
the connection flights (See CRMC-5767) 

CRMC-14500 
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Summary 

Major Features 
• New user interface presented at NBTA and for internal Concur use 

• Eurostar pre-ticket change 

 

Minor Features 
• OAG FlightStats support in Cliqbook UI 

• System-wide discount for all GDSs 

• Guest travel / multi-passenger TSA unknown date of birth 

• American Express GCC – BTA connect 
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Release Notes 

Administration 

Discounts - Add System-Wide Discount for all GDSs 

GDS Supported: All GDSs (previously available for Amadeus only) 
Configuration Setting: Travel System Admin > Manage Corporate Discounts (left 
menu) 
Solution ID: SID2481 

Prior to the August release, Cliqbook supported a system-wide discount for Amadeus 
only. With this release, we have made it available for all GDSs. By adding a system-
wide discount, it will ensure that Cliqbook appends the pricing code for all air 
bookings.  

IMPORTANT 

Discounts are applied in this order:  

• Highest priority - Travel configuration-level vendor discount code  

• Then, company-wide vendor discount code 

• Then, travel configuration-level system-wide discount code 

• Then, lowest priority - company-wide system-wide discount code  

Configuration 

To add a system-wide discount, navigate to Travel 
System Admin > Manage Corporate Discounts (left 
menu). You will now see a new option:  

Once you click the link, you will be able to add one 
discount code for all air carriers.  

NOTE: This will not override any other pricing codes added in the general air 
discount section, but you should still review your current contract list and be 
sure the one code will apply to all carriers. You do not need to remove 
existing codes unless you want the system-wide discount to be used 
exclusively.  
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If you implement the system-wide discount in lieu of individual discounts, the 
individual discount section is still useful for setting your preference levels. Example: 
if you have American Airlines as your most preferred carrier but add a system-wide 
discount, American Airlines will still appear as your most preferred carrier.  

! IMPORTANT: You must have Sabre Web Services activated for this feature to 
work for Sabre customers.  

Air 

Southwest Direct Connect Asynchronous Ticketing 

GDS Supported: Southwest Direct Connect 
Configuration Setting: Auto-on 
Solution ID: N/A 

The release of this feature changes the way Cliqbook tickets Southwest Direct 
Connect reservations internally. Until now, ticketing occurred once:  

• The user clicked Purchase Ticket at the end of travel wizard. 

• The user put a hold trip off hold. 

• A manager approved a trip that required approval. 

We now will ticket the reservation asynchronously with a custom Southwest Direct 
Connect Finisher once any one of the above actions has taken place. This will 
prevent issues where the ticket status did not update or the ticket did not issue.  

What the User Sees 

The user will be able to determine whether his/her reservation has been ticketed by 
looking at the Status column in Upcoming Trips on the Travel home page. 

• In case the reservation has not been ticketed and is not on hold or approval 
hold, rejected or withdrawn, the status will be Confirmed. 
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• If the trip has been ticketed, the status will be Ticketed. 

 

Reasons for the status being Confirmed are: 

• The Southwest Finisher did not run yet – in which case – the user will have to 
wait a short amount of time. 

• The Finisher ran but failed. In this case, Concur support will re-queue the trip 
for finishing or eventually investigate the issue in case ticketing is not 
possible. 

After a successful finishing run, the user will see the ticket number on the Cliqbook 
itinerary. 

Configuration 

• It is neither necessary nor possible to add Finishing Templates for the 
Southwest Direct Connect Finisher. 

• The Southwest Finisher runs also for GDS-less bookings (no GDS PNR 
created, no passive segment written). 

Guest Travel and Multi-Passenger with Unknown Date of Birth   

GDS Supported: All GDSs  
Configuration Setting: Auto-on 
Solution ID: SID1634, SID1876, and SID3464 

There are times when a guest booking is made or a multi-passenger booking is made 
and the date of birth of the additional travelers are not known by the person making 
a reservation. For example, if a candidate for a job position is being flown in for an 
interview, the hiring manager may not know the date of birth of the candidate. More 
importantly, under EEOC regulations in the United States, the hiring manager may 
not be able to inquire as to the date of birth.   

What the User Sees 

For these reasons, the TSA Secure Flight page now allows the booker to leave the 
Date of Birth field blank for guest bookings by indicating that the traveler's date of 
birth is unknown. The new Date of Birth Unknown check box includes a Help 
button that explains that the traveler will still be required to provide that information 
either online or at the airport during check-in. This option will also be available for 
multiple-passenger bookings.  
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If the user selects the new Date of Birth Unknown check box, he/she will no 
longer receive a "hard stop" message:  

 

If the Date of Birth field is blank, 
"BIRTHDATE UNKNOWN" will appear 
on the itinerary in the Comments 
from Agent section. 
 
 

 

Configuration 

Cliqbook will also add an unassociated itinerary remark to the PNR. This will allow 
something to show up on the itinerary but also allow us to alert the agency that the 
date of birth is missing. The itinerary remark will be BIRTHDATE UNKNOWN.  

Sabre example: 5#BIRTHDATE UNKNOWN 

NOTE: While a reservation is permitted without a date of birth, ticketing is not. It will 
be incumbent upon the TMC to contact the traveler to get the date of birth.  
This may lead to higher service fees depending on your contract with your 
TMC.   
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Flight Status Using FlightStats  

GDS Supported: All GDSs 
Configuration Setting: Auto-on 
Solution ID: N/A 

Concur is now receiving a feed of up-to-the-minute flight status information from 
OAG. Our Flight Status widget displays flight status information from FlightStats 
instead of relying on GDS data. This means the data is more accurate, faster, and 
more complete. 

This feature is auto-on and will appear the same to the end user.  

What the User Sees 

Here is a typical Flight Status display: 

• If you specify a flight number, you go 
directly to the sample shown below. 

• Otherwise, the widget will list the 
flights that meet the criteria you have 
specified so you can choose your 
specific flight. 
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Hotel 

Trip Cancel and User Supplied Hotel Message 

GDS Supported: All GDSs 
Configuration Setting: Auto-on 
Solution ID: N/A 

In order to improve messaging to our users, we have updated the warning messages 
when cancelling a trip that contains a user-supplied hotel. We added an additional 
line to alert the traveler that hotels booked outside Cliqbook must be cancelled with 
the hotel directly.  

Cancel during travel wizard:   

 

Cancel from the Travel home page: 
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hotel.de Cancellation Code Message 

GDS Supported: hotel.de Direct Connect 
Configuration Setting: Auto-on 
Solution ID: N/A 

We have updated the cancellation code text for hotel.de bookings on the Cliqbook 
itinerary to be more concise.  

Old Message:  
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New Message:  

 

Rail 

Eurostar Pre-Ticket Changes 

GDS Supported: All GDS 
Configuration Setting: Travel System Admin > System Settings (on the travel 
configuration page) 
Solution ID: N/A 

Concur has added pre-ticket changes for Eurostar bookings through the GDS. Prior to 
this, if Eurostar results were returned from the GDS and the user put the trip on 
hold, the user could not make any changes prior to ticketing. The user would have to 
cancel the trip and start again. We now allow users to make changes based on the 
pre-ticket change setting in the travel configuration.  
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NOTE: This applies only to Eurostar via the GDS. Eurostar is also available through 
the SNCF Direct Connect.  

Configuration 

To use the new option, navigate to Travel System Admin > System Settings (on the 
travel configuration page). 

 

Reports 

Unused Ticket Report - Sort by Expiry Date 

GDS Supported: All GDSs 
Configuration Setting: Reporting > Cliqbook Reports > Unused Tickets report 
Solution ID: N/A 

Cliqbook offers an Unused 
Ticket report today under 
the Travel category in the 
Reports section. To sort 
the data, an admin should 
click on the column 
header. The example 
below shows the data 
sorted by Expiration Date.  
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Miscellaneous 

"Travel Vacation Reassignment" Language Translation 

GDS Supported: All GDSs 
Configuration Setting: Auto-on 
Solution ID: SID3656 

Concur has updated the French language translation for Travel Vacation 
Reassignment on the Cliqbook side to match what was already in place on the 
Expense side. The translation prior to this release was Reattribution Vacances 
Voyage. This label now reads Délégation d'habilitation. 

To turn on Travel Vacation Reassignment, a user would go to the Profile section and 
then select Travel Vacation Reassignment under the Other Settings.  
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Support AMEX Credit Card Data Extract for Rail and LCC 

GDS Supported: All GDSs 
Configuration Setting: Auto-on  
Solution ID: N/A 

Concur is supplying American Express Corporate Card with travel information for rail 
and direct connect purchases made in Cliqbook with Amex cards. This will allow 
American Express to supply additional information about purchases to Cliqbook 
customers who use either personal or corporate Amex cards, and empower 
customers who choose to subscribe to the American Express BTA Connect program. 
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Resolved Cases 

Enhancements 
 

Key Summary Issue Links 

CLQ-7080 Discounts - Add system wide discount for all GDS Solutions Suggestions: SID2481 

CLQ-8149 Make TSPM Fields visible for All Travel 
Configurations 

  

CLQ-8699 Custom Southwest Direct Connect Finisher CRMC-18443, CRMC-16701, 
CRMC-17452, CRMC-17478, 
CRMC-16716, CRMC-16910, 
CRMC-17200, CRMC-17453, 
CRMC-18591, CRMC-17973, 
CRMC-18316, CRMC-17397, 
CRMC-18221, CRMC-17832, 
CRMC-17987, CRMC-18441, 
CRMC-17873, CRMC-17851 

CLQ-8836 Guest Travel and Multi-passenger Date of Birth Solutions Suggestions: SID1634, 
SID1876, and SID3464 

CLQ-8915 Support Amex BTA Connect for Rail and LCC   

CLQ-8981 Eurostar - Allow for pre-ticket changes   

CLQ-9047 Cliqbook customers using Travel Manager should be 
able to pull Per Diem information from Travel 
Manager and display it on screen 

  

CLQ-9122 Add support for new custom attributes in migration 
job 

  

CLQ-9199 WN DC maintenance: take last date to purchase 
from WN response, now tha they are providing it 

  

CLQ-9242 GSA: Manually Load 2011 City Pair Data   

CLQ-9251 Filter out some Amtrak results   

CLQ-9260 E Class on United is "Economy" not "Shuttle Service"   

CLQ-9283 Unused Ticket - sort by Expiry date CRMC-16172 

CLQ-9316 fare families implemented for Amadeus web services   

CLQ-9348 Move Flight Status widget to using FlightStats for all 
bookings / all GDSs 

  

CLQ-9452 Cliqbookbridge - selecting non-empty flex-faring 
flight for AirSell Request 

  

CLQ-9456 Rename text "Landing Fees and Taxes" to "Taxes 
and Fees" on itinerary 

  

CLQ-9481 [LINKED] Marriott Hotel E-Receipts   
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Key Summary Issue Links 

CLQ-9491 CLONE -Trip Cancel and User Supplied Hotel - 
Update Message 

  

CLQ-9515 Need simple default HTML document in folder 
\Outtask Web Server\Private Web Services\ for F5 
service check - Travel Midtier 

  

CLQ-9519 Travel Logins Report - Change User ID to Login ID   

CLQ-9524 Tweak hotel.de confirmation code message   

CLQ-9574 Change French translation for "Travel Vacation 
Reassignment" to "Délégation d'habilitation". 

Solutions Suggestions: SID3656 

CLQ-9594 Amtrak DC: Add finishing endpoints   

CLQ-9605 Amtrak - Show regional and high speed denotations   

CLQ-9613 Hooville: Apply Grafik Design to Hotel Shop UI   

CLQ-9637 Hooville NBTA Patch: Always run schedule shop if 
user chose a class of service 

  

CLQ-9686 Hooville: Apply Grafik Design to Limo/Taxi Shop UI   

CLQ-9690 Hooville: Apply Grafik Design to Dining UI   

CLQ-9707 Hooville NBTA Patch: Please move "Profile" to a 
main top-level menu item in the blue frog theme 

  

CLQ-9709 Amtrak - Add Trains 19 and 20   

CLQ-9710 Amtrak - Do not allow trips on hold   

CLQ-9842 Add support for new www3.concursolutions.com 
domain 

  

CLQ-9864 Bluefrog right side of menu missing in IE6   

Customer Cases 

 

Key Summary Issue Links 

CLQ-7726 CLONE -(JD) When a SWABIZ booking is made and 
then invoiced resulting in the TAW line changing 
from TAW/02/02/2010-TICKET OR INVOICE 
REQUESTED to T-E0T3-02FEB*AYA, about 15 
minutes later, Cliqbook appears to be changing the 
TAW back 

CRMC-14414, CRMC-14579 

CLQ-7852 CLONE -CB is not sending trips to ticketing queue in 
Sabre but it appears that we have in CB history 

CRMC-14999, CRMC-14761 

CLQ-8094 View rates on hotels with no rates, if it gets none, 
keeps spinning and makes the link re-appear 

CRMC-16968 
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Key Summary Issue Links 

CLQ-8357 [LINKED] Hotels added to existing air placed out of 
order in GDS itin 

CRMC-17543, CRMC-15937, 
CRMC-16120, CRMC-17371 

CLQ-8551 [LINKED] Property Specific hotel notes no longer 
accepting French special characters in text 

CRMC-13818 

CLQ-8595 [LINKED] Aeromexico not returned in search by 
schedule 

CRMC-16725, CRMC-16237, 
CRMC-17547 

CLQ-8597 [LINKED] Ignore Auto Cancel if Agent "Claims" file - 
Cliqbook 

CRMC-16728, CRMC-16801, 
CRMC-16168, CRMC-16638, 
CRMC-18117 

CLQ-9042 [LINKED] Searching by schedule on multi segments 
is not bring back results but by price is 

CRMC-17521, CRMC-16834 

CLQ-9274 [LINKED] BCD requesting the following Airport Code 
added to Cliqbook Database - QKL 

CRMC-17266 

CLQ-9286 [LINKED] Profile line with value 'Travel Car Type' no 
longer writing to GDS 

CRMC-18378, CRMC-17791, 
CRMC-18427, CRMC-18509, 
CRMC-17792, CRMC-18538, 
CRMC-17162, CRMC-18719, 
CRMC-18068 

CLQ-9337 [LINKED] Same day travel in Worldspan - flight 
search results stuck in 'processing' 

CRMC-17805, CRMC-17976 

CLQ-9347 [LINKED] User Supplied hotels have some extra 
asterisks in them, causing an error in ticketing in 
Apollo 

CRMC-17979, CRMC-17980 

CLQ-9380 [LINKED] When a traveler books a Thrifty car at the 
DFW airport they get an error; We were unable to 
book your car due to the following error from the 
reservation system: ERR10 * 

CRMC-17991, CRMC-18170, 
CRMC-18030, CRMC-17981 

CLQ-9404 [LINKED] Many Sabre sites are getting processing 
errors when searching for availability for same day 
travel 

CRMC-18129, CRMC-18331, 
CRMC-18162, CRMC-18325, 
CRMC-18063, CRMC-18320 

CLQ-9431 [LINKED] Cannot get the flight rules to hide flights 
to/from Puerto Rico 

CRMC-16247 

CLQ-9454 [LINKED] (JD) Arranger tries to apply an existing 
credit on WN DC but we are not applying the credit 

CRMC-18330, CRMC-17974, 
CRMC-17880 

CLQ-9527 PS985159 Linde/Carrier P6 Pascan Aviation should 
be instant purchase 

CRMC-18009 

CLQ-9534 [LINKED] Non-contract carrier marked as LLF when 
it should not be per rules 

CRMC-15636 

CLQ-9538 Cape Air unable to validate carrier - Previous 
information from Cape Air Jira CLQ-4440: 

CRMC-15851 

CLQ-9553 [LINKED] Rail: SNCF: Any change in travel system 
admin resets the SNCF configuration from UK to 
France 

CRMC-17889 
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Key Summary Issue Links 

CLQ-9559 Airtran DC FLX - schedule search see 1.leg class Y 
and 2.leg class L - ticket is refundable 

CRMC-17646, CRMC-18598 

CLQ-9560 Assign Corporate Ghost Card by Travel Config - not 
working for manifest bookings (multi user clone 
bookings) 

CRMC-18245 

CLQ-9577 [LINKED] Deutsche Bank corporate discount code 
does not go to SIXT direct connect, they are charged 
the standard rate for the car 

CRMC-18119 

CLQ-9579 Unable to retrieve rates for this hotel- 
PropertyName>Fines Bayliwick Country 
House</PropertyName> 
<Propertyid>91661</Propertyid> 

CRMC-14257 

CLQ-9589 [LINKED] (JD) When Via Rail is booked and the 
client receives the email and opens the attachment 
the status says; booked directly on Amtrak 

CRMC-17388 

CLQ-9593 [LINKED] (JD) Cliqbook errors when mixing Virgin 
Blue and Qantas 

CRMC-18306, CRMC-18309 

CLQ-9600 [LINKED] Brian Ellis e-receipt does not match card 
charged 

CRMC-17864, CRMC-18439, 
CRMC-18027 

CLQ-9621 [LINKED] "Fare information not available" error 
message received on DJ booking 

CRMC-18233 

CLQ-9624 [LINKED] Citi UK: Multiple PNR s get stuck in error 
sending trips to agency- bug with the per diem data 
point in the finisher 

CRMC-18422 

CLQ-9644 WN DC exchanges, the "Amount Paid" node is not 
reflecting the correct rate and a remaining credit is 
listed when there is none 

CRMC-18323 

CLQ-9670 [LINKED] (JD) Get an error when they go to cxl and 
rebook a WN DC flight 

CRMC-17148 

CLQ-9671 [LINKED] Form of Payment line is not being added 
to hotel.de bookings 

CRMC-18118 

CLQ-9673 [LINKED] Sabre: Selected flights disappear from the 
screen. Finger fare is failing. Premium economy on 
the outbound, Business on the return. 

CRMC-18417, CRMC-18418 

CLQ-9685 [LINKED] CLONE -Concur mobile bookings have the 
word DEMO hard coded in comments to agents 

CRMC-18396, CRMC-18514 

CLQ-9692 Hotel.de direct connect bookings do not appear to be 
capturing policy violation data 

CRMC-18153 

CLQ-9693 Force users to choose a rule class is not working for 
hotel only bookings 

CRMC-18074 

CLQ-9698 Custom Text- Trip Confirmation not working 
correctly 

CRMC-16178 
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Key Summary Issue Links 

CLQ-9711 [LINKED] Deutsche Bank: Amadeus: PNR Finisher 
for Amadeus limits characters to 65 for alpha coded 
remark lines 

CRMC-18491 

CLQ-9712 [LINKED] Serono Canada - Need to Add airport YZZ CRMC-18066 

CLQ-9718 [LINKED] Seat icon is not displaying for Air Canada 
Direct Connect and Flight Pass bookings and users 
are unable to select seats 

CRMC-18389 

CLQ-9745 Hotel.de hotel diamond rating not reflecting hotel.de 
database rating consistently 

CRMC-18473 

CLQ-9748 Deutsche Bank-Amadeus: When the word has a 
letter with an umlaut („SÜDPFALZ"), Cliqbook should 
write „SUEDPFALZ" instead- passive segment 
created with a booking that goes through Hotel.de 

CRMC-18488 

CLQ-9749 MEAL request code is not updating correctly between 
Cliqbook and Sabre 

CRMC-17026 

CLQ-9755 TravelConfig Ghost Card is saved to force non 
profiled attendees to provide a FOP within the Wells 
Fargo Concur Meeting Registration site, FOP is not 
being prompted 

CRMC-18394 

CLQ-9756 When booking a meeting as a guest, the option to 
choose an existing credit card is not appearing, you 
can only enter in a temporary card 

CRMC-14372 

CLQ-9757 Currency code is not being displayed on the itinerary 
for hotel reservations when traveling internationally. 

CRMC-15461 

CLQ-9763 [LINKED] One Class Upgrade Rules not working CRMC-18536, CRMC-18607, 
CRMC-18435, CRMC-18582 

CLQ-9772 Add support for blacklisted hotel.de hotels Solutions Suggestions: SID4393 

CLQ-9778 [LINKED] Hotel frequent guest numbers are not 
appearing on Cliqbook itinerary 

CRMC-18589 

CLQ-9785 [LINKED] Galileo: No results returned for Flybe- 
SOU-DUB- search by schedule 

CRMC-18517 

CLQ-9795 [LINKED] United Connecting Flight Seat Maps Shows 
AA4142 connecting flight instead of UA734 

CRMC-18468 

CLQ-9803 [LINKED] When the Cliqbook profile contains 
Nickname and/or Medical Alert values and the Xml 
file doesn't send the fields, the values are being 
deleted. 

CRMC-16129 

CLQ-9807 Chain Preference Hotel Preferences not returned 
when search for Hotels by name 

CRMC-18537, CRMC-18916 

CLQ-9809 [LINKED] Need a data point for value 
AIR_ACCOUNT_NUMBER_4H added 

CRMC-16314 
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Key Summary Issue Links 

CLQ-9824 [LINKED] One or both of the geocodes for airports 
LYN (Bron Airport Lyon) and LYS (Lyon Saint-
Exupery International Airport) maybe incorrect in 
our database. 

CRMC-18673 

CLQ-9827 [LINKED] User cant cancel hotels if air is booked CRMC-18684, CRMC-18657, 
CRMC-18683, CRMC-18685, 
CRMC-18666, CRMC-18620 

CLQ-9836 [LINKED] Currency Converter under Travel-Tools in 
Cliqbook is outdate for some Countries in Europe 

CRMC-18593 

CLQ-9839 [LINKED] Verbiage change on user's profile page 
requested to include 'middle name' 

CRMC-18606 

CLQ-9845 [LINKED] AirTran DC finishing datapoints missing CRMC-18671 

CLQ-9863 When booking a multi segment flight with 2 different 
carriers in Apollo, the results are very slow and then 
the only results showing are Southwest 

CRMC-16321 

CLQ-9865 [LINKED] Cliqbook reading Sun Country "I" class as 
business class and not returning 'finger' fare 

CRMC-18446 

CLQ-9867 [LINKED] Hawaiian flights being hidden - I (i) class 
offered and considered first class when it is actually 
economy 

CRMC-18524 

CLQ-9871 [LINKED] Moody's/error when searching one way CRMC-18722, CRMC-18470, 
CRMC-18596 

CLQ-9872 [LINKED] Agent booked passive (GK) agent booked 
car was able to be cancelled in Cliqbook even though 
trip cancel settings do not allow cancel of trip that 
contains passive segments 

CRMC-16506 

CLQ-9875 [LINKED] Amadeus: User supplied hotels feature is 
not working with Rail 

CRMC-17748 

CLQ-9881 [LINKED] Unable to view information on E-receipts CRMC-16874 

CLQ-9884 Server Error When trying update user's profile or 
reset password 

CRMC-18554, CRMC-17288, 
CRMC-18763, CRMC-18712 

CLQ-9887 [LINKED] Flights options aren't returning when 
entering AGS - AMA when choosing price 

CRMC-14307 

CLQ-9889 [LINKED] Post tkt exch not reading rapid reprice 
correctly 

CRMC-15267 

CLQ-9890 [LINKED] Lowest cost fare never shows on the "Air 
Availability/Flight Quote" screen 

CRMC-16229 

CLQ-9895 [LINKED] Deutsche Bank: Missing finishing data - 
</AirFareAlternatePrices> is empty 

CRMC-17968 

CLQ-9909 [LINKED] LY flights not displayed LHR/TLV CRMC-18736 

CLQ-9911 [LINKED] Auto-cancel of rejected trips has incorrect 
messaging 

CRMC-14834 
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Key Summary Issue Links 

CLQ-9932 [LINKED] Travel Policy Exception Report contains 
incorrect passenger data 

CRMC-18665, CRMC-18900 

CLQ-9986 [LINKED] (JD) DJ DC Dupe bookings due to payment 
amount exceeding the cost of booking... similar to 
CRMC-18447 

CRMC-18693 

CLQ-9991 [LINKED] Apollo Pricing Discrepancy - Error page 
displayed 

CRMC-18751, CRMC-18820, 
CRMC-18821, CRMC-18824 
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Summary 

Major Features 
• Hooville (updated user interface) – Released to TMCs 

• Amtrak Direct Connect – Released to TMCs  

• SNCF ticketless  

• HRS certification 

Minor Features 
• United Economy Plus 

• Preference-level renaming 

• Globalized baggage fees 
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Release Notes 

Administration 

Preference-Level Renaming  

GDS Supported: All GDSs 
Configuration Setting: Travel System Admin > Travel Text Customization 
– or – Company Admin > Travel Admin (left menu) > Custom Text tab  
Solution ID: SID3449 

This new feature allows administrators to customize the names of each of the 
preference ranks. The current ranks are Most Preferred, Preferred, Less 
Preferred, and Not Preferred. These ranks designate preferred air vendors, car 
vendors, hotel chains, and individual hotel properties. In addition: 

• There is also air-specific configurable text called Preferred Carriers. 

• There is also hotel-specific text called Most Preferred Hotel. 

Configuration 

Each of these text strings is configurable in the Travel Text Customization screen. 
Navigate to: 

• Administration > Travel System Admin > Travel Text Customization 
– or –  

• Company Admin > Travel Admin (left menu) > Custom Text tab 

NEW "JUMP TO" LIST 

We have replaced the set of Jump To links with a dropdown – making it much easier 
to navigate: 
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In addition, we added category headings to the list. They are on black lines but are 
not clickable links – they are separators. For the customizable preference text, click 
any of the items under the PREFERENCE RANK heading. 

PREFERENCE RANK CONFIGURABLE TEXT 

These new preference ranks work like other configurable text – you can use the 
default text or create custom text: 

 

We also added a new Jump to Top link for easy return to the top. 
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Remove the "Simultaneous Searches to Run (Sabre Only)" Setting 
from the Travel Configuration Page    

GDS Supported: Sabre 
Configuration Setting: Travel System Admin > System Options (on the travel 
configuration page) 
Solution ID: N/A 

When Cliqbook was originally released, it supported the ability to control the number 
of parallel searches used for Sabre customers. Some years ago, the setting was no 
longer used by the Cliqbook engine; however, it remained on the travel configuration 
page.  

Since it no longer has any effect, it has been removed. 

 

New "Allow" Option for Guaranteed Ticketing Carriers  

GDS Supported: All GDSs 
Configuration Setting: Travel System Admin > Air Search Options (on the travel 
configuration page) 
Solution ID: SID752 

A new option has been added to the Access to Guaranteed Ticketing carriers 
dropdown on the travel configuration page. This list controls how guaranteed 
ticketing carriers display to the user in Cliqbook.  

Prior to this, we added the show but do not allow option.  
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Selecting the new option – Allow – overrides any broken rules and allows users to 
book the flights anyway. Users will still see any broken rules, but the radio button to 
choose the flights will not be disabled. 

United Economy Plus Premium Seats  

GDS Supported: Sabre Only 
Configuration Setting: Company Admin > Travel Admin > Travel Policy tab > Edit 
Classes link 
Solution ID: SID3659, SID2014, and SID4394  

Cliqbook added a feature to allow a user to pay to upgrade to a premium seat. This 
feature is configured at the travel-class level and is defaulted to OFF. This feature 
applies to United Airlines only but Concur plans to add additional carriers with a 
future release. This is also only available in Sabre for now, but we plan to release for 
other GDS as they enable this functionality.  

Configuration 

The configuration steps are: 

1. Navigate to Company Admin > Travel Admin > Travel Policy tab > Edit 
Classes link. 

2. Select the Allow Pay Premium Seat for the desired class. 
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What the User Sees 

1. The user clicks Select Seat or Change Seat (whichever applies) on the trip 
itinerary page. 
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2. The user selects a premium seat on the seat map. 

 

The following message appears: 
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User selects the seat: 

 

3. The user clicks Select Seat or Change Seat (whichever applies) in the seat 
map window). If the traveler has sufficient status with United to be able to 
reserve the seat without charge, the seat will be reserved. Otherwise, a 
popup appears to ask if the user would like to pay for the seat. 

 

4. The user clicks OK if he/she decides to purchase the seat. 

5. If so, the user then selects a credit card to reserve the seat. The user's 
default air form-of-payment will default but the user will have the ability to 
choose from any of his/her profiled credit cards.  

NOTE: We will add the ability to configure a ghost card for this feature with a 
future release. For now, Cliqbook will not present ghost cards to the 
user.  
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Air 

Baggage Fee Policies Link  

GDS Supported: All GDSs 
Configuration Setting: Auto-on 
Solution ID: SID3394, SID3134, SID3371, and SID2861 

Concur has expanded the baggage fees link to apply to all sites – including all major 
global carriers. Prior to this release, the baggage fee link was visible only to US-
based configurations. Users will only see links to carriers returned in the result set. 
Prior to this release, there was a static list of airlines.  
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In addition, we now show the baggage fee link on the Search by Schedule, Search by 
Price, and flex faring pages. Prior to this, it appeared only on the Search by Price 
page.  

Search by Schedule and Search by Price Pages 

The link is directly above the matrix:  

 

This information appears: 
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Flex Faring Page 

The link is directly above the matrix when using flex faring:  

 

This information appears: 

 

Prior to this Release 

Here is how the popup appeared prior to the release – showing all airlines:  
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Birth Date Unknown Confirmation/Warning Message 

GDS Supported: All GDSs 
Configuration Setting: Auto-on 
Solution ID: SID4591 and SID4566 

Concur delivered a feature in the August 2010 release to allow the date of birth to be 
unknown for guest travel bookings. Based on feedback, we will be updating this 
feature in these ways: 

• With the September release, if the arranger checks the box to leave the date 
of birth blank, he/she will receive a pop-up message:  

 

• With a patch on 9/22, we will add a configuration option to allow the TMC or 
customer to determine whether or not the date of birth is required. 

• With the October build, we will update the Quick Help with the following text, 
which will display in whatever language is set in the user's profile:  

Quick Help: If you cannot obtain the traveler's date of birth due to legal 
restrictions, check this box and Cliqbook will not add one to the reservation. 
Be aware that tickets won't be issued without this information and that 
reservations will be cancelled if the date of birth is not provided to the agency 
prior to the ticketing deadline or 72 hours prior to check-in, whichever comes 
first. 
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Direct Connect 

Update AirTran logo 

GDS Supported: AirTran Direct Connect 
Configuration Setting: Auto-on 
Solution ID: N/A 

The logo used for AirTran within Cliqbook has been updated. 

 

Translate Full State Names into Abbreviations for Virgin Blue Direct 
Connect 

GDS Supported: Virgin Blue Direct Connect 
Configuration Setting: Auto-on 
Solution ID: N/A 

Cliqbook will now convert the full state names into the abbreviations used by the 
Virgin Blue API. For example, if the user has "New South Wales" in his/her profile, 
we will send NSW, which is the format required by Virgin Blue. 

Hotel 

HRS Direct Connect 

GDS Supported: HRS Direct Connect 
Configuration Setting: Travel System Admin > Hotel Connectors (on the travel 
configuration page) 
Solution ID: N/A 

Concur is happy to announce support of the new HRS Direct Connect. HRS has joined 
with Concur to offer direct access to HRS inventory for travelers booking through 
Concur Travel & Expense and Concur Cliqbook Travel. HRS offers content 
predominantly used in Europe where many smaller hotel chains and properties are 
not in the GDS.   
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The new HRS direct connect will help corporate customers manage travel that is 
currently booked outside Concur Cliqbook Travel – allowing for preferred rates to be 
loaded as well as policy to be applied, such as city rate caps and per diems. 
Travelers using the HRS Direct Connect will have access to special corporate rates 
and can save at those hotels that offer more favorable prices for business travelers. 
With HRS, clients will benefit from considerable cost savings. 

Benefits 

• Easy access to preferred HRS rates and corporate programs 

• An integrated itinerary from any source – air, car or hotel 

• Travelers will have the option to make changes to hotels booked in Concur 
Cliqbook Travel or the HRS Web site 

• Cancellation free of charge 

• Vicinity search: Book a hotel near to where you need to be 

How it Works 

The user can: 

• Click the Hotel tab in the Cliqbook Travel Center or My Concur to access HRS 
inventory 
– or –  

• Search HRS inventory by clicking Add Hotel on an existing itinerary 

Once the user has specified the search parameters and clicked Search, Cliqbook will 
start searching for suitable hotels: 
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When reviewing hotels, you can click on the Map of Hotels icon to view the 
properties in relation to where you are staying: 

 

Properties will be displayed in relation to the preference settings in the user's travel 
configuration: 

 

HRS rates are clearly marked by the HRS logo: 

 

If HRS, GDS, or other direct connects are enabled for a travel configuration, Cliqbook 
may displays rates from the primary GDS, HRS, and any other direct connects 
enabled for one property. These rates are sorted by price. 
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Reservation of Hotels 

Some room rates require a deposit that may be non-refundable depending on the 
hotel's cancellation policy: 

 

If one of these rates is chosen, a Hotel Deposit Acknowledgement popup will be 
displayed to the user explaining that his/her card will be charged immediately and 
that all or portions of the deposit may be forfeited upon cancellation: 

 

After clicking the Reserve button for a rate that does not require a deposit, Cliqbook 
displays rate details and the cancellation policy.   
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Users must agree to the terms and click Continue. Depending on the travel 
configuration and the credit card requirements of the selected hotel, Cliqbook will 
require the user to select a credit card: 

 

Once that is done, Cliqbook reserves the hotel and presents the itinerary: 

 

 For more information about HRS bookings in Cliqbook, refer to the HRS Travel 
Service Guide in Concur Client Central. 
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Rail 

SNCF DEMAT – Ticketless and Self-Print Options 

GDS Supported: SNCF Direct Connect 
Configuration Setting: Auto-on 
Solution ID: SID4368 

Concur announced support of SNCF Dematerialization with the June 2010 release. At 
that time, SNCF was allowing only self-print for tickets. They now support ticketless 
travel as well.  

Based on the recent changes, we have updated how Cliqbook and SNCF interact. The 
primary change is that we no longer group self-print and ticketless together.  

SCENARIO 

Traveler has no SNCF GV (Grand Voyageur) card defined in his/her profile: 

 

Traveler picks a fare/route that is eligible for DEMAT: 

 

As shown in the Fare Rules box: 
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Because the traveler does not have an SNCF GV card, ticketless travel will not be 
available. However, the self-print option is: 

 

The traveler can select one of the other delivery options if desired: 

 

The itinerary page indicates that this is a self-print online ticket. The traveler will 
receive an email from his/her travel agent with the ticket in the form of a PDF 
attachment.   
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 For more information about making DEMAT bookings in Cliqbook, refer to the 
SNCF Travel Service Guide in Concur Client Central. 

Reporting - Best Practices Dashboard 

Adoption Dashboard to Reflect New Hierarchical Rates Feature  

GDS Supported: All GDSs 
Configuration Setting: Reporting > Concur Best Practices Dashboard report 
Solution ID: N/A 

With the March 2010 release, Concur Cliqbook Travel expanded the "regional hotel 
rates" feature to include Global, Country, State/Province, and City rate caps. The 
language in the Concur Best Practices Dashboard now reflects that feature change.  

If a company is not using any of the hotel rate caps, the following would appear in 
the dashboard: 

 

Miscellaneous 

Trip Approval Emails Show in Approver's Language  

GDS Supported: All GDSs 
Configuration Setting: Auto-on 
Solution ID: SID4089 and SID3034 

Prior to this release, the email notification sent to the approver was based on the 
traveler's language. With this release, Cliqbook will now respect the language 
assigned in the approver's profile and use that for email notifications.  
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Update French Translation of PNR on Upcoming Trips Section   

GDS Supported: All GDSs 
Configuration Setting: Auto-on 
Solution ID: N/A 

Concur has updated the French language translation for “PNR”. Prior to this release, 
it showed to users as “Localisateur”. This now reads as “Nº de Dossier”.  

 

This change applies to both Upcoming Trips and the Trip Library.  

New User Interface 

Enhanced UI (Hooville) 

GDS Supported: All GDS 
Configuration Setting: Travel System Admin > System Settings (on the travel 
configuration page) 
Solution ID: SID193, SID131, SID849, SID399, SID2503, SID46, SID1204, SID227, 
SID3681, SID2589, SID1131, SID281, SID2783, SID1497, SID1442 and SID292 

Concur is thrilled to announce that the TMC preview for our enhanced UI – known as 
Hooville – began on September 8. The enhancements improve the user experience in 
many ways, including increased usability, improved filtering, and better ability to 
handle the larger result sets that the GDS vendors are returning, and better usage of 
screen real estate.  

Customers will have access to the enhanced UI no later than the end of September. 
When customers gain access, the travel administrators at company sites will see a 
link that allows them to use the enhanced UI for the logged in session, without 
upgrading their site. User Admins will be able to grant individual users or groups of 
users access as well, and travel administrators will have a quick link on the home 
page to upgrade the entire site without contacting the TMC or Concur, since they 
cannot normally edit travel configuration settings. 

Coming Soon 

The following pages will be updated with a future release:  

• Meetings 

• Travel Arranger View 

• Cliqbook Home Page 
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Configuration 

To enable the enhanced UI: 

1. Navigate to Travel System Admin > System Settings (on the travel 
configuration page). 

2. You will see a drop down labeled Choose a UI version. Change to Version 4 
(Hooville). We also now offer a new color palette labeled BlueSky.  

   

NOTE: During the TMC preview period, only the BlueSky palette is supported 
in the enhanced UI. The Corporate Green, Classic Blue, and Red Hot 
color schemes will be supported before the customer preview begins in 
the coming weeks. Customers using Silver will upgrade to BlueSky. 

3. Once you change the UI to Version 4 (Hooville), you will see additional 
Hooville options.  

♦ The first item will determine whether Cliqbook searches for schedule 
results automatically or only when the user clicks on the schedule tab.  

In the previous version of Cliqbook, there was a separate schedule page 
from the price page – Cliqbook now combines all results into one page.  

• If this setting is enabled, then the schedule search will be run for 
every air shop.  

• If disabled, fewer scans will result, but the user will see a brief delay 
when hitting the schedule tab before the results are displayed. 

♦ The second item will alert the user that non-stop flights are not available 
during their time window and allow them to expand the window to include 
a non-stop flight. This option does not use any additional scans and it is 
strongly encouraged. Travelers searching on infrequent routes may not 
know the availability of non-stops to know what to choose for their time 
window.  

♦ Last, we allow a customer to determine whether the lowest logical fare 
(LLF) should be determined based on the search criteria or the flight the 
user selects.  
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• If the LLF is determined based on the search criteria, then all the LLF 
policies are enforced on the results returned from the shop.  

• If the LLF is not computed until after the user chooses a flight, then 
the user may see an additional screen. The choices for when to see the 
additional screen are  
 
a) the user's chosen flight is out of policy (even if the user chose the 
LLF),  
 
b) if the user's flight is more expensive than the LLF, or  
 
c) if there are any cheaper flights within the LLF time window, even if 
the user chose the LLF.   

On the additional screen, the user will see the flight he/she had chosen 
and then some other options. The other options are only the LLF 
flights, all in-policy flights in the time window, or all cheaper in-policy 
flights in the time window.  

The new LLF option does add a screen to Cliqbook, but some companies 
prefer to enforce the LLF with a time window centered around a flight the 
user has indicated would be acceptable. Others may prefer to reduce the 
screen count and optimize for time. 

NOTE: This LLF feature has a known defect that will be resolved with a 
patch on 9/22. Please do not test until then.  

 

 

4. Save. 
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What the User Will See 

On the Travel home page, the major change is that the Search by Price or Search 
by Schedule options have been removed.  

  

New wait page:  
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On the Air Availability page, Shop by Fares and Shop by Schedule are now tabs; 
the default is Shop by Fares.  

 

Also: 

• The sort options remain available but are now through a dropdown menu.  

• Preference diamonds will continue to be prominent on the main page.  

• Users are able to hide the matrix if they choose to do so.  

• The baggage fee link has moved to just above the matrix.  

To view details on a given flight, the user clicks show details:  

 

This will provide more information about the flight, display the fare rules, display any 
rules that have been violated, or messaging that has been set up through travel 
policy and allow them to select their frequent flyer program.  
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If there are multiple carriers in the proposed itinerary, the user can select multiple 
frequent flyer programs.  

 

We have added a new feature to allow a user to re-sort results based on a given 
flight option. This is called more like this. If the user clicks this link, he/she is given 
a popup to choose which leg they like.  
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By clicking on the outbound flight link, the user is returned results where only the 
return leg differs:  

 

New filters and sliders appear to the right of the page to allow users to tailor their 
results. We have also collapsed the Change Flight Search section to make room for 
the sliders but clicking on the link will allow the user to change their initial request.  

NOTE: Using the sliders only affects the results that were already returned and does 
not cause additional searches to the GDS.  
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Viewing the Shop by Schedule tab will show the flights from the price view, 
organized by schedule. If the dedicated schedule shop has been run, then sold-out 
flights will show, and any flights that were returned in schedule but not in any of the 
price itineraries will show, but without a price. 

 

If enabled in the travel configuration, the user is alerted when there are no non-stop 
flights within their time window:  
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We have updated the Flex Faring screens:  

 

We have updated the Hotel tab to allow a user to select up to five hotels by clicking 
Add Another Hotel:  
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The hotel results page has been updated in many ways. A major change is that the 
map is now defaulted to show to the user instead of having to click a link. The user 
still has the ability to hide the map if he/she chooses to do so.  

 

To reserve a hotel, click view rates and the rates will show on the page. They are 
still fetched prior to loading the page so that accurate policies can be enforced, but 
they are hidden on screen to allow comparison of more hotels than the previous UI. 

We now allow the user to choose their room type and smoking preference on the 
results page, as well as send a message to the vendor via Other Hotel Preferences.  
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We are providing additional filter options for the user:  

 

We will show the price ranges available for each hotel. Note that these are still based 
on live actual rates. In order to increase the number of hotels shown on screen, we 
are not showing the rate descriptions until the user clicks view rates.   

NOTE: In the example below, the rates are 189-249 at the hotel, because the $179 
room is not able to be booked as it is not within company policy.   
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The car search results page now allows users to request GPS and Ski Racks per 
booking instead of at the profile level: 

 

Last, we have updated the look of our Cliqbook itinerary. 
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Amtrak Direct Connect – TMC Preview 

Amtrak Direct Connect – TMC Preview 

GDS Supported: Amtrak Direct Connect  
Configuration Setting: Travel System Admin > Rail (on the travel configuration page) 
Solution ID: SID574, SID1117, SID774, SID819, SID1510, SID766, SID1937, 
SID2124, SID2762, SID1253, SID1788, SID1974, SID1001, SID2349, SID970, 
SID1803, SID1984, SID2103, SID2418, SID2912, SID2007, SID2480, SID3127, 
SID3314, SID3187, SID2711, SID4544 and SID2318 

! IMPORTANT: TMCs - be aware that the ability to turn on the Amtrak DC 
will be added tonight (September 17). Please understand that testing 
likely cannot start until Monday (September 20). 

Concur is happy to announce the new Amtrak Direct Connect for Cliqbook. This will 
be available for travel agencies to preview for the month of September and then 
available for customers with the October release. It is important for the TMCs to 
have early access to prepare their mid- and back-office tools for the changes.  

Amtrak has joined with Concur to offer the newest way to access content via the 
Amtrak Direct Connect. This will allow travelers to purchase travel on Amtrak directly 
(not through a third-party vendor).  

Key features include:  
 

• Expanded route map (all key business corridors) 

• Passage of Amtrak Guest Rewards 

• Corporate discounts supported 

• Mixed air and rail display 

• Ability to cancel trips 

• Payment and ticketing (no longer require agency intervention) 

• Support of passenger type codes 

• Reduced scan charges 

• Elimination of fake “price fetcher” bookings in the GDS 

• Available for all GDSs 

• Available on Concur's mobile app (coming in October release) 
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Configuration 

To enable the Amtrak Direct Connect: 

1. Navigate to Travel System Admin > Rail (on the travel configuration page). 

2. Select the Enable Amtrak Direct Connect check box.  

 

3. Save. 

Testing Instructions 

Note the following: 

• A valid credit card is required.    

• All testing is done in a live environment.  

• Administrators can book and confirm Amtrak inventory. The test booking may 
be cancelled through Cliqbook up until the departure time. If successful, 
Cliqbook will automatically process a refund for the traveler. Once a ticket has 
been printed, it must be returned to Amtrak to process a refund.  

• Follow the normal procedure when reporting an issue – open a support ticket 
and include test results, screen shots, and logs for review. Please note in the 
ticket that you are using the new direct connect and not Amtrak from the 
GDS.  

• Contact the Amtrak TMC support office with any questions regarding 
functional support, product knowledge and booking assistance at 800-525-
2550 or wecanhelp@amtrak.com. Call 800-TEL-TRAK for reservation 
assistance.  

• The corporate discount code must be unique to each customer and should 
only be used on the actual customer site. There is no “test” discount code.  

Coming Soon 

The following features will be available with a future release:  

• Multi-segment/open-jaw itineraries 

• Trips on hold / Trip Approval  

• Fare Stored in the GDS 

• Amtrak via Concur's mobile app 

mailto:wecanhelp@amtrak.com
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User Experience 

The traveler requests Amtrak using the Rail tab on the Travel home page or My 
Concur. Travelers can search by price or by schedule.   

 

Amtrak results are displayed with all class-of-services options based on travel policy 
rules. Users will not see any cabin other than coach unless the travel policy is set up 
to allow a higher class of service:  
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The user can also start the search from the Air tab and see Amtrak results combined 
with Air if supported in that market (and the train duration is six hours or less):  

 

The user will see a Rail Fare Summary page that includes the total cost:  
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The user will also see the Ticket Delivery option available for their routing and the 
Passenger Information that will be passed to Amtrak:  

 

Note the following: 

• Possible ticket delivery options include Quik-Trak (print at kiosk), Agent 
Counter, Metrolink, Ticket by Mail or FedEx, and Conductor. This is not 
configurable and is determined by Amtrak.  

• The most likely scenario is the Quik-Trak method. In this case, all the user 
has to do is swipe a valid credit card at the kiosk to confirm the trip and have 
the ticket printed.  

• Payment is provided to Amtrak and processed at the time of confirmation in 
Cliqbook.  

The user is then presented with a Trip Summary page that includes links to add 
car, hotel, or any other segment type supported for the site:  
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If the user clicks the Add Car Rental link, Cliqbook will automatically pre-populate 
the off-airport location with the Amtrak station address:  

 

Passenger Type Codes 

Amtrak offers additional discounts for the following passenger type codes: Senior, 
AAA, Veteran's Advantage, and Military.  

We will request these discounts if the check box in the user's profile is selected to 
access the rates. The user may need to provide additional detail at that time to 
prove he/she is eligible for the rate, like providing the AAA card number.  

If the user has both Senior and military selected, we will pass senior since the 
discount is better. The same applies for Senior and AAA; Senior is still a better 
discount.  

The user will see the rates with the discount applied. 
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The user will see two new advantage card types for Amtrak. If these are populated, 
Cliqbook will automatically request the corresponding discount.  

 

Trip Cancel 

Note the following: 

• All Amtrak Direct Connect bookings are fully refundable until the ticket has 
been printed.  

• Users are able to cancel their Amtrak bookings through Cliqbook up until the 
departure time. If successful, Cliqbook will automatically process a refund for 
the traveler.  

• Once a ticket has been printed, it must be returned to Amtrak to process a 
refund.  

• Cancellations are allowed regardless of Trip Cancel settings in the agency 
configuration.  

Trip Change 

Note the following: 

• The Amtrak Direct Connect does not offer changes for either pre- or post-
ticketing. Users must cancel their existing trip and start with a new booking. 
All tickets are refundable prior to the ticket being issued. Cliqbook will 
automatically process the refund if cancelled.  

• Travel agents can call 1-800-TEL-TRAK to make changes on behalf of a user 
for trips made in Cliqbook through the direct connect. When the user views 
their trip in Cliqbook, these changes will be reflected.  

• If the change is an even exchange, then Amtrak will process. However, if the 
change requires additional funds, then the agent must provide the CVV 
number or the agent will place on hold for the user to confirm – either by 
phone or by going to the kiosk.  

• Passive segments will not be updated but the user will see the change in the 
Cliqbook itinerary.  

• Users do not have the ability to view or edit reservations via the Amtrak 
website.  
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Travel Policy 

Note the following: 

• Class of service rules remain the same. Administrators must set up a class of 
service rule for 2V to allow for business and first class on Amtrak.  

• Additional flight rules can be applied to Amtrak as well, such as log for 
reports, notify manager, and show but do not allow for fares over X amount 
or trains booked within 7 days of travel.  

 

• Customers can determine whether rail should be incorporated into the LLF 
determination.  

 

Passive Segment Examples 

Sabre:  

1  RAL 2V 06JAN Q GK1  NHVNYP/LV-1041/AR-1216/AD-06JAN/MG2V-02 1D6F/NA-
NORTHEAST SERVICE-171/SI-JB  

2  RAL 2V 06JAN Q GK1  NYPATL/LV-1415/AR-0813/AD-07JAN/MG2V-02 1D6F/NA-
CRESCENT-19/SI-YB  

Apollo: 

1 TUR 2V BK1  PAO 29NOV-/AMTRAK/PAOPHL/29NOV-LV-1016/AR-1041/AD-
29NOV/MG2V-0229FA/NA-KEYSTONE-644/SI-YB/167.00USD 

2 TUR 2V BK1  PHL 29NOV-/AMTRAK/PHLRVM/29NOV-LV-1200/AR-1712/AD-
29NOV/MG2V-0229FA/NA-NORTHEAST SERVICE-95/SI-JB/167.00USD 

Worldspan: 

1 TVL 2V MK1 TRN 18AUG10/CF-0229E6/AN-AMTRAK/CC1-NFK/CC2-NPN/DTD-
18AUG/TD-0740/DTA-18AUG/TA-0850/PRP-THRUWAY BUS/FLT-6094/CL-T/FPA-USD 
142.00                                                   
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2 TVL 2V MK1 TRN 18AUG10/CF-0229E6/AN-AMTRAK/CC1-NPN/CC2-BAL/DTD-
18AUG/TD-0915/DTA-18AUG/TA-1445/PRP-NORTHEAST SERVICE/FLT-94/CL-
JD/FPA-USD 142.00   

Amadeus:  

2 MIS 1A HK1 ZZZ 09DEC-/AMTRAK/SACBFD/09DEC-LV-1655/AR-2207/AD-
09DEC/MG2V-021F58/NA-SAN JOAQUIN-704/SI-YD/112.00USD 

3 MIS 1A HK1 ZZZ 09DEC-/AMTRAK/BFDLAX/09DEC-LV-2210/AR-0055/AD-
10DEC/MG2V-021F58/NA-THRUWAY BUS-5804/SI-T/112.00USD 

Galileo: 

1. TUR 2V BK1  ARB 08JAN-/AMTRAK/ARBCHI/08JAN-LV-1229/AR-1616/AD-
08JAN/MG2V-022A02/NA-WOLVERINE-353/SI-YD/116.00USD 

2. TUR 2V BK1  CHI 08JAN-/AMTRAK/CHIMKE/08JAN-LV-2005/AR-2134/AD-
08JAN/MG2V-022A02/NA-HIAWATHA SERVICE-341/SI-U/116.00USD 

PNR Finishing 

The following datapoints are available under the 
/AlternateSourceBookingDataArray/AlternateSourceBookingData array: 

• Booking Source (Amtrak or AMTRAK)  

• Confirmation Number  

• Ticket Number (same as confirmation number) 

• Base Fare  

• Accommodation Fees  

• Total Amount  

• City Pairs  

• Train Type 

• Class of service BIC code (YD, JD, etc) 

• Delivery Type (QuikTrak machine or Ticket Counter, QuikTrak machine, Ticket 
Counter, Ticket by Metrolink, Ticket by USPS Mail, Ticket by Fedex Express 
Mail, Ticket by Conductor) 

• Delivery Fee 

• Delivery Mailing Address 

• Passenger Type Code 

 
<AlternateSourceBookingData> 
 <BookingSource>Amtrak</BookingSource> 
 <BookingSourceUpper>AMTRAK</BookingSourceUpper> 
 <RecordLocator>14469C</RecordLocator> 
 <RailSpecificBookingData> 
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  <VendorCode>2V</VendorCode> 
  <NumPassengers>1</NumPassengers> 
  <Passengers> 
   <Passenger> 
    <FirstName>WILLIAM MR</FirstName> 
    <LastName>NEVER</LastName> 

<Type Code="F">Adult</Type> 
   </Passenger> 
  </Passengers> 
  <Tickets> 
   <Ticket> 
    <Reference>14469C</Reference> 
    <BookedFare>80.00</BookedFare> 
    <AccommodationFee/> 
    <Taxes> 
     <Total>0.00</Total> 
    </Taxes> 
    <Delivery> 
     <Type>USPSMail</Type> 
     <Fee/> 
     <MailingAddress> 
      <Address>TEST STR. 888</Address> 
      <City>PRAGUE</City> 
      <PostalCode>15800</PostalCode> 
      <StateCode>VA</StateCode> 
     </MailingAddress> 
    </Delivery> 
    <Mileage/> 
   </Ticket> 
  </Tickets> 
  <Segment> 
   <Leg> 
    <Origin> 
     <StationCode2>NFK</StationCode2> 
    </Origin> 
    <Destination> 
     <StationCode2>NPN</StationCode2> 
    </Destination> 
    <Departure> 
     <Date>2010-09-14</Date> 
     <Time>0740</Time> 
    </Departure> 
    <Arrival> 
     <Date>2010-09-14</Date> 
     <Time>0850</Time> 
    </Arrival> 
    <Mode>TRAIN</Mode> 
    <TrainInfo> 
     <TrainCode>6094</TrainCode> 
     <ClassOfService>T</ClassOfService> 
     <TrainName>Thruway Bus</TrainName> 
    </TrainInfo> 
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General Notes 

• Amtrak reservations can be booked up to 330 days from departure.  

• There are no ticketing time limits for Amtrak in Cliqbook.  

• There will be no Sabre convenience fee for Amtrak passive segments.  

• There is no additional fee to turn on Amtrak. It is a free feature for all 
customers.  

• Amtrak limits the types of credit cards they accept to AMEX, VISA, 
MasterCard, and UATP Card. 

• The Amtrak Direct Connect does not support seat maps.  

• The Amtrak Direct Connect will not provide e-receipts at this time.  

• Multi-passenger bookings are not supported for the Amtrak Direct Connect.  

• Amtrak will not send a confirmation email. The itinerary from Cliqbook will be 
the only one.  
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Resolved Cases 

Enhancements 
 
Key Summary Issue Links 

CLQ-6666 Amtrak Direct Connect Solutions Suggestions: SID574, 
SID1117, SID774, SID819, 
SID1510, SID766, SID1937, 
SID2124, SID2762, SID1253, 
SID1788, SID1974, SID1001, 
SID2349, SID970, SID1803, 
SID1984, SID2103, SID2418, 
SID2912, SID2007, SID2480, 
SID3127, SID3314, SID3187, 
SID2711, SID4544 and SID2318 

CLQ-8066 Allow Preference Level Renaming Solutions Suggestions: SID3449 

CLQ-8121 Guaranteed Ticketing Carriers - Allow Solutions Suggestions: SID752 

CLQ-8141 Update Regional Hotel Rates language in Adoption 
Dashboard to reflect new hierarchical rates feature 
from 2010_03 release 

  

CLQ-8780 Baggage Fee Policies Link - update to make global Solutions Suggestions: SID3394, 
SID3134, SID3371 and SID2861 

CLQ-8916 American Express Contractual Feature: UI for Amex 
to group companies 

  

CLQ-9268 Decrease timeouts on XML profile sync CRMC-17921 

CLQ-9340 Trip Approval Emails - Show in arranger/approver's 
language 

Solutions Suggestions: SID4089, 
SID3034, parature 705-5419711, 
705-6200591 

CLQ-9565 Marriott Brand Logo Update   

CLQ-9608 Amtrak - Support Passenger Type Codes (Senior and 
Military) and PassengerDiscount cards (like AAA and 
Veterans Advantage) 

  

CLQ-9645 United Economy Plus Premium Seats Solutions Suggestions: SID3659, 
SID4394 

CLQ-9708 Amtrak - Fare Rule Text   

CLQ-9741 Remove the "Simultaneous Searches to Run (Sabre 
Only)" setting from travel config page 

  

CLQ-9744 Add TrainType to Amtrak DC finishing   

CLQ-9790 Hooville all icons need to be 16x16   

CLQ-9828 Amtrak Direct Connect - add Amtrak to the report 
that logs bookings in the absence of passive 
segments. 
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Key Summary Issue Links 

CLQ-9898 translate full state names into abbreviations for 
virgin blue direct connect 

  

CLQ-9925 TSPM Update for BCD - send BahnCards as having 
BahnComfort 

Solutions Suggestions: SID4519 

CLQ-9928 New UI and hotel.de - Hide Fare Basis   

CLQ-9936 Amtrak Direct Connect - INTL Phone Numbers   

CLQ-9964 Amtrak - Add Trains 58 and 59   

CLQ-9968 support custom text options for Amtrak   

CLQ-9969 Restrict time window for Amtrak bookings   

CLQ-9970 Amtrak support for guest bookings   

CLQ-9985 [LINKED] Rio Tinto FR - Update in French translation 
of PNR on Upcoming Trips Section 

CRMC-18688 

CLQ-9989 Update AirTran logo   

CLQ-9994 Add unique clustered index on 
Outtask_User_Set_Membership 

  

CLQ-10030 Add Amtrak into the list of guaranteed ticketing 
carriers 

  

CLQ-10078 Hooville - Show Hotel Room Type on the Itinerary Solutions Suggestions: SID3681 

CLQ-10133 Add Chain Code Genre Hotels (GQ) to drop-down 
menu in Hotel Fixer 

CRMC-18699 

CLQ-10136 Amtrak Datapoint - Add Passenger Type Code   

CLQ-10137 Amtrak DC - Do not consider Amtrak as a 
guaranteed ticketing carrier 

  

CLQ-10142 SNCF DEMAT: Need to update our options Solutions Suggestions: SID4368 

CLQ-10153 Provide durations for each leg of a trip instead of 
just total trip duration. 

  

CLQ-10195 Please rename the "Blue Frog" theme on the Travel 
config page to "Blue Sky" 

  

CLQ-10203 Need mechanism to provide separate end-user help 
for old UI and new UI 

  

CLQ-10277 Enable TMCs to enable Hooville for customers Solutions Suggestions: SID193, 
SID131, SID849, SID399, 
SID2503, SID46, SID1204, 
SID227, SID3681, SID2589, 
SID1131, SID281, SID2783, 
SID1497, SID1442 and SID292 

CLQ-10328 follow-up from CLQ-9836   

CLQ-10366 Hooville / BlueSky theme - prettier menu   
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CLQ-10397 Birth Date Unknown Confirmation/Warning Message   

Customer Cases 
 
Key Summary Issue Links 

CLQ-10426 TSA data not being sent in SSR in booking for Credit-Suisse UK Site CRMC-19469 

CLQ-10095 Not able to cancel dinning reservation CRMC-19465 

CLQ-10312 [LINKED] Error for Air Canada DC - Sorry, but we had trouble 
processing your request 

CRMC-19325 

CLQ-10287 Galileo: no results returned for STN-FKB-Cliqbook encountered an 
internal error 

CRMC-19269 

CLQ-10286 Concur Employee unable to complete reservation due to Vinnet update 
being required 

CRMC-19233 

CLQ-9303 Galileo accepts only certain characters in email address CRMC-19206 

CLQ-10200 [LINKED] Unable to Change outbound flight on a ticketed itinerary due 
to Cliqbook error 

CRMC-19131 

CLQ-10174 [LINKED] Amadeus: Incorrect car total being displayed on itinerary in 
EUR instead of SEK: UI problem 

CRMC-19130, 
CRMC-19374 

CLQ-10169 [LINKED] WN DC bookings - Payment not received by Southwest CRMC-19117 

CLQ-10196 Aer Lingus Direct Connect: The passenger prefix is always passed as 
Mr 

CRMC-19110 

CLQ-10212 [LINKED] GHOST CARDS - Missing Month Expiration in drop down CRMC-19095 

CLQ-10313 [LINKED] AC Preferred seat not showing preferred in our seat map - 
user was able to select and was charged a fee 

CRMC-19094 

CLQ-10157 Galileo: Email address with three letters preceding dot - profile move 
error- Please link to CLQ-9303 

CRMC-19079 

CLQ-10103 [LINKED] "Import Passenger" spreadsheet for manifest no longer 
contains ability to upload Trip Custom fields. 

CRMC-19032 

CLQ-10147 [LINKED] EY User Selected flights - Error displayed CRMC-19018 

CLQ-10077 [LINKED] JAPA UGL RGP5 - Manifest Booking "Air Sell Unknown Error" CRMC-19017 

CLQ-10065 [LINKED] (JD) Finishing - WN DC ticket number not writing to the GDS 
in file finishing 

CRMC-18989, 
CRMC-18969, 
CRMC-18970, 
CRMC-18966 

CLQ-9988 [LINKED] (JD) Prompted for missing TSA data at time of booking but 
did not write to WN and Sabre PNR/Profile 

CRMC-18985, 
CRMC-17653, 
CRMC-17400 
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CLQ-10058 [LINKED] Sabre: Ford UK: Searching for one way air trips delivers 
internal error in the UI 

CRMC-18976, 
CRMC-18421 

CLQ-10035 in screen to add an employee to a concur meeting, default search to 
'Begins with' 

CRMC-18975, 
CRMC-18992, 
CRMC-18948 

CLQ-10066 [LINKED] Sabre: BIC issue: Cliqbook is incorrectly displaying A class 
as business for IB/VY flights in Spain and in Europe 

CRMC-18923 

CLQ-10118 [LINKED] (JD) Multi-segment - Cliqbook quotes private SNAP fare but 
does not book it 

CRMC-18920 

CLQ-10038 [LINKED] CB is returning results for Openskies in a search by schedule 
for Economy class when Openskies only offers Business class fares 

CRMC-18862 

CLQ-10173 [LINKED] Finishing - Hotel Seg/PerDiem data points missing for Sabre 
PNRs 

CRMC-18858 

CLQ-9110 [LINKED] show but do not allow using incorrect match message CRMC-18856, 
CRMC-19386, 
CRMC-19379, 
CRMC-17552, 
CRMC-17993, 
CRMC-18863, 
CRMC-18731, 
CRMC-17183, 
CRMC-18633, 
CRMC-16581, 
CRMC-19213 

CLQ-10017 [LINKED] Unable to get to the discounts when using the drop down in 
the Travel System Admin 

CRMC-18851 

CLQ-10352 [LINKED] The Cliqbook History report Trips requiring approval needs 
to mark the "Last Ticket Date" as being in UTC time since that is what 
we are displaying. 

CRMC-18850 

CLQ-9975 Apollo/Sabre/Worldspan: On Car bookings, Cliqbook is adding RC-Best 
to car sell when it should be using only the Rate code in car disc 

CRMC-18846, 
CRMC-18864, 
CRMC-18222 

CLQ-10057 [LINKED] When a Client books WN using SWABIZ they get an error 
message due to missing TSA data 

CRMC-18816, 
CRMC-18973 

CLQ-10199 [LINKED] User Supplied Hotel cannot be canceled/removed from view 
itinerary 

CRMC-18815 

CLQ-9896 [LINKED] Hilton Direct Connect Issue: /SI- EXCEEDS 90 CHARACTERS 
AND/OR INVALID CHARACTER EXISTS 

CRMC-18782 

CLQ-10289 When sending promo code for Porter Air CB isn't adding the PROMO 
code in SSR format for RBC for Worldspan bookings 

CRMC-18740 

CLQ-10276 [LINKED] Nord Anglia: W class returned as economy instead of 
restricted business on Etihad airways 

CRMC-18715 
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CLQ-10100 [LINKED] Checkbox for "extra hub search" causes air results to be 
hidden in air/rail mixed display (Rio Tinto FR: Search by schedule 
returns only rail results /001-00-289115/ SC) 

CRMC-18713 

CLQ-10010 [LINKED] Hotel only travel booking receiving an error - Similar to 
CRMC-18421 but with hotel instead of Air 

CRMC-18694 

CLQ-10067 [LINKED] Payment SSR is not being entered correctly for Porter 
Airlines 

CRMC-18670, 
CRMC-18988 

CLQ-9998 [LINKED] Cannot add limo to hotel-only reservation from itinerary 
page as stated in TSG 

CRMC-18605 

CLQ-10283 [LINKED] Schwans National Location not displaying in Cliqbook CRMC-18453 

CLQ-9948 [LINKED] (JD) Problems with SWABIZ bookings on Cliqbook Travel CRMC-18442 

CLQ-10272 [LINKED] (JD) Southwest DC: When Search both the primary GDS and 
the Southwest direct connect box is checked and the user search by 
schedule, Finger Fare does not return 

CRMC-18436, 
CRMC-18845, 
CRMC-19218 

CLQ-10271 [LINKED] Phone numbers have ( )'s in Cliqbook but the is not being 
sent in HR Data Feed 

CRMC-18375 

CLQ-9618 postback url passed into 3rd part meeting xml not working CRMC-18354 

CLQ-10128 [LINKED] When booking a shared trip that has two hotels CB only 
books the first hotel for the second hotel's dates 

CRMC-18326 

CLQ-9533 [LINKED] Pricing error when choosing fully refundable fare CRMC-18303, 
CRMC-17869, 
CRMC-18339 

CLQ-10120 [LINKED] Connecting flight offered that leaves next day but shows 
leaving same day on availability in CB 

CRMC-18167 

CLQ-10281 [LINKED] Form of Payment line is not being added to hotel.de 
bookings 

CRMC-18118 

CLQ-10119 [LINKED] Rail: SNCF: Station update CRMC-18005 

CLQ-9883 [LINKED] (JD) Southwest Direct Connect by schedule is not honoring 
the search window 

CRMC-17931 

CLQ-9441 [LINKED] 3rd party vendor: TravelFusion: Unable to book Ryan Air- 
STN- BRE-<ProcessTerms ecode="2-106-2635" etext="Supplier 
parameter is supported per passenger only" edetail=" 

CRMC-17925 

CLQ-10072 [LINKED] Xml Synch: <BirthDate /> tag is not clearing the DOB field CRMC-17865 

CLQ-9952 [LINKED] Airport filter for ECP does not show the city name of Panama 
City. It only shows ECP- , FL 

CRMC-17855 

CLQ-9956 When Booking WN DC - Passive Segments are being created for the 
incorrect dates. 

CRMC-17787, 
CRMC-19085 

CLQ-9972 [LINKED] (JD) Filter are not being auto checked when booking for a 
meeting and giving back no flight options 

CRMC-17746 

CLQ-10073 [LINKED] Update Emergency Contact XML node to remove all data CRMC-17726 
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CLQ-9848 [LINKED] (JD) Booking Southwest direct connect the client receives 
the error that Cliqbook was unable to complete the booking in the 
Southwest System with confirmation number ,,,,,,,,, 

CRMC-17653 

CLQ-9922 Hotel.de - when changing hotel dates, CB is deleting the original 
booked passive segments in the GDS and not updating the pnr. 

CRMC-17640 

CLQ-9897 [LINKED] (JD) When in Rule Builder/Flight and choosing Marketing 
Carrier - Amtrak is not in dropdown although the 2V code can be 
typed in the field 

CRMC-17550 

CLQ-10290 [LINKED] Rule Cabin classes allowed: Premium Economy when Flight 
distance is greater than 1 M - Notify Manager- applies only to the 
finger fare 

CRMC-17509 

CLQ-10193 [LINKED] Database update - new BMI class to cabin structure CRMC-17225 

CLQ-10298 [LINKED] Unable to click on refundable only airfares check box when 
changing a booking- the check box is greyed out 

CRMC-17213 

CLQ-10181 [LINKED] Car Sell does not send Guarantee when merchant requires it 
for sell 

CRMC-17197 

CLQ-10111 [LINKED] Add a checkbox in the profile sync configuration: 
automatically populate profile last updated date (recommended for 
customers who have the Cliqbook profile hidden)' 

CRMC-17180 

CLQ-10288 Galileo: Unable to modify hotel check/in-out date on trips with AIR CRMC-17172 

CLQ-8960 [LINKED] The suppress arranger email if login id starts with 
neverbooking is still is sending out emails. 

CRMC-17129 

CLQ-9999 [LINKED] When using the Work Address for the credit card billing 
address and state is NE in Work Address it is not pre-populating to 
credit card billing address 

CRMC-16991 

CLQ-10069 [LINKED] Implementation: Credit card area instructions incorrect 
when site set to not allow input of credit card. 

CRMC-16931 

CLQ-10320 [LINKED] When the rule - Flight departs from or arrives at an 
alternate airport in the region - Hide Results is enabled and traveler 
search by "Schedule" choose flights, flight options doesn't return 

CRMC-16912 

CLQ-10209 [LINKED] IMPLEMENTATION: Total Estimated Trip Cost not correct for 
multiple passenger reservations 

CRMC-16773 

CLQ-9951 [LINKED] When adding a HUB the map shows the Middle East and 
after you save it changes it to Africa 

CRMC-16723 

CLQ-8983 [LINKED] When split ticketing, a discount code and connecting flights 
are involved, the format Cliqbook uses to store the fare can't be 
reproduced in Apollo green screen. 

CRMC-16664, 
CRMC-12806 

CLQ-10113 [LINKED] Era Aviation (7H plating code 808) not reported on Flight 
Detail Report 

CRMC-16663 

CLQ-8566 [LINKED] When booking Spirit Airlines with other GDS carriers no 
message pop up displays that they cannot be combined. 

CRMC-16396, 
CRMC-16656 
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CLQ-9921 [LINKED] Southwest Direct Connect Direct flight (with 1 stop) is being 
listed on itin (but not any other page) as "nonstop" 

CRMC-16326 

CLQ-10190 [LINKED] View More Fares rules not applying correctly CRMC-16175 

CLQ-9955 [LINKED] Please deactivate 'Show user setup summary' within 
'Company Administration' 

CRMC-16041 

CLQ-9830 [LINKED] To get AAA and AARP results returned in Sabre there is a 
new format 

CRMC-16015, 
CRMC-18692 

CLQ-10189 [LINKED] Nonstop flight showing as out of policy when no other 
nonstops are available 

CRMC-16004 

CLQ-10134 Client needs to book FPAR car type to be added to the drop down in 
the configuration and Cliqbook 

CRMC-15919 

CLQ-10319 [LINKED] Limo pu location address changes when choosing to drop off 
at another company location. 

CRMC-15917 

CLQ-10039 [LINKED] Clone trip - not offering all segments CRMC-15860, 
CRMC-18604, 
CRMC-16280, 
CRMC-19313 

CLQ-8153 CLONE -Amadeus: On Hold bookings: Wrong last ticketing date 
displayed to the users when they change the on hold trip 

CRMC-15754, 
CRMC-15522 

CLQ-9908 [LINKED] Fare returned in Cliqbook is much higher than GDS or 
AA.com 

CRMC-15666, 
CRMC-18520, 
CRMC-19193, 
CRMC-15539, 
CRMC-15671 

CLQ-7812 CLONE -When booking a non-GDS hotel, the credit card is not moving 
into the record, but it does for profiled travelers' 

CRMC-14425, 
CRMC-14758, 
CRMC-15004 
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Summary 

Major Features 
• General release of the new user interface (Hooville) to all customers 

• Seasonal rates and currency for Hotel Property Discounts 

• Trip Hold and Trip Approval in Amtrak Direct Connect 

Minor Features 
• Passive Approval for offline bookings 

• Reserve GPS in Sixt Direct Connect 

• Add "Require for Hotel" option for Corporate Ghost Cards 
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Release Notes 

Administration 

Amadeus Changes 

Amadeus has notified Concur that all office IDs utilizing Cliqbook will need to change 
from Value Pricer to a combination of MasterPricer Expert and/or MasterPricer 
TravelBoard by December 31, 2010.  

Concur announced support of Amadeus MasterPricer Expert and MasterPricer 
TravelBoard with the April 2010 release. Details on how to enable in Concur Cliqbook 
Travel are found in the April release notes, which are posted on Concur Client 
Central. Please contact your TMC or Amadeus Account Manager to make Master 
Pricer TravelBoard or Master Pricer Expert contract changes and activate.  

These must first be enabled with Amadeus before they can be enabled in Cliqbook. 

Add Require for Hotel to Ghost Card Setup  

GDS Supported: All GDSs 
Configuration Setting: Company Admin > Corporate Ghost Card (left menu)  
- and - Travel System Admin > Ghost Cards (on the travel configuration page) 
Solution ID: SID3103 

Travelers can now be required to use a specific ghost card for hotel reservations in 
the same way they can be required to use a particular ghost card for air or rail 
reservations.  

Configuration 

The "allow hotel" check box on the Corporate Ghost Card administration page 
reflects this capability.  
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As with "forced" air and rail ghost cards, travel administrators can override this 
feature and allow travelers to use personal cards via a travel configuration setting 
(below). Cliqbook will allow personal cards for hotel bookings by default to reflect 
the current behavior. Administrators who want to force the use of a particular ghost 
card for hotel bookings will need to clear (uncheck) the For Hotels check box. 
 

 

If disabled, travelers with a single ghost card will see a message at the bottom of the 
Hotel "choose" page stating that their company credit card will be used (below) and 
they will bypass the form-of-payment page. 
 

 

Passive Approval for Offline PNRs 

GDS Supported: All GDS 
Configuration Setting: Travel System Admin > Wizard Options (General options on 
the travel configuration page) 
Solution ID: SID3611 

Offline Approval is a feature available in Concur Cliqbook Travel that will allow 
accounts to send offline (traditional agent booked) PNRs to an approval queue. 
Concur Cliqbook Travel will import these PNRs and send them to the trip approver for 
approval, similar to the way it is done for online trips.  

Up until this release, offline approval did not support a passive approval setting. With 
this release, Concur adds a travel configuration setting allowing Passive Approval for 
offline PNRs. Concur announced Passive Approval with the November 2009 release.  

NOTE: For each travel configuration, either all offline approvals are passive or all are 
active.   

Configuration 

To enable, administrators will go to Travel System Admin > Wizard Options. Select 
Offline trip approvals are passive to activate this feature this feature: 
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Administrators must update the Agency Configuration with a passive approval 
queue:  

 

To enable Passive Approval for a given rule, administrators will go to Company 
Admin > Travel Admin:  

 

 For more information about Trip Approval options in Cliqbook, refer to the 
Trip Approval Travel Service Guide in Concur Client Central. 

Mapping Profile and Trip Custom Fields to Reporting Values 

GDS Supported: All GDSs 
Configuration Setting: Company Admin > Manage Custom Fields (left menu) 
Solution ID: SID1264 

Companies who use Analysis or Intelligence will now have the option to map their 
custom fields (both trip custom fields and user custom fields) to dedicated fields in 
the Concur Data Warehouse Model.  

Configuration 

The Reporting Field Name box (in the screen shot below) shows to companies that 
have the DWArchive module property only. All companies that currently have travel 
data in Concur Intelligence will automatically have this module added to their 
configuration. 
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Administrators can start configuring these field mappings now, but the actual data 
will not be in the data model in Concur Intelligence until later this year. The first 
phase is to associate and capture the reporting fields. The second phase will take this 
data and populate the reports. We are targeting the December 2010 release for the 
second phase. 

 

Allow Approval Prior to Finishing 

GDS Supported: All GDS  
Configuration Setting: Travel System Admin > PNR Template Editor (left menu) 
Solution ID: N/A  

Prior to this release, Cliqbook required PNR Finishing to run before trip approval 
occurred. Administrators can change this behavior by disabling a new travel 
configuration option called Force Finishing Before Approval. 

If the option is disabled, approvers can approve prior to PNR finishing. However, in 
case the selected Finishing Configuration File contains any line items with Finishing 
Mode set to Approval Hold, finishing runs despite the disabled option. 

This feature is available for those customers experiencing an error message advising 
that trip approval is not available because PNR finishing has not yet run.  
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Date/Time Specifically on Outbound/Return    

GDS Supported: All GDSs  
Configuration Setting: Company Admin > Travel Admin (left menu) 
Solution ID: SID4808 

When flying people in for a conference or training, some customers wanted to mark 
out-of-policy people who wanted to fly in late or depart early. Two new rule parts 
have been added that will allow customers to do this. 

 

 

The above rule states that anyone booking travel outbound on 2010-11-15 on a 
flight that arrives after 9am would require approval.  

NOTE: Note this affects outbound and return flights only. One-way travel is 
considered outbound only, and multi-leg travel only considers the first and 
last legs of the trip when determining if something is outbound or return. 

Air 

Birthdate Unknown Confirmation/Warning Message 

GDS Supported: All GDSs 
Configuration Setting: Travel System Admin > Transportation Security 
Administration (TSA) Secure Flight Options (on the travel configuration page) 
Solution ID: SID4591 and SID4566 

Concur delivered a feature in the August 2010 release to allow the date of birth to be 
unknown for guest-travel bookings. Based on feedback, we will be updating this 
feature in these ways: 

• With the September release, if the arranger checks the box to leave the Date 
of Birth field blank, the arranger receives a popup message:  
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• With a patch on October 1, we added a configuration option to allow the TMC 
or customer to determine whether the date of birth is required. The default 
will be cleared (unchecked), so the Allow bookings when the Date of 
Birth is unknown check box does not appear.  

 

• With a patch on October 1, Quick Help appears with the following text, which 
will display in the language that is set in the user's profile:  
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Web Fares 

TravelFusion Pricing Update 

GDS Supported: TravelFusion Direct Connect 
Configuration Setting: Auto-on 
Solution ID: N/A 

Concur's Select Access content allows customers to access content that is not 
currently available through the normal GDS process, like direct connects and web 
fares. This content provides additional value to Cliqbook and our customers through 
potential cost savings. This additional content comes at an additional cost to Concur.  

Recently, Concur was able to negotiate a lower fee from TravelFusion – our web fare 
provider. As such, most customers taking advantage of the Select Access pricing 
schedule will see a reduction to the Tier 4 select access fee effective November 1.  

 If you are unsure of your billing, please contact your Concur account manager 
or business development partner for more information. Further details will be 
available on Concur Client Central. 

Add TravelFusion Supplier Meridiana 

GDS Supported: TravelFusion  
Configuration Setting: Company Admin > Travel Admin > WebDirect Providers tab 
Solution ID: N/A  

The following carrier is available as a web fare providers via TravelFusion: Meridiana 
- http://www.meridiana.it/en/index.aspx 

Meridiana is a carrier based in Italy that includes routes to Europe, Africa, and Asia.  

Configuration 

Meridiana is available at Company Admin > Travel Admin > WebDirect Providers 
tab. 
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Car 

GPS and Ski Rack Support for Sixt Direct Connect 

GDS Supported: Sixt Direct Connect 
Configuration Setting: Auto-on  
Solution ID: N/A 

Cars bookings via the Sixt direct connect now support Navigation System and Ski 
Rack requests. To request either option in the current UI, the user sets the options in 
the traveler profile. 

 

To request either option in the new UI (known as Hooville), the user sets the options 
in the traveler profile as their default, but now has the ability to modify on the car 
results page. 
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Current UI car itinerary:  

 

Hotel  

Seasonal Rates and Currency for Hotel Property Discounts   

GDS Supported: All GDS 
Configuration Setting: Travel System Admin > Manage Corporate Discounts (left 
menu) 
Solution ID: SID1087, SID1830, SID4111, SID2898, SID445, and SID234 

Customers can now set up to six seasonal contract rates for property specific hotels. 
Each seasonal rate has a start date and end date (month, day, and year). When a 
hotel is booked, Cliqbook uses the check-in date to look up the appropriate contract 
rate. Cliqbook will default to the existing contract rate if there are no seasonal rates 
loaded, or if no seasonal rate matches the given check-in date.  

For example, if you have a standard contract rate of $200 but then add a seasonal 
rate of $250 for June through August, Cliqbook will know to assume the contract rate 
for any time other than June through August.  

Configuration 

To enable seasonal hotel rates, go to Travel System Admin > Manage Corporate 
Discounts. Click on the hotel property you would like to update and select the Show 
seasonal rates check box. This will cause the six text boxes with contract rate, 
start, and end date to appear. 
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In addition, customers can now choose a currency code for the contract rate on this 
page as well, and set travel rules based on the currency local to the hotel (as 
opposed to the agency currency). The dropdown currency will apply to all rates for 
that particular hotel.  

! IMPORTANT: The default currency will match the agency currency set in the 
travel configuration.  

Example: Load a hotel property rate for London in GBP (British Pounds). Your 
pseudo city points to the US, thus your agency currency is USD. The user initiates a 
request in Cliqbook for the hotel in London. If the GDS passes back the "raw" rate 
from the hotel in GBP, we will compare the GBP rate loaded in the discount with the 
GBP rate the GDS returns.  

Some GDS (like Worldspan) return only the agency currency. For these, we will 
convert the loaded discount rate in GBP into USD and compare that value.  

In order to apply policy to a hotel's contract rate, enable one of the following travel 
rules (under the Hotel category): 

• If all of your hotel rates are in the agency set currency, the following default 
rule works:   
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• If your hotel program contains rates in a currency other than the default, you 
will need to enable a new rule through the Travel Rule Builder (Hotel 
category):  

 

 

! IMPORTANT: The sample Hotel Import file will reflect these changes with the 
November release.   

Rail 

Improve ICalendar for Rail 

GDS Supported: Amtrak Direct Connect, SNCF Direct Connect, Deutsche Bahn Direct 
connect, Via Rail Direct Connect, Evolvi Direct Connect 
Configuration Setting: Auto-on  
Solution ID: N/A 

The text itinerary version used to generate the ICalendar attachments for itinerary 
emails had a large number of shortcomings regarding rail. It did not deal well with 
multiple segments, walk segments, DeutscheBahn and SNCF station codes rail 
classes and booking source, seat placement, stops (a rail leg is always nonstop for 
our purposes), etc. In addition, the text did not reflect rail and had several 
references to flight, airport, etc.  

With this release, we have addressed these issues. 
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Before:  
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After:  

 

Support Hold and Trip Approval for Amtrak Direct Connect 

GDS Supported: Amtrak Direct Connect 
Configuration Setting:  
Solution ID: SID2644 

With this release, the Amtrak direct connect will allow trips to be held as well as trip 
approval to be applied. For Hold, when the user clicks on Submit for Purchase, we 
pass the form of payment to Amtrak. The status would also change from on hold to 
Confirmed. For Trip Approval, once the approver approves the trip, Cliqbook will pass 
the form of payment to Amtrak. The status would also change from Trip Awaiting 
Approval to Confirmed. 
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In order to support hold and trip approval, we now display a last ticket date that 
comes from the Amtrak system. If a trip is not submitted for purchase or approved 
by this time, the fare will no longer be valid. If your site utilizes auto-cancel, 
Cliqbook cancels the Amtrak itinerary after this date.  

There is a caveat to this process. If the date of departure is close to the booking 
date, there are several cases when we need to calculate the last ticket date based on 
the selected ticket delivery option.  

For example, if Ticket by mail and Ticket by conductor options are available, Amtrak 
sends back the least restrictive last ticket date (it means the date of train 
departure). We have a logic implemented on our side as follows: 

• For kiosk, counter, both, metrolink, and conductor, we should put a 24-hours-
prior-to-departure hard stop.  

• For ticket by mail five days and ticket by Fedex, the hard stop should be 72 
hours for FedEx. 

Amtrak Phone Number Validation  

GDS Supported: Amtrak Direct Connect  
Configuration Setting: Auto-on 
Solution ID: N/A  

Once the Amtrak Direct Connect is enabled for a site, the user must provide 
passenger information for their Amtrak booking. This information pulls from the 
user's profile whenever possible.  
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Amtrak requires the phone number to be entered a certain way. If this does not 
match, the user will receive the following warning:  

 

If the user proceeds with an invalid number or format, he/she will receive the 
following error message:  
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Change Help Text on Amtrak Summary Page    

GDS Supported: Amtrak Direct Connect  
Configuration Setting: Auto-on 
Solution ID: N/A  

Concur added a quick help link to provide additional information around the ticketing 
delivery options available for Amtrak.  
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Amtrak Direct Connect - Bold Ticket Instructions    

GDS Supported: Amtrak Direct Connect 
Configuration Setting: Auto-on  
Solution ID: N/A 

In order to make the most important data stand out, we have bolded the line in the 
ticketing text that instructs the traveler about the information that he/she needs to 
bring to the Amtrak station. Unlike airline check-in, Amtrak requires the user to 
provide ID as well as the confirmation number when printing tickets from the Quik-
Trak kiosk.  

Updated Amtrak Ticketing options: 

• Kiosk and Station  

 

• Kiosk  

 

• Station  

 

• Conductor  
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SNCF DEMAT New Routes Supported 

GDS Supported: SNCF Direct Connect 
Configuration Setting: Auto-on  
Solution ID: N/A 

The following is a list of the eligible DEMAT city pairs from SNCF:  
 

AIX EN 
PROVENCE TGV 

Laval, Le Mans, Lille Europe, Lille Flandres, Lyon Part Dieu, Lyon Perrache, 
Rennes 

ANGERS ST 
LAUD 

Lille Europe, Lille Flandres, Lyon Part Dieu, Lyon Perrache 

ANGOULEME Lille Europe, Lille Flandres 

AVIGNON TGV Laval, Lille Europe, Lille Flandres, Lyon Part Dieu, Lyon Perrache 

BORDEAUX ST 
JEAN 

Lille Europe, Lille Flandres, Poitiers, St Pierre Des Corps, Toulon 

BRIVE LA 
GAILLARDE 

Lille Europe, Lille Flandres 

CHAMPAGNE 
ARDENNE 

Lille Europe, Lille Flandres, Strasbourg 

CHATEAUROUX Lille Europe, Lille Flandres 

DIJON VILLE Lille Europe, Lille Flandres 

LAVAL Aix en Provence TGV, Avignon TGV 

LE MANS Aix en Provence TGV, Lille Europe, Lilles Flandres, Lyon Part Dieux, Lyon 
Perrache 

LILLE EUROPE Angers St Laud, Aix en Provence TGV, Angouleme, Avignon TGV, Bordeaux 
St Jean, Brive La Gaillarde, Champagne Ardenne, Chateroux, Dijon Ville, 
Le Mans, Limoges Benedictins, Lyon Part Dieux, Lyon Perrache, Marseille  
St Charles, Montpellier St Roch, Nantes, Nimes, Poitiers, Rennes, St Pierre  
Des Corps, Strasbourg, Toulon, Valence TGV 

LILLE FLANDRES Angers St Laud, Aix en Provence TGV, Angouleme, Avignon TGV, Bordeaux 
St Jean, Brive La Gaillarde, Champagne Ardenne, Chateroux, Dijon Ville, 
Le Mans, Limoges Benedictins, Lyon Part Dieux, Lyon Perrache, Marseille  
St Charles, Montpellier St Roch, Nantes, Nimes, Poitiers, Rennes, St Pierre  
Des Corps, Strasbourg, Toulon, Valence TGV 

LIMOGES 
BENEDICTINS 

Lille Europe, Lille Flandres 

LYON PART DIEU Angers St Laud, Aix en Provence TGV, Avignon TGV, Le Mans, Lille Europe, 
Lille Flandres, Marseille  St Charles, Montpellier St Roch, Nantes, Nimes, 
Rennes 

LYON PERRACHE Angers St Laud, Aix en Provence TGV, Avignon TGV, Le Mans, Lille Europe, 
Lille Flandres, Marseille  St Charles, Montpellier St Roch, Nantes, Nimes, 
Rennes 
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MARSEILLE ST 
CHARLES 

Lille Europe, Lille Flandres, Lyon Part Dieux, Lyon Perrache, Nantes, 
Rennes 

MONTPELLIER 
ST ROCH 

Lille Europe, Lille Flandres, Nantes, St Pierre Des Corps, Valence TGV, Lyon 
Part Dieux, Lyon Perrache 

NANTES Lyon Part Dieux, Lyon Perrache, Marseille St Charles, Montpellier St Roch, 
Lille Europe, Lille Flandres 

NIMES Lyon Part Dieux, Lyon Perrache, Lille Europe, Lille Flandres 

POITIERS Bordeaux St Jean, Lille Europe, Lille Flandres 

RENNES Aix En Provence TGV, Lille Europe, Lille Flandres, Lyon Part Dieux, Lyon 
Perrache, Marseille St Charles 

ST PIERRE DES 
CORPS 

Bordeaux St Jean, Lille Europe, Lille Flandres, Montpellier St Roch 

STRASBOURG Champagne Ardenne, Lille Europe, Lille Flandres 

TOULON Bordeaux St Jean, Lille Europe, Lille Flandres, Toulouse Matabiau 

TOULOUSE 
MATABIAU 

Toulon 

VALENCE TGV Lille Europe, Lille Flandres, Montpellier St Roch 

  For more information about SNCF, refer to the SNCF Travel Service Guide in 
Concur Client Central. 

Reporting 

1000-Row Limit on the Employee Details Extended Report  

In order to improve the user experience and to decrease time-out issues, Concur has 
put a 1000-row limit on the Employee Details Extended report. This went into effect 
with the October 2010 release.  

If you need to run this report and there are more than 1000 employees, please open 
a support ticket with Concur and we will be happy to run this report for you.  

New User Interface (Hooville) 

New User Interface (Hooville) 

GDS Supported: All GDS 
Configuration Setting: Company Admin > User Permissions (left menu)  
- and - Travel System Admin > Wizard Options (on the travel configuration page) 
Solution ID: N/A 

Concur is happy to announce the new UI (Hooville) with this release. There are many 
ways a customer can begin using the new UI. 
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Individuals or Groups 

There is a new user permission called Cliqbook Hooville UI Opt-in. Administrators 
can assign this permission to individuals or to groups. This is a great way to allow a 
limited number of users to try out the new UI and avoid turning on for the entire 
site. To assign this permission, administrators will go to Company Admin > User 
Permissions.  

 

NOTE: If you assign the new permission to a user or group, they will see the color 
theme set up in the travel configuration (Blue Sky, Silver, Blue, etc). In the 
current release, the travel home page and My Concur page will retain the 
theme, but during the booking process, all users on the new UI will see Blue 
Sky. The other themes will be restored in a future release. 

Travel Configuration 

There is a configuration option available to enable the new UI. This allows an 
administrator to enable for a test configuration or just one configuration under your 
company tree. To enable, administrators will go to Travel System Admin > System 
Settings.  
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NOTE: If you assign the new UI via the travel configuration option, please be sure to 
consider the color palette or theme setting. The optimum color setting is the 
new Blue Sky option.   

Targeted Messaging 

Beginning with this release, we will display messaging to users with either the Travel 
Policy Administrator or the Travel Agent Admin permission. 

 

 

If the administrator selects the Try out the new Cliqbook User Interface link, 
he/she switches to the new UI for one session only.  

The default settings for the new UI session will be the Blue Sky theme and the 
following settings:  
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Coming Soon 

With the November release, administrators who try out the new UI via the process 
above will be presented with another message asking if they would like to enable the 
new UI for the entire site. If they choose to do so, they will see a popup asking them 
to confirm this. Concur recommends that an administrator check with their 
TMC and Travel Manager before enabling the new UI for their entire site.  

Additional Information 

• Customers and TMCs should report all issues with the new UI through a 
support ticket as normal. Please be sure to note that the issue is for the new 
UI.  

• Users will see the new UI in the language they have set in their Cliqbook 
profile.  

• Training sessions will be available for reseller and direct customers 
throughout the end of the year. Upcoming calls can be found on Concur Client 
Central under News and Events > Webinars or at 
http://www.concurtraining.com/customers/concur/trainingtoolkit/index.asp 
and then click on Concur Cliqbook Travel.   

Known Issues slated for resolution with a future release 

• There is a known issue with SNCF in the new UI. Please do not utilize SNCF 
until we can resolve this.  

• If searching for business class and only two-cabin planes service the route, no 
results will show because the seats are in either first or economy and not 
business. A link will show on screen prompting the user to re-search in either 
economy or first. 

• The connecting city for direct flights and in some cases non-stop flights is not 
showing in the initial view, but will in the details.  

http://www.concurtraining.com/customers/concur/trainingtoolkit/index.asp
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New UI (Hooville): Dynamic Numbering for Hotel Results 

GDS Supported: All GDS 
Configuration Setting: Auto-on with Hooville 
Solution ID: N/A 

We have added dynamic numbering to the displayed hotel results so they match the 
number in the marker balloons on the Google Map: 
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These numbers dynamically generate depending on the results shown. For example, 
the first result on the page will always be #1, just as it is on the map. If you 
compare a hotel result, that hotel becomes the new #1: 
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PNR Finishing 

Capture the LLF Itinerary for Finishing 

GDS Supported: All GDS  
Configuration Setting: Travel System Admin > Finishing Template Editor  
– and – Travel System Admin > Wizard Options (on the travel configuration page)  
Solution ID: SID4621  

With the October release, Concur offers additional data around the lowest logical fare 
(LLF). The LLF serves as the benchmark for travel policy.  

To capture this data, an administrator must take the following two steps.  

1. To enable the option: 

• Navigate to Travel System Admin > Wizard Options (on the travel 
configuration page). 

• Select the Find closest LLF flight and capture details check box.  

When enabled, each flight in the entire fare is logged with the fields listed 
below and will be nested inside the LLF datapoints on the Finisher Editor tree. 

 

2. In order to write this data to the PNR, the administrator must go to the PNR 
Finishing Editor and update the PNR template to include the new options. 

Under the RULE_DATA_AIR_LLF, the following flight nodes are available: 

♦ Carrier  

♦ Flight Number  

♦ Departure Airport IATA  

♦ Departure Date/Time  

♦ Arrival Airport IATA  

♦ Arrival Date/Time  

♦ Number of Stops  

♦ Flight Time  

♦ Air Miles  

♦ Air Craft Code  
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♦ BIC  

♦ Cabin 
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List of nodes available: 

 

Once this is added, it will add the detail for all flights included in the LLF. You do not 
need to write an element for each flight.  

Example in a PNR:  
4.CB/PAX/OCT 15 6PM 
5.CB/TRP/TRIP FROM SEATTLE TO MIAMI  
6.CB/LLF-FLT/DL-2726 (DEP: SEA @ 2011-01-24T11:55:00)  
7.CB/LLF-FLT/DL-2357 (DEP: MEM @ 2011-01-24T19:20:00)  
8.CB/LLF-FLT/DL-0238 (DEP: MIA @ 2011-01-28T13:30:00)  
9.CB/LLF-FLT/DL-2829 (DEP: ATL @ 2011-01-28T18:50:00)  
10.CB/QUE/QUE TO INPROC YI9-4 0 ON 15OCT 2157Z  
11.CB/QUE/QUE FOR TICKET YI9-4 0 ON 15OCT 2157Z 
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Resolved Cases 

Enhancements 
 

Key Summary Issue Links 

CLQ-4931 improve ical for rail CRMC-19388 

CLQ-8354 Add Require for Hotel to Ghost Card Setup Solutions Suggestions: 
SID3103 

CLQ-8445 Passive Approval - Apply to Offline PNRs Solutions Suggestions: 
SID3611 

CLQ-8980 Worldspan users see inaccurate filters on many itineraries CRMC-20040, CRMC-18508 

CLQ-9195 Add Currency to Hotel Property Discount Section Solutions Suggestions: 
SID2898 and SID445 

CLQ-9196 Seasonal Rates for Hotel Property Discounts Solutions Suggestions: 
SID1087, SID1830, 
SID4111 and SID234 

CLQ-9576 Map Custom Field Data to Reporting Solutions Suggestions: 
SID1264 

CLQ-10014 When deleting a card, remove attributes that were linked to 
it. 

  

CLQ-10029 support hold trip for Amtrak Solutions Suggestions: 
SID2644 

CLQ-10232 Hooville - need to add sort by # of stops in Air UI   

CLQ-10253 Allow "require non-alphanumeric" option to password 
strength 

  

CLQ-10267 Hooville: Sept Patch - Hotel Map balloons have numbers 
that do not correspond to the hotels 

  

CLQ-10301 Hooville Sep Patch - need link for opting in Cliqbook, once 
selected, need link for Upgrading site to Cliqbook 

  

CLQ-10341 capture the LLF itinerary to store for finishing Solutions Suggestions: 
SID4621 

CLQ-10355 Amtrak phone number validation should allow for dashes 
and parens 

  

CLQ-10356 put metrics into the finishing process to see where the time 
is going 

  

CLQ-10373 Support Branded Fares in flex-faring search   

CLQ-10380 Add Meridiana to TF   

CLQ-10405 [LINKED] NoPS // BCD Travel // Reportable fields CRMC-17270 

CLQ-10457 Birthdate Unknown Confirmation/Warning Message   
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Key Summary Issue Links 

CLQ-10494 Model Evolvi and SNCF elements in remarks to Common 
Itin 

  

CLQ-10519 Cliqbook Agency Reports - Note the version of UI   

CLQ-10591 User should be able to access wait2.asp page only once per 
session. 

CRMC-19871 

CLQ-10609 La Quinta Outbound Feed   

CLQ-10614 Change Amadeus session timeout time from fourteen 
minutes to one minute 

  

CLQ-10631 new rule parts: date/time specifically on outbound/return CRMC-18571, Solutions 
Suggestions: SID4808 

CLQ-10636 Amtrak DC - Bold ticket instructions   

CLQ-10655 Change the TSA Warning text to change the word 
"voluntary" to "required" per text at TSA website. 

CRMC-19829 

CLQ-10657 Need to add IWireless to the list of drop down options for 
mobile carriers on profile contacts 

CRMC-19877 

CLQ-10800 Add filter functions to profile editor   

Customer Cases 
 

Key Summary Issue Links 

CLQ-8451 [LINKED] Unable to add FF numbers to guest bookings 
from the travel details page 

CRMC-16420, CRMC-16416 

CLQ-8883 [LINKED] Customer-specified hub does not kick in for open 
jaws 

CRMC-18794, CRMC-17372, 
CRMC-17261, CRMC-17146, 
CRMC-17689, CRMC-17248, 
CRMC-19591, CRMC-17733, 
CRMC-19644, CRMC-18445 

CLQ-9192 Add New CC - Arranger's home address is populating into 
traveler's CC page 

CRMC-17564, CRMC-17741 

CLQ-9295 [LINKED] Sabre sites showing Continental exit row seats 
for domestic flights as normal seats. (See CRMC-16649) 

CRMC-19661, CRMC-17917, 
CRMC-18594, CRMC-20001, 
CRMC-17447 

CLQ-9336 [LINKED] link to cancel user supplied hotel should not be 
on the view itinerary page 

CRMC-17948, CRMC-17849 

CLQ-9378 [LINKED] Send User Selected FOP is not being set in the 
FOP field when booking WN DC and a hotel in the same 
booking 

CRMC-18071, CRMC-18986, 
CRMC-18077 

CLQ-9563 [LINKED] When passive approval is enabled and the fare 
requires same day ticketing, the approval deadline shows 
the preceding day 

CRMC-16014, CRMC-19148, 
CRMC-18361, CRMC-19134 
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Key Summary Issue Links 

CLQ-9903 [LINKED] When passive approval is enabled and trip is for 
future travel but requires same day ticketing, the trip is not 
approving and/or ticketing 

CRMC-18636, CRMC-18580 

CLQ-9960 [LINKED] Rail: Eurostar: Discount deal not working CRMC-17427 

CLQ-9972 [LINKED] (JD) Filter are not being auto checked when 
booking for a meeting and giving back no flight options 

CRMC-17746 

CLQ-10056 TSA Secure Flight mandates - change wording on TSA data 
screen 

CRMC-18718, CRMC-18971, 
CRMC-18999 

CLQ-10197 [LINKED] Lowest cost Delta options are not being offered in 
a price search 

CRMC-19065, CRMC-19028 

CLQ-10296 [LINKED] Multiple instances of e-receipts CRMC-19662, CRMC-19171, 
CRMC-19006, CRMC-19468, 
CRMC-19040, CRMC-19323 

CLQ-10305 [LINKED] Flight Policy - LLF not taking into consideration 
the number of stops 

CRMC-19328, CRMC-19282 

CLQ-10336 [LINKED] CRMC-15452. Looks like there are still issue's as 
I was able to re-create. BCD would like us to re-open the 
case. 

CRMC-17945 

CLQ-10348 [LINKED] Custom Text Field - Itinerary Text and 
Confirmation showing as HTML 

CRMC-19144 

CLQ-10371 Unirez hotels should have the Utell Connect logo CRMC-17727 

CLQ-10390 WN DC - handle some specific error situations CRMC-19352 

CLQ-10407 [LINKED] First/Business class not appearing on any flights 
but are returned in the logs 

CRMC-13384, CRMC-17586 

CLQ-10413 [LINKED] Add Branson Air Express (1X) to the vendor 
exclusion list 

CRMC-19318 

CLQ-10414 [LINKED] Hotel Preferences reverted back to Don't Care CRMC-19330 

CLQ-10418 [LINKED] Incorrect Discover Card Logo image on credit 
card message alert 

CRMC-17758 

CLQ-10420 [LINKED] Air Canada Seat maps displaying Bulkhead seats 
as available seats when they are Preferred and users are 
charged 20CAD to book them. 

CRMC-17549 

CLQ-10422 [LINKED] When the AF Advantage program card is saved 
under the "Advantage Program" field - it does NOT synch 
into the GDS 

CRMC-19338, CRMC-19339, 
CRMC-19337, CRMC-17818 

CLQ-10425 [LINKED] Manage corporate discounts drop down- 
additional unaccounted for sites also appear in it. 

CRMC-19422 

CLQ-10427 Hooville Sept patch error booking Guest hotel CRMC-19885 

CLQ-10428 [LINKED] IMPLEMENTATION - Guest Phone Number - 
Incorrect Format in Amadeus 

CRMC-19115 

CLQ-10434 TSA error happens in Hotel Save CRMC-19676 
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Key Summary Issue Links 

CLQ-10436 [LINKED] Unable to complete Manifest Booking CRMC-19510 

CLQ-10458 [LINKED] (JD) Amtrak .ics file for outlook is blocking the 
entire trip time vs. just the individual segments 

CRMC-18690, CRMC-19388 

CLQ-10464 When traveler make a reservation CB adds the TSA info to 
the DOCS field but if traveler make change during the 
booking CB removes TSA info from the DOCS field and 
never adds it back in 

CRMC-19449, CRMC-19377 

CLQ-10479 AirTran: retry on credit card fail CRMC-19582 

CLQ-10489 [LINKED] (KM) Reporting - Unable to assign Flight Segment 
Details Report - it's missing 

CRMC-19521 

CLQ-10507 [LINKED] When sharing an Amtrak booking, the calendar 
appointment attached to the email is incorrect 

CRMC-18690 

CLQ-10510 [LINKED] Cliqbook is not showing discounted rate of 149 
for WI in DTW (WI3001) 

CRMC-18871, CRMC-19309 

CLQ-10511 [LINKED] When 'send FOP on non-air bookings' is 
activated, there is no FOP added in the PNR for car only 
bookings 

CRMC-19589, CRMC-17399 

CLQ-10516 Allow approval before finishing CRMC-16765, CRMC-19756, 
CRMC-19625 

CLQ-10518 [LINKED] TSA Format is rejected by AA when no middle 
name is present 

CRMC-19701, CRMC-19564, 
CRMC-19845, CRMC-19775, 
CRMC-20091, CRMC-19627 

CLQ-10539 Sixt DC: Add support for GPS/NAV CRMC-19441 

CLQ-10543 [LINKED] TravelFusion: Wrong currency conversion CRMC-19605, CRMC-19633, 
CRMC-19660, CRMC-19636 

CLQ-10549 [LINKED] (JD) Enterprise rate is changing when booking in 
Cliqbook. Rate returned in the search when you click on 
Reserve is lower than rate returned in trip details page. 

CRMC-19628 

CLQ-10550 Hooville: Hotel choose not passing the chosen Frequent 
Traveler program to the next page 

CRMC-19203 

CLQ-10560 [LINKED] WN DC - Not returning ticket numbers WN is not 
receiving pnrs either or ticketing 

CRMC-19664 

CLQ-10567 [LINKED] Search by Schedule showing incorrectly as out of 
policy on all trips vs Search by Price is not 

CRMC-19672 

CLQ-10575 [LINKED] No GDS flight options being returned when 
searching by Price - Amadeus 

CRMC-18293 

CLQ-10576 [LINKED] Required Fields are not populating into Profile CRMC-19444 

CLQ-10595 [LINKED] Worldspan Middle name is running together when 
write middle name to itinerary 

CRMC-19774, CRMC-19519 

CLQ-10611 Non-GDS Show All Hotel Maps Link does nothing - no map 
displays, error on page 

CRMC-16337 
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Key Summary Issue Links 

CLQ-10624 [LINKED] Cliqbook is returning the same flight options 
various times in search by price when searching within 21 
days of departure. 

CRMC-18357 

CLQ-10627 [LINKED] Cliqbook is not correctly pricing QF flights with 
private fare on mixed carrier itineraries 

CRMC-18847 

CLQ-10628 [LINKED] Client runs a user history report and views 
certain Record Locators and gets a server error 

CRMC-17882 

CLQ-10630 [LINKED] Selected flights not returned correctly as finger 
fare 

CRMC-17557 

CLQ-10632 [LINKED] Business class requested in search not being 
returned after Meeting match question answered with - No, 
I am not attending a meeting 

CRMC-16774 

CLQ-10641 The screen freezes in the UI after selecting BA1432 and AF 
5166- 'arrAirport' is null or not an object- LON - EDI route 

CRMC-18516 

CLQ-10643 [LINKED] Credit card error when selecting UK Rail search CRMC-18067 

CLQ-10644 [LINKED] When booking the corporate jet one way and a 
commercial carrier the other way the fare shows "0.00". 
Adding split ticketing does not fix. 

CRMC-17340 

CLQ-10649 [LINKED] airport filters appearing duplicate on search 
results page 

CRMC-16167 

CLQ-10650 [LINKED] Request to remove airport code AZA from 
Cliqbook and to remove 'Allegiant Air' from 'exclude 
vendors' tab 

CRMC-19516 

CLQ-10651 [LINKED] Change airport name for Twin Falls, ID, to reflect 
airport name Twin Falls Airport instead of Sun Valley 
Regional 

CRMC-19695 

CLQ-10652 Rail: Add option for 15 minute resolution in departure time CRMC-17775 

CLQ-10664 [LINKED] When passive approval is enabled and a hotel is 
added to an existing air booking before the approval 
deadline, trip didn't passive approve. 

CRMC-16505 

CLQ-10666 [LINKED] New Concur Mobile test Configurations are not 
being hidden to the users 

CRMC-19912 

CLQ-10669 CLONE -[LINKED] Search by Schedule showing incorrectly 
as out of policy on all trips vs Search by Price is not 

CRMC-19672 

CLQ-10673 [LINKED] Thrivent WN - receive error when booking BWI to 
MSP. Error appears to be when adding the GK flights to the 
GDS. 

CRMC-18735 

CLQ-10682 UserDataWS isn't letting companies map fields to primary 
fields 

CRMC-20012, CRMC-20008, 
CRMC-20033, CRMC-20041 

CLQ-10692 [LINKED] (JD) Virgin Blue DC - No Baggage option on 
Virgin Blue DC flight 761 between MEL-OOL, resulting in 
unable to complete sell request 

CRMC-19420, CRMC-19794, 
CRMC-18980 
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Key Summary Issue Links 

CLQ-10710 [LINKED] (Display Message-Pop UP) Messages - Air Fare 
Shop Results -not popping up with message nor if changed 
to the inline the message doesn't display 

CRMC-17332 

CLQ-10712 User is getting generic error when attempting to change a 
flight that has already been upgraded 

CRMC-14894 

CLQ-10717 Apollo: Getting NOT IN PLATING CARRIER AGREEMENT 
TABLE when storing the fare 

CRMC-20092 

CLQ-10718 [LINKED] New UI: Cliqbook Itinerary Summary screen 
offers 'Add' options 'Parking' 'Taxi' and Limo when site is 
not configured to allow these 

CRMC-20004, CRMC-19652 

CLQ-10727 Worldspan hotel shops not returning Gov Hotels CRMC-17451, CRMC-17692, 
CRMC-17134 

CLQ-10731 [LINKED] A,W,S classes for AF flights operated by city jet- 
London City to Dublin and Paris (orly) should display 
Premium City Plus and not Economy/premium Voyageur 

CRMC-16096 

CLQ-10735 [LINKED] Deutsche Bank: TSPM Profiles are not being 
deactivated when the Cliqbook account is terminated 

CRMC-18368 

CLQ-10737 Booking flights and car using Templates CB adds no flight 
number and Pick-up time to 12:00AM car reservation 

CRMC-17871 

CLQ-10755 Old UI - Worldspan Pricing - Not storing split ticketing for 
discount carriers when price is lower than storing for just 
one ticket 

CRMC-19836 

CLQ-10772 [LINKED] Ernst and Young Private Fare Code not being 
applied when booked as part of a Multi Sector trip and Fare 
basis SPXO (Super Saver) is booked for both Segment 1 
and Segment 2 and Private Fare Segment 3, Private fare is 
quoted but not applied 

CRMC-20020 
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Summary 

Major Features 
• New split ticketing option to split mixed-carrier bookings from price search 

• Flex faring in India 

• Configurable message board support for car 

Minor Features 
• New lowest logical fare (LLF) definitions  

• Clone rule across rule classes 

• Customer-specific hub speed improvement 

• Amadeus – Show which fares are discounted 

• Car delivery / collection in Amadeus GDS 

• Enable customers to easily turn on the new UI (Hooville) for their entire site 
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Release Notes 

Administration 

Agency Invoice - Create New Section and Apply to Amadeus   

GDS Supported: All GDS 
Configuration Setting: Travel System Admin > Ghost Cards (on the travel 
configuration page) 
Solution ID: N/A 

A new configuration option for Agency Invoice has been added to Travel System 
Admin > Ghost Cards (on the travel configuration page). Prior to this release – in the 
travel configuration where you can assign all travel to one ghost card – there was an 
option named Agency Invoice in the Card Type list. 

Old view:  

 

With this release: 

• We removed Agency Invoice from the dropdown and replaced it with a check 
box. 

• We now support the ability to use agency invoice for Amadeus customers. 

! IMPORTANT: If a client utilized Agency Invoice prior to the release, the new box 
will be enabled by default. 

New section:  
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When the check box is selected (checked), the section below it (with the Card Type 
list, etc.) is hidden, as shown below. 

 

In addition to these changes, we added a new message in the section to inform 
administrators to manage ghost cards via the Corporate Ghost Card section in 
Company Administration.  

! IMPORTANT: If you are still using this section to manage ghost cards, please 
open a support ticket for assistance in moving to the more robust Corporate 
Ghost Card area in Company Administration. Ghost cards at the travel 
configuration level will be removed in a future release because corporate ghost 
cards can also be assigned to travel configurations. 

Clone Travel Rule across Rule Classes   

GDS Supported: All GDS 
Configuration Setting: Company Admin > Travel Admin (left menu), Travel Policy 
tab 
Solution ID: SID982, SID1465, and SID2185 

With this release, Concur offers customers the ability to update rules across travel 
classes as well as add a rule for one or more travel classes. 

Save to Many   

With this new process, administrators can copy rules from a source travel class and 
replace the rules in one or more target travel classes. This process would typically 
apply to new sites or updating all travel policy rules – allowing for clean up and 
consistency among travel classes. 

Note the following: 

• You are replacing rules. For example, assume that travel class A has five car 
rules and travel class B has ten car rules. With this process, if you copy the 
five car rules from A to B, the result is that B will contain only the five copied 
car rules – the copied rules exist in lieu of B's original rules. 

• The rules that you copy from the source can be new or existing; you can 
create new rules at the same time that you copy. 

• You can only copy within one rule group (such as Car or Hotel) at one time. 
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To replace rules across travel classes: 

1. Navigate to Company Admin > Travel Admin (left menu), Travel Policy tab. 

2. Click Edit next to the rule group you want to use. 

 

3. Create your rules as you would when editing a single travel class. 

 

4. Click Save to Many. This will prompt you with a list of destination travel 
classes. 
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NOTE: The current travel class is implied. Your changes apply to both the 
current travel class and the selected travel classes. In effect, for 
any rules you just created, this action saves to the current class and 
copies to the target class. 

5. Select the desired travel classes and click Save.  
 

 

NOTE: Remember, this action replaces all rules in this rule group for the 
target class. 

Clone Rules  

With this new process, administrators can copy one or more rules from a source 
travel class to add them to one or more target travel classes.  

Note the following: 

• You are not replacing rules. For example, assume that travel class A has five 
car rules and travel class B has ten car rules. With this process, if you copy 
the five car rules from A to B, the result is that B will contain fifteen car rules 
– the copied rules exist in addition to B's original rules. 

• Please note that if a similar rule appears in the target class, the result could 
be duplicate or conflicting rules. 

• You can copy any or all rules, in any or all rule groups (such as Car or Hotel) 
at one time. 

To clone rules: 

1. On the Travel Policy tab, click Clone Rules. 
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2. Select all the rules you wish to copy and click Apply. Cliqbook provides a list 
of destination travel classes to select. 

 

3. Select the travel classes you want to copy these rules to, then click Save. The 
selected rules copy to the target class. 

 

Enforce Uniqueness of Custom Attribute Values   

GDS Supported: All GDS 
Configuration Setting: Company Admin > Manage Custom Fields 
Solution ID: N/A 

When working with 
custom fields 
(Company Admin > 
Manage Custom 
Fields), 
administrators can no 
longer save two 
options with the 
same value. A 
message appears 
informing the 
administrator that 
the values must be 
unique. 
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Preference Level Renaming in Icon Mouseover 

GDS Supported: All GDS 
Configuration Setting: Travel System Admin > Travel Text Customization 
– or – Company Admin > Travel Admin (left menu) > Custom Text tab  
Solution ID: SID3449 

Concur announced a new feature allowing administrators to customize the names of 
each of the preference ranks with the September 2010 release. The current ranks 
are Most Preferred, Preferred, Less Preferred, and Not Preferred. These ranks 
designate preferred air vendors, car vendors, hotel chains, and individual hotel 
properties.  

With this release, we will show the customized naming convention when the user 
hovers the mouse over the diamond setting.  

What the User Sees 

Example of what the user will see:  

 

What the user will see if the naming convention changed via the new custom text 
feature:  
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Configuration 

Each of these text strings is configurable in the Travel Text Customization screen. 
Navigate to Administration > Travel System Admin > Travel Text Customization 
– or – Company Admin > Travel Admin (left menu) > Custom Text tab. 

These new preference rank configurable text works like other configurable text – you 
can use the default text or create custom text: 
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Prevent Administrative Permissions Assignment to the "ALL" Set    

GDS Supported: All GDS 
Configuration Setting: Company Admin > User Permissions (left menu) 
Solution ID: N/A 

In the November release, customers will no longer be able to assign administrative 
privileges to the "ALL" group. This change prevents someone from inadvertently 
assigning Company Administration or Permission Administrator to everyone at a 
company, which would be a security issue.  

For partners who have demo sites where all users are administrators, the "ALL" 
group will retain the administrator permissions in that company; we are not taking 
the assignments away in this release. However, for new companies, you would need 
to assign the administrator permissions explicitly to each user or assign the 
permissions to a group and explicitly add each user to that group.  

By Permission 

The sample below demonstrates assigning different users and groups to a 
permission.  

• If the permission is an administrator permission, such as Permission 
Administrator, then the ALL group is not available.  

• If the permission is not an administrator permission, for example Travel 
Wizard User, then the ALL group is available and can be assigned that 
permission.  
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By Group 

The sample below demonstrates editing permissions for a group. The Travel 
Administrators group is available for all permissions. However, when the ALL group is 
selected, the only permissions available are non-administrator permissions.  

 

NOTE: Manifest Administrator has the word Administrator in its name, but the 
intended users of that permission are travel arrangers who need to use the 
multi-user clone trip (also known as Manifest Booking) feature.  
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Change Customer-Specific Hub Shop Logic   

GDS Supported: All GDS 
Configuration Setting: Travel System Admin > Air Search Options (on the travel 
configuration page) 
Solution ID: N/A 

Concur implemented new logic for clients who subscribe to premium searches from 
the GDS to optimize customer-specific hub search. Cliqbook will take advantage of 
the capabilities these premium searches offer to retrieve flight inventory with a 
minimal number of scans. The result will be that searches with customer-defined 
hubs will return more quickly while still retaining a very reasonable mix of results. 

! IMPORTANT: Be aware that enabling premium shops in the Cliqbook 
configuration may produce unexpected results for clients who turn this feature on 
but do not subscribe to premium search from GDS. Only customers utilizing the 
new premium search engines (Sabre Bargain Finder Max, TravelPort ePricing or 
Amadeus Master Pricer) should use this feature.  

How to configure Cliqbook for Premium Shops 

1. Navigate to Travel System Admin > Air Search Options (on the travel 
configuration page). 

2. Select the check box for the appropriate GDS:  

For Sabre: 

 

For Apollo/Galileo: 
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For Amadeus: 

 

For Worldspan: 

NOTE: Unlike the other GDSs, the Premium Search for Worldspan only 
impacts searches for customer-defined hubs – and not the regular 
search results. Since we already get a good mix of results with 
Worldspan's basic shop there was no reason to add the premium shop 
until now. The Premium Shop (e-pricing) in Worldspan allows us to 
search for multiple airports in a single request. Travelport may charge 
your TMC additional fees for use of this command, so please consult 
with your TMC as to whether this is appropriate for your company. 

 

New Lowest Logical Fare (LLF) Definitions  

GDS Supported: All GDS 
Configuration Setting: Company Admin > Travel Admin (left menu), Travel Policy 
tab, click Edit next to rule group 
Solution ID: SID3554 

Prior to this release, the LLF calculation always looked plus or minus the time at the 
center of the user's time window (for search by price) or plus or minus the time of 
the user's chosen flight (for search by schedule in the older UI or "delayed LLF" in 
the Hooville UI).   

Many customers observed that often a traveler would choose a flight that would 
allow the traveler to make it to his/her meeting on time, and it was not helpful for 
the LLF to look at flights that departed later since there might be flights that would 
cause the traveler to be late for his/her meeting. Likewise, if a meeting were to end 
at, for example, 3PM and the traveler chooses a 6PM center-of-time window for 
return flight (because the traveler knows he/she can get to the airport by 4:30PM), if 
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the LLF time window is +/- 3, a 3:20PM flight may be the LLF but that is not a flight 
that the traveler can realistically choose. 

So in this release, in addition to preserving the existing options, Cliqbook offers two 
options that will look only earlier than outbound flights or only later than return 
flights when calculating the LLF. These options can be configured from the travel rule 
page (Company Admin > Travel Admin). Choose the Travel Policy tab, and click 
Edit next to rule group) as shown below. 

• The first option will consider flights before the outbound and after the return 
as described. For example: If the company's time domestic window were +/- 
3 hours (a 6 hour window) and a domestic flight was being booked, then 
Cliqbook would look 3 hours before the outbound and 3 hours after the return 
(a 3 hour window in each direction):  

 

• The Flight Within 45-Minute Rule Window option works similar to the one 
above, except that it uses a fixed 45-minute window.  

For assistance, we added a Quick Help message with the Time Window field. 
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 Configurable Message Board Support for Car  
 
GDS Supported: All GDS 
Configuration Setting: Company Admin > Travel Rule Builder 
Solution ID: SID3132 

Concur announced the Configurable Message Board feature with the August 2009 
release. With this release, we expand the feature to include car search criteria and 
car results. 

To build your car search messages, access Travel Rule Builder (in Company Admin) 
and select Messages – Car Search Criteria or Car Search Results: 

 

Rule example – can be done as inline or popup message like air and hotel: 
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Message displayed as popup: 

 

Message displayed as inline: 

 

Air 

Amadeus - Show Fare Types   

GDS Supported: Amadeus only 
Configuration Setting: Auto-on  
Solution ID: SID2339 

When doing an airfare shop in Amadeus, Cliqbook will now display Discounted for 
fare results where the fare is the company-negotiated fare. Cliqbook identifies a 
discounted fare by the presence of the discount code, which matches what the 
administrator in the company discounts section in the travel configuration entered.  
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Current UI: 

 

New UI:  

 

Support Flex Faring (One-Way Pricing) in India    

GDS Supported: Sabre, Apollo and Galileo only 
Configuration Setting: Travel System Admin > Air Search Options (on the travel 
configuration page) > Flex-faring 
Solution ID: N/A 

Concur currently supports the flex faring view for Australia, New Zealand, and 
Canada. With this release, we added support for flex faring within India. India sets 
prices for all domestic air as one-way allowing us to use the flex faring display.  

Configuration 

1. Navigate to Travel System Admin > Air Search Options (on the travel 
configuration page. 
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2. In the Flex faring area, select the Within India check box. 

 

Current UI:  
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New UI:  

 

Please Note:  

• Webfares (via TravelFusion) are not included with the flex faring view. This 
will be possible with a future release.  

• This feature is available in both the current and new UI.  

• This only applies to flights within India.  

• Amadeus support will be added with a future release. The UI refers to 
Amadeus support now in anticipation of this release. 
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New Split Ticketing Options  

GDS Supported: All GDS 
Configuration Setting: Travel System Admin > Wizard Options (on the travel 
configuration page) 
Solution ID: SID2006 

With this release, we have added a new split-ticketing fare option to allow the user 
to choose a split-ticketing fare when it is less expensive or when the airlines cannot 
combine (specifically for mixed carrier bookings on JetBlue and Frontier, although 
other airlines will be supported in a future release). 

In previous releases, split ticketing was configured only on the discounts section. If a 
user chose to search by schedule and one of the configured airlines was chosen from 
the schedule page in a mixed-carrier booking, then Cliqbook would compare the 
price for the itinerary as a single ticket with the itinerary as a split ticket and present 
the cheaper price to the user. In this release, if the user chooses a mixed-carrier 
booking from the price tab (price page in the old UI), then Cliqbook can pause and 
see if the fare is cheaper as a split ticket.   

Additionally, low-fare searches have been bringing back mixed-carrier Frontier and 
JetBlue results, and users who attempted to reserve those flights would get errors if 
their sites were not configured for split ticketing on these airlines. If the new option 
is enabled, then Cliqbook will understand that the low-fare search is quoting a split 
price (not a single-ticket price) when these airlines are involved and will sell the 
ticket split as long as the split quote is no more expensive than the quote from the 
low fare shop. 

Configuration 

NOTE: This feature is enabled automatically for any configuration that had at least 
one discount configured for split ticketing. The reasoning behind this decision 
is that the TMCs for these sites already can handle Cliqbook's split ticketing 
formats, and the number of user errors from attempts to combine JetBlue or 
Frontier with other airlines is very large. Sites that had no split ticketing 
enabled need to enable this feature manually to take advantage of the 
benefits. 

To turn on this feature manually: 

1. Navigate to Travel System Admin > Wizard Options (on the travel 
configuration page). 
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2. Select From Schedule and Price Search, whenever carriers are mixed: 

 

Note: The default will be From Schedule Search, when allowed in discount, taking 
into consideration any split ticketing already set up. If you have not set up split 
ticketing or want to bypass that, use the new option.  

This field also has quick help: 
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What the User Sees 

If the feature is on, when the user clicks Reserve, Cliqbook reviews any available 
split ticket options. This will now occur with any flight the user selects – not just the 
finger fare. This new option applies to search by price and flex faring, both in the 
current and new UI.  

 

The user will see a popup advising the additional search:  

 

If the split fare is less than the original combined fare, it appears in a new window. 
The user can choose the new flights or click Cancel to return to the original page. 

NOTE: It shows the new fare for JetBlue and Frontier if the new fare is less than the 
original combined fare. For JetBlue and Frontier if the fare is equal to the original 
fare, we assume that the original fare was a split fare not a combined fare, and do 
not notify the traveler.  
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If the split-ticketing feature is not on or if the split-ticket fare is higher, Cliqbook 
proceeds with the original fare as usual. 

! IMPORTANT: Cliqbook will not re-run rules on the "split" option if chosen. 
Cliqbook will base the LLF on the original combined fare, even if using the new 
LLF option in the new UI (Hooville) that is based on the flights chosen. We will 
address this with a future release.  

Direct Connect 

Aer Lingus - Add TSA Compliance    

GDS Supported: Aer Lingus Direct Connect 
Configuration Setting: Auto-on 
Solution ID: N/A 

In order to help Aer Lingus comply with TSA SecureFlight regulations, Cliqbook now 
supplies Aer Lingus – via the direct connect – with information about the traveler's 
date of birth, gender, and (if applicable) DHS redress number when applicable. 
However, this only applies if TSA is enabled for a site/configuration.  

Southwest Direct Connect – Default Credit When Added on Credit 
Card Page 

GDS Supported: Southwest Direct Connect 
Configuration Setting: Auto-on 
Solution ID: N/A 

To better assist travelers, Cliqbook has updated the logic for Southwest unused 
ticket credits. If a user adds a Southwest credit on the credit card page, Cliqbook will 
automatically select that credit to apply to the itinerary. The user still has the ability 
to select additional credits, change to a different credit, or choose not to apply a 
credit.  
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Southwest Direct Connect - Allow Suppression of Unused Tickets 

GDS Supported: Southwest Direct Connect 
Configuration Setting: Travel System Admin > Air Connectors (on the travel 
configuration page) 
Solution ID: SID3921 

With this release, we have added options to enable or disable ticket credits on the 
travel configuration page for Southwest. This might apply, for example, to companies 
who bill customers for travel and want to ensure that a traveler does not use a ticket 
purchased by one customer to pay for travel for another customer. If the Ticket 
Credits are disabled, they will disappear from the user's Profile and they will not be 
available on Payment Page (see samples below).  

Trip Payment Information page with ticket credits enabled: 
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Trip Payment Information page with ticket credits disabled: 

 

Profile page with ticket credits enabled: 

 

Profile page with ticket credits disabled: 
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Configuration 

To disable credits: 

1. Navigate to Travel System Admin > Air Connectors (on the travel 
configuration page). 

2. Select the Disable Ticket Credits check box. 

 

Southwest Direct Connect - Address Ticket Failure Issues 

GDS Supported: Southwest Direct Connect 
Configuration Setting: Auto-on 
Solution ID: N/A 

Recently, Concur has experienced issues with Southwest reservations missing 
ticketing when booked though the direct connect.  

Concur has taken the following actions to resolve this issue: 

• Finding and resolving a server configuration issue that was causing 
reservations to not be ticketed 

• For trips that do not require approval to be ticketed in the travel wizard so 
that the traveler is more aware of errors (and could correct declined credit 
card or fare expired errors) 

• Sending an email to the traveler when an error with ticketing occurs so they 
are aware of the failure; this is enhanced in the build to also allow agencies or 
other interested parties to receive the same email (see below) 

• Improved error handling and recovery for several responses we get back from 
the Southwest WebService (for example bad Rapid Rewards number, some 
fare breakdown changes, ticket credit not being accepted, and others) 

• Improved logging of ticketing errors, including options to manually run the 
ticketing calls 

• Enhancing a job that looks for Southwest reservations that have not been 
ticketed and attempts to re-queue them for ticketing 

• Resolving an issue with the LDTP (last date to purchase) time zone 

• Resolved an issue with passive segments for Sabre being written through 
DataBahn instead of Sabre Web Services 
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There still are some classes of errors that occur when a ticket requires approval, 
such as declined credit cards or expired fares. In these cases, the traveler (and other 
interested parties) receives an email that ticketing failed.  

Southwest Direct Connect - Email Notification when Ticketing Fails 

GDS Supported: Southwest Direct Connect 
Configuration Setting: Travel System Admin > DC Configuration (on the travel 
configuration page) 
Solution ID: N/A 

In case of Southwest direct connect ticketing errors, a notification email can be sent 
to the customer, approver, or a given list of email addresses. In addition to this 
notification, Cliqbook will send an email with more specific information to Concur 
customer support to assist with troubleshooting. 

Configuration 

To configure: 

1. Navigate to Travel System Admin > DC Configuration (on the travel 
configuration page). 

 

2. Complete the appropriate fields: 
 

Field Description 

Notify Customer Select this check box to trigger sending an email to the 
customer (or meeting attendees). 

Notify Approver Select this check box to trigger sending an email to the 
approver of the trip. 

Notify Other Select this check box to trigger sending an email to the 
addresses in Notify Other Emails field. 

Notify Other Emails Enter the list of addresses (separated by comma) to be 
notified when the Notify Other check box is selected. 
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Field Description 

<message body> Enter the specific message text to appear to the 
recipients. You can use following place holders (will be 
replaced with real content): 

• {locator} – trip locator 

• {hotline} – vendor hotline (phone number) where the 
customer may ask for further information 

• {bookingSource} – name of the vendor (i.e. 
Southwest) 

• {errorMessage} – specific error message returned by 
the direct connect 

Samples 

Here is a sample of the email the user sees. 

 
NOTE: This feature applies to direct connect vendors that allow trip approval during 

the booking process. It will be expanded to include Amtrak with a future 
release.  
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Web Fares 

TravelFusion – B2B Credentials Required to Enable B2B Sites 

GDS Supported: TravelFusion Direct Connect 
Configuration Setting: Company Admin > Travel Admin (left menu), Web Direct 
Providers tab - and – Travel System Admin > Manage Webfare Login Credentials 
(left menu)  
Solution ID: N/A 

In order to enable websites via TravelFusion that end with B2B, administrators must 
first enter in login credentials in the Manage Webfare Login Credentials (in Travel 
System Admin). B2B sites usually allow for special prices agreed between the end 
customer and the airlines.  

If an administrator attempts to enable a B2B site in the WebDirect Providers tab that 
has not first been set up with proper credentials, then they will receive the below 
message and they are unable to save their changes.  

 

To add the proper credentials, administrators go to Travel System Admin > Manage 
Webfare Login Credentials and select the appropriate vendor.  
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Add TravelFusion Supplier FlyDubai 

GDS Supported: TravelFusion Direct Connect 
Configuration Setting: Company Admin > Travel Admin > WebDirect Providers tab 
Solution ID: N/A 

The following carrier is available as a web fare providers via TravelFusion: FlyDubai - 
http://flydubai.com/english.aspx. FlyDubai is a carrier based in the United Arab 
Emirates that includes routes to the Middle East and Africa.  

Configuration 

FlyDubai is available at Company Admin > Travel Admin > WebDirect Providers 
tab. 

 

http://flydubai.com/english.aspx
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Car 

Car Delivery/Collection in Amadeus GDS 

GDS Supported: Amadeus Only 
Configuration Setting: Company Admin > Company Locations (left menu) – and – 
Travel System Admin > Car Search Options 
Solution ID: SID30 and SID3131 

Concur announced support of car delivery and collection via the Sixt Direct Connect 
with the March 2010 release. The Sixt Direct Connect supports car delivery and 
collection regardless of GDS. We now support the same function for GDS car 
reservations made in Amadeus. Other GDS will be supported in a future release. 

Car delivery and collection is something that a customer must first negotiate with 
their contract car vendor. There may be additional fees that will apply to the user, 
depending on the customer contract. This feature is limited to locations loaded in the 
Company Locations section in Company Admin.  

Configuration 

Administrators must specify which car vendor or vendors should allow for delivery 
and collection in the travel configuration. Administrators can add as many vendors as 
necessary, separated by commas.   

NOTE: Many vendors require a credit card guarantee when using this feature. 
Depending on your chosen vendors, it may be easier for your travelers if the 
check box just above Require a credit card for car reservations is 
enabled. However, if the vendor requires a guarantee and one has not been 
provided, the user will be advised during the booking process and be 
prompted for a credit card.  
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Cliqbook will not block entry of delivery/collection for vendors that are available via a 
direct connect. For example, if delivery/collection were enabled for ZE (Hertz), you 
could still enter ZE in this box. However, Cliqbook only supports this feature in the 
Sixt direct connect, so in this example listing ZE would have no effect.   

Once at least one travel configuration has delivery/collection enabled for at least one 
car rental chain, customers can choose the company locations that are available for 
this feature in the Company Locations page.  

Administrators will need to enable car delivery and collection for each location they 
want to support. Once the check box is selected (checked), Address, City, and a 
valid Geocode become required fields.  

The check box for car delivery and collection defaults to off. If no company locations 
have the option set, the delivery/collection functionality is not available. 
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What the User Sees 

If you enable the car delivery/collection feature and book a car from an off-airport 
location, Cliqbook presents the user with options to request delivery and/or 
collection. If, during the search for an off-airport rental location, the user chooses a 
company location as the search reference point, then that company location will be 
defaulted in the location dropdown. 

 

If the user has a company location entered on his/her profile, that location is 
selected by default as the location for collection or delivery. In addition, when 
choosing an off-airport car location, the search reference point will automatically 
default to the user's company location. 

If the service is not available, a red warning (as shown below) appears that 
delivery/collection will not be possible. 

 

Once the trip is booked, the itinerary display shows the requested delivery and/or 
collection addresses, the rental location responsible for delivering and/or collecting 
the car, and their telephone number(s). 
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Current UI:  

 

Amadeus Segment Example:  
   
2 CCR ZI HK1 LON 09MAR 10MAR ECMN/BS-00898800/ARR-12PM 
    /CD-D855462/COL-20 SEAGRAVE RD LONDON GB SW6 1RX 
    1111111113/DEL-8 BALDERTON STREET WESTMINSTER GB W1K 6TF 
    1111111113/DO-LONC06*/ES-*ZI*GBP 24.85 01D 
    /G-CCVIXXXXXXXXXXXX1111EXP0913/LC-LONC06/NM-JOE JOE 
    /PUP-LONC06*/RC-N4I/RG-*ZI*GBP19.46DY-.10 MI 100 FM XH 
    19.46 .10 MI 100 FM/RT-12PM/SI-NONSMOKING/CF-33892396US6 

! IMPORTANT: This currently applies to Amadeus only. This will become available 
for the other GDS with a future release.  

Agent Booked Passive Car Segments - Do Not Allow Cancel in 
Cliqbook 

GDS Supported: All GDS  
Configuration Setting: Auto-on 
Solution ID: SID452 

With this release, users are no longer able to cancel agent-booked passive car 
segments in Cliqbook. When viewing an agent-booked passive car segment on the 
show trip page, a new Call Agent message replaces the Cancel this car link.  
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The text instructs users to contact the travel agency for cancellation since it requires 
a phone call to the vendor for cancellation. This mimics what Cliqbook does today for 
agent-booked passive hotel segments.  

Whether or not a user can cancel a trip that contains passive car segments is 
determined by the "True Trip Cancel" settings on the Travel Agency record. The 
settings allow TMCs to either allow or prevent cancel of a trip if passive content is on 
the PNR. This specific feature impacts canceling the individual car segments – not 
the entire trip. 

Hotel 

Update Hotel Import Files to Include Seasonal Rates and Currency 

GDS Supported: All GDS 
Configuration Setting: Travel System Admin > Manage Corporate Discounts (left 
menu) > Import Properties 
Solution ID: N/A 

Last month, we made several changes to the individual Hotel Property Discount 
section, including adding seasonal hotel rates and currency. With this release, we 
have updated the import document and sample file to include the new fields.  

New columns added:  

• Discount Rate Currency 

• Seasonal Rate 1 through 6 

• Seasonal Rate 1 through 6 - start date 

• Seasonal Rate 1 through 6 - end date 

To access the sample files, go to Travel System Admin > Manage Corporate 
Discounts (left menu) > Import Properties  
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Worldspan Hotel Passive Segment Update to TVL 

GDS Supported: Worldspan Only 
Configuration Setting: Auto-on 
Solution ID: N/A 

Prior to this release, Cliqbook wrote passive hotel segments for Worldspan as MK 
segments. With this release, Cliqbook will use TVL segments. This matches what we 
already do for air/car/limo. It means a reduction in scans because we have XML code 
for TVL segments, whereas we have to use green screen/terminal commands for MK 
segments. It also solves the much bigger issue of the data available to the agency. 

Prior to this release, we had an issue where we passed to Worldspan all the pertinent 
data and it showed to the user in Cliqbook correctly but was missing from the GDS 
passive segment.  

XML Command:  
 
<WSC1> 
       <MSG_VERSION>1</MSG_VERSION> 
       <VARIABLE_COUNT>0009</VARIABLE_COUNT> 
       <PNR_RLOC>O3SBE6</PNR_RLOC> 
       <OVERRIDE_CUST_REF>Y</OVERRIDE_CUST_REF> 
       <END_OPTION>E</END_OPTION> 
       <VENDOR_CODE>ZZ</VENDOR_CODE> 
       <STATUS_CODE>MK</STATUS_CODE> 
       <QUANTITY>1</QUANTITY> 
       <ASSOCIATE_TYPE>HTL</ASSOCIATE_TYPE> 
       <START_DATE> 
             <START_DAY>12</START_DAY> 
             <START_MONTH>APR</START_MONTH> 
             <START_YEAR>2011</START_YEAR> 
       </START_DATE> 
       <END_DATE> 
             <END_DAY>13</END_DAY> 
             <END_MONTH>APR</END_MONTH> 
             <END_YEAR>2011</END_YEAR> 
       </END_DATE> 
       <ASSOCIATE_NAME>CQB</ASSOCIATE_NAME> 
       <TRANS_ID>HOTEL PASSIVE</TRANS_ID> 
       <TRAVEL_SEG_IND>T</TRAVEL_SEG_IND> 
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       <VAR_DATA> 
             <WEB_OPTIONS> 
                    <OPTION_ID>TN</OPTION_ID> 
                    <OPTIONAL_FIELD_INFO>HOTEL PASSIVE</OPTIONAL_FIELD_INFO> 
             </WEB_OPTIONS> 
             <WEB_OPTIONS> 
                    <OPTION_ID>PRP</OPTION_ID> 
                    <OPTIONAL_FIELD_INFO>MY TEST PROPERTY</OPTIONAL_FIELD_INFO> 
             </WEB_OPTIONS> 
             <WEB_OPTIONS> 
                    <OPTION_ID>RQ</OPTION_ID> 
                    <OPTIONAL_FIELD_INFO>100.00</OPTIONAL_FIELD_INFO> 
             </WEB_OPTIONS> 
             <WEB_OPTIONS> 
                    <OPTION_ID>CTY</OPTION_ID> 
                    <OPTIONAL_FIELD_INFO>ATL</OPTIONAL_FIELD_INFO> 
             </WEB_OPTIONS> 
             <WEB_OPTIONS> 
                    <OPTION_ID>RD</OPTION_ID> 
                    <OPTIONAL_FIELD_INFO>NON SMOKING</OPTIONAL_FIELD_INFO> 
             </WEB_OPTIONS> 
             <WEB_OPTIONS> 
                    <OPTION_ID>SI</OPTION_ID> 
                    <OPTIONAL_FIELD_INFO>OFFLINE HOTEL</OPTIONAL_FIELD_INFO> 
             </WEB_OPTIONS> 
             <WEB_OPTIONS> 
                    <OPTION_ID>AA1</OPTION_ID> 
                    <OPTIONAL_FIELD_INFO>1300 PEACHTREE RD</OPTIONAL_FIELD_INFO> 
             </WEB_OPTIONS> 
             <WEB_OPTIONS> 
                    <OPTION_ID>AA2</OPTION_ID> 
                    <OPTIONAL_FIELD_INFO>ATLANTA, GEORGIA, 30309</OPTIONAL_FIELD_INFO> 
             </WEB_OPTIONS> 
       </VAR_DATA> 
</WSC1> 

GDS Segment Example:  

 1 TVL ZZ MK1 HTL 12APR11 13APR11/CF-HOTEL/AN-CQB/TN-HOTEL PASSI 
VE/PRP-MY TEST PROPERTY/RQ-USD 100.00/CTY-ATL/RD-NON SMOKING/SI- 
OFFLINE HOTEL/AA1-1300 PEACHTREE RD/AA2-ATLANTA, GEORGIA, 30309  
P- 1.8XJ847 962 3946-R    

The SI field will use the same standard key words to denote the passive hotel 
segment type: OFFLINE HOTEL, ROOM BLOCK, DIRECT CONNECT and USER SUP.  

Hilton Senior Rates Not Showing Due to Incorrect Format 
(Sabre/Apollo/Galileo) 

GDS Supported: Sabre, Apollo, Galileo 
Configuration Setting: Auto-on 
Solution ID: N/A 

In additional to normal shop messages, Cliqbook now sends an additional shop 
message for each Hilton hotel (chain code "HH") to bring back senior rates from 
Sabre, Apollo, or Galileo – if a profile has been setup to request senior rates. 

Worldspan and Amadeus will be supported in future releases. 
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Rail 

Move Amtrak to the Top of the Rule Builder List 

GDS Supported: All GDS 
Configuration Setting: Company Admin > Travel Rule Builder (left menu) 
Solution ID: N/A 

Amtrak will now appear in the primary list when choosing vendors from the drop 
down in Company Admin > Travel Rule Builder. We list the most used vendors first, 
in alphabetical order, and then all vendors appear, again in alphabetical order.  
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E-Receipt 

Remove Hertz Form and Text from E-Receipt Admin Page 

GDS Supported: Hertz  
Configuration Setting: Company Admin > E-Receipt Admin (left menu) 
Solution ID: N/A 

Hertz changed their signup process for e-receipts so that they no longer require a 
form, so the e-receipt setup page no longer has a reference to that obsolete form.  

New User Interface (Hooville) 

SNCF Now Available in the New User Interface 

Last month, we noted there were issues for SNCF users with the new user interface. 
We have resolved these issues. We encourage customers using SNCF to try out the 
Hooville experience.  

Allow Travel Administrator to Enable Hooville for All Travel 
Configurations 

GDS Supported: All GDS 
Configuration Setting: Auto-on 
Solution ID: N/A 

In the October 2010 release, Concur enabled travel administrators to try out the new 
UI from a link on the travel home page and for Permission Administrators to assign 
individual users to upgrade to the new Hooville experience. Travel Agencies could 
also upgrade individual travel configurations or entire sites.   

Beginning with the October release, we displayed messaging to users with either the 
Travel Policy Administrator or the Travel Agent Admin permission. 

 

If the administrator clicked the Try out the new Cliqbook User Interface link, 
they switched to the new UI for one session only.  
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With this release, administrators who try out the new UI via the process above see 
an additional message (at the end of their session) asking if they would like to 
enable the new UI for the entire site. If they choose to do so, they will see a popup 
asking them to confirm this.  

NOTE: Concur recommends that an administrator check with their TMC and Travel 
Managers before enabling the new UI for their entire site.  

New message:  

 

If they click on the link, we display a message to confirm they want to proceed:  

 

Similar to the one-time upgraded session, the default settings for the new UI will be 
as follows:  

 

If administrators enable Hooville in this fashion, it will change the configuration 
setting to the new UI (this does not affect permissions). To disable, administrators 
will just go back to the travel configuration and switch back to the current UI.  
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Add Day Abbreviations to Results Pages 

GDS Supported: All GDS 
Configuration Setting: Auto-on 
Solution ID: N/A 

Concur added the day-of-the-week abbreviations to the search dates on all the 
search results pages. 

Old view:  

  

New view: 
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Re-labeling Other Hotel Preferences and Other Car Preferences 

GDS Supported: All GDS 
Configuration Setting: Auto-on 
Solution ID: N/A 

Two fields that travelers use to enter other preferences, Other Car Preferences 
and Other Hotel Preferences, have been re-labeled.  

Each now reads Message to Vendor in the travel wizard and in Profile. Quick help 
has also been included. The Message to Vendor field sends a message to the 
vendor, such as room away from elevator or need car seat. It is simply a message 
and does not confirm a request.  

Travel Wizard Search Results Pages 

This is the Message to Vendor field in the travel wizard. 
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Profile Pages 

These are the Message to Vendor fields in profile. 

 

Reporting 

Employee Details Report  

GDS Supported: All GDS 
Configuration Setting: Company Admin > Reporting > Employee Details (Extended) 
Solution ID: N/A 

In a patch after the October release, the Employee Details (Extended) report was 
limited to 1000 rows due to impacts on server performance. In a later patch, the 
Employee Details (Extended) report increased to allow up to 2500 rows.  

In addition to this, we made two other modifications to the report: 

• First, we renamed the Last Name field to Last Name Begins With. In the 
original, a search for "fred" in the last name would find last names of both 
"alfred" and "frederick." In the current version, it would only find "frederick." 
This enables companies to use this field to better narrow searches for users.  

• We added two new fields, Last Name From and Last Name To. These fields 
allow users to search for a range of employees. For companies of reasonable 
size, who need to get the details for all employees in the system, this allows 
end users to run the report a few times, and then assemble the results into a 
single document, rather than running one very large report that would have 
site performance implications.  
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Note that the logic will find names alphabetically greater than or equal to the 
'Last Name From' and alphabetically less than the 'Last Name To'. This was 
done so that if running the report multiple times, for example "From Brown to 
Early" and "From Early to Foster" the name "Early" would only appear in the 
second report, so that when assembling the reports there would be no 
duplication of records. 

 

Allow Employee Details (Slim) Report to Go to 2500 Results 

GDS Supported: All GDS 
Configuration Setting: Company Admin > Reporting > Employee Details (Extended) 
Slim report 
Solution ID: N/A 

Previously, the Employee Details (slim) report was limited to returning only 1000 
results. In this release, the report will now return up to 2500 results. 

Profile Sync 

Option to Have ACCEPTED Profiles Set the Updated Timestamp BUT 
NOT SYNCED TIMESTAMP 

GDS Supported: N/A 
Configuration Setting: Travel System Admin > Profile Sync Configuration (left menu) 
Solution ID: N/A 

XML Profile Sync currently updates the travel_profile_last_sync date in our 
preferences table when you receive a modified profile from Cliqbook and when you 
send a modified profile to Cliqbook. That means that if you have not done a recent 
call to get modified profiles before you send us changes, you might not be notified of 
changes that users have made to their own profiles (because we will mark the profile 
synced when you send us a change, even if there was a previous change ready to be 
synced). Unchecking this new option will change that behavior.  
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XML Profile Sync currently does not set the travel_profile_last_updated date when 
you send us modifications to a profile. This new option also changes that behavior. 

These two changes together mean that when selected, profiles changed by you 
through XML Profile Sync return to you when you request all modified profiles.  

The option is a new check box on the bottom the page – Travel System Admin > 
Profile Sync Configuration (left menu): 

 

ReturnProfiles Should Log the Request and Response in GDS Logs 

GDS Supported: N/A 
Configuration Setting: Travel System Admin > Profile Sync Configuration (left menu) 
Solution ID: N/A 

With the November release, we will be logging all XML Profile Sync requests and 
responses in the GDS log. The category is XMLProfileSync.  

To view just profiles Cliqbook has returned, you can search on RequestType of 
ReturnProfiles, or AcceptProfiles to view just the profiles we have received. The same 
log entry contains both the request and the response from XML Profile Sync. 

You can use the search within results window to look for a particular user (the user's 
ProfileSyncID will appear in the associated request).  

If you wish to view only a particular company's requests and responses, you can 
search for the Client ID they use to sync (each company has a Client ID, a Client 
UserID and a Password that they include in the XML requests).  

We have re-used the Database name field in the search form.  
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In the example below, the Client's ID is TestCompany. You can see both 
ReturnProfiles and AcceptProfiles requests in the output. 

 

Finisher 

PNR Finisher - Add Unique for Amadeus   

GDS Supported: Amadeus Only 
Configuration Setting: Travel System Admin > Finishing Template Editor (left menu) 
Solution ID: SID2293 

Concur added a Unique option to the AccountingRemark in the finishing template for 
Amadeus. When enabling this Unique option and a unique prefix is set, there will be 
only one AccountingRemark with that prefix in the PNR. 

Configuration 

To add a unique AccountingRemark: 

1. Navigate to Travel System Admin > Finishing Template Editor (left menu). 

2. Select to edit the appropriate file.  

 

3. To add an AccountingRemark, click Add Line button and then select 
AccountingRemark. 
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A new AccountingRemark line will appear in the central area of the screen and 
a property panel appears on the right side of the screen. 
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4. To make the AccountingRemark unique, select the Unique check box and key 
in a unique prefix. 

 

5. To save the setting, click Apply button on the property panel and Save on 
the AccountingRemark line.  

6. To save the template file, click the Publishing tab and then Publish button. 

NOTE:  Amadeus allows for multiple AccountingRemark lines in the PNR. When an 
admin enables the Unique option for a specific AccountingRemark line, they 
should ensure the Prefix is unique for that specific line. If the prefix is same 
as other non-unique AccountingRemark, the non-unique AccountingRemark 
deletes from the PNR. 

Security 

Remove Auto-complete from Sensitive Inputs 

GDS Supported: All GDS 
Configuration Setting: Auto-on  
Solution ID: N/A 

Some browsers support options where fields can auto-complete, where the browser 
will remember previous values for form fields. In this release, Cliqbook is actively 
suppressing this feature for the following fields, as requested by customers: 

• credit card number 

• passport number (including APIS and second passport) 

• national ID number (see FOID) 

• Driver's License Number (also used in FOID) 
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• date of birth 

• DHS Redress number 
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Resolved Cases 

Enhancements 
 

Key Summary Issue Links 

CLQ-5977 Add Configurable Message-board support for the car availability 
page 

  

CLQ-7756 Car Delivery/Collection in GDS - Amadeus Solutions Suggestions  
SID30, SID3131 

CLQ-7841 Agency Invoice - Create New Section and Apply to Amadeus Solutions Suggestions  
SID3841 

CLQ-8120 Worldspan Passive Segment Update to TVL   

CLQ-8125 Clone Travel Rule across rule classes Solutions Suggestions  
SID982, SID1465 and 
SID2185 

CLQ-8629 Need to Enforce Uniqueness of Custom Attribute Values   

CLQ-8918 American Express Contractual Feature: Agency-level 
Air/Hotel/Car Preferences/Discounts 

  

CLQ-8919 American Express Contractual Feature: Agency-level Hotel 
Chain Level Preferences/Discounts 

  

CLQ-8920 American Express Contractual Feature: Agency-level Car 
Preferences/Discounts 

  

CLQ-9059 Change Customer-specific hub shop logic CRMC-17132 

CLQ-9076 Support new LLF definition that looks at time window strictly 
before outbound flight and strictly after return flight 

  

CLQ-9114 Cliqbook needs to identify the GDSName and Record locator of 
tickets in the Ticket node of common itin 

  

CLQ-9142 PNR Finisher - Add Unique for Amadeus Solutions Suggestions 
SID2293 

CLQ-9259 Remove obsolete Hertz Data Authorization form and text from 
E-receipt Admin page 

  

CLQ-9272 Amadeus - Show Fare Types Solutions Suggestions  
SID2339 

CLQ-9481 [LINKED] Marriott Hotel E-Receipts   

CLQ-9597 Provide an Amtrak CliqServices API for Concur Mobile   

CLQ-9885 flattenGIDS needs to write to ItinServices and Outtask, 
depending on module setting 

  

CLQ-9886 GIDS Callback needs to work for trips not in OTUP   

CLQ-10013 longer term solution for hotel direct connects and reporting   
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Key Summary Issue Links 

CLQ-10074 Hooville: Support one-way faring in India   

CLQ-10080 After entering ticket credit for Southwest Direct Connect from 
the FOP page in the wizard, alert traveler if there is not at least 
one credit selected to be used 

  

CLQ-10081 Allow option to suppress/hide Southwest Direct Connect unused 
e-ticket dialogs 

  

CLQ-10179 WN DC: When Rapid Reward is not valid, retry adding FOP 
without Rapid Reward 

  

CLQ-10246 Add report for user and user preference changes Solutions Suggestions  
SID295, SID41 

CLQ-10258 Hooville: Add day abbreviations to results pages   

CLQ-10331 XML Profile Sync -- customer would like an option to have 
ACCEPTED profiles set the updated timestamp BUT NOT 
SYNCED TIMESTAMP 

  

CLQ-10337 Remove autocomplete from sensitive inputs   

CLQ-10387 Agency Reports - make available for all agencies   

CLQ-10498 Do not send requests for TF b2b customers if credentials have 
not been entered 

  

CLQ-10553 Amtrak Mobile: sell   

CLQ-10558 Convert rate exchange procedure on all rail complete pages to 
use multiplication instead of division 

  

CLQ-10571 Hooville - Change Other Hotel Preferences and Other Car 
Preferences 

  

CLQ-10586 Hooville: Allow travel admin to turn on Hooville for all travel 
configs 

  

CLQ-10660 Preference Level Renaming  CRMC-19920 

CLQ-10691 Maintenance: Update Southwest Itin and Cancel Message   

CLQ-10706 Amtrak Direct Connect - Move Amtrak to the top of the list   

CLQ-10775 Hotel Changes - Update Hotel_Discounts_Import   

CLQ-10812 Agent Booked Passive Car Segments - Do Not Allow Cancel in 
Cliqbook 

Solutions Suggestions  
SID452 

CLQ-10813 Add TMCs to the drop down for the Agency Configuration   

CLQ-10829 ADP Custom employees detail extended reports needs to have 
TSA columns added 

CRMC-19196 

CLQ-10835 ReturnProfiles should log the request and response in GDS Logs   

CLQ-10841 differentiate SWS sell metrics from DBahn ones   

CLQ-10843 Change START END logs for Amtrak and Southwest Finsiher to 
Metric 
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Key Summary Issue Links 

CLQ-10844 Send email in case Direct Connect Finishing fails   

CLQ-10876 Ticketing Failure Messaging to User and Developers   

CLQ-10879 Rail Reports - Cliqbook Credit Cards report - add columns for 
allow rail and rail default 

Solutions Suggestions  
SID3840 

CLQ-10923 Aer Lingus TSA   

CLQ-10953 Do not allow customers to assign administrative permissions to 
the "ALL" set 

  

CLQ-10955 Add "Post Manually" link to Trip That Failed Finishing Report   

CLQ-10956 Additional Data Checking when reserving / ticketing southwest   

CLQ-10958 Split faring upgrade, phase one - config level splitting CRMC-20404, 
Solutions Suggestions 
SID2006 

CLQ-10975 TravelFusion: Add FlyDubai   

CLQ-11006 Increase Employee Details Extended to 2500 rows   

CLQ-11007 Change last name filter on employee details extended report so 
that it does "last name starts with" instead of "last name 
includes" 

  

CLQ-11008 Add option to employee details extended report to search "last 
name from" and "last name to" 

CRMC-19508 

CLQ-11022 Allow employee details (slim) report to go to 2500 results   

CLQ-11054 [LINKED] Discounts for Hilton not showing, because Cliqbook is 
not using the correct format on Sabre 

  

CLQ-11055 CLONE -[LINKED] Discounts for Hilton not showing, because 
Cliqbook is not using the correct format on Apollo 

CRMC-17630 

CLQ-11094 If new option for "always split mixed carriers from price page" 
is enabled, then always split Frontier and JetBlue if the split 
price is less than OR EQUAL TO the price quoted 

  

CLQ-11095 Enable Split Ticketing from Search By Price on Mixed Carrier for 
all travel configs where there is at least one discount that has 
split enabled 

  

CLQ-11197 Access to Outtask and Itim querry tool for Analytics team 
member 

  

CLQ-11274 Tweak wording when the "cannot get cancel confirmation 
number" message appears. 
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Customer Cases 
 
Key Summary Issue Links 

CLQ-9561 [LINKED] SabreWS not honoring LaneShops when 
searching Southwest DC finger fares 

CRMC-19088, CRMC-18360, 
CRMC-18209, CRMC-18387, 
CRMC-18637 

CLQ-9564 Virgin Blue - Itinerary Display on Multi-source bookings 
displaying both legs as from direct connect and with direct 
connect record locator 

CRMC-18918 

CLQ-9861 Guest Booking - Middle name not in Name Field in 
PNR/itinerary when setting is enabled and when SWS is 
configured (See CRMC-16511) 

CRMC-18630, CRMC-18629 

CLQ-9974 [LINKED] When trip custom field is set for only a rule 
class, not a configuration, there is no data point in 
finishing to record the custom field to the GDS. 

CRMC-18540, CRMC-18865, 
CRMC-18788, CRMC-20496 

CLQ-10333 Air hub shop logic improvements - Amadeus CRMC-14793 

CLQ-10574 [LINKED] HR FEED-An HR File Terms sent to Cliqbook to 
deactivate a person in Cliqbook, then Portrait and then in 
turn the GDS is not working correctly 

CRMC-19501, CRMC-19061 

CLQ-10575 [LINKED] No GDS flight options being returned when 
searching by Price - Amadeus 

CRMC-18293, CRMC-20236 

CLQ-10612 [LINKED] (JD) Old UI: TravelFusion: Speedy boarding 
option wrongly coded on CB 

CRMC-19370, CRMC-19764, 
CRMC-19796 

CLQ-10633 Southwest DC - handle some specific error situations CRMC-19352, CRMC-19942, 
CRMC-20226, CRMC-20100 

CLQ-10754 [LINKED] When booking flights on ACDC through Cliqbook, 
you pick flights in Cliqbook and get different flights from 
ACDC. 

CRMC-20492, CRMC-20002 

CLQ-10774 SNCF: Senior fares not being returned CRMC-19962 

CLQ-10778 [LINKED] Cliqbook not file finishing/queuing Alternate GDS 
WN bookings for Raytheon 

CRMC-20031, CRMC-17502, 
CRMC-20429, CRMC-20119, 
CRMC-20401, CRMC-19316 

CLQ-10791 SWABIZ Ticket Exchange Funds information not writing to 
the GDS in File Finishing 

CRMC-19216 

CLQ-10824 [LINKED] Cliqbook Itinerary displays the Status of Direct 
Connect Bookings as 'Not purchased through the 
reservation system' rather than 'Booked in Virgin Blue 
direct/DJ reloc' as it did previously. Change seems to have 
come into effect with the Sep 

CRMC-19749 

CLQ-10845 [LINKED] If Cliqbook profile has a work phone number and 
a work extension longer than 18 characters Virgin Blue API 
bookings are rejected by Virgin Blue with message 'Failed 
to validate literal' as the format accepts a maximum of 18 
characters 

CRMC-19678 
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Key Summary Issue Links 

CLQ-10853 Security breach viewing itineraries for others that are not 
in the GDS anymore 

CRMC-20147 

CLQ-10854 [LINKED] Import data tool: Users not able to import any 
data. Files come back with error advising "the offending 
SQL was OT_USEROBJ_GetCompanyPwdExpirationDate 
/*Parm 1(Int)*/ @Company_Id = 13649" 

CRMC-20143 

CLQ-10855 [LINKED] Guest Travel: When booking Guest Travel users 
not receiving TSA data box to enter info and thus receive 
error message TSA data is needed and to start over 

CRMC-20150, CRMC-20142, 
CRMC-20148, CRMC-20151, 
CRMC-20149 

CLQ-10857 [LINKED] Delta Seat Map for CRJ, CR7 and CR9 equipment 
does not match Preferred seating in Sabre. 

CRMC-15213 

CLQ-10865 [LINKED] e-receipt AMOUNT doubled CRMC-19888, CRMC-19096 

CLQ-10867 [LINKED] Sabre DL seat map doesn't match for 757-200 CRMC-16052 

CLQ-10872 [LINKED] Delta Seat Map for equipment Embraer RJ145 
does not match Preferred seating in Sabre. 

CRMC-17990 

CLQ-10873 [LINKED] (A) Hotels only bookings are requiring approval 
immediately after booking. If not approved in 15-20 
minutes they are being canceled by auto cancel svc for not 
being approved 

CRMC-20183, CRMC-20184, 
CRMC-20182 

CLQ-10874 [LINKED] Error message returned to user has a spelling 
error 

CRMC-20045 

CLQ-10875 AirTran DC: Re-implement Post-Booking Seat Change CRMC-19310, CRMC-19280 

CLQ-10882 [LINKED] Hooville - When selecting a fare (other than the 
initially selected fare) from the LLF/Travel Policy pop-up 
box, the site is booking the originally selected itinerary 
instead of the newly selected fare/flights 

CRMC-20191 

CLQ-10891 [LINKED] Cliqbook shows the hotel 1.41 miles from the 
airport and it's really 16 miles from the airport. 

CRMC-20212 

CLQ-10893 [LINKED] Search by Price - Lower cost Delta options are 
not being offered in a price search within the window 

CRMC-19219 

CLQ-10895 [LINKED] Copa Airlines not returned in results for SJU-
MEX in search by schedule 

CRMC-20116 

CLQ-10896 [LINKED] Delta seat map display is missing aisle between 
rows C and D 

CRMC-17785 

CLQ-10907 [LINKED] Accounts with Passive approvals not being sent 
to ticketing. Last Day to Ticket is being incorrectly 
documented in Cliqbook but is correct in the GDS PNR. 

CRMC-20238 

CLQ-10918 [LINKED] Thai Intl seat map in Cliqbook does not match 
the Galileo GDS 

CRMC-16868 

CLQ-10920 [LINKED] Hotel cancellation numbers not returned by the 
hotel but there is no messaging in Cliqbook to alert the 
user 

CRMC-18062, CRMC-20394, 
CRMC-20246, CRMC-20249, 
CRMC-20504 
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Key Summary Issue Links 

CLQ-10924 [LINKED] (JD) Server error when trying to add traveler to 
hotel room block via Clibookmeeting 

CRMC-18991 

CLQ-10930 [LINKED] Agfa/Global access issues/unused tickets CRMC-19124 

CLQ-10934 [LINKED] New Quest Hotel SABRE Chain Code - QG - 
Needs to be added to Cliqbook 

CRMC-19679 

CLQ-10937 [LINKED] VX seat maps not displaying CRMC-20104 

CLQ-10941 [LINKED] AirTran DC: Receive an error when adding 
flights to an already booked hotel. 

CRMC-19220 

CLQ-10942 hotel.de modification in Cliqbook is causing passive 
segment in GDS to appear different 

CRMC-19671 

CLQ-10943 [LINKED] Jumeirah hotel Chain code - duplicated in hotel 
chain drop down 

CRMC-20043 

CLQ-10949 [LINKED] old UI: hotel geocoding incorrect showing 
distance from MTY 

CRMC-20186 

CLQ-10950 [LINKED] IMPLEMENTATION- JetBlue flight is showing first 
class option, but no first class actually exists on JetBlue 
flights 

CRMC-20197 

CLQ-10952 [LINKED] Seat map not displaying - Cliqbook using 
graphical seat map, but agency is not and can view the 
seat map 

CRMC-17342 

CLQ-10957 [LINKED] Profiles on Cliqbook to CWT synchronization 
failing 

CRMC-20325 

CLQ-10963 [LINKED] (KM) When the Divisional view option is enabled 
for Morgan Stanley, the profile XML sync fails 

CRMC-20178 

CLQ-10966 [LINKED] Hotel shown as violation to policy but is within 
city cap 

CRMC-19730 

CLQ-10968 [LINKED] Premium economy shows Economy on MD flight 
selection 

CRMC-20014 

CLQ-10969 Hotel never showing available rate in Cliqbook CRMC-17831 

CLQ-10970 3rd party vendor: Travelport 9640509 : Rate details not 
available for Scandic Crown Hotel- ID 56319 

CRMC-18484 

CLQ-10971 3rd Party vendor Travelport 9621384: Hotel ID 36448 is 
not available for these dates 

CRMC-18226 

CLQ-10972 (JD) When booking a flight on Southwest DC and a car 
from Hertz, Hertz is not receiving the flight info 

CRMC-18993 

CLQ-10973 Worldspan 2nd Level is not copied into the PNR CRMC-18311 

CLQ-10974 [LINKED] McGrigors finishing template: Server error 
received when running Easy Jet PNR s in the Finishing 
Tester 

CRMC-18483 

CLQ-10976 Return WN error codes from cliqservices. was:Missing 
Data in Southwest Direct Connect Reservations 

CRMC-20289 
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Key Summary Issue Links 

CLQ-10981 [LINKED] Implementation - Amadeus - TSA Redress 
Number 

CRMC-19426, CRMC-20633 

CLQ-10982 [LINKED] Carrier GOL in Brazil showing "P" fare basis as 
first class booking when it is economy 

CRMC-20248 

CLQ-10988 [LINKED] Old UI: HRS direct connect: Do not allow 
booking of hotels that require deposit- does not work on 
Advance Purchase rates 

CRMC-19825 

CLQ-10992 NEW UI-Hotel FG number not being added to hotel 
bookings 

CRMC-20255 

CLQ-10993 Fixes in the November release to address Southwest 
Direct Connect issues 

CRMC-20477, CRMC-20612, 
CRMC-20371, CRMC-20367, 
CRMC-20368, CRMC-20640, 
CRMC-20372, CRMC-20643, 
CRMC-20276, CRMC-20369, 
CRMC-20370, CRMC-20493, 
CRMC-20366 

CLQ-11002 "Space" in CLIQUSER remark erroneously translated to 
"@" instead of "_" in Apollo GDS when doing off-line 
approvals 

CRMC-20348 

CLQ-11003 [LINKED] Currency code box for hotel rates is defaulting 
to Afghanistan. Also a question regarding functionality 
when entering a Chain Discount. 

CRMC-20417, CRMC-20423, 
CRMC-20422 

CLQ-11023 Import Data tool error - Searching for Company CRMC-20479 

CLQ-11028 [LINKED] YMM-CRW flights display by price, but not by 
schedule 

CRMC-19062, CRMC-18249 

CLQ-11031 [LINKED] Error returned when attempting to book ZL ICAR 
in YKF regarding guarantee 

CRMC-18327 

CLQ-11041 [LINKED] (JD) Southwest DC ticket credit Valid Until date 
- Add ticket credit asks for Cancel Date, but once it is 
saved to the profile, it is labeled as Valid Until date. 
During booking process- same thing 

CRMC-18429 

CLQ-11043 [LINKED] TSA Data is not being entered when airline 
chosen is a commuter airline for either guest or regular 
travelers on Worldspan 

CRMC-20376, CRMC-20476, 
CRMC-20692, CRMC-20614, 
CRMC-20639, CRMC-20641, 
CRMC-20498, CRMC-20693, 
CRMC-20613 

CLQ-11051 [LINKED] Hooville - Concur Change Trip Allowing Second 
Change to Trip and was able to change airlines. 

CRMC-20101 

CLQ-11053 [LINKED] Cliqbook records not syncing with classic emp 
records when XML based profile sync process is used 

CRMC-19832 

CLQ-11056 [LINKED] [HOOVILLE] Multi Leg booking - Showing wrong 
amount in Cliqbook and E-mail confirmation 

CRMC-20286 
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Key Summary Issue Links 

CLQ-11069 [LINKED] When Cliqbook profile contains more than one 
passport and the first passport is removed, the XML file 
sent to Portrait doesn't contain any passport data, 
therefore, deleting all passport data from Portrait. 

CRMC-14421 

CLQ-11070 Date format example in the TSA date of birth section, does 
not reflect the actual format needed 

CRMC-20418 

CLQ-11079 [LINKED] XML sync not updating Advantage Memberships CRMC-18792 

CLQ-11091 [LINKED] Finishing Template writing a @ symbol instead 
of a pillow 

CRMC-15640 

CLQ-11099 [LINKED] (JD) Meetings for Morgan Stanley are not 
getting the SNAP code applied 

CRMC-16423 

CLQ-11100 [LINKED] New UI - Itinerary Message loaded in Travel 
System Admin is not displaying on the Cliqbook Itinerary 
for bookings made via the new UI - Hooville. 

CRMC-20449 

CLQ-11101 [LINKED] Error when storing Snap fare for DL and CO 
flights when reserving from Search by Price results. 

CRMC-19947 

CLQ-11108 [LINKED] New UI - Remark on the Cliqbook itinerary when 
car hire booked directing travelers to contact vendor for 
assistance with this rental car booking. 

CRMC-20511 

CLQ-11110 [LINKED] NEW UI: change FF program button after 
reserving a flight does not exist 

CRMC-20500 

CLQ-11118 [LINKED] Flight Pass fare is not returning on finger fare 
page or on any other AC DC flight options 

CRMC-19732 

CLQ-11119 [LINKED] No results on return flights when Toronto Area 
Airports selected in search 

CRMC-18115 

CLQ-11203 [LINKED] NEW UI: change FF program button after 
reserving a flight does not exist 

CRMC-20500 

CLQ-11240 [LINKED] IMPLEMENTATION- Color of Cliqbook site- 
Classic Blue but should be Blue Sky - Kohler hardcoded to 
blue theme 

CRMC-20657 

CLQ-11258 [LINKED] (KM) Imports - when file errors, there is no 
longer the download results hyperlink to download the file. 

CRMC-20701, CRMC-20683, 
CRMC-20631 

CLQ-11266 [LINKED] French Canadian link on Logon Screen CRMC-20671 
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Summary 

Major Features 
• Self-registration improvements 

• E-Receipt display by property instead of by chain 

• Rebrand Cliqbook as "Concur Premier – Travel" 

Minor Features 
• Custom images for out of policy icons / preference levels 

• Flex faring for Amadeus fare families 

• Allow the default flight times to be set by the customer 
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Release Notes 

Branding Notification 

Rebrand Cliqbook as "Concur" or "Travel" 
 
GDS Supported: All GDS 
Configuration Setting: Auto-on  
Solution ID: N/A 

Concur recently made changes to our product offerings to make it easier for 
customers to engage with Concur. To-date, we have had three names to describe 
elements of what is essentially the same core service: Concur Travel & Expense, 
Concur Cliqbook Travel, and Concur Expense.  

Going forward, we are simplifying the naming convention under a new umbrella 
name called Concur Premier. The primary reference will be Concur. We will now refer 
to our solutions as Travel, Expense, or Travel & Expense. While you will see these 
changes throughout marketing materials and on our website, Concur.com – rest 
assured that the name change does not have an impact on your product, your 
contract, or terms of service. 

In order to support this branding change, we renamed references to "Cliqbook" 
within the Concur Premier product. For customers using the Hooville user interface, 
we have also updated the graphics.  

 

Last, we have modified the email address used from "<Cliqbook> 
travelwizard@concursolutions.com" to "<Concur> travel@concursolutions.com."  

If your IT department white lists specific email addresses, instead of the 
concursolutions.com domain, please notify them to add this new email address to 
their whitelist so that emails from Concur are not marked as spam. 
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Administration 

Allow Company Custom Images for Preference Level Icons 

GDS Supported: All GDS 
Configuration Setting: Travel System Admin > Upload Custom Images (left menu) 
Solution ID: SID3533 

On the Upload Custom Images page in the travel system administrator, a new 
custom image option is available for the different vendor preference levels. (Prior to 
this, these only applied to hotel vendors.) 

These now apply to all segment types available and are not specific to hotel. If you 
replace the most preferred icon, it will apply to all air, car, and hotel vendors with 
the most preferred preference level. Please note the size requirements for each icon.  

 

IMPORTANT 

Note the following: 

• The Most Preferred Vendor image must be 16 x 48. Example: if the client 
wants three stars to appear for Most Preferred Vendor, the single image must 
include all three stars. 

• The Preferred Vendor image must be 16 x 16 but the single image appears 
twice. Example: if the client wants two stars to appear for Preferred Vendor, 
the single image must include only one star; the image is presented twice to 
the user so it looks like two stars. 

• All other images must be 16 x 16. Example: if the client wants one star to 
appear for Less Preferred Vendor, the single image must include only one 
star. 

NOTE: In the Car Matrix, the "less preferred vendor" icon currently shows next to the 
vendor logo for all levels of preference. If custom icons are similar to the 
default icons in that the most preferred and preferred are multiples of the 
"less preferred" icon, this will not be an issue. We are hoping to address this 
in a future release. 
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Allow Company Custom Images for Out of Policy Icons 

GDS Supported: All GDS 
Configuration Setting: Travel System Admin > Upload Custom Images (left menu) 
Solution ID: SID3603 

On the Upload Custom Images page in the travel system administrator, new 
custom image options are available for the different levels of rule violations. The 
default images correspond to the icons used currently for the different rule violation 
levels. Once you upload a custom icon, whenever there is a rule violation, that icon 
will appear.  

 

These apply to all rule types available and are not specific to a particular category. If 
you replace one of these icons, it will apply to all rule types with that violation level. 
Please note the size requirements for each icon.  

Also: 

• Rule icon "Auto Fail" would show when "Show but do not allow" rules are 
used.  

• Rule icon "Auto Succeed" would show for lane rules, when "Mark in policy" 
rules are used.   

NOTE: The names of these rules on this page will be changed in a future release to 
better align with travel policy administration. 

Configuration Option to Prevent Traveler from Emailing Itinerary or 
Availability to Others  

GDS Supported: All GDS 
Configuration Setting: Default off 
Solution ID: SID3924 

Some customers have asked for a way to restrict the ability of users to send an 
email from Travel. Concur has added a module property to disallow the user from 
inputting emails in the free-form text in 4 places (see screenshots below), instead 
restricting the user to only emailing to the "Email 1" address loaded into the Concur 
system.  
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The module property is called Disable Outgoing Emails and applies site wide.  

 

Air Availability - users can click the Send Email link: 
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E-mail itinerary – button appears when viewing the trip:  
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E-mail itinerary – link from the home page:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

With the module enabled (Notice the grey color of the text box. It cannot be edited): 
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Trip Booking Information page: 

 

Change Trip: 
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With the module enabled: 

 

! IMPORTANT: To request this feature, please open a support ticket with Concur 
and request that the Disable Outgoing Emails module property be set to true.  

Changes for Sabre SWS Credentials   

GDS Supported: Sabre Only 
Configuration Setting: Travel System Admin > View Travel Agencies (left menu) 
Solution ID: N/A 

Concur began supporting Sabre Web Services in 2007. We sent numerous requests 
to TMCs in 2007, 2008, and 2009 requesting that they update all configurations to 
include Sabre Web Services credentials. In early 2009, we notified TMCs that Sabre 
Web Services credentials would be required by June and we would likely not resolve 
issues affecting Databahn customers.  

On November 3 2010, there was an incident, which Sabre admitted was caused on 
their end, where saving air segments to a PNR would frequently but sporadically fail. 
Sabre admitted that they would not be able to fix the issue, and they provided 
Concur a configuration workaround that had significant risk and was a challenge to 
implement.  

Since relatively few customers still had not moved to Sabre Web Services, the impact 
was reasonably minor; however, it is clear that in order to maintain quality levels of 
service, Concur must require that all Sabre configurations include Sabre Web 
Services credentials.  
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With this release: 

• Administrators cannot save new Sabre configurations and new Sabre agency 
records without these credentials.  

• Administrators cannot update existing Sabre agency records without these 
credentials.  

• Administrators cannot edit existing Sabre travel configurations without Sabre 
Web Services enabled. Administrators must obtain Sabre Web Service 
credentials from Sabre, not Concur.  

Sabre Web Services are located in the Agency configuration:  

 

What the admin will see if this is not populated:  

 

What the admin will see if they attempt to save the configuration without this detail:  

 

If you have questions about Sabre Web Services, please contact your Sabre Account 
Representative. 
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Add Valid From and Valid Until Dates to Car/Hotel Discounts 

GDS Supported: All GDS 
Configuration Setting: Travel System Admin > Manage Corporate Discounts (left 
menu)  
Solution ID: N/A 

The purpose of this feature is to add start and end dates for hotel chain, hotel 
property, and car discounts. Concur will only offer/apply these discounts based on 
the dates assigned. If no dates are added, then Concur will assume the discount is 
valid for all dates.  

Hotel chain discount: 

 

Hotel property discount: 

 

Car discount: 
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Enhanced Self-Registration Security 

GDS Supported: All GDS 
Configuration Setting: Company Admin > Self-Registration Setup (left menu) 
Solution ID: N/A 

Self-registration now supports two new features aimed at improving control over 
who can self-register:  

• Restricting the registrant's work email address to one of a company's 
specified domains 
– and – 

• Forcing a password reset via email immediately following registration 

Restricting Email Addresses to the Company Domain 

Like login IDs, administrators can now limit a registrant's choice of email addresses 
to those in the company's domain. Administrators control this with the Stored 
Domains Only check box next to the Work Email Address field on the self-
registration setup page. This feature defaults to off (unchecked). 

 

If selected (checked), registrants will see either the company's domain appended to 
the email field or, if your company allows multiple login domains, a dropdown list of 
company domains from which to choose. 

 

Forcing a Password Reset 

The second new self-registration option is Allow Users to set password at 
registration. If selected (checked) on the self-registration setup page, registrants 
can specify a password during self-registration and immediately access the system. 
Clearing (un-checking) this check box both removes the password fields from the 
self-registration page and removes the login link that would otherwise appear after a 
successful registration. Instead, Travel emails the user a link by which to reset their 
password. Used in conjunction with the Stored Domain Only field above, this helps 
to limit self-registration login access to users with your company. 
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NOTE: Concur strongly recommends that companies consider removing the ability to 
allow users to set password at registration. This, when combined with the 
Stored Domain Only check box, will limit self-registration to persons who 
have valid corporate email addresses. If you choose to allow users to set their 
own password, then please take steps to safeguard your self-registration 
code. Posting it on the public Internet, for example, would be ill-advised. 

Update Hotel Import Files to Include Seasonal Rates and Currency 

GDS Supported: All GDS 
Configuration Setting: Travel System Admin > Import Hotel Discounts (left menu) 
Solution ID: N/A 

Concur announced the ability to define a currency for hotel property discount rates 
with the October 2010 release. We added a Country Code column to the 
import/export CSV and Excel spreadsheet on the Import Hotel Discounts page. 
Administrators importing hotel discounts should use the two letter ISO country code 
to determine the currency for a hotel rate. Country codes can be found here: 
http://www.iso.org/iso/english_country_names_and_code_elements 

 

The country code corresponds to the currency dropdown in the Manage Corporate 
Discounts page: 

 

NOTE: If the new column is not populated, Concur will assume the agency PCC’s 
currency. 

http://www.iso.org/iso/english_country_names_and_code_elements
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Air 

Flex Faring with Amadeus Fare Families for Amadeus 

GDS Supported: Amadeus Only (Apollo/Galileo and Sabre previously supported) 
Configuration Setting: Travel System Admin > Air Search Options (on the travel 
configuration page) > Flex-faring 
Solution ID:  

Concur currently supports the flex faring view for Australia, New Zealand, Canada, 
and India. With this release, we add support for flex faring within Amadeus. We 
already supported for the regions above in Apollo/Galileo and Sabre.  

! IMPORTANT: Amadeus web service credentials are required for this feature. 
Amadeus must provide this information. Please work with your TMC partner to 
acquire these credentials.  

Configuration 

1. Navigate to Travel System Admin > Air Search Options (on the travel 
configuration page). 

2. In the Flex faring area, select the Within check box for the appropriate 
region. 

 

3. As previously stated, Amadeus web service credentials are required for this 
feature. Amadeus must provide this information. Please work with your TMC 
partner to acquire these credentials. Once received, the TMC can add the 
credentials to the Agency Configuration.  

 

4. In the System Options section of the configuration page, select the 
AMADEUS ONLY: Enable all features using Amadeus web services 
check box. Administrators cannot enable this until the web service credentials 
are loaded in the agency configuration.  
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What the User Sees 

When the user searches for flights in Canada, Australia, New Zealand, or India, the 
"flex-faring search" text will appear on the travel wizard. 

 

The results will show all available flights and cabins. Below is the classic UI:  
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Flex faring view in the new UI (Hooville):  
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Once the user has selected their flights:  

 

Note the following:  

• Webfares (via TravelFusion) are not included with the flex faring view. This 
will be possible with a future release.  

• This feature is available in both the classic UI and Hooville.  

! IMPORTANT: For more details on this feature, please refer to the Flex Faring 
Travel Service Guide located in Concur Client Central.  

LLF Options in Rule Violation Popup Based on Time Window 

GDS Supported: All GDS 
Configuration Setting: Travel System Admin > Wizard Options (on the travel 
configuration page) 
Solution ID: N/A 

Concur added a new check box in 
the travel configuration regarding 
the options displayed to the user, as 
well as the approver regarding LLF 
(lowest logical fare) options, when a 
rule is violated. The default for this 
check box is unchecked.  
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If enabled and if a travel rule is broken, the flights listed in the Travel Rule 
Violation popup will comply with the company time-window (set in the travel 
configuration). There will no longer be any flights that are policy compliant price-
wise, but outside the company time window.  

Without the configuration setting: 

 

With the Configuration setting:  
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Support Manifest Booking / Multi-User Clone in Amadeus 

GDS Supported: Amadeus Only (Sabre and Apollo previously supported) 
Configuration Setting: Company Admin > User Permissions (left menu)  
– and – Travel System Admin > Manifest Clone FOP Options (on the travel 
configuration page) 
Solution ID: N/A 

Concur announced support of multi-user clone (manifest) with the September 2009 
release. We originally supported this feature on Sabre and Apollo. We now support 
multi-user cloning in Amadeus. This feature applies to air and hotel segments only.  

Configuration 

To use this feature, the Travel System Admin follows these steps: 

1. Navigate to Travel System Admin > Manifest Clone FOP Options (on the travel 
configuration page). 

2. Select the appropriate form of payment options. 

 

3. Navigate to Company Admin > User Permissions. 

4. Add Manifest Administrator to the appropriate users.  

Using the Feature 

1. Make a reservation for air, hotel, or both. 

2. Select Clone Trip from a confirmed trip. 

3. From the Book Clone of list, select Multiple Travelers. 
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4. Add the passengers in Manifest Passengers section and select the 
appropriate option on the Form of Payment section. 

 

Once you click Finish on this page, you will see a list of the users you selected to 
clone, a link to view the original itinerary, the form of payment option selected, and 
the email options selected.  
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In addition to this, the travel arranger will receive an email with the status of 
everyone requested. The email will include: 

• Names and record locators of successful bookings 

• Names of travelers who did not have successful bookings and why 

• Summary of number attempted, number successful, etc. 

! IMPORTANT: For more details on this feature, please refer to the Multi-User 
Clone Travel Service Guide located in Concur Client Central.  

Allow Split Ticket when Itinerary Cannot be Sold Combined 

GDS Supported: Sabre, Apollo, Galileo, and Worldspan (Amadeus previously 
supported) 
Configuration Setting: Auto-on 
Solution ID: SID3691 

Previously, when split ticket was enabled, we would quote the fare combined, quote 
the fare split, and display the cheaper of the two. If the fares could not be sold 
combined, this algorithm would error and no quote would be shown.  

In the November release, we changed this logic for all GDSs if Frontier and/or 
JetBlue were in the itinerary, and in a prior release, we had changed the logic for  
Amadeus so that if the fare could not quote combined but could be quoted split, the 
split fare would be displayed.    

In this release, we are changing the logic in Sabre, Apollo, Galileo, and Worldspan to 
match this logic. This should increase the success rate of split-ticket quotes and 
deliver savings to customers with split ticketing enabled.   

The logic for this feature is now: 

1. Try to quote the fares together. 

2. Try to quote the fares split. 

3. Display the cheaper quote to the traveler when both quotes are successful. If 
the quotes are the same, we will sell the fare combined, unless it is Frontier 
or JetBlue, in which case, we will sell the fare split. 

4. If one quote succeeds and the other fails, always use the one that succeeded. 
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Direct Connect 

Change Subject of Southwest Failed Ticketing Notification Email 

GDS Supported: Southwest Direct Connect 
Configuration Setting: Auto-on  
Solution ID: N/A 

When Southwest needs approval, there is a reservation on hold with Southwest, but 
there is no ticket issued, just like the GDS. When the approval occurs, Concur 
notifies Southwest to issue the ticket. The ticketing can sometimes fail. The most 
frequent reason for failure today is a declined credit card.   

Southwest does not check card numbers until ticketing occurs. Approximately 1 in 
every 3000 bookings fails due to an issue, such as a fare no longer being valid even 
though the last date to ticket has not passed. While these events are rare, it is 
important that the traveler be notified when the ticket was not issued, so that action 
can be taken. For a GDS booking, the TMC would likely step in and contact the 
traveler, but with a direct connect, the airline itself issues the ticket, not the TMC. 

Last month, Concur released a feature that sends a notification email to the 
customer, approver, or a given list of email addresses when ticketing fails for the 
Southwest Direct Connect. With this release, we have modified the subject line of 
this email.  

Old subject line: Direct Connect Finishing Error: Southwest 

New subject line: Southwest Ticketing Issue 

Hotel 

Hotel Chain Discounts - Show "All" or Super Chain Options 

GDS Supported: All GDS 
Configuration Setting: Travel System Admin > Manage Corporate Discounts (left 
menu) Solution ID: SID1610 and SID137 

When adding discount codes to hotel chains, you now have the ability to choose 
super chains. This will eliminate the need to add a discount for each sub-chain. 
Super chains appear in pink at the top of the list. Selecting one of these will default 
the discount entered to any chain under this parent chain.  
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User Supplied Hotel - Allow Date Changes on Original Booking 

GDS Supported: All GDS 
Configuration Setting: Company Admin > Travel Admin (left menu) > Edit Classes 
Solution ID: SID3537 

Concur announced the User Supplied Hotels feature in January 2009. The purpose of 
this feature is to track and report on travelers who book overnight stays in Concur 
but do not book a hotel. It also allows the traveler to add details about the hotel if it 
is booked outside of Concur.  

With this release, we allow the user to define their check-in and check-out dates 
when adding a new reservation. The dates default to match the flight arrival and 
departure dates, but the user is able 
to change these as necessary.  

To modify dates on an existing user 
supplied hotel segment, the user 
must cancel and then add again for 
the correct dates.  
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Cancel Trip with User Supplied Hotels 

GDS Supported: All GDS 
Configuration Setting: Auto-on 
Solution ID: N/A 

We now display extra text when a user attempts to cancel a trip with a user-supplied 
hotel. The text states that the user must cancel the hotel reservation directly with 
the original booking source. This message does not display if the trip does not 
contain hotels booked outside of Concur. 

 

Rail 

SNCF - Verify Expiration Date 

GDS Supported: SNCF Direct Connect 
Configuration Setting: Auto-on 
Solution ID: SID3278 and SID3662 

Concur has added logic to the SNCF user experience regarding Advantage or Fidelity 
card expiration dates. Prior to this release, all cards loaded in the Advantage card 
section were available to the user during the booking process. With this release, we 
will offer only cards that are valid over the travel dates.  
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Users are able to load Advantage cards today and assign the expiration date:  

 

When they book a trip via SNCF, they receive a popup showing all cards viable for 
that trip:  
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E-Receipts 

E-Receipt Logo Displays by Property, Not Chain 

GDS Supported: All GDS 
Configuration Setting: Auto-on 
Solution ID: N/A 

Concur previously displayed the e-receipt-enabled icon based solely on hotel chain, 
so that it would display for all Starwood properties since Starwood provides e-
receipts. Now we are displaying them on a property basis.   

Note the following: 

• Starwood provides a complete list of enabled properties worldwide.  

• Marriott provides a complete list of enabled properties.   

NOTE: Marriott is still in beta test status and not generally available. 

• IHG is e-receipt enabled for all properties in the US and Canada. There is also 
a list of enabled properties in Australia.   

• Hilton is e-receipt enabled for all properties in the US. There is a small list of 
exceptions, such as Hilton Las Vegas. There is also a list of enabled properties 
in Canada and Mexico. 

• La Quinta provides e-receipts for all properties in the US, Canada, and 
Mexico.   

NOTE: La Quinta is still in beta test status, and not generally available.   

• Choice provides e-receipts for all properties in the US and Canada.   

User Interface (Classic and Hooville) 

If/Then Custom Trip Field Order 

GDS Supported: All GDS 
Configuration Setting: Auto-on 
Solution ID: N/A 

Concur announced support of if-then custom trip fields with the June 2010 release.  

When displayed to the user during the booking process, custom trip fields (questions 
asked during the booking process) normally order by title in alphabetical order. In 
situations where alphabetic ordering is not ideal, an admin can add a display name 
to the field definition so that fields can be labeled as desired while still controlling the 
display order via the Attribute Title.  
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In order to simplify setting up custom fields to use if/then logic, sorting by title will 
be partially overridden. Fields that depend on another field's value for display will 
always appear after the field on which they depend, regardless of their respective 
title. We made this change to prevent sudden "shifting" of the field on which a user 
has just made a selection in situations where a dependent field has a title that would 
otherwise make it appear before the field on which it depends. 

Configuration 

The ability to create if/then scenarios for custom trip fields is available in Company 
Admin > Manage Custom Fields. Click the Cliqbook Trip Fields tab to view existing 
custom trip fields and to add new ones.  

 

Color Theme Support for the New UI (Hooville) 
 
GDS Supported: All GDS 
Configuration Setting: Auto-on 
Solution ID: N/A 
 
When we announced support of the Hooville UI, we stated that Blue Sky was the 
only supported color palette. With this release, we now support all color themes. 
Blue Sky is still the preferred color palette, but now all are available for use.  
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Hooville - Total Trip Cost on All Pages 
 
GDS Supported: All GDS 
Configuration Setting: Uses existing Total Trip Cost setting 
Solution ID: N/A 

Concur originally announced the total trip cost feature with the January 2010 
release. In March 2010, we made this feature configurable via a module property 
called Enable Total Trip Cost. With this release, we have updated the feature to 
show a running total trip cost on all pages after inventory has been purchased. This 
will work similar to the "shopping cart" method many leisure sites offer. As a user 
moves through the booking process, the running trip cost will update so the user 
always has a view of their total trip cost. This is limited to the new Hooville UI.  

In a collapsible section on the upper right corner of the screen, Concur will display 
the best approximation of the total trip cost it has available. This is approximate 
because all segment types booked (except air) are an estimate, as the charges do 
not assess at the time the booking is completed.  

The estimated total includes the costs of all flight, rail, hotel, car, limo, parking, and 
taxi segments combined. Dining is not included in this list because we do not know 
an estimated total to provide. The estimated cost for car, hotel, limo, and taxi is the 
rate booked and does not include taxes or gratuity. 

We offer a travel policy 
datapoint for total 
estimated itinerary cost, 
which allows the Travel 
Policy Administrator to 
enforce policies related to 
total trip costs. 

To Enable 

Add the new rule template from Travel Rule Builder under the Travel Itinerary 
category (and this will use the "Itinerary" policy violation codes): 

 

Enable and define the rule in Travel Policy Administration (log for reports, notify 
manager, require passive approval, require approval, and display message are all 
available): 
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Configuration 

NOTE: This is available to all GDS. Also, the travel configuration must be set to use 
the Hooville UI. 

The module property for enabling Total Trip Cost calculation: Enable Total Trip 
Cost must be set to True. Customers and TMCs must open a support ticket with 
Concur to enable or disable this module property.  

 

If this is not done, the total trip cost will not display either at the top right of the 
screens or on the itinerary display. 

Air Screen  

NOTE: There is no trip cost yet; it appears after the flight is booked. 
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Car Screen (upper right corner) 

 

Hotel Screen (upper right corner) 
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Itinerary Page (bottom of page below itinerary) 

 

Hooville - Allow the Default Flight Times to be Set by a Customer  

GDS Supported: All GDS 
Configuration Setting: Travel System Admin > Wizard Options (on the travel 
configuration page) 
Solution ID: SID4880 

In previous releases, the default time for the departure (outbound) flight was 9AM 
for all customers. The only caveat is if the customer enabled Show Morning, 
Afternoon, and Evening. In which case, the default time for the departure flight 
was Morning. Likewise, the default time for the return flight in a round trip, and any 
flight after the first flight in a multi-seg or open jaw, was 5PM for all customers, 
unless they enabled Show Morning, Afternoon, and Evening. In which case, 
Afternoon was the default.  
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With this release, customers using the Hooville user interface will be able to change 
the default times for flights. If a company is in a location where most travel departs 
late in the day, the company could choose 5PM for the default departure time. If a 
company wanted "the normal business day" to default, then choosing 1PM with a 
default search window of +/- 4 hours as the default could achieve that goal.  

NOTE: If a configuration is not enabled for Hooville but individual users have been 
upgraded to Hooville by giving them the "Hooville Travel UI Opt-In" role, then 
those individual users would take advantage of the new setting.  

Configuration 

To configure, navigate to Travel System Admin > Wizard Options (on the travel 
configuration page) and update the two new dropdowns labeled Default Departure 
Hour and Default Return Hour.  

• If a customer has the Show Morning, Afternoon, and Evening option 
enabled and wishes the default for departure or return flights to be Morning, 
then the customer should set 9AM as the default.  

• For Afternoon and Evening, the customer should choose 3PM and 9PM. This is 
noted in the quick help text next to each drop down 

   

Customers who do not edit these settings will see the defaults they have today - 
Morning on departure and Afternoon on return if they enabled Show Morning, 
Afternoon, and Evening, or 9AM and 5PM otherwise. 

This setting only affects the travel wizard on the My Concur or Travel home page; 
it does not affect searches when adding air to hotel/car only reservations.  
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Return to Price Tab After a Fare is Quoted via Schedule 

GDS Supported: All GDS 
Configuration Setting: Auto-on for Hooville 
Solution ID: N/A 

In the Hooville UI, after you have select the outbound and return flight and then click 
Price these options, it will now take you directly to the fare tab, with the flight you 
quoted appearing at the top. 
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Hooville - Air France ABT Card  

GDS Supported: All GDS 
Configuration Setting: Auto-on for Hooville 
Solution ID: N/A 

If a user has an Air France ABT card set up along with the corresponding Air France 
frequent flyer program, then when the user tries to reserve an Air France flight, it 
will check if a lower fare is available with discount. 
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Default Hooville UI on For All New Configurations 

GDS Supported: All GDS 
Configuration Setting: Travel System Admin 
Solution ID: N/A 

Concur first demonstrated the "Hooville" Travel user interface at NBTA in August, 
with travel agencies receiving access in September, and customers receiving access 
in October. In the November release, we gave customers the ability to update their 
sites without needing to contact Concur or a TMC partner.  

In the December release, we will default the Hooville UI for all new customer 
configurations, as well default the color palette to "Blue Sky" and enabling the 
notification to travelers if there are non-stops available outside the chosen time 
window. A TMC creating a new configuration can still change a new configuration 
back to the older ("Version 3") user interface. As well, if the TMC is creating new 
sites based on their clone configuration, their default will take precedence.  

 

NOTE: In the near future, use of the "Hooville" Travel user interface will move from 
the current "opt-in" model to an "opt-out" model. Concur expects to notify all 
travel agencies and customers in early 2011 about this change, and give a 
time frame for customers (likely 45-60 days) to notify Concur of their wish to 
opt out. We used the same process in 2004-2005 when the last major release 
of the Travel UI occurred.  

Rename "Cliqbook Hooville UI Opt-In" Role  

GDS Supported: All GDS 
Configuration Setting: Company Admin > User Permissions (left menu) 
Solution ID: N/A 

As part of the Concur branding effort, the permission used to opt-in individual users 
or groups of users into seeing the Hooville Travel user experience is renamed from 
"Cliqbook Hooville UI Opt-In" to "Hooville UI Opt-In."  

Users and admins will see this in two places: 

• One is on the My Concur page (or Travel Home page) where the 
announcement to Travel Administrators appears: 
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• User permissions:  

 

Hooville - Update the "Processing" Logo  

GDS Supported: All GDS 
Configuration Setting: Auto-on for Hooville 
Solution ID: N/A 

As part of the rebranding efforts, the logo shown on the "processing" (also known as 
"Please Wait") pages, as well as the screen confirming a cancellation, have been 
changed to be branded strictly as Concur, instead of Concur Cliqbook Travel.  

Processing page with new logo: 
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Cancellation page with new logo: 

 

PNR Finishing 

Write CC Billing Address through Standard CB Remarks  

GDS Supported: Amadeus Only 
Configuration Setting: Auto-on 
Solution ID: SID4197 

Travel added new remarks to PNR for the credit card billing address:  

• "FOPADR/STR" means "form of payment, address, street" 

• "FOPADR/CITY/STATE/PC" means "form of payment, address, 
city/state/postal code" 

The following is the example of the PNR with the added address information (line 10 
and 11). 
 
1.JOE/JOE MID 
2 AA4448 Q 18MAR 5 DCAJFK HK1 B 600A 710A 1A/E 
3 AA4514 N 19MAR 6 JFKDCA HK1 8 1255P 220P 1A/E 
4 APB 111-111-1113-B 
5 TK TL18NOV/2200/DCA1S216O 
6 SSR DOCS AA HK1 ////01JAN66/M//JOE/JOE/MID 
7 SSR FQTV AA NO/ AABA1212121212/INVLD ACCT NUMBER 
8 OP DCA1S216O/17NOV/1C0 
9 RM CB/TRIPLOC/CQ-SQ5-1NBWL-8PL 
10 RM CB/FOPADR/STR-14225 22TH STREET NE 
11 RM CB/FOPADR/CITY-WOODNIVILLE/STATE-WA/PC-98077 
12 RM CB/FCA/0/ 
13 RM CB/AFEES/USD/0.00 
14 RM CB/PAX/DEMO. TEST TRIP. DO NOT BOOK. DO NOT CANCEL UNTIL 
AFTER NOV 17 1PM 
15 RM CB/TRP/TRIP FROM WASHINGTON TO NEW YORK 
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16 RM CB/QUE/QUE TO INPROC DCA1S216O-1 0 ON 17NOV 1418Z 
17 RM CB/QUE/QUE CANCEL PNR DCA1S216O-1 0 ON 17NOV 1418Z 

Modify Date/Time Format for LLF FLIFO Datapoints to Allow Filter 
Usage   

GDS Supported: All GDS 
Configuration Setting: Travel System Admin > PNR Template Editor (left menu) 
Solution ID: SID4980 

Concur released new datapoints with the October release to document the closest 
declined LLF (lowest logical fare) flight. With this release, we modified two existing 
datapoints to allow filtering in regards to writing the date and time to a PNR.  

 

Once you add these data elements, you may apply filtering as follows: 
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Select the appropriate filter and click Apply: 

 

You can expose the date portion and the time portion separately by adding the 
element to your finishing file twice and applying a different filter each time. 

Profile Sync 

Self-Service Passwords for Profile Sync 

GDS Supported: All GDS 
Configuration Setting: Company Admin > User Permissions (left menu) 
Solution ID: N/A 

The purpose of this feature is to prevent sending profile sync passwords over email 
by allowing users with permission to update and retrieve password from the web 
page. 

• We created a new module role "ProfileSyncAdmin" to grant this permission. 

• Concur can modify profile sync values except password for all travel 
configurations. Passwords are not editable by Concur. 

• Company administrators with "ProfileSyncAdmin" permission can reset 
passwords and save and copy passwords for the travel configuration of the 
company they have permission to manage (global or divisional view). Any 
other data are not editable. 

• When a new password is requested, an expiration date is automatically 
extended 12 months from the request date. 
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Configuration 

Grant user "ProfileSyncAdmin" permission in Company Admin > User Permissions: 

 

Display 

View from Company Admin > Profile Sync Configuration (left menu): 
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Clicking the New Password button: 

 

After saving the password, the expiration date is updated as well: 

 

View from Travel System Admin > Profile Sync Configuration (left menu): 
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Reporting 

Concur Travel Credit Cards Report Show Columns for Rail  

GDS Supported: All GDS 
Configuration Setting: Reporting > Cliqbook Credit Cards  
Solution ID: SID3840 

The Concur Travel Credit Cards report displays details of employee's Travel credit 
cards in your company. Results can be narrowed by selecting the Last Name (or part 
of the name that it begins with), the Org. Unit/Division, and the Status of the 
employee. We have updated this report to include information about cards set to 
"Allow Rail" and "Rail Default" settings. Prior to this, we included allow and default 
for air, car, and hotel.  

This report displays the top 1000 records and the last 4 digits of the credit card 
numbers when printing to the screen. When exporting, it will not display the credit 
card numbers. 

Southwest Fare Class Selection Report 

GDS Supported: Southwest Direct Connect 
Configuration Setting: Reporting > Southwest Fare Class Selection Details 
Solution ID: N/A 

Concur has added a new report that identifies the fare classes 
that have been booked in the Southwest Direct Connect on a 
per-segment basis. This report can be used to identify the 
buying habits of users and identify when the lowest fare types 
are being booked.  

The report name is Southwest Fare Class Selection Details. 
Administrators with the Report Admin role must assign this 
report to the appropriate users. Once assigned, users with the 
ability to run reports will find this under the Travel category.  
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The first table of the report shows a summary: 

 

Columns: 
 

Column Description 

FARE_CLASS Name of the Southwest fare class 

COUNT Number of segments booked in this fare class within the selected period of 
time 

The second table displays the report's more detailed information on a per-segment 
basis: 
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Displayed are: 
 

Column Description 

DATE_CREATED_AT Date of the booking 

DAYS_IN_ADVANCE Difference between booking date and start date of the 
departure flight 

SEGMENT_DEPART_DATE Departure date of the segment 

SEGMENT_ARRIVAL_DATE Arrival date of the segment 

SEGMENT_FARE_CLASS Concrete fare class 

FARE_CLASS_NAME Southwest fare class name 

START_CITY_CODE Departure city for this segment 

END_CITY_CODE Arrival city for this segment 

TOTAL_FARE Base fare plus taxes for this segment 

BASE_FARE_CURRENCY Currency of this segment 

User and User Preference Changes Report 

GDS Supported: All GDS 
Configuration Setting: Reporting > User and User Preference Changes 
Solution ID: N/A 

NOTE: This feature was included in the November service update but was 
erroneously left out of the release notes.   

Concur has added a new report to track the changes a user makes to their profile. 
This report – called User and User Preference Change – located under the General 
section of reports, allows an administrator to see changes on behalf of everyone in 
the company or by singling out a given user by their login ID.   

Items under User Changes:  

Login ID, time stamp, modified by first and last name, company ID, user first, middle 
and last name, user prefix and suffix, manager first and last name, account 
termination date, gender, birth date, name remark, rule class, ORG unit, start date, 
cost center, employee ID and passport data.  

Items under User Preference Changes:  

Time stamp, modified by first and last name, country code, time zone, AAA, GVT, 
AARP, Military and Senior rates enabled, home airport, profile name, profile last 
updated, sync ID, language preference 

To view this report, administrators must grant users access via the Report Admin 
feature.  
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NOTE: In a future release we will be extending this report to cover additional 
columns. 
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Resolved Cases 

Enhancements 

 

Key Summary Issue Links 

CLQ-8188 Hotel Chain Discounts - Show "All" or super chain options SID1610 and 
SID137 

CLQ-8225 User Supplied Hotel - allow user to change dates from the dates of 
flights when making initial reservation 

SID3537 

CLQ-8328 Allow Company Custom Images for Preference Level Icons SID3533 

CLQ-8353 Allow Company Custom Images for Out of Policy Icons SID3603 

CLQ-8814 Configuration Option to Prevent Traveler from Emailing Itinerary or 
Availability to Others 

CRMC-18578, 
SID3924 

CLQ-8902 Sabre Webservices native XML Migration - Finisher   

CLQ-9101 Hooville - Total Trip Cost on all pages   

CLQ-9537 Agency Preferred Icon   

CLQ-9914 Marriott Hotel E-Receipts Inbound   

CLQ-10140 SNCF - Verify Expiration Date SID3278 and 
SID3662 

CLQ-10219 Hooville - need context-sensitive help on every screen   

CLQ-10495 The E-Receipt logo needs to be displayed by property, not travel 
company 

  

CLQ-10538 Modify Create Company WS   

CLQ-10607 TSPM (ProfileSyncWS) Needs new fields added for TSA   

CLQ-10883 Hooville - Allow the Default Flight Times to be Set by a Customer SID4880 

CLQ-10885 fare families for Amadeus flex faring   

CLQ-10889 Write CC Billing Address to PNR through Standard CB Remarks in 
Amadeus 

SID4197 

CLQ-10998 When if/then custom trip fields are enabled, order of the appearance 
moves 1st question to right, when example in Release notes shows 
secondary question appears subsequent to first question 

CRMC-18784 

CLQ-10999 LLF Options In Rule Violation Popup Based on Time Window   

CLQ-11004 Multi-user clone / Manifest booking Functionality needs to be localized CRMC-20426 

CLQ-11005 Support Manifest Booking / Multi-User Clone in Amadeus   

CLQ-11034 Hooville: Return to price tab after a fare is quoted on the schedule tab   
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Key Summary Issue Links 

CLQ-11038 Hooville - if Air France ABT card in user's profile, quote it when Air 
France results shown from price page & quote in finger fare on schedule 

  

CLQ-11084 Approval Workflow: Serialization   

CLQ-11103 Custom car details report for enterprise   

CLQ-11112 A few more reports converted for Itin Services   

CLQ-11146 Require all Sabre Agencies to have SWS credentials before saving; 
Require all Sabre Travel Configs to check the SWS box before saving 

  

CLQ-11148 Modify date/time format for FLIFO datapoints to allow filter usage SID4980 

CLQ-11151 Sabre, Apollo, Galileo, Worldspan - if attempt fare quote (finger fare in 
old UI, schedule tab in new UI, flex faring in both UIs) and fare can only 
quote split, then quote it split. 

CRMC-20809, 
SID3691 

CLQ-11152 Remove Cliqbook "please wait" cursor   

CLQ-11153 Rebrand Cliqbook in Message files and in-line text as some derivation of 
"Concur" or "Travel." 

  

CLQ-11154 Rename "Cliqbook Hooville UI Opt-In" role as "Hooville UI Opt-In"   

CLQ-11158 Replace "Cliqbook" in names of Reports Portal Reports with some 
derivation of "Concur" or "Travel." 

  

CLQ-11159 Rebrand Cliqbook in Help files as Concur or Travel.   

CLQ-11162 Southwest Report   

CLQ-11165 Amtrak DC: Map "AP" to the "TVM" type booking and change remarks CRMC-21027, 
CRMC-20796 

CLQ-11228 Populate history records for cloned/copied rules   

CLQ-11232 Add some columns to "DC apply FOP errors"-report   

CLQ-11275 Improve UI when hotel cancel confirmation number is not returned   

CLQ-11284 Change Subject of Southwest Failed Ticketing Notification mail   

CLQ-11343 Amex Preference Feature - Add Start and End Dates to Car and Hotel 
Chain Discounts 

  

CLQ-11391 Default Hooville UI on for all new travel configurations   

CLQ-11404 Enhanced Self-Registration Security   

CLQ-11435 All RideCharge logos in Cliqbook need to be changed to Taxi Magic   

CLQ-11450 Change label on the HR Feed in the TMC setup form to be "Concur User 
Profile (CUP) HR Feed." and reorder the concur expense versions 

  

CLQ-11500 Marriott and LaQuinta outbound E-Receipts outbound Feed issues in 
Production 

  

CLQ-11501 Need an export/import tool for travel configs   

CLQ-11529 Marriott Hotel E-Receipts Inbound and Outbound Delimiter fixes   
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Key Summary Issue Links 

CLQ-11567 [LINKED] Failed login Attempts is not working properly CRMC-21204, 
CRMC-21141 

CLQ-11573 Hooville: Update the "Processing" logo during Travel bookings and at 
cancelation 

  

CLQ-11576 Self-service passwords for profile sync   

Customer Cases 

 

Key Summary Issue Links 

CLQ-9138 [LINKED] Receive error when attempting to book 
prepaid /deposit required hotel room. 

CRMC-17556, CRMC-18518, 
CRMC-17408, CRMC-17932 

CLQ-9230 Worldspan: Car rental rate higher when reserved vs 
availability screen - BEST is added when it's not set 
up to in the company discount 

CRMC-20192, CRMC-17402, 
CRMC-17416, CRMC-16507, 
CRMC-18785, CRMC-17205, 
CRMC-17688 

CLQ-9338 [LINKED] Cliqbook duplicating File Finishing (Similar 
to CRMC-17233) 

CRMC-19776, CRMC-20939, 
CRMC-20940, CRMC-20634, 
CRMC-19834, CRMC-19567, 
CRMC-17233, CRMC-17978, 
CRMC-20942, CRMC-21216, 
CRMC-20642, CRMC-17877, 
CRMC-21005, CRMC-20291 

CLQ-9815 [LINKED] When booking First Class in conjunction 
with Economy Segment on a Commuter Flight, 
Cliqbook rebooks all segment in to Coach 

CRMC-18448, CRMC-18454 

CLQ-9907 [LINKED] Air Canada DC flights being hidden when 
they should be shown and not allowed 

CRMC-18579, CRMC-18340 

CLQ-9915 [LINKED] XML Sync - sending blank tag doesn't 
delete data 

CRMC-18790, CRMC-18702 

CLQ-9974 [LINKED] When trip custom field is set for only a rule 
class, not a configuration, there is no data point in 
finishing to record the custom field to the GDS. 

CRMC-18540, CRMC-18865, 
CRMC-18788, CRMC-20496 

CLQ-10125 [LINKED] When site has per diems turned on, we are 
defaulting to incorrect county for Houston, TX and 
Austin, TX 

CRMC-19023, CRMC-18739 

CLQ-10638 [LINKED] Flex-faring - Last Day to Purchase not 
changed in TAW when pre-ticket changes are made 

CRMC-12003 
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Key Summary Issue Links 

CLQ-11042 [LINKED] New UI -all cars are showing as one way 
rentals on the itinerary page 

CRMC-21011, CRMC-20717, 
CRMC-20938, CRMC-21152, 
CRMC-20621, CRMC-20866, 
CRMC-21224, CRMC-21157, 
CRMC-20718, CRMC-20624, 
CRMC-20254, CRMC-21149, 
CRMC-20390, CRMC-21245, 
CRMC-21182, CRMC-20716, 
CRMC-20954 

CLQ-11102 Schedule search results page has shifted header CRMC-20235 

CLQ-11116 [LINKED] Delta - preferred travelers and inability to 
reserve exit rows in Cliqbook 

CRMC-19454, CRMC-20335 

CLQ-11137 OLD and New UI: Custom Trip Fields: When changing 
during the booking process, the fields are not 
updating the down line affected if/then custom trip 
fields. 

CRMC-20427 

CLQ-11167 [LINKED] (JD) When booking SWABIZ with a car, the 
pick up date changes to 12:00 AM 

CRMC-18328 

CLQ-11171 [Linked] Meetings in Hooville: It is not possible to 
proceed with booking if map feature is enabled in 
meeting admin 

CRMC-20850 

CLQ-11207 [LINKED] New UI - printing from the view itinerary 
function is not working. 

CRMC-21128, CRMC-20645, 
CRMC-20421, CRMC-21162, 
CRMC-20721, CRMC-21347 

CLQ-11229 Updating passport expiration for Deactivated Travel 
Config but active Expense users 

CRMC-19356 

CLQ-11247 [LINKED] (JD) Amtrak Direct Connect bookings are 
not file finishing. Trip status is Waiting for Direct 
Connect. 

CRMC-20489, CRMC-21326, 
CRMC-20713, CRMC-21178, 
CRMC-20967, CRMC-20871, 
CRMC-21016 

CLQ-11261 [LINKED] (KM) Company with Divisional View adds a 
new custom field and it gets added to all 
configurations including ones owned by another TMC 

CRMC-20007 

CLQ-11264 [LINKED] Error message received when trying to run 
report of trips needing approval 

CRMC-20589, CRMC-20853, 
CRMC-20768, CRMC-20635 

CLQ-11295 [LINKED] (KM) Account with Divisional View - can 
click edit on another TMC group and can add a BCD 
user to their group 

CRMC-19876 

CLQ-11301 regional hotel rate rule broken CRMC-20758 

CLQ-11307 WN DC Trip was sent for approval but rule broken 
was not a 'need approval' rule - it was log for reports 

CRMC-20287 

CLQ-11308 Under Company Config, Southwest DC Override Email 
Address does not allow you to change when the email 
address has -(dash) in it 

CRMC-21108, CRMC-20177 
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Key Summary Issue Links 

CLQ-11311 Apollo: Split fare not working for some combinations CRMC-19083, CRMC-21173 

CLQ-11313 [LINKED] When last name is hyphenated, we are 
adding TSA information with a 'space' and it's 
erroring out at ticketing 

CRMC-20487 

CLQ-11319 [LINKED] (KM) New UI - Custom field information is 
not reflected on the itinerary. 

CRMC-20840, CRMC-21158, 
CRMC-20494, CRMC-21168, 
CRMC-21084, CRMC-20946, 
CRMC-20852 

CLQ-11320 [LINKED] NO DELTA FLIGHTS appearing in 'Price 
search' MSP-HKG 

CRMC-20811, CRMC-18741 

CLQ-11321 [LINKED] Cliqbook Itinerary showing mileage 
allowance 0 instead of UNL Mileage. 

CRMC-18822 

CLQ-11322 [LINKED] LDS is requesting we update the TSA SSR 
Docs for Amadeus. Missing slash between First and 
Middle Name. 

CRMC-20798 

CLQ-11360 DL flight at 8AM return from HKG to RDU does not 
display in schedules for Cree Inc. 

CRMC-20649 

CLQ-11361 [LINKED] New UI - User was allowed to 
change/exchange when the site is not set up to allow 

CRMC-20616, CRMC-21180, 
CRMC-21031 

CLQ-11362 When adding a hotel to a mixed carrier booking, fare 
is not storing which results in error 

CRMC-18979 

CLQ-11369 User didn't receive email alert from WN DC that 
booking confirmed but not ticketed 

CRMC-20700 

CLQ-11370 hotel.de modification to hotel reservation via CB info 
returned cancel policy in German 

CRMC-19670 

CLQ-11375 Hooville UI: Javascript showing up inside the 
itinerary, IsEmail parameter not set 

CRMC-20916 

CLQ-11378 [LINKED] UA flight incorrectly showing operated by 
American Connection when it should be showing 
operated by AX - Trans States Airlines which is 
actually operated by US Airways Express 

CRMC-20842 

CLQ-11383 [LINKED] (A) When putting in rules to hide flights 
within time frame, search by schedule is hiding all 
flights, but search by price is showing flights. 

CRMC-20412 

CLQ-11385 Hooville UI: Language not respected in Itinerary CRMC-20957 

CLQ-11387 Full-Size SUV is checked as an allowable car type in 
the configuration but Full-Size SUV is not returned in 
search 

CRMC-19284 

CLQ-11388 [LINKED] When the Travel Arranger View is being 
used and you hover over the Red X in the far right 
hand side of the screen the verbiage says "Delete 
Assistant" instead of "Delete Traveler" or "Remove 
Traveler" 

CRMC-20537 
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Key Summary Issue Links 

CLQ-11389 [LINKED] Users not able to find any car options (ET) 
in Marshall, MN when adding to an already booked 
Air. Users are able book a car only and find ET car 
vendor in Location code T001 

CRMC-20697 

CLQ-11394 [LINKED] Apollo: Hertz Direct Connect and GDS 
segments are not being put in correct order in PNR 
(same as CLQ-6253, but for Apollo vs. Sabre) 

CRMC-18793 

CLQ-11396 Swabiz records not file finishing CRMC-20759, CRMC-20879 

CLQ-11400 Cliqbook removing secure flight data from PNRs 
during pre ticketing change (See CRMC-19377 for 
Apollo) 

CRMC-19698 

CLQ-11401 [LINKED] Hotels are not showing cancel policy - 
Worldspan 

CRMC-20623, CRMC-18689 

CLQ-11405 [LINKED] IMPL-LLF view more fares affecting LLF CRMC-20854 

CLQ-11413 [LINKED] November Release Item - New Split 
Ticketing Options as related to SID3691 and SID827 
- is not functioning as expected for AU Flex Faring 
sites. 

CRMC-20809 

CLQ-11424 [LINKED] Business Class is not offered on Virgin 
America flights from JFK-SFO 

CRMC-19956 

CLQ-11432 Hotel search - HRS rates not coming back in full 
content 

CRMC-20810 

CLQ-11440 [LINKED] Trip library advises the trip name of "agent 
booked" when it was booked in Cliqbook 

CRMC-21397, CRMC-21253, 
CRMC-21164, CRMC-21306, 
CRMC-21243, CRMC-21176, 
CRMC-21401, CRMC-20974, 
CRMC-21322, CRMC-21398, 
CRMC-21222, CRMC-21249, 
CRMC-21286, CRMC-21307, 
CRMC-20972, CRMC-21313, 
CRMC-21163, CRMC-21225, 
CRMC-21227, CRMC-20975, 
CRMC-21316, CRMC-20951, 
CRMC-20973, CRMC-21395, 
CRMC-21172 

CLQ-11441 [LINKED] Specific car only search for Mini Van not 
returning results. General car search returns minivan 
in results. 

CRMC-18994, CRMC-20535 

CLQ-11446 Apollo Pricing: Lower UP fares are not being returned 
in search by price when you can get them in the 
native GDS 

CRMC-20950 

CLQ-11447 P1 - Self Registration not working unless new options 
selected 

CRMC-20995 
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Key Summary Issue Links 

CLQ-11448 [LINKED] NEW UI - all GDS - Hotel search "Change 
Search" button does not bring up a dialog box to 
change the search parameters at bottom of hotel 
search results page 

CRMC-21166, CRMC-20698 

CLQ-11455 [LINKED] New UI -When booking Virgin Blue only 
itinerary 'Trip Record Locator' displaying on the 
Cliqbook Itinerary is the Virgin Blue reloc not the 
Sabre Reloc. 

CRMC-20886 

CLQ-11457 Hertz one way car booking does not show how many 
cents per mile on confirmation, but it does in 
availability and in the GDS segment 

CRMC-17423 

CLQ-11474 [LINKED] (JD) Payment Trip Information page 
showing on Third Party Meeting Bookings 

CRMC-19272 

CLQ-11480 [LINKED] New UI: Unable to combine flights with LH 
and AB when successful on the Old UI 

CRMC-20385 

CLQ-11481 [LINKED] CLQ-10775: Update Hotel Import Files to 
Include Seasonal Rates and Currency- Unable to see 
Column for currency 

CRMC-20887, CRMC-20876, 
CRMC-20814 

CLQ-11484 New UI - Air Canada Ala Carte menu does not have a 
scroll option 

CRMC-20881, CRMC-20536 

CLQ-11486 [LINKED] Air Availability/ Fare Quote screen 'Print 
Flights' option prints the flight schedule but it does 
not print the fares. 

CRMC-19285 

CLQ-11494 [LINKED] Branded Fares (for flex-faring search in 
Aust/NZ Markets) Activated for Rio Tinto but Cliqbook 
is not applying Private Fares when activated. 

CRMC-21060 

CLQ-11502 [LINKED] International Carriers are not filtered when 
all flights are within North America 

CRMC-19568, CRMC-19868, 
CRMC-19056 

CLQ-11508 [LINKED] NEW UI-custom trip fields not appearing on 
itinerary correctly 

CRMC-21103, CRMC-21034, 
CRMC-21104 

CLQ-11512 [LINKED] (JD) Verbiage in the review screen is 
missing when booking AC DC 

CRMC-17983 

CLQ-11521 Amadeus air booking applying incorrect discount code CRMC-21116 

CLQ-11534 CLONE -Online exchange never file finished nor 
queued to the agency 

CRMC-19496 

CLQ-11541 [LINKED] RAIL: CLQ-8981: Eurostar Pre-Ticket 
Changes- Not working 

CRMC-19182 

CLQ-11546 [LINKED] (JD) Southwest DC ticket credit Valid Until 
date - Add ticket credit asks for Cancel Date, but 
once it is saved to the profile, it is labeled as Valid 
Until date. During booking process- same thing 

CRMC-18429 

CLQ-11547 [LINKED] Updates to Spanish Text on Car pages CRMC-19311 
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Key Summary Issue Links 

CLQ-11572 [LINKED] (JD) Eurostar's Z,G,I & S classes do not 
appear on the search results 

CRMC-20024 

CLQ-11575 [LINKED] PBG airport code not displaying hotels CRMC-21085 

CLQ-11593 [LINKED] TSPM: Deutsche Bank- Please map field 
[RailSpecialRequest] as TSPM property [Handy-
Abteil#Handy-Abteil] 

CRMC-21010 

CLQ-11594 [LINKED] Deutsche Bank: Car rental preferences are 
not being transmitted from Cliqbook to TSPM profiles 

CRMC-18891 

CLQ-11598 [LINKED] Cliqbook is displaying X class as economy 
when it should be showing as business 

CRMC-20799 

CLQ-11599 [LINKED] New UI - Remark on the Cliqbook itinerary 
when direct connect carrier such as Virgin Blue is 
booked 'For assistance with this flight booking, please 
contact the vendor directly.' 

CRMC-20885 

CLQ-11610 [LINKED] Post Ticket Exchange allowed even though 
not configured and enabled. 

CRMC-21037 

CLQ-11613 [LINKED] New Message alerting traveler of user 
supplied hotel cancel is not being displayed when trip 
is in confirmed status. 

CRMC-18646 

CLQ-11626 [LINKED] VX GST fares - OSI required in PNR at time 
of purchase for GST fares to apply 

CRMC-18823 

CLQ-11627 Approver-Paul Flood isn't able to approver travelers 
trip, the trips are automatically rejecting. 

CRMC-20839, CRMC-21330 

CLQ-11629 [LINKED] Unable to view seat map on DL flights in 
Wspan In first class - Canadair Regional Jets 

CRMC-19194 

CLQ-11633 [LINKED] Lane Preferred carriers show as Non-
Preferred when uploaded via file 

CRMC-19089 

CLQ-11638 [LINKED] New UI -When booking Virgin Blue itinerary 
only or Virgin Blue Mixed carriage via the New UI, 
Cliqbook Itinerary displays incorrect Total Estimated 
Cost 

CRMC-20884 

CLQ-11650 [LINKED] Divisional Admin - non global user able to 
change global settings 

CRMC-21276, CRMC-20007 

CLQ-11681 CLONE -[LINKED] Updates to Text on Car pages : Fr, 
Fr-CA, IT 

CRMC-19311 

CLQ-11698 Purchasing GDS air as Deutsche Bank brings me to 
wDeutscheBahnSummary.asp 

CRMC-21268 

CLQ-11720 [LINKED] New UI - CO flights Operated by UA do not 
reflect that in Itinerary Display 

CRMC-21075 
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